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1 Introduct ion 

Sieving experiment by Lisa Brown and Annie Grant 

In 1986 and 1987, the soil from 11 pits was sieved. Finds 
recovered from the sieve were kept separate from those recovered 
manually. 
pits, 

For the total collection of pottery from the sieved 
a surprisingly high fiqure of 29% by sherd count and 11.5% 

by weight of pottery was found in the sieve. The low figure for 
weight indicates that the size of the sherd recovered by sieving 
was rel at ively small. 

In nine cases the sieved assemblage produced fabrics not present 
in the manually collected group. In four cases vessel types not 
pre.scnt in the manually collected group were present amongst the 
sieved material. In no case, however, did the data from the 
sieved material affect the date of the assemblage which would 
have been produced if manual collect ion had been the only form of 
recovery. 

The comparative data does, however, 
sieving experiment itself. 

suqqest problems with the 
There is some variation between the 

figures from the two years. It is difficult to say why the 
quantity of pottery by sherd count recovered from the sieve in 
1986 is considerably higher than that from 1987. More 
significantly, in two cases nearly 50% and, in one case, over 50% 
of pottery by sherd count was recovered from the sieve. Two 
factors may account for this. 1) Excavation at speed with larqc 
tools will automatically result in the loss of a hiqh auantity of 
small artefacts. 2 ) The excavators were aware of which pits were 
included in the sievina proqramme and, therefore, misunderstand- 
ing the aim, did not bother to recover as much pottery by hand as 
they otherwise miqht have. 
results, 

In order to produce more useful 
the selection of material for cievinq should not be 

known to the excavators. 

78tA3 



DA86087 Pottery from pits in sieving experiment 

Context 

DA86: P2515 
22519 
P2530 
P2534 

Total sherds Manual Recovery S i eved Sampl e 
No Wt(g) NO Wt %No %Wt No Wt. %No %Wt 

23 133 10 82 43.4 61.7 13 51 56.6 38.3 
64 345 33 269 51.6 78.0 31 76 48.4 22.0 

108 1011 75 853 69.4 4.4 33 158 30.6 15.6 
195 2424 135 2231 69.2 92.0 60 193 30.8 8.0 

Total (1986) 

DA87: P2563 144 1279 101 1159 70.0 90.6 43 120 30.0 9.4 
P2564 116 840 77 737 66.3 87.7 39 103 33.6 12.3 
P2566 103 836 100 814 97.1 9i.4 3 22 2.9 
P2567 20 17s 14 134 70.0 76.6 6 41 30.0 2?64 
P2570 106 1475 83 1372 78.3 93.0 23 103 21.6 7:0 
P2578 125 690 65 482 52.0 69.9 60 208 48.0 30.1 
P2581 159 948 136 860 85.5 90.7 23 88 14.5 9.3 

390 3913 2~3 3-'35 64.9 87.8 137 478 35.1 12.2 

Total ; 1987) 773 6243 576 5558 74.5 89.0 197 685 25.5 11.0 

Total 1163 10156 829 8993 71.3 88.5 334 1163 28.7 11.5 

18:A4 



2 Pre and Post Billfort Occupation 

2.2 Neolithic and Early Bronze Aqe occupation: artefacts 

The flint assemblage by Ian Brooks 

General background 

A total of 2896 flints were collected between 1979 and 1988 
during the course of the excavation. These .will be discussed in 
three main groups: the general assemblage collected from inside 
the hill fort, flints from the trenches excavated outside the 
hillfort in 1987 and 1938, and the assemblage collected from 
beneath the rampart also in 1987 and 1988. The internal 
assembIagc is bound to be of a mixed nature: however the other 
two assemblages are more distinct and will therefore be discussed 
separately. 

Raw materials 

The bulk of all three assemblages are of a translucent, dark 
grey, flint with a moderate quantity of paler, more ‘cherty’ 
inclusions. The cortex of this flint type is unworn, white and 
distinct from the main body of the flint. It is assumed that 
this flint is local.to the site e probably from the deposits of 
clay-with-flints which cap the hill in patches. The other 
possible source for this type of flint is the chalk of the hill: 
however the low density of flint nodules observed in the sides of 
features in the course of the excavation would tend to discount 
this as a major source of raw material. 

Minor types of flint are opaque, pale grey flint and a 
distinctive orange/brown, translucent flint. These are probably 
from a riverine source as the cortex which survives is battered 
and worn4 

Distribution and recovery 

~**#qrgr=~ ._ ! 

In comparison with the number of flints (350) recovered in the 
first ten years of the excavation (Care 1984, Fiche l:A6) the 
second ten years show a sarksd increase in the recovery of lithi’c 
material. This could be due to a number of factors of which a 
true increase in the dmrity of flints is but one. It is not 
pussible to 8~s~ the degree to which spcb factors as personnel 
change-over affect the rate of. recovery and therefore no 
conclusions can be drawn from the distribution, within the 
hillfort, of the lfthic material. 

--;;;aizh-g$; **-+.- tcw-sa s;rrr;.C* -+*li L.- .* i/cGiy&.b iiB&.i‘GoY’ptts #lIc *ircplcd in ))f17, ‘.;‘----5.16 *_ f.- L* . ..i. ;..: _ 
Fro31 these 79 _ 
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flint pfrcer were ructv7ero8. This re#areoentr 39.8% of the fithic 
assemblage rwxwerad frcm the sieved pitas. Whilst none of these 
were rocegnisable We& forrrnrr ahio expariment should set as an 



indication of the possible size of the total potential assemblage 
from this area of the excavation. Thus although 1647 flint 
pieces were recovered from the internal area of the hillfoi: the 
potential assemblage should have been 2754 pieces. This 
adjustment cannot be made to the assemblaoe from the trenches 
outside the hillfort as they were excavated at a slower pace. 
Thus it is likely that this assemblage closely reflects the 
total flint population from these trenches. 

INTERNAL ASSEMBLeAGE 

A total of 1647 arrefacts were collected from the internal area 
of the hillfort (excluding *hose flints found in layer 1756, but 
including those from Tr 134). Of these 1289 (78.3%) were flakes 
with only 63 (3.8% of the total internal assemblage) exhibitins 
any retouch. Of these only 25 (1.5%) were of recognizable tool 
types. All of the internal assemblage was recovered from Tron 
Age contexts and it is assumed that the majority was derived from 
earlier contexts. 

Waste flakes 

The unretouched flakes were divided into primary (wholly 
corticated), secondary (partly corticated) and tertiary flakes 
[non corticated) and the length and width of every flake was 
measured. For the internal assemblage 127 (7.7% of the internal 
assemblage) primary, 656 (39.8%) secondary and 537 (32.6%) 
tertiary flakes were co1 lected. These were divided into those 
flakes collected before and after 1987 and those collected in the 
1987 season of excavation. This allowed for an assessment of the 
consistency within the assemb?age, The sise di6tributiuna are 
shown in the histograms on frame 18:R7. It has been standard 
practice to draw such histograms as an aid in describino the 
aseMblsr$e* Xt ban te seen that the hiewmmfe fer the 
assemblage from 1979 to 1986 and 1988~ are similar to those from 
1987. It is therefore assumed ,that the two can be regarded as 
part of the same population. 

The large distribution of flake sizes and the skewed nature of 
the length/width histogram would sucrgest that the assemblaqe is 
not of any fixed period. This would asree with the general 
results of Care (1984 Fiche l:A7) and is supported by the 
recognizable tool types. 

Cores and core debris 

us-Q?* ha eoces (d,4-%, tar& m?e!ewd sman the $8BtwW aarea oe 
the hiltfort. Of these three are single platform core& (Clark 
and Riggs’ class A2 (Clark et al 1960, 216)) and a faurrth ir a 
double platform core (class 82). The remaining cores are 
multi-platform cores (class C) encept for a elnqle bore (no 28) 



which is little more than a large (166 x 188 x 64 mm) nodule with 
a series of flake removed from ohe edge. The core has been 
worked from both sides and it is possible that it is a larqe, 
rough chopping tool. 

The generally large size of the cores and the low numbers of core 
rejuvenation flakes (17, 0.7%) probably reflects the easy access 
to raw materials on the site. 

A further 45 (2.7%) worked lumps of no formal shape were also 
recovered from the excavation. 



Tools and retouched flakes 

A 1 imited number of formal tools (25, 1.5%) were recovered from 
the internal area of the hillfort; however, a further 43 flakes 
(3.0%) were also retouched to some dearee. The formal tools are 
illustrated and are described below. . 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

DA79 Ph 4785/2 sf 1537. Large horseshoe- 
shaped scraper with regular, steep retouch. 
The scraper is of an Early Neolithic type 
similar to those at Windmill Hill (Smith 1965, 
93-6). The tool is totally patinated to a 
white colour. 

DA80 Ph 6228/l sf 1619. End scraper with 
retouch on the distal end to produce a convex 
scraping edge. The tool is patinated all over 
to a pale qrey/white. 

DA82 P1982/3 sf 1800. Long end scraper of 
early Neolithic type with fine, reqular, 
retouch to form a Convex distal end. 
Patinated, all over, to a mottled qrey/white. 

DA83 P2288/1 sf 2649. Rouqh end scraper with 
irregatf ar, steep. retcmch to prod- a ~tbughl y 
straight distal end.. The proximal end is 
broken so that the bulb of percussion is 
missing. The tool is totally patinated to a 
pale grey/white. 

DA86 1629 sf 2503. Small side/end scraper with 
fine, regular retouch to produce a semi-circular 
scraping edge. Probably of Bronze Age type. The 
scraper is totally covered with B th!n, grey/white 
patination. 5 

DA86 1520 sf 2650. Unpatinated flake of a 
semi-translucent greyjbrown flint with fine 

. -&{( 
fmm* mm ait1m +mrP ,a w ,, 1 ~~Fy~~. .L .I, 

concave cd*. 
14 
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7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

DA87 Tr 122 1797 sf 2651. Small scraper of 
probable Bronze Age type. The retouched edge is 
partly through cortex and the tool is totally 
patinated to a white colour. 

DA87 Tr 103 1762 sf 2562. White patinated end 
scraper. The retouch forms a tight semi-circular 
distal end to the tool, almost to mmduce a rounded 
point. The scraper is - formed cn a- re j uvenat ion 
flake with a hinge fracture on the platform of the 
flake . 

DA87 Tr 106 1814 sf 2652. White pat inated, hollow 
ended scraper with steep, regular retouch. 

DA88 P2604/6 sf 2797, Hollow ended scraper, of a 
semi-translucent grey/brown flint, on a 
secondary f 1 ake . 

DA88 Tr 132 1882 sf 2734. A white patinated end 
scraper with fine retouch formin(r a semi-circular 
scraping edge. 

aA88 F351/1 sf 2735. A white patinated side 
scraper on a tertiary flake with fine regular 
retouch to produce a semi-circular scraping edge. 
The retouch covers the edge of the tool from the 
p1,atfor-m to the furthest distal end of the tool. 

DA88 Tr 134/I sf 2796. A white patinated side 
scraper on a secondary flake. The retouch forms a 
.maghly rstraight. scraping edge to the tool. 

DA88 2092 sf 2790. A well formed scraper with a :_ 
retouched edge which covers one edge and the distal 
end of the tool to produce a rough trapezoidal 
shape. The tool is totally patinated to a 
grey/white colour. 

I%88 2005 sf 2799. A white patinated side m a *Mm *J&g&*-** **SW : i . 1 
e on its distal end. The rekumh forms 

a. remi-circular scraping tige from the 
platform to the distal end of tha tool. 



DAR8 2096 sf 2788. A white patinated end scraper 
with ct ude retouch at the distal end to produce a 
sl iqhtly concaved srrapinu edae. The tool is on a 
secondary flake. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. DA87 Tr 102 1725 sf 2647. 

22. 

DA88 Tr 132 @ sf 2673. A white patinated 
crude end scraper with coarse retouch on the 
distal end to form a roushly straioht scrapincl 
edge, 

DA88 2028 sf 2770. A broken Neolithic leaf-shaped 
arrowhead patinated to pale yrey/white with a dense 
pat inat ion. One point of this tool is broken 
possibly in use. 

18 

DA88 Ph 10107/l sf 2806. Unpatinated, rauohly 
worked, retouched object, possibly the butt - 111- 
end of a fabricator in a semi-translucent 
qrey/brown flint . 19 

DA82 Ph 8231/l sf 1799. Butt end 
of a Late Neolithic or Early 
Bronze Age polished flint axe. 

- 

The axe was broken in antiquity 
and is totally patinated to a 
white colour. The dearee of 
polishing on this butt end would 
suggest that the oriqinal tool was 
polished al 1 over. 

- 

Fragment of rouqhly worked 
axe in a yellow/white pati- 
nated flint. The sx’e broke 
in antiquity, possibly 
durinq manufacture. 

20 

DA87 Tr 113 1822 sf 2564. 
Small fraqment of a pal ished 
flint axe. 



23. 

24. 

25: 

26. 

27. 

DA80 Ph 6207/2 sf 2653. White patinated, fine point 
with retouch at its proximal end to remove the bulb of 
percussion and the dorsal ridge at the proximal end 
presumably for haft ina. 

DA82 $ sf 2654, White patinated, heavy point/piercer 
with fine retouch to produce a heavy beak at the distal 
end. The point of the tool is rounded with use. 

DA86 P1023/1 sf 2464. Fine, white patinated 
point/piercer with regular, steep, retouch to 
produce a long, triangular-sectioned point. 
The proximal end of the tool is also retouch- 
ed to produce a convexed, scraper type edae. 
Parallels to this tool type can be found in 
the Group two of the assemblaqe from the 
excavation of the Winterbourne Stoke 3.45 
Round Barrow (Saville 1980, g-15). 

DA87 Tr’ 103 ‘1762 sf 2655. White pat’inated bifacial ly 
worked piece of uncertain function. The tool has a 
triangular plan dnd a lozenae-shaped sect ion. The 
proximal end is retouched to produce a wedge-shaped end. 

DA88 2041 sf 274l. A white 
pat inated, mu1 t i-p1 at formed 
core of no regular form. 
However, many of the flake 
scar mar-sins have been 
battered as if used as a 
pounder auainst a hard 
surface (possibly stone). 

._ . . 

p@ca ;,-.. 
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28. DA86 P2533/6 sf 2659. 
Core. For details refer 
to frame l8:84. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

DA85 Ph 9191/2 sf 2656. 
Unpatinated,. bifacial ly worked 
knife in a semi-translucent 
grey/brown f 1 int . The knife is 
worked afonq one edae and the 
proximal end to produce a 
cut t ing edge. The opposinq 
edge retains its cortex and the 
distal end has a~- hinqe 
fracture. 

DA83 905 sf 2657. white 
patinated, bifacially ‘worked 
tool of uncertain functic.n. 
The tool may be a coarse 
chopping tool formed from a 
larqe flake. 

3 
DA83 1009 -if 2658. A moderate 
sized nodule of dark qrey/brown 
translucent flint with some 
bifacial workinq and much 
battering around the edqe of 
the nodule. The d@ree oP 
bruising of the nodule edge 13 
qreater than would be expected 
i f the nodule had been used as 
a hammer stone. Thus the 
rtodule was probably used as a 
pounder on a hard surface 
(probably stow). ~, ; ; _ .= j J.. i .Li f -m=sv 



LAYERS 1756, 2089, 2090 AND 2094 

The xcavat ion of sect ions of the rampart in 1987 and 1988 showed 
a marked concentration of lithic material from below and within 
the primary turf stack of the ramoart. A total of 311 flints 
were recovered from layer 1756, from 1987, and layers 2089, 2090 
and 2094 from 1988. 

Flints from layer 1756 appear to he of a consistent assemb:aae. 
A total of 194 pieces were collected from layer 1756. It is 
assumed that the assemblaoe was associated with several pieces of 
Bronze Age pottery also found in the layer. The other 
assemblages are from similar contexts as 1756, but lack the 
corroborative evidence of the pottery. The spatial separat ion of 
the 1987 and 1988 trenches, however, means that it is imnossible 
to relate the two qroups of contexts. It was noted that ?-he 
flints tended to concentrate, within this group, to layers 1756 
and 2094. Both of these contexts were characterized by a matrix 
with a high cfayl content. This may reflect a aeneral trend with 
a concentration of flint artefacts in areas with pockets of 
clay-with-flints. 

Waste flakes 

Thirty-three (10.6%) primary, 137 (44.1%) secondary, 84 127%) 
tertiary flakes and 42 (13.5%) broken flakes were recovered from 
these contexts. Of these 20 (6.4%) primary, 93 (29.9%) 
skhmdkry, 54 (17.4%) tertiary flakes and 23 (7.3%) broken flakes 
were recovered from layer 1756, All fl ints were patinated to 
either a qrey/white or a blue/white colour. The f reauency 
histograms of layer 1756 and all flints recovered from the 
primary turf stack excavated in 1988 (frame 18:B7), althouqh 
based on the low number of f 1 akes, shbtP a areat deal of 
similarity to that of phase 3 of Micheldever Wood (Fasham 6 Roe 
1978, 53). 

Cores and core debris 

Seven (2.3%) shapeless worked lumps were collected from these 
layers, with 4 (1.3%) of these from layer 1756. No formal cores 
were found in these small sections into the rampart. 

Tools and retouched flakes 

No formal tools were recovered, but A (2.6%) (3 (1.0%) from layer 
1756) retouched flakes were recovered from these I awrs. 



TRENCHES 102 TO 133 

The series of small trenches excavated outside the hillfort qavr 
a distinctive flint assemblage concentratinq on Tr 102. At the 
eastern end of this trench a marked concentration of flint in a 
matrix of oranqe/brown clay was found. It is assumed that thr 
rest of the assemblage, from the other trenches, is derived from, 
or is related to, this area. Nine hundred and twenty-one flint 
artefacts were recovered from these trench-~. 

Waste flakes 

A total of 861 waste flakes were recovered. Of these 92 (10.0%) 
were primary flakes, 441 (47.9%) secondary flakes, 249 (27.0%) 
tertiary flakes and 79 (8.6%) broken flakes. The freouencv 

~ histograms for these flakes are shown on frame 18:E7. ThiX%P 
histograms were compared with similar histoqrams i >rn the early 
Neolithic level of Windmill Hill (Smith 19651, middle Neolithic 
Durrinqton Walls (Wainwrioht 6 Longworth 1971), late Neolithic . 
context from West Kennet Avenue (Smith 1965) and Bronze Age 
contexts from Micheldever Wood (Pasham 6 Ross 1978). whilst no 
firm match was observed the ‘best fit’ is with the late Weolithic 
contexts of the West Kennet Avenue. This mis-match in the 
histoqrams is in part due to the unusual context of the Danebury 
assemblaqe. It is asssumed that the assemblaqe reflects the 

. small scale ‘extraction of flint from the clay-with-flint, 
centrinq on Tr 102 layers 1723, 1724 and 1725. This is supported 
by ttie low number of retouched pieces within these contexts. 

Cores and core debris 

Pipe !O.S%) torapletc cares were collected durinq the Cburse of 
the excavation together with 4 (0.4%) incomplete or fragmentary 
cores. The cores in qeneral show little attempt to create formal 
core types, only +me? fer##ax em?e was et311eetw3t this was a two 
platform care with the platforms set at an obl ioue anqle (Clark 
and Hiqqs class B2 lClar& et al 1960, 2161). The remainder of 
the cores.show little or no preference in the direction of flake 
removal. With the low number of formal cores within the 
assemblage it is so’prisinta that there are 10 (1.1%) core 
rejuvenation flakes. 

During the course of the excavation of layers 1723, 1724 and 1725 
in Tr 102 it was noted that there was a concentration of larqe 
flint nodules, These etere of two main ZO~JWA~ a cylindrfcal 
nodule and nodules sub-circular in plan and laxenqe shaped in 
sect ion. These nodules were extracted from clay-with-fli:.t and 
often had one or two flakes removed from one end, possibly as the 

.-; +;) -_ 



Tools and retouched flakes 

Only 8 (0.9%) formal tools were collected from this assemblaqe 
together with a further 17 (1.8%) retouched flakes. Of these 
only one (0.1%) tool and 7 (0.8%) retouched flakes were from 
layers 1723, 1724 and 1725 of Tr 102. The formal tools are 
described below. No hammer stones were collected from these 
layers; however only a small sample was excavated. 

I  
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The stone imp1 ements by Fiona Roe 

There are five items that come into this category, one 
pebble-hammer and four stone axes. The pebble-hammer (1624) is 
made of quartxite, a mater ial commonly employed for such 
implements (Roe 1979, 36) and likely to have been collected 
locally. The example from Danebury has seen particularly heavy 
use as a hammer stone. It is not possible to be precise about 
the date of this implement (Roe, ibid), but it is very probable 
that it pre-dates the Iron Age occupation. 

Petrological examination of the axes has shomr that two are made 
of greenstone, and two of sandstone. One of the greenstone axes 
(790) is made from an ungrouped rock which probably comes from 
south-west England, though without a specific source. The other 
(246) can be assigned to group f, which is likely to have come 
from the region of Wount’s Bay, near Penxance, Cornwall. The 
complete sandstone axe (1658) has a composition consisting 
largely of feldspar grains, and it may be classified as an 
arkose, The other fragmentary example (2776) is a more typical 
variety of sandstone with a high content of quartz clasts, Both 
these sandstones are of unknown provenance. 

With the exception of the arkosic sandstone, these identifica- 
tions are consistent with evidence already obtained for stone axe 
materials recorded in Hampshire, and also with information for 
pebble-hammers (Woodcock et al 1988). Group I greenstone and 
other ungrouped greenstones are the two most ~frequently imported’ 
stone axe materials that have been recorded for Rampshire, while 
sandstone axes are also not uncommon (ibid, Tables 10, 11). 
Pebble-hammers are similarly relatively abundant in the south 
east (ibid, Table 151, and they are frequently made from 
quartsite pebbles which could be collected locally. The arkosic 
sandstone axe though strikes a discordant note, since this can be 
compared with one find only from the south east (Kent 55). This 
etone am would Aawe been less hati then one wade from a 
sandstone containing quartz, 
its function reasonably well. 

but may nevertheless have fulfilled 
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The Beaker pottery by Lisa Brown 

The 1979-l 988 excavations produced t-fso decorated Beaker sherds, 
Both are so heavily abr&kd that their overall decorative motifs 
could not be identified, but elements of their decoration, such 
as rectangular tooth-ccmb impressions are -parable to examples 
identified in the 1969-1978 assemblage (Fiche l:All-14). 

Both sherds derived from contexts relatinq to the rampart, I314 
from the turf material of which the primary rampart was 
constructed and B15 from a layer of puddled chalk which may 
represent erosion from the top of the middle rampart. 

Description of sherds: 

B14 Very abraded sherd in hard fabric with dense red and qrey 
grog filler. 
Exterior: orange; interior: pale brown. 
Decorat ion : the exterior is abrded but the decoration is 
probably comb impression. Resembles sherd 810 (Fiche 
ItA14). 
Layer 2041. 

BlS Two joining body sherds in a slightly sandy fabric. 
EMerior: orange; corez dark grey; interior: pale 
brown. 
Decoration: two sats.of horizontal rows of rectangular 
tmth-comb impressions with diaqonsl lines of square or 
rectangular tuoth-camb impressions running between. Heavily 
abraded. 
Layer 1741. 
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2.5 Post Iron Age occupation: Roman iwfd Saxon 

Roman pottery by Lisa Brown 

A small quantity of Roman pottery was recovered and is listed 
below. The distribution map suggests a concentration in the 
south-western corner of the site. 
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Catalogue of Roman pottery 

Pt376, layer 1 Jar shed in Alice Rolt or New Forest sandy 
reduced ware. 

, 

Flagon handle in fine white ware. Possible 
Oxfordsh ire product. Young Type WS. 
1 m-240. 

f PlS6ZI layer 1 Plain baral sherd in Alice Rolt or New Forest 
sandy reihced ware. 
BB? straight-sided bo,:l, undecorated. 

~1565, layei 1 Body rhcrd in Mice fioltfiew Forest sandy 
rwh~~ed ware. 

. . . _ j 1 P+4 



PlS79, layer 1 

P1585, layer 1 

Pl667, layer 1 

Wok-rimmed jar. Alice Rolt type XI New 
Forest type 30.1-30.3. Third-fourth century. 
Fl at-rirmed jar. Alice Rolt type 3A.9. 
90 AD+. 
Pedestal base in Alice Bolt/New Forest sandy 
reduced w*re. 

Flat-rimmed jar. Alice Rolt type u-9. 
90 AD+. 
Plain lid. Alice Halt type 7.8. 100-7 50. 
Straight-%ided bowl. Alice Bolt type 6~. 3. 
180-270. 

Small ovoid beaker with short-necked rim in 
fine prey ware with brown burnished surface. 
Late first century AD? 
?Gew Forest colour-mmt sherd, Form 
unspecified. 
Two everted rim jar sherds in Al ice rtalt/~~ 
Poreat sandy reduced wares 
Plain basal sherd in Al ice Bolt/New Porest 
sandy reduced uare. 
Three body sherds in Alice Eiolt/New Forest 
sandy reduced ware. 

P1669, layer 1 

layer 2 

layer 4 

Fl artged bowl. Al ice Bolt type 5B. 1. 
200-250. 
Straight-sided bowl. 
product type 6A. l-3. 

zgbabiy Al ice IJol t _ 
- 

Twelve body sherds in Alice &t/New Porest 
sandy reduced ware. 
BBl straiqht-sided bowl, undecorated. 
881 flawed bowl. 
hn, i!Laey she* in Al fee ?@31tl?ww Pbrest 
sandy reduced ware. 
Body sherd in Al ice Halt/New Forest sandy 

w* 
BBl body aherd with obtuse lattice 
decoration. 

P1687, layer 3 Body sherd in Alice Halt/New Forest sandy 
reduced ware. 

P1705, layer 1 

Pl706, layer 1 

Sandy oranqe ware with white slip, possibly 
Oxfordshire product. Third century? 

Body sherd in Alice Roll/New Forest sandy 
reduced ware. 

P1771, layer 1 Everted jar r,fn in buff coloured sandy fabric 
w$tb ewoqj. : lwmBibly Alice Bat prod-. 
Very fragmentary. 

P1900, layer 2 Body sherd in Alice Halt/New Forest sandy 
reduced ware. 

ii;; _? +. 
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P1954, layer 1 

P1958, layer 1 

P2345, layer 7 

P2549, layer 1 

Layer 630 

Layer 692 

Layer 702 

P71, layer 1 

F91, layer 3 

F93, layer 1 

G178 

Ph 9961 

Ph 7634, layer 1 

Plain basal sherd in Alice Rol t/Ntw Forest 
sandy reduced war*. 

BBl convex-sided bowl vi th wave decorat ion. 

New Forest indented beaker sherd. LLIte third 
century+. 

Oxfordshire red colour-coated bowl with 
rosttte stamp. Youns Type C78. 340-400+. 

RBl cookinq-pot rim frsqaent. 
Flat-rimmed bowl in fine black ware. Source 
unctrtain. 
Nine body sherds of storage jar in Alice Rolt 
grog-tempered ware (G). Possibly mid to 
first century, 

Body sherd in fine oranqe ware. Possible 
Oxfordshire praduct. 

Small sherd of #ew Porest colour-coated ware. 
Form uncertain. 
Sherd in fine orange ware with roulette 
decoration. Oxfordshire product. Very worn. 
240+. 

Flat-rimmed jar. Al ice Rolt type 3A. 9,- 9Q+. 

Rouletted sherd. Fabric resembles New Forest 
type, but rouletted decoration closer to Kene 
Valley/Colchester type. 

Pl anqed neck flapon. New Forest. Fourth 
century . 

8ody sherd in Al ice Pelt Qroq-tempered ware 
(G). Possibly mid first century AD. 

Straiqht-sided bowl. Possibly Alice Do1 t 
product. 

pew Forest colour-coated beaker sherd. FOrill 
uncertain. 
Body in fine orange ware. Oxfordshire 
product? 

I  .  



2.6 Post Iron Age occupation: medieval and later 

Introduction 

The distribution of post medieval features is given in Fig 2.2 
together with some general discussion of the principal elements. 
In the pages to follow the following are considered in more 
detail: 

- F78, Seventeenth century pit/feature in the south-west corner 
of the site. 

. 

- Sections of the rabbit warrens (cf Pi0 2.4). 
- The warrener’s lodge and associated features. 

F78 Seventeenth.century Pit/Feature 

. 

F78 was roughly square in plan with the base measurement 
estimated at 3.5 by 3.5 m approximately, whilst the top, which 
had eroded considerably, measured 6.Q by 6.5 m. It was 3.6 a 
deep and the original sides would have been nearly vertical. 

The filling was only partially removed. The north-west quadrant 
was completely excavated to the base, but unfortunately the 
incoherent character of the lowest layers re.suited in collapse of . 
part of the fill obscuring the lowest parts of the section 
drawing. /I** 

It had clearly been cut through all the Iron Age features and 
stratigraphy of the 1980-1988 area (sequence Ii) including the 
late thick silts sealing the Iron Age levels and was effectively 
sealed only by the tiera turf, 

The lower part of the feature was filled with loose rubbly chalk. 
(661j1 wbicb varied ia tbidmaw friaa Iat5 m in the izeatre to 
1.85 m at the edge. It was composed of chalk blocks 0.1-O. 2 -rn in 
site mixed with smaller chalk shatter. The chalk contained 
virtually no matrix, but within the chalk shatter were separate 

‘lenses 0.1-0.15 n thick of dark brown silt, almost entirely 
chalk-free, which presumably had formed by the collapse of the 
topsoil from around.the upper edge of the feature undermined by 
erosion of the chalk walls. 

i i 

-On the west side, where the upper edges were cut through quarry 
_ hollow strat igraphy, there wwa siltier layers (665) above the 

chalk shatter c which were equivalent to and merged with the = 
shatter of 661 on the north and east. In the lower part 665 
consisted of greyishAbrown silt containing a high proportion of 
caarlc u@ to 744. Y @he*. There were &alkier lease& withi.m it, 
continuous with the chalk shatter of 661. The upper half of 665 
was formed of a similar silt but containing only fine chalk grit. 

0n the north side only above 661 was a thin lens (0.1 m thick) of 
grey brawn silty soil (660) containinq a sparse scatter of small 
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chalk. Overlying this was a further lens of chalk sbatter (654) 
up to 80 mm in sire. It had maximum thickness of 0.3 m 
decreasing to 0. I m on the south, where it merged into 661. 

Above this was layer 639, 0.1-0.4 m thick and wconsisting of a 
mixture of greyish-brown silt with a lot of fine chalk grit and 
small eroded 1 umps up to 56 mm. This was in effect one of the 
lower chalk lenses within 640, which with 664 infilled much of 
the upper part of this feature. Layer 640 occurred mainly on the 
north, whilst 664 was largely confined to the west side. Th@Y 
were basically similar being dominated by the silt content. 
Layer 664 (maximum thickness 0.9 m) was a brownish-arey silt 
incorporating occasional lumps of chalk mostly less than 30 mm 
size. It sloped in from the west side and was clearly largely 
derived from the eroded stratiqraphy on this side. Layer 640 
(0.5-0.9 m thick) was a series of alternating chalk and silt 
lenses. The brown silty soil was fairly clean with only a few 
small chaIk pieces and giit. The chalk lenses consisted of 
rubble 40-80 mm site, but with occasional lumps up to 200 mm size 
and a few flints, some burnt, 100-120 nun size. The chalk lenses 
would appear to be eroded chalk weathered and washed in to the 
centre of the feature, alternating with phases of soil 
accumulation (possibly soil forming in situ). 

Across the top of 640 was a layer of brown silty soil (638) with 
frequent small chalk pieces and several large broken flint 
nodules 0.1~O-2 m in size closely packed at the top of the layer. 
This was possibly a deliberate levelling up of the surface. 

Over this across the whole of the feature was a further layer of 
dark brown silty soil (633) containing concentrations of small 
chalk less than 40 mm in size. The layer was approximately 0.5 m 
thick. Capping this, though concentrated more on the north than 
tbe west was a layer of large flint nodules (632) 80-230 mm sire 
and closely packed in a grey-ish-brown silty soil with few small 
chalk lumps. Over this was a layer of brown crumbly soil, not 

e differentiated in excavation from f&e togsbil and stripped by 
machine. 
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The warrener’e lodge and associated features 

In the northern area of the 1981 excavation were a number of 
features, apparently of seventeenth century origin, associated 
with the use of the hill as a rabbit warren. Some of the remains 
are probably part of the warrener’s lodge mentioned in some of 
the historical records. 

The warrener’s lodge 

The surviving structural elements were two short lengths of cob 
wall footings F87 and P88, which were about 1.8 and 1-S m in 
length respectively. They measured 0.3-0.4 m wide and survived 
to a height of 0.1-0.25 a* They consisted of yellowish clayey 
puddled chalk with small rounded chalk lumps and containing 
larger chalk blocks and flint n%lules 100-159 mm in sise, over a 
base of large flint nodules up to 0.4 ra sixe. P87 was associated 
with a post-hole at its south end, which contained a wooden post 
150 x 100 mm. The straight’ end of F87 cm the north may be 
genuine, as there was no sign of the wall continuing in the baulk 
sect ion, nearby, Less than a metre to the west of this wall was 
another ph 7456, which was probably contemporary with the 
building. These two lengths of wall lay at right angles to each 
other and it is likely the corner of the walls was removed in the 
machine clearance. 

Adjacent to and outside F88 was part of a chalk spread (694), 
which was formed of small and medium chalk lumps rammed into‘ the 
underlying clay ( 705). This was similar to Layer 695 and 
probably was equivalent. This extended over the east part of F86 
and was composed of chalk rubble c.50 mm size densely packed in a 
yellowish-brown clayey silt. This would appear to be the 
ectatemporary sa?rfaee outside the building. 

Contemporary with F87 was a layer (708) of hard packed flint 
csei&blm as&d eodwlee se~so M with ems11 -4Yb%4L pfcees in 
a matrix of yellowish-brown silty clay. Over this had 
accumulated a greyish-brown clayey silt (702) with some 
occupation rubbish including charcoal, pot and bone. This was 
sealed by a surface (701) of small chalk lumps and flint up to 40 
mm in a matrix of fine chalk and clay containing occasional pot 
and bone fragments. 

Possibly equivalent to layers 701 and 702 were two layers to the 
south west of the building, which sealed some Iron Age features, 
but may have infilled the shall- end of an amorphous feature 
similar to F86. 
layer 708: 

From the long section they appear to overlap 
first a dark soily layer accumulated (704) and this 

was sealed by a thick hard packed chalk spread (703). This was 
ly -ea #hB&lp 1. .es* *e!Pe 

pits fully 
lphq tewl hgt : . I. 

were not l xpmd. It was fomM of cosrsc chalk 
rubble in a matrix of CrUShed and puddled chalk. 



These walls and cobbled surfaces may represent an enclosed yard 
rather than the building itself, as in the corner of the 
excavation a deep shaft of unknown function, F97, was partly 
exposed and the top two metres were excavated. 

Well or cistern: F97 

Possibly slightly aore than a quarter of this feature was 
exposed in area measuring +3 m north-south and +2.8 m east-west. 
The top of the feature was cut in a series of shelves: the 
shallowest on the south east measured 0.5 m deep and 0.8 m wide: 
the next measured 1.05-1.25 m deep (from the surface of chalk 
i.e. 0.25-0.4 a deep from the first shelf) and was 0.3-0.4 m 
wide. The central shaft was dug to a depth of 2 I* but the base 
was not exposed. This feature may have been a well, but 
insufficient was exposed to assess its function with any 
certainty. 

Around the sides of F97 was pscked orange and brown clay (710) 
with few inclusions of flint or chalk. It was mainly packed in 
the lower ledge with some lining the side of the shaft, which is 
the main evidence to suggest its use as a well, or perhaps a 
cistern for storing water. The flint cobbles (708) sealed part 
of layer 710 and they merged with layer 711, which overlay layer 
710 and infilled the edge of the shelf. This brown clay (711) 
contained a lot of small chalk fragments vith some flint nodules 
up to 100 mm. It is similar to layer 708, but it is not clear 
whether they were equivalent 
to form layer 711. 

, or whether layer 708 has eroded in 

Sealing layer 711 and infilling the deepest part of the shaft was 
layer 709 a brown clav containina a scatter of chalk srit and a 
loi of &mall chalk up- to 50 mm and flint aogtrfers m&y 50-150 
but occasionally up to 300 mm size. Over this was a thin grey 
ashy silt (707) with flecks of charcoal, burnt clay and 
uccasiondl small fragments of ch&k+ Sealing &his. Mao a layer 
small chalk fragments up to 50 mm and some large flint nodules 
(700) in a matrix of yellowish-brown soily clay. It included 
occasional more soily lenses (706). 

am 

Of 

Over this a thick dump of brown lor;-y clay (699) infilled the 
hollow in the top of the shaft; i: contained occasional small 
chalk lumps and small flint flakes and nodules. This merged 
upwards into layer 697, which was very similar in character, but 
extended further up the sides and merged into adjacent and 
overlying clays (713). 

i 

This was sealed by layer 696 a dark brown clay with a large .. 
quantity of small chalk 2.20 mm@ grit and several large flint 
nqdgtes~ qos-159 .I@& UI *&lL .WB fr 
shell. 

em of tiu-a.a.mil #Iiywhex 
Over this had accumulated a yellowish-brown clayey silt 

(690) which contained a little chalk and broken flint and merged 
into layer 713 laterally , which is similar but with additional 
fragments of burnt chalk and flint, and brc&en tile. 
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This is sealed by a thin layer of crushed puddled chalk (691) 
with small rounded chalk lumps 2.20 mm mixed with pale yellowish- 
brown clayey silt. This had the appearance of decayed cob 
similar in composition to P87 and F88. 

Over this was a dump of chalk (689) of subangular lumps up to 80 
mm with a quantity of angular flints and nodules up to 100 mm in 
a matrix of brown clayey silt. Extendinq east from this was a 
layer of large flint nodules (probably layer 692 - section and 
notebook do not agree on stratigraphic position). Over this 
infilling the hollow in the top of F97 was a greyish-brown clayey 
loam (712) with chalk flecks and occasional flints. 

The whole area from F97 and to the east and south beyond F87 and 
F88 was sealed by a thick layer (714) of clayey puddled chalk 
mixed with many small rounded chalk lumps and grey silt (decayed 
cob) and containing many flint nodules up to IS0 mm, broken 
flints and tile fragments. In character this matervial appears, to 
have been derived from the destruction of the Warreneras Lodge, 
mainly from the flint and cob walls, but also including some of 
the roofinq material. 

Quarry: F86 

This was a larqe ‘irregul’ar-shaped feature, measuring 10 m in 
length and varying in width from 1 .m on the west to 4 m on the 
east. Only a small section was excavated across the middle, 
where it bud a depth of 0.85-l. 1.m. In profile it had a flat 
base and steeply sloping sides. Around its upper edge were 
numerous stake-holes, as th%%gh it had been fenced in round the 
top. The fill was largely a series of deliberate tipki. Over the 
base was a dark qreyish brown silt with a moderate quantjty of 
small subrounded chalk up to 30 mm (5). Over this on the north 
side, was a dump of massive flint nodules 100-350 mm, chalk blocks 
fd-tf0 mm and quern fragments 50-100 mm (3). Infilling ‘most of 
the feature was a greyish-brown silt (2) containing many small 
subangular chalk fragments up to 50 mmt often concentrated in 
more chalky lenses OK tips. It also included flecks of charcoal, 
fragments of burnt flint and some sherds of seventeenth century 

Within this was 
-g>ery chalk (4). 

a dump of yellowishqrey silt with fine 
Infillinq the hollow in the top and 

concentrated on the south side thickening to the east was a 
yellowish-brown clayey silt (1) with a moderate quantity of flint 
nodules and chalk. This was sealed by layer 695. 

The function of this feature is not at all- obvious, though, it”may 
have been a quarry for materials for the Warrener’s’ Lodqe, thouqh 
the stake-holes around the edge may indicate an alternative use. 
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Rectangular feature: F85 

To the south east of the Warrener’s Ege was a large rectangular 
feature F85, which measured 7.5 m long and 3.5-3.8 m wide and had 
a maximum depth of 0.75 rn* It had a flat base and straight near 
vertical sides and cut in the base was one of the T-profile 
rabbit warrens, G212/6213. There must have been a particular 
reason for digging the rectangular pit and cutting the rabbit 
warren in the base, as elsewhere they were cut straight into the 
surface of the chalk. The fill of the warren G212/6213 was 
typical: soft loose soil in base, capped by hard packed chalk 
rubble. Across the base of F85 was a brown silty soil mixed with 
a moderate quantity of chalk and this layer overlapped the chalk 
capping of G212/G213. Infilling the whole of the upper part of 
F8S was a layer of large flint nodules up to 200 mm and broken 
tiles plus other fraqments of occupation debris, such as 
charcoal, iron nails and oyster shells. This appears to be 
material derived from the destruction of the Warrener’s Lodge and 

-. is probably-equivalent to layer 714. 

Miscellaneous features 

Between F85 and the probable corner of F87/F88 was a small square 
feature Ph 7813, which measured 0.8 m square and 0.2 m deep and 
had ti fill of flint nodules and tile in a chalky clayey silt. 

% the east of the Warrener's Lodge was a small trapezoiddl pit 
P1632, measuring 1.6 m long, 0.8 to 1.1’ m wide and 0.5 m deep. 
Its fill was similar to the other seventeenth century features in 
the area, but there was no indication of its function. 
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3.4 South-west entrance 

Sections of minor posts in the vicinity of the sate - see 
Fiq 3.17. 
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4-2.3 Post structures (cant) 

Descriptions of post Structures 

21 :A3-22:D8 

21:A3-G14 



1980 

PS328 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N263811 

6776 45 56 1.24 22+25 Cuts ph 6772 
6790 45 63 1.4 - Rel. to G176 not clear 
7070 46 47 1.02 - Cut by ph 6760 
7151 250 260 1.2 - ?Cut by P1577; rel. to 

phs 6859 and 6858 lost 

F. Site 2.7 x 2.8 m. Area 7.56 sq m. Av depth 60. Av diam 46.5. 
Av PPP 1.22. 

This structure is skewed to Road 2, but seems to form a row with PS327 
and PS329. Unfortunately the relationship to GC8 is obscure, and the 
relationship to PS302 has been destroyed. It is very similar to PS327 
and PS329. 

It is very likely to pre-date PS302. 
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1980 

PS329 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void N326791 

6810 38 58 1.53 - Rel. to P1580 obscure 
7147 50x56 65 1.23 - Rel. t 1 ph 6821 obscure 
7129 42 1.26 - Isolated 
7237 40 3: 0.9 - Rel. to ph 7236 obscure 

i;P Size 1.23. 2.5 x 2.7 m. Area 6.75 sq m. Av depth 53. Av diam 43. Av 

Tbis structure is not aligned on Road 2, but appears to form a row 
with PS327 and PS328, which are of very similar type. If it is 
contemporary with these, it probably post-dates PS330 which it partly 
overlaps, but their post-boles do not intercut, as PS330 pre-dates 
GC8. 

Ph 7147 was supposed to be sealed by a silt layer, but no record was 
made of the number, although it may have been layer 629 from the layer, 
plan. These layers cannot be related to the main road stratigraphy, 
though isolated dumps of chalk in pit tops, etc in the area give the 
impression of being late in the sequence. 

The structure itself is probably contemporary 
or c of the stratified sequence. 
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1980 

PS330 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N3 18805 

7248 44 48 1.09 Rel. to ph 6807 lost 
7281 55 1.62 Cut by 6176 
7143 

140 
331443 0.82511.11 - Isolated 

F. Size 2.6 x 2.6 m. Area 6.76 sq m. Av depth 49. Av diam 39. Av 
PPF 11.271 1.18. 

The fourth post-hole has probably beer: cut away by ph 6818, which is 
completely out of character for this structure. The depth of ph 7143 
is greater on plan than indicated by the section, which may show the 
post-hole incompletely excavated; the greater depth is more in 
keeping with the other post-holes. 

This structure pre-dates GC8 and so belongs to the pre-road phase in 
the stratified sequence to the south-east - phase Ia. 

Ph 7143 was recorded as being sealed by a silt layer, but the number 
was not specified. However from the plan it is likely to have been 
layer 629. 

1980 

PS331 Ph No Diam Dept.h PP.F . -Void N?_31341 

6806 
6817 :2" zi 

1.2 22(23) Isolated 
1.56 - Cut by ph 7224 and Pl581 

7175 32 SO ‘1.56 - Cut by ph 7172: rel. to 
ph 7173; lost 

F. Size 2.7 x 2.8 m. Area 7.%6 SQ m, Av depth 51. Au diam 36. Av 
PPF 1.44. 

The fourth post-hole presumably lies beneath the baulk, outside the 
area of excavation. It lies adjacent- to PS332 and both eastern 
post-holes intercut with those of PS332 and &how that PS331 pre-dates 
Ps332. PS334, which occupies the same area lying at 45O to PS331, 
does not have any intercutting post-holes and the relationship of the 
two structures cannot be ascertained. 

21 rA5 
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1980 

PS332 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void N359832 

7172 44 54 1.23 - Cuts ph 7175: rel. to 
G183 not visible 

7224 51 58 1.14 - Cuts ph 6817; cut by 
P1581 and P1615 

6829 48 55 7.15 - Cuts ph 6827 
6832 44 2 1.14 - Rel. to 6183 not visible 
6825 45 0.93 - Cut by ph 7163; rel. to 

G183 not visible 

F/C. Sixe 3.0 x 3.0 m. Area 9.0 sq m. Av depth 52. Av diam 46. AV 
PPF 1.12. 

This structure could either be regarded as a type F with an additional 
psst-hole on its north side, or as type C, with the sixth port-hole 
destroyed by Pt615; the latter is more likely. 

This structure is adjacent to PS331 and is clearly later than it from 
the intercutting post-holes. It is also adjacent to PS333, but the 
relationship cannot be ascertained. 

The relationship to GC14 remains obscure, as the relationship with all 
three post-holes cutting 6183 is not visible (this may imply the 
post-holes cut the gully). 

A large quantity of daub was obtained from ph 6829, which was a 
mixture of wall daub with wattle impressions and fragments of type 1 
oven plate. 



1980 

PS333 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N380817 

6837 1.27 30 1401 Isolated 
6836 %x67 1”: 0.75 330 Isolated 
6828 44 50 1.14 27(25) Isolated 

F. Size 2.2 x 2.2 m. Area 4.84 s9 m. Av depth 54. Av diam 52. Av 
PPF 1.05. 

The fourth post-hole has presumably been destroyed by P1582, 

This structure is on the same alignment as PS331 and PS332, which it 
overlaps slightly, but the relationship cannot be defined. It could 
be roughly aligned on Road 2, but it is set back from it by 11 m. 

PS333 
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1980 

PS334 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N330842 

7250 44 0.89 -- Cut by G188 
6813 45 

:09 
0.89 27 Isolated 

6819 42 33 0.79 - ?Cut by P1581 

E/F, Size 2.3 x 2.3 m. Area 5.29 SQ m. Av depth 37. Av diam 44. 
Av PPP 0.86. 

The fourth post-hole presumably lies under the baulk in the 
unexcavgted- area. 
lies atF9Qo to it. 

This structore occupies the same 
It is not possible to ascertain 

of the two structures. 

area as PS331 but 
the relationship 

PS331,332 & 334 -“:--.p. si? T:m G,m w,,e., 



1984 

PS33S Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id 3990887 

8986 85x80 56 0.68 60 1 
8987 63x80 64 
8988 84x100 61 

ii*:6 60x64 ) Cut layers 1265 and 

0:55 
42x48 ) 1262. 

8J’t39 84x106 52 
Voids cut layers 

43x45 1 1207 and 1236 
I5 390 84x107 56 0.59 50x340 ) 

R. Size 3.2 x 3.2 m. Area 10.24. sq m. Av depth 58. Av diam 87. Av 
PPF 0.68. 

This was the first five-post structure to be recognixed and thus 
facilitated recognition of all the other type KS. The central 
post-hole is slightly off-centre to the south, but all were clearly 
contemporary cutting layers 1265 and 1262 and remained in use during 
the accumulation of layers 1207 and 1236. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ek. 

It is likely the domestic activity of GC22/F215 was deliberately 
discontinued to make way for the construction of PS335, which occupied 
the same site. It is possible there was some time lag intervening, 
but there was no archaeological evidence of this. The post-holes had 
been cut from the level of layers 1265 and 1262 partly destroying the 
chalk spreads and features of F21S. 

The structure is formed of four corner posts and a single central 
post-hole. Excepting the central post-hole, which is narrower and 
sl ightly deeper, 
in depth. 

the post-holes average 830 mm in diameter and 560 mm 
All the post-holes have been elongated by the formation. of 

a cone to facilitate the emplacement of the post. From the direction 
of these it is probable that posts were placed in phs 8989 and 8990 
first, then ph 8988, followed by the central post 8987 and finally ph 
8986. This suggests the timber framing was constructed in situ, 
rather than having two, prefabricated cross frames ready to into 
position. The post voids were clear because of subsequent silting 
around them: three had been roughly sqnrared (‘boxed heart’), one was 
trapezoidal (3halved timber, roughly shaped) and only the one in the 
south-west corner was circular (unshaped), Three measured 400-500 mm 
and two c 600 mm. 
structur%, 

These are substantial timbers and suggest a large 

The area was still enclosed by the shallow bank of F215# though 6275 
had largely silted up, leaving little but a slight hollow, though this 
may still have been sufficient ~IJ drainjng.run-off away fram the 
building. 

Whilst the building remained in use, there was a continuous 
accumulation of a pale grey silt containing small r%unded chalk lumps 
scattered throughout with occasional flint nodules* It was hard and ’ 

,csolllpaer with a nrr cveh nutface. There ts no difference between the 
lower part (1236), where it could be acparated by intermediate dumps 
of chalk@ and layer 1207. This COntinUOUS 8iltifW3 8UCJCjeStS the 



structure had a raised floor (cf PS196), as layer 1207 spreads evenly 
across the whole area both inside and outside the structure. 

During the use of PS335, the bank on the south-west was extended by 
the addition of layer 1174, a 1 inear dump of chalk rubble formed of 
fresh angular chalk blocks up to 480 mm, though most were 150-200 mm. 
(The wear on the surface is probably a result of its continued 
exposure as part of a later chalk surface.) Continuous with this is 
layer 1228 formed of small rounded chalk lumps in a matrix of puddled 
clayey chalk: it is quite worn and probably indicates the entrance to 
this area remained on the south side, as with the preceding feature 
8’215 (GC22 j. 
layer 1227, 

Uphill towards the tail of the rampart this merges into 

chalk. 
formed of small rounded chalk lumps in clean puddled 

A small chalk spread (1247) had heightened the bank on the 
south-east, but was much less substantial than layer 1174 and 
consisted of small chalk lumps in brown chalky silt; there is some 
evidence of wear on the surface. 

Within the enclosure, immediately south of the building was a further 
surface (1235) of large subrounded chalk blocks in a matrix of puddled 
chalk, small lumps and chalk grit, 
through the layer. 

with a few pieces of daub scattered 
This may represent m area of considerable wear 

close to the entrance of the building. Subsequent to this hardening 
of the ground surface the same silt inq process continued with the 
accumulation of more grey chalky silt tu a total depth of 159-200 mm. 

Around the south-east quadrant outeide the bank, there were tips of 
occupation debris, 
layers 1217, 

the earliest contemporary with layer 1236 beinq 
1226 and 1230. All these were different facie8 of the 

same layer: they are famed of dark greyish-brown silt containing 
small subrounded chalk lumps, some burnt, a quantity of burnt flint, 
lumps of daub, baked clay and charcoal fragments. The occupation 
material is patchy giving the impression of dumps mixed with natural 
silting, A stind phase of accupatiun debris (1158) uvetlifes layer 
1228 and has much the same appearance as the earlier deposits: a dark 
greyish-brown clayey silt containing a moderate quantity of burnt 
flliat, britef3 clry r&I &arc&ad fragmmts. It is nut clt8r wl%el!her 
this debris is derived from activity within PS335 or from other 

.occupatioa areas contemporary with this structure, in particular CS38. 

There is evidence to suggest PS335 was deliberately dismantled: the 
shapes of the post voids indicate some distortion around their tops 
suggestive of the posts being rocked and pulled out, with the holes 
being backfilled with chalky silt or chalk. A thin layer of 
occupation debris (1206) with patches of yellow daub and burning 
accumulated and had sealed the top of ph.8990, though none of the 
others. 
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1984 

PS336 I’h No Diam Depth TPF Void KOOO900 

9021 80x100 86 0.96 
:o” 

Cut layer 1336 
9024 76 93 1.22 Cut 1336 
9044 

layer 
76x85 80 Cut layer 1336 

9053 85 79 
;:903 If0 

Cut layer 1336 

9032 80x98 85 0.96 40 Cuts layer 1336 and 
probably ph 9038 

8. Size 3.4 x 3.5 m. Area 11.9 so m. Av depth 85. Av diam 83. Av 
PPP 1.03. 

This substantial four-post structure has massive post-holes and from 
the three surviving voids timbers to match. The sloping sides on the 
south-west of phs 9021 and 9053 sugqest the timbers were quite long 
and had to be gradually raised and slid into the holes. Such a size 
of timber indicates the structure is likely to have been two stories. 

All four post-holes cut layer 1336, a contemporary chalk spread that 
served as the ground surface. Some of the other features cut into it 
may be contemporary , but this cannot be proven. It is not possible to 
tell whether it is earlier or later than PS344, but they cannot have 
been in use simultaneously, 
phase Eh-i. 

although both belong to stratigraphic 

Lyinq about 1.5 m to the west of the structure was a single large 
post-hole (ph 9032) whi.ch is very similar in all its characteristics 
to those of PS336. The impression given is that it was contemporary 
with PS336 and associated in some way, though just how is impossible 
to say. There is no way of telling whether it formed an integral part 
of the structure of pS336 or was a separate free-standing post. This 
is a very similar arrangement to PS203.and ph 8888, thouqh in this 
latter case one cannot be absolutely certain that the single post is 
not part of another structure as all the silts to the north of it were 
not fully excavated. 



1984 

PS337 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 3992816 

9090 47 58f683 1.23 ~30 Cut by 6275; rel. to 
P2405 lost 

9178 id 72 1.33 c30 Below layer 1353 
9099 68 1.1 -35 Cut by ph 9037; below 

layer 1353 
39388 90 45 0.5 - Cut by ph 9191; below 

layer 1353 

E. Size 3.3 x 3.3 m. Area 10.89 sq m. Av depth 66. Av diam 54. 
Av PPP 1.22. 

The fourth post-hole has probably been entirely destroyed by ph 9191 
of PS340: the adjacent post-hole 9388 is very unlike the others and 
does probably not form the fourth post-hole. The measurements for ph 
9090 are probably smaller than originally , as the upper part of the 
post-hole has been destroyed by 6275, so the diameter measurement is 
closer to the base and the plan suggests it could have been up to 10 
cm deeper, than apparent from the section. 

There is some indication from ph 9178 and ph 9099 of sloping sides to 
form a cone at the top: possibly a feature to make the positioning of 
large timbers easier. The post voids were not very clear, perhaps a 
result of the building being dismantled and the timbers removed. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ef 
ps337 
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1984 

PS338 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void J919938 

9006 62 7’: 1.15 - Below 
9177 

layers 1318/l 342 
50 1.46 - Below layers 1318/1342; 

cuts P2420 
9121 56 74 1.32 - Below 
9167 50 

layers 1318/l 342 
275 1.5 - Below layers 1318/l 342 

8, Size 2.8 x 2.8 m. Area 7.84 sq m. Av depth 73. Av diam 55. Av 
PPP 1.36. 

This structure is borderline between type F and ii in both area and 
post-hole si se. However the cones around the tops of the post-holes 
seem to be a characteristic more in keepinq with type A, and 
suggestive of tall timbers. No accurate measurements of post voids 
could be made, but a rough assessment is 20-25 cm. 

This structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ef. 

1984 

PS339 . Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void EOO5836 

9180 67 [80]43 f1.191 - Cut by P2398. Below 
layer 1353 

9186 73 174170 rt.011 - Cut by p2408. Below 
layer 1353 

9185 70 f7iI50 0.037 - Cut by ph 9189; cuts 
P2405. 

Ph in 
Below layer 1353 

P2407 

H. Size 3-4 x 3.4 m. Area 11.56 sg m. Av depth 75. Av diam 70. Av 
PPF 1.08. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by 82407, 

The ~structure is assigned 20 stratigraphic phase Ef. 
PS340. 

It predates 

The two northern post-holes are well preserved, thouqh only the upper 
part of ph 9180 has been drawn in section as the depth indicated on 
plan is twlec that of the Sect ion. p)c 9t89 is rather fragmentary 
having largely been destroyed in the digging of adjacent features. i i 
The fourth post-hole very possibly cut P2407 - though not recognised 
on site by supervisor or draughtsman, The pit section, though lacking 
in subtlety hints at a post-holi cutting the pit. The fiL1 would be 
very similar to ph 9186. 

.-. . _ PtlAt4 



1984 

PS340 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5997818 

Late phase - type B 

8970 90x112 48 

9011 90x100 65 

9097A 76x110 55 

9191 70x88 75 
9338 75x110 44 
9037 100x120 65 

Early phase - type K 

9153 65 62 

9097B 75 
9179 82x120 4485 

9388 90 39 
P2401 75 47 

9189 108 70 

0.44 

0.68 

0.59 

0.95 
0.47 
0.59 

0.95 

0.64 
0.45 

0.43 
0.63 

0.65 

B/K. Size 3.8 x 4.2 m. Area 15.96 sq m. Av depth: L 59, E 53. Av 

40x40 

28x40 

32x38 

28 

40x40 

?Cut layer 1353. Below 
layers 1262 and 1329 
Xut layer 1353. Below 
layers 1262 and 1329 
?Cut layer 1353. Below 
layers 1262 and 1329 
Cuts ph 9338 
Cut by ph 9191 
Cuts layers 1317, 1357 
and 1362 

Cut by ph 8970, Below 
layer ‘353. Cut P2405 
Cut by ph 9097A 
Cut by P2407. Below 
layer 1353 

Cuts P2405. Below Layer 
1353 
Cuts P2405 and ph 9185 

diam: L 84 x 107, E 84. Av PPP: L 0.62, E 0.62. 

This structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Eh. 

It is possibly type B or D, or possibly since there is some hint of 
recut post-holes type D in an early phase and type B in a late phase. 
The central row of posts which would form it fnt’o a type D structure 
are more irregular than the outer rows, but this is perhaps because 
they intercut ~with other features, which obscure their full 
character$stics somewhat and possibly the early phase outer pats to 
which they should be compared have been destroyed by the later’type B 
post-holes. 

The middle row of posts were s&aled by layer 1353 whereas the north 
and south row of posts cut this or the eguivalent silts (1317, 1357, 
1362), and their post voids remained viisible to the level of layer 
1336, It also seemed likely that a chalk spread (1350) was 
contemporary with the structure, 
row of posts. 

but clearly. seals two of the middle 

The chalk spread was formed of small rounded chalk lumps trampled 
into a matrix of chalky grey silt. 



Though the evidence is not unequivocal, 
an early type D or R structure, 

it seems likely that there was 
which was succeeded by a type 8. It 

is not possible to say whether this represents a comz.fete change of 
structure or a radical alteration to the original bu: .dinq. 
Presumably the removal of the central row of posts ,:;lowed the qround 
floor area to be better utilised and this is perhaps supported by the 
necessity of laying a chalk spread. 

This type D would be the only one to occur in the stratified deposits 
and is probably the earliest of all this type. 

The assumption has been that the late post-holes 9011, 9097, 9037 and 
9338 destroyed the early post-holes leaving no trace. Eowever the 
possibility is that the early phase was in fact a type R with seven 
posts with the row of three on the west and east sides (and so aligned 
in usual manner along Road 6). 

Then in the second phase the structure was turned round 90°, so the 
rows of three posts were on the north and south and the central 
post-hole was abandoned altogether. 

A type R structure seems more acceptable than a type D in the 
circumstances, as type R is common in this area* whereas type D is 
relatively rare and probably a late phenomenon. 
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1984 

PS341 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id 5900910 

8997 50x60 55 1.0 - Below layer 1270 
9056 70 66 0.94 ” Below layer 1270 

L(H). Siee 2.1 x - m. Area -. Av depth 60.5. Av dim 63. Av PPP 
0.97. 

There is a slight difference in post-hole size, but in view of their 
isolation from other features, they are very likely to form a two-post 
structure. 

They are assigned to stratigraphic phase Ef, or earlier. 

The section drawing of ph 8997 does not provide the full profile (as 
the supervisor noted the need of an additional P. sfile, but time was 
not available to do this). 

1984 

PS342 Ph Ro Diam Depth PPF Void Ko2Q849 

9048 50 42 0.84 - Below layer 1353. Cut 
by P2408. Rel. to ph 
9186 unclear 

9100 SOxSS 42 0.8 - Below layer 1353. Cut 
I by ph 9097 

L(H) l Size 1.6 x - m. Area -. Av depth 42. Av diam 51, Av PPF 
0.82. 

These two very similar post-holes probably form a type L structure, 
but it is possible they represent half of a small four-post structure 
of which the eastern post-holes are obscured by layer 7369 or the tail 
of the rampart. However it would then be an unusually small structure 
with large post-holes. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ef or earlier. It 
lies parallel to the.east side of PS339 and though the relationship 
between the post-holes is not clear, it seems more likely that PS342 
i8 earlier. (Initially the arrangement of the two structures leaks 
rufnilar to EW3 and PD3XJ; however ~8 * 9186 sud pA 9848 acrurllv 
intercut. it reerr unlikcty that they are cantcmparary. 

Zt also pre-dates PS340. 



PS343 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5860995 

9148 80x100 82 0.91 - Below layer 1342 
(44x52) (1.7) 

9141 80x120 80 0.8 - Below layer 1342 
(58) (1.38) 

L(B)* Size 3.3 x - m. Area -. Av depth 81. Av dim 95 (53). Av 
PPP 0.86 (1.54). 

These two post-holes appear to stand alone as a two-post str,.zture. 
Although there are some large post-holes to the west, these would make 
an oddly angled structure and are better assigned to pS350 and PS370. 

There is a wide cone around the top of each post-hole and the width of 
the lower Post-holes are shown in brackets. (The PPF using these 
values is also shown in brackets.) The sts’ucture is assigned to 
stratigraphic phase Ef. 
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1984 

PS344 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 5976902 

9018 68 84 1.24 25 Cut layer 1336. Below 
layer 1262 

9025 60 82 1.37 23 Cut layer 1336. Below 
layer 1262 

L(H). Size 2 x - m. Area -* Av depth 83. Av diam 64. Av PPF 1.3. 

These two post-holes form a very clear pair and are obviously 
unconnected with any others. They overlap in area with PS336, but the 
interrelationship cannot be determined. It is unlikely that they were 
doorposts for a circular structure as no other evidence for such a 
structure survives in the associated stratigraphy and they are much 
larger than the average door post-holes for circular structures. 

Tt belongs to stratigraphic phase Eh-i. 



1984 

PS345 Ph No biam Depth PPF Void 5902963 

9103 9104 it 3258 0.64 - Below 
9112 0.92 

layer 1318 
30 27 l6 Below 

0.9 
layer 1318 

Cut by P2368 probably. 
Below layer 1318. 

%F 0.82. 
Size 1.9 x 2.0 IL Area 3.8 aq SI. Av depth 30. Av diam 37. Av 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2420. 

This structure overlaps in area CS49 but the interrelationship cannot 
be determined. 

It is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ea-d. 



1985 

PS346. Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void J991682 

9363 70x80 58 0.77 50(48) Cuts ph 9328 and F216; 
packing integral with 
layer 1363 

9327 60x80 291421 0.41 45(58) 
lo.63 

Cut by ph 9329; cuts 
F219 

w Size 2.0 x - m. Area -* Av depth SO. Av diam 72.5. Av PPF 
. . 

This two-post structure belongs to the very end of phase Bi, or the 
first half of phase Sj contemporary with the first phase of CS38. The 
cutting of C271 later in phase Sj , clipping the edge of ph 9363, 
presumably indicates it had gone out of use by then. The post-holes 
are large and substantial and the sire of posts indicated from the 
voids implies they held massive timbers. This suggests an 
interpretation for the structure such as a gate and may imply an area 
for coralling livestock, south of CS38. 

(The depth of ph 9327 was probably ureater than indicated in the 
section drawing, as the 1984 plan of the partly excavated post-hole 
records - possibly upper levels of the post-hole removed in 1985 
clearing.) 
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1985 

PS347 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void D656100 

9467 70 83 1.19 - Cut by P2447; cuts 
9368 P2487. Below 67x80 layer 1458 71 0.96 - 

Below layers 1458 and 

9490 
1476 

80 0.96 - ?Below 9367 I: layer 1458 1.0% 0.8 13013s 
Below 1.08 RI layers 1458 and 
1476; cut by ph 9317 

Site 3.5 x 3.5 m. 
%F 0.98. 

Area 12.25 sq RI. Av depth 79. Av diam 84. AV 

This large four-post structure belongs to phase Ei of the 1985 
stratigraphy and is enclosed by a penannular gully of GC26. There 
remains part of a contmporary chalk surface , layer 1489, on its north 
and east sides, incorporated in which is a larqe hearth F257. The 
entrance with remnants of a threshold, layer 1483, was on the south. 

The void only survived in ph 9367 and was recorded in plan in the 
notebook as 300 sm diameter. however this is likely to be too small 
(?indicated scale may be wrong) as in the section drawing it is at 
least 350 msi. The other post-holes were all deliberately backfilled, 
but their base diameters, all 2 450 mm* perhaps give some indication 
of the post site. 
structure, 

The size of the post-holes suggest it was a large 
possibly two storeys, bearing a considerable load. The two 

full sections (A and B) of ph 9467 all ended as chords across the edge 
of the post-hole, and although section C is across the centre of the 
post-hole all the upper fill had by then been removed with the earlier 
pit fill. Eowever the combination of sections shows the general 
similarity to the other post-holes and indicates chalk and flint 
packing around a soil-filled void of perhaps 0.3-0.4 m wide. 

1985 

PS348 Ph No -_ bi.am Depth PPF Void N653074 

E 9477 48x54 50 0.98 28 Below layer 1466; Ocuts 

L 9476 50x65 
ph 9476 

51 0.89 - Below layer 1466 and 

L 9241 SO%80 82 1.26 
C2J1; ?cut by ph 9477 

- Cuts layer 1477, P2483, 

E 9330 34 56 
pbs 9350, 9420 an3 9421 

1.65 - Cuts layer 1477 r.nU 
P2483; cut by ph 9241 

L(S). Stsez L 2.1 aa# B 2.3 m. Area *a 
diamr B 431 L 61. PPFr 0 ls32* L 1.88* 

Av depth: 6 53, L 67. Av 

'Phi8 twe-pelt rtructuro ir of tm pha8e8, the ante routhorly po8t- 
hole8 betng the lateat pair. (From tbe aaction drawing ph 9476 ir 
more likely to cut ph 9477 rather than vice vet8a.) Crorr the porritton 
of thi8 pout 8t’cuct:Ire just 8et tads from the gap in 9C27, a likely 

I * interpretation i8 that they war* gate peat8 for the mdol)ute. 

I i * l trwtVLf* la+b3#a#u au pbquu &j.@f. t&u 1988 ut~ut~~~* 
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1985 

PS349 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 0809013 

9526 _c70(54] 90 1.29 - Cuts layer 1432, phs 
9446, 9445 and 9465. 
Below layer 1493 

9156/ 80 70(90) 0.875 342 Below layer 1342; cuts 
9130 (1.125) ph 9157 
943s 90 112 1.24 - Cut by phs 9436 and 

9369; cuts ph 9532 
9411 56x68 104 1.68 ” Cuts P2423 

485) 
9439 60 64 1.07 c40 Cuts layer 1432. Below 

layer 1493. Cut by ph 
9440 

K/A. Sire 3.2 x 3.2 m. Area 10.24 so m. Av depth 92. Au diam 77. 
Av PPP 1.28. 

This structure is quite convincing, except for a problem over its 
eastern post-hole ph 9156/9130. There has to be a fourth corner post 
here but ph 9156 is much shallower than the rest and was supposedly 
sealed by layers 1341 and 1342 (and therefore of earlier phase than 
the others). However in view of the meqa-hack that removed layers 
1341 and 1342 and as on the other side of the baulk there was a 
greater subtlety of stratigrapy, it is likely these represent 
several layers and ph 9156 could have cut it, but was not observed. 
No record was made=of the thickness of these layers but they were c 
20-30 mm, which would make ph 9156 a little more comparable (figures 
shown in brackets). It is possible ph 9156 and 9130 are a single 
post-hole. Ph 9130 possibly represents the post void, whilst 
surrounding chalk packing was not recognised and not excavated, thus 
accounting for the impression of two separate post-holes. _ 

It is possible that this structure had a central post-hole as ph 9439 
is well placed in the middle of the structure, though it is slightly 
smaller than the corner posts (possibly because it was not bearing the 
same load). 

There are no remains’of Post voids in main post-hales unless 9130 is 
accepted as a void, but their bases all measure c 411 cm, which 
probably gives a good indication of the post sit;, Large posts would 
be expected in such massive post-holes, 

The plan of ph 9411 shows rhe post-hole diuaeter somewhat smaller than 
appears in section: this fs bQCaUSQ the plan was made after the 
removal of pit fill and so is not a plan of the uppermost edge. 

This post structure was built within GC25, but post-dates PS370, a 
two-peter just inside the entrance of. the pully ccsgalex. rts 
rQlatiOWhip to PSSSO cannot be determined, though the tw8 could not 
be contemporary. 

The structure is assigned to ottatigraphie phase Bi. 
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PS350 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 5807994 

9441 56 56 1.0 - Cut by ph 9440: cuts 
layer 1432. Below 
layer 1487/l 493 

9451 52x60 47 0.84 - Cuts layer 1431 and F259 

L(B). Size 2 x - m. Area -. Av depth 51.5. Av diam 56. Av PPP 
0.92. 

This two-post structure lies within GC25. Its relationship to other 
post structures (PS349, PS370) of this phase is not known, though none 
of them can have existed contemporaneously. 

This structure is orientated N-S lying to the north of the entrance of 
Gc25. 

This structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Ei. 

1985 

PS370 Ph No Diam Depth PPF void 5809993 

E 9465 68 66 0.97 - 
L 9445 60 72 

Cut by phs 9445 and 9526 
, 1.2 =I0 Cuts ph 9465;. cut by . “8 

E 9463/ 68 62 0.91 
phs 9526 and 9457 

9520 
@5 Ph 9520 cuts ph 9463. 

Ph 9463 cut by phs 9450 
and 9468 

L 94so/ 74 62 0.84 
9509 

_c40 Ph 9509 cuts ph 9450. 
Ph 9450 cuts ph 9463. 
Cut by phs 9449 and -9464 

L(N)- Size: B 2.3 w, L 2.4 m. Area -* 
diam: E 68, L 67. 

Av depth: E 64, L 67. Av 
Av PPF: L 1.02, E 0.94. 

This two-post structure,of two phases is set back about 1 m from the 
entrance of GC25. From its situation in relation to the gullies a 
possible interpretation is that these post-holes held gateposts at 
the entrance to the enclosure of GC25. This is likely to be the 
earliest of the post structures in this phase within GC25. It 
certainly pm-dates PS349, but it cannot be related to PS350, .though 
the two are mutually exclusive. 
and w?zre sealed by layer 1493. 

All the post-holes cut layer 1432, 

The tea western post-holes were given four numbers on site, but there 
scemc tu be little evidtince to suggest more than two post-holes are 
ptClC a. I htie msrtared that ph 3509 and pb .9530 pmsib’ly r&presented 
the vsids and have taken their recorded bases as an approximate void 
sire. ~ 

gt ir posriblc that this structure rapresent$ the door of an otherwise 
unteprerentecl circular 8tructurci .’ 



1985 

PS351 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void D789070 

9320 47 
9325 50 77; 

1.49 - Cut by 6291 
1.58 - Below layer 1428; cut by 

G291 
9347 44 57 1.3 - Cuts ph 9348: cut by ph 

9364 
9195 42 44 1.05 - Isolated 

F. Size 2.5 x 2.6 la. Area 6.5 sa m. Av depth 63. Av diam 46. Av 
PPF 1.4. 

The two eastern post-holes are considerably shallower than the western 
ones8 There is a likelihood that these have been truncated, as they 
lie within the area of GC23-GC28 and there has possibly been some 
artificial levelling of this area as the natural chalk was noticeably 
higher on the west than the east of the qullies. 

This structure probably belongs to phase Da-d in the 1985 
stratigraphic sequence. The structure encloses P2479, which is 
centrally placed in the middle of it. The two could be contemporary, 
as the pit is also cut by the gully complexes. 

1985 

PS371 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void D772030 

* 9326 34 54 1.59 - Cut by 6286, ,G287 and 
6294 

9210 34 41 1.2 14 Cuts ph 9373; cuts by 
6290 

LCF) l Size 2.3 m. Av depth 47.5. AV diam 34. Av PPF 1.4, 

Ph 9326 has been truncated by the gullies above it. Its full depth is 
taken to be that from the top surface of the gullies. 



1985 

PS372 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0791036 

9521 38 c56 1.47 - Cut 
35 

by P2423 
9345 44 1.02 - Cuts ph 9346 

L(F). Size 1.7 x - m. Area -. Av depth 50.5. Av diam 41. Av PPP 
1.25. 

Ph 9523 has been truncated by P2423 so its full height has been 
estimated to the surface of the pit top. This compares well with the 
other post-hole. The diameter of ph 9521 is obviously a measurement 
of the base, and so smaller than the top would have been. 
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1985 

PS352 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id A058700 

9563 38 61 1.6 - Below layer 1251. cuts 
layer 1411; cut by P2410 

9564 34 55 1.62 220 Below layer 1413. cut 
by P2410 

L(F). Size 1.3 x - m. Area -. Av depth 58. Av diam 36. Av PPF 
1.61. 

These two post-holes could just be a small two-post structure as 
categorized here. Eowever the area to the south is occupied by a late 
pit P2410 and the contemporary ground surface to the north and east 
remained unexposed below the secondary rampart, layer 1410. Thus it 
would be possible that these are half of a very small type F 
structure, or a third of a type C six-poster. If the latter, the full 
size of the structure would measure c 2.4-2.6 m square. This would 
be larger than the only complete strzcture of this type, PS114, but 
closer to PS202 though this is incomplete and only tentatively type C. 

It belongs to phase Eb-d in the stratigraphic sequence. 

It is most likely to be a two-poster in view of its length, or 
perhaps a type C. 

PS353 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 3726957 

9547 40x56 14 0.29 - Isolated 
9548 48x58 13 0.25 - Isolated 

L(G). Size 2.0 x - m. Area -. Av diam 51. Av PPP 0.27. 

This structure has two very similar post-holes in size, shape and 
fill@ which consist of hard packed chalk lumps in clayey puddled 
chalk, deliberately packed in the post-holes. These two post-holes 
clearly form a pair and are regarded as a two-post structure, though 
it would be possible for them to be half a type G four-post structure, 
as the quarry hollow F264 immediately to the north could have 
destroyed tuo northern post-holes. However a type 0 structure is less 
likely to occur in the early phase of occupation and the length of the 
structure is not compatible with a type G four-poster. 
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1985 

PS354 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 3487848 

9291 35x40 19 0.51 c23 Isol ated 
9249 50 25 0.5 720 fsol a ted 
9247 0.575 Isol ated 
9252 

f S 
0.59 

_c20 
- Is01 ated 

Size 2.0 x 2.2 m. 
%F 0.54. 

Area 4.4 sq m. Av depth 23. Av diam 42. Pv 

This post structure is sliqhtly trapezoidal in plan. It is prohahlv 
an early structure, but appears to be aliqned alonq Road 35, beino 
adjacent to and on the same al iqnment as PS355. 

1985 

PS355 Ph No Di&a Depth PPF Void 5515832 

9250 40x50 1s 0.33 c-26 Isolated 
9254 ti :: x*2 2 fsol ated 
9536 

0:82 
Isolated 

9550 38 31 315 Probably cut by P2463 

E. Size 2.6 x 2.8 m. 
PPF 0.47. 

Area 7.28 sq m. Av depth 20. Av diam 4% Av 

P2467 is wholly within the area of the st’ructure (and is also cut by 
P2463) and could possibly have been contemporary with the structure. 
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I 983 

PS356 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G884714 

8714 SO 0.36 20 Tsol ated 
8673 48 :: 0.29 25 Cuts P2213 
8681 46 16 0.33 22 Is01 ated 

L(E) l Size 2.6 or 3.7 m. Ai;‘?+! -. Av depth 16. Av diam 48. Aw PPP’ 
0.33. 

Ph 8681 could form a two-post structure witi, either ph 8679 or ph 
8714. Both are very similar to ph 8681. It is p=gsible a fourth 
post-hole has been destroyed by one of the surroundicq pits, which 
could have formed a second two-post structure with one of them. 

The shorter pairing with ph 8679, rather than 8714, is probably more 
acceptable. 

The section drawing of ph 8681 would appear not to have had all the 
packing excavated when drawn. 
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1983 

PS357 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void G734685 

8641 42 81141 0.19[0.331 - Rcl. to P2202 uncertain 
8642 SO 15 0.3 Isolated 

L(E). Sire 3.4 x - m. Area -. Av depth 14.5. Av dim 46. Av PPP 
0.25 t0.3151. 

This pair of posts could stand alone as a two-post structure, but it 
would be possible for it to be half of a four-post structure, of which 
the southern post-holes had been destroyed by P2200 and P22Ol. 

Ph 8641 is much shallower in section than plan; this say be a result 
of overcutt ing the base, but this is not absolutely clear, 

1983 

PS358 Ph No Dim Depth PPF Void 6770608 

8647 38 0.29 - Ssol ated 
8634 42 :: 0.31 - Isolated 

;(;I. Size 3.0 x - in. Area -. Av depth 12. Av diam 40. Av PPF 
. . 

This two-post structure could be the northern half of a four-post 
structure, of which one of the southern post-holes has been destroyed 
by P2194 and the other remains under the baulk (or destroyed by 32233 
possibly). 
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1983 

PS359 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void P: GS5157S1 It 6555575 

Early - F 

8751 
3: 

62 1.63 - Cut by ph 8742 
8765 64 1.52 - Rel, to layers and ph 

8727 lost 
8665 43 60 1.4 - Isolated 

Late - B 

8742 ff r5: 0.79 
8727 1.06 ;7 

Cuts ph 8751 
Cuts layers 902 and 885: 

8772 rel . to 8765 lost 
65: 7: 

1.06 ph 
8623 ~25 Cuts 8684 0.66 - Cuts ph 

layers 877, 885 and 
866 

F $ 8. See: F 3.1 x 2.8 tar x R 3.1 3.5 m. 
Av depth: F 62, B 49. 

Area: F 8.68, R 10.85. 
Av diam: P 41, R 56. Av PPF: F 1.52, H 0.88. 

PS359A is the earlier structure, 
and ph 8765 is probably cut by ph 

as ph 8753 is clearly cut by ph 8742, 
8727. 

All the post-holes of PS359B have distinctive packing of flint nodules 
and chalk blocks. 

Ph 8623 may not have been fully excavated , as it has an odd profile. 
The chalk in this area was very root-disturbed and it appears the 
fourth post-hole for A has been missed as a result. 

No voids are preserved in the early structure, but all the post-hale 
ba$es measured = 25-30 cm, which would give a rough idea of post 
site. 

Stratigraphic phase Ff. 
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1983 

PS362 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6632753 

8820 30 33 1.1 - Cut6 F135. Below layers 
1009/911 

8864 32x42 39 1.05 ” Cuts Fl35 and ph 8875. 

8831 32 
Below layers 1009/911 

36 1.13 ” cuts F135. Below 1 ayers 
1009/91? 

Q. Sire 1.9 x 2.5 m. Ate0 4.75 sq xl. Av depth 36. Av dih 33. Av 
PPF 1.09. 

The fourth post-hole was destroyed by P2299. 

These post-hole6 ate cut in the b&se of the quarry hollow F135 and 
represent some of the earliest activity in the quarry hollow. 
Although the post-holes are very similar, 
sides makes it sl ightly dubious 

the difference in length of 
, especially as the fourth post-hole is 

presumed to be destroyed by P2299. 

St rat igraphic phase Pf. 
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PS363 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Vo id 13935644 

L 6686 24x36 55 1.8 15 Cuts ph 6687 
E 6687 48 49 1.02 - Cut by ph G686 
E 6675~ 47 1.45 ) Cuts P1569 
L 66758 -(47) 76f -(1.55) f ) 

L(P) l Size 2 HI. Av depth: E 59, L 64. Av dim 42, E 48, L 39. Av 
PPP 1.42, E 1.24, L 1.68. 

This two-post structure is of two phases , with the southerly post- 
holes being the later. Ph 6675 initially looks like a single 
post-hole but a comparison of its size in section to the plan shows 
that it must be two intercutting post-holes. 

1980 

PS364 .Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id NO24775 

5988 44 0.66 ” Isolated 
5965 44 

2 
0.73 21 Isolated 

b(E) 4 Size 2.4 x - WI* Area -. Av depth 30.5. Av dim 44. Av PPP 
0.69. 

This structure fs quite isolated from inany other features and iS best 
interpreted as a two-post structure. 
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1980 

PS365 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void H868704 

6260 
6266 78: i: x4 

140132 Cuts ph 6261 
- Cuts phs 6265, 6862 and 

?ph 6264 

L(G)* Sixe 2.2 ie. Av depth 29. Av dism 78.5. Av PPP 0.37. 

Though there are a number of other post-holes in the area, these two 
form s convincing pair and do not appear to be associated with any of 
the others. 

1980 

PS366 Ph No Diam _ Depth PPF Void M974770 

6435 50 5: 1.04 (30) Isolated 
6429 44 1.14 25(261 Isolated 

L/F. Size 2.4 x - m. Area -. Av depth 51, Av dium 47, 
1.09. 

These two post-holes form a convincing pair, but it csauld 
possible for them to form half of a type F structure, the 

jU6t be 
northern 

post-holes having been cut away by Pl554. However one would have 
possibly expected to see remains of the northernmost post-hole in the 
edge of the pit. 
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1980 

PS369 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void M804715 

6257 50x55 
6274 49 

$3'351 ;0;;71 - Is01 ated 

fi.721 
16 or 25 Isolated 

6314 c60 
6313 x6 

281431 (28) 
34 

Cuts ph 7009 
0.74 - Rel. to ph 7075 unclear 

Site 2.1 x 2.2 m. 
xi, 0.7. 

Area 4.62 sq m. Av depth 36. Av diam 52. Av 

The plan of ph 6314 is confused by a marling trench and the precise 
shape and size is difficult to define. Much or all of the fill shown 
in section is probably marling slot, 
the plan, the section is incomplete. 

as frcm the depth indicated on 

The void size of ph 6274 is uncertain, as it is not clear whether the 
two large chalk blocks are in situ packing or collapsed into the post 
void. 
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1985 

PS373 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void ROO4769 

9391 62 72 1.16 138x45130 Cut P2318. by Below 
layer 1376; cuts layer 
1329 

9341 55x64 74 1.23 126x40137 Cut by 8963; void ph 
cuts layer 1386 but 
partly sealed by layer 
1386 

9401 52 73 1.4 (37)23,32 Below layer 1362: cut 
by ph 8978 

H. Size 3.3 x 3.4 m. Area 11.22 sq m. Av depth 73. Av diam 58. 
Av PPF 1.27. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2377. These three 
post-holes so clearly belong to the same structure both from their 
relationship in plan and the similarity of the post-holes to one 
another in size, shape and fill, that the discrepancy in the 
relationships to the stratigraphy must be regarded as human 
error/misinterpretation. Presumably what has happened is that some of 
the voids appeared higher in the stratigraphy from overlying silts 
collapsing into them, thus initially giving the impression that the 
post-hole was cut from this level. 
both ph 9391 and ph 9343. 

This is probably the case with 
The structure probably belonqs to phase Ef 

and F218 may be contemporary, Xt may have continued in use accounting 
for the visibility of the voids at a higher level. However if it 
continued in use when layer 1386 was laid and PS340 was built, these 
two structures would be virtually touching at one corner. However 
since there was an early phase of PS340 in phase f the possibility of 
them bein! contemporary remains. 

It is possible a small daub hearth F218 0.55 m in diameter to the 
north-west of the structure was contemporary. ft had been cut by 
PS34Q, whilst the chalk spread (1386) butt& up to it. 

P2367 lies wholly within the structure but could only be contemporary 
if the structure continued in use into phase h. This is by no means 
cleat, being dependent on just how close one structure could be to 
another. One interpretation of the posts being visible through the 
later chalk spread is that the foundation posts were left to rot in 
site whilst the superstructure had 
pas it ion/reused/or 

been moved to another 
demo1 i shed. 
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PS374 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5995697 

9524 70x82 78 1.02 342 Below layer 1382; cuts 
layer 1383 

9546 64x70 75 1.12 335 Below layers 1382, 1402; 
cuts P2321 

9545 60x64 .79 1.27 125 1383 
9541) 54x66 62 

Below layer 
1.03 - 

9565; 50 

Below layer 1382; cut by 
ph 9553 

80 1.6 340 Ph 9541 cuts ph 9565 

Fourth corner post probably missed in base of 6271 at 5974706 

K. Size 2.9 x 2.9 m. Area 8.41 sq m. Av depth 75. Av diam 63. Av 
PPP 1.11. 

These post-holes are so similar in size , shape and fill, which is a 
very distinctive chalk and flint rubble packing deliberately infilling 
them, that I am confident this is a five-post structure’of which the 
north-west corner post-hole remained unobserved. A post-hole filled 
with rammed chalk is notoriously difficult to see and the area being 
in the base of ~3271 could have been sufficiently weathered in 
antiquity for weathered puddled chalk to be compacted over the top of 
the Post-hole and obscure it. I think this is a better explanation, 
than to create a bizarre triangular structure out of the available 
post-holes. It is a substantial structure and though no voids 
properly survive, the post-pole bases of 350-400 mm perhaps give some 
indication of post size. 
a raised floor. 

The central post-hole could hav& supported 

There are two contemporary post-holes ph 9555 and ph 9557,.the former 
lying 1 m to the south of the south-west corner and the latter 1 m 
east of the south-east corner, Both are shallower than the post-holes 
of the structure but have a similar chalk fill and it is possible they 
relate to the post structure. It is possible they provided support 
for outside steps to an upper floor. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Efl. 



PS375 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0643050 

9330 80x70 55 0.73 132x161 Cuts layers 1456, 1463, 
(F250) P2478; cut by F250 

4331 38x50 44 1.0 325 Cut by F250 

F250 1.2% 24 -B 34 - all void Below layer 1453: cuts 
0. lm layer 1463 and phs 9330 

and 9331 

L(B) l Size 4.6 x - m. Area We Av depth 49.5. Av diam 60. Av PPF 
0.87. 

This two-post structure is unusual in that the post-holes are jof?ed 
by a linear slot F250. One end of F250 appears to consist of a 
rectangular timber 32 x 16 cm, that has been set in ph 9330, and has 
been packed around with a chalky silt and large chalk blocks up to 30 
cm size. 
cm wide. 

At the opposite end in the top of ph 9331 is a void c 25 
The lower part of the post-hole fill is chalky silt and 

chalk blocks. These two voids are 24-34 cm deep. Joining these is a 
narrow slot 10 cm wide widening slightly at its north end and 
measuring 1.2 m long. This is only c 3 cm deep. The whole of F250 
including the post voids is filled wrth burnt occupation material 
especially large quantities of charcoal as well as daub and burnt 
chalk. Packed along the west edge are chalk blocks which partly seal 
the packing of ph 9330. On the east side layer 7456 (from CS52) was 
still exposed and served as a contemporary surface. The short row of 
stake-holes running south-east from ph 9330 may have been related to 
this structures The evidence suggests the structure formed some sort 
of frame having two uprights joined by a plank at ground level and so 
presumably having a timber across the top. Th’is could be interpreted 
as the door surviving from a circular structure; however there is no 
further evidence suggestive of a circular structure, so some other 
function is perhaps more likely. 

It is the latest structure to occur in the stratigraphy in the 1984-85 
area, belonging to phase El. 
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1984/S 

PS376 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5827960 

L 9396 68x96 52 0.63 30 Cuts ph 9415 and layer 
1431 

L 9144 64x82 24 0.33 20 PCuts ph 9145; below 
layers 1342, 1348 

E 9145 28x34 14 0.45 - Below layer 1342; ?cut 

E 9415 38x40 
by ph 9144 

18 0.46 - Cuts layer 1342; cut by 
ph 9396 

L(B) l Size 2.4 x - m. Area -* Av depth: L 38, E 16. Av diam: L 78, 
E 34. Av PPP: L 0.48, E 0.46. 

This two-post structure is formed of two large post-holes that are 
set, it appears , just inside the entrance of GC24. This suggests the 
possibility that they held gateposts at the entrance of the enclosure. 
Both post-holes have smaller post-holes protruding at the front in a 
similar manner to be seen in the doorposts of circular structures. 
Although there is ,no evidence to suggest the presence of a circular 
structure (though not to be ruled out altogether), this gate may have 
had the same sort of construction as doorposts. There is a hint from 
the plans that layer 1348 was laid up to the post of ph 9144 leawing 
the outline of the post void in plan. Thus this may have been a 
conteqxxary chalk floor. 

This structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Eh. 
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1985 

PS377 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void KOOl692 
* + 

9400 

9518) 
9554) 
9512 
9471 
9472 
9498) 
9553) 

52x62 66 82 1.16 

41 
70x90 28 0.35 
60x80 32 50 0.46 
80 20 57 0.25 
60 24 53 0.4 
50x66 38 
58 22 0.38 

25 or 40 Cuts layer :402; cut by 
G271 

t441 Cuts layer 1402 
Below layer 1402 

128x341 Void cuts layer 1402 
i44l Void cuts layer 1402 
I261 Void cuts layer 1402 

s353 Cuts layer 1402 

* = phase fl 
c = phase f2 

H. Size 2.6 x 2.8 m. Area 7.28 so m. Av depth: * 32, + 53.5. Av 
diam 64. Av PPF 0.44, 

This structure is constructed on the base of quarry hollow F223, 
where it replaces PS374, The hearth that sealed ph 9546 is probably 
contemporary with the first phase of this structure. Ph 9553 which 
occurs part way along its east wall may have formed part of a door 
frame or been a structural support for an internal division or 
stairway. During the use of the buildinq a thick layer of chalk was 
deposited inside and outside the structure (1402, 1382) providing a 
new chalk floor. The fact that the chalk occurred both inside and 
outside right up to the posts , as the post voids are clearly preserved 
cutting through layer 1382, and that no evidence of a wall survives, 
suggests this structure may have been open on the ground floor, Two 
well preserved hearths belong to this second phase, F221 and F222, 
suggesting some sort of domestic activity - possibly a cookins area 
sheltered by & roof or upper floor but with the sides of the building 
open at ground level. In view of the sire of the posts, an upper 
storey seems very likely. A raised upper storey would be very 
suitable for storing agriCultuta1 prod-. It is possible the 
activity cn the ground floor was connected with preparing grain for 
storage or after storage for subsequent use. If the sides were open 
the two possible two-posters (phs 9497 and 9516, phs 9510 and 9517) 
could be contemporary. 

At the north-east corner ph 9472 is contemporarv the post continuing 
from phase 1 to 2 , though later in the building’s use it was removed 
and the hole against ph 9471 post was packed with flints. This post 
was presumably associated with some internal structure. 

PS377 is contemporary with PS378, which is discussed below, and ph 
9407 (all the post voids continuing in use from phase 1 to 2). 

Ph 9487 ~uld be regarded as being an intccjral part of pS377 perhaps 
. being part of an exterior staircase, but it could alternatively be the 

corner post of another four-post structure, most bf which is outside 
the area of excavation. 

1. ~ 1. 
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The PPP is based on the original post-hole site in ft phase. The 
depths in ft and f2 are given, but the f2 depth is the void only. 

Ph 9471 and ph 9472 - is in fact one post pit with two voids. 

Ph 9518 is the void of ph 9554. 

Ph 9498 and ph 9553 are almost certainly the same post-hole. 

t 985 

PS378 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void If016704 
+ 

9402 56x65 46 ;a 0.76 (34x401 Void cuts layer 1402 
9470 56x62 66 83 1.12 (33x381 Void cuts layer 1402 

* = fl 
+ - f2 

L(H). Size 1.8 x - m. Area -. Av depth * 56. Av diam 60. Av PPF 
0.94, 

This structure continues in use from phase Ef? to Ef2 and runs 
roughly parallel to the east wall of PS377, though slightly diverging. 
It can be ;regarded as an independent two-post structure, or as being 
integral with PS377. It could possibly represent some sort of a porch 
structure or outer staircase; unfortunately though these structures 
are very well preserved at foundation level, discussion of the 
superstructure mus. remain speculative. 

The post-hole depths are given.for phase fl and f2: however the 
latter is of the void only, whilst the post-hole itself only occurs at 
the lower level. 
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t 978-86 

PS379 Ph No Dim Depth PPP Void 008288t 

9857/ 68x90 66 0.84 - Cuts layer 549 
PI148 
3661 

2 
67 0.96 1301 

9902 
Cuts layer 549 

50 0.83 - Rels lost; probably cut 
by ph 366Y 

9992 3~60 %f 0.97 - cuts P1137 
3656 6’35x80 0.89 
3655/ 40 38(void 0.95 

W;3610 Cuts layers 549 and 551 
Cuts layer 551 (?packing 

3677 50) 
3689 78x84 

below layer 551) 
29 0.36 20 Below layer 551; cuts 

Pt 143 
3680 60x87 55 0.74 330 Below layer 551; cuts 

P1147 
3671 45 55 1.22 - Relow layer 551; cut by 

3702 72 
ph 3702 

42(5f) (0.71) 30 Below layer 551; cuts 
ph 3671 

K. Size 3.7 x 3.7 m. Area 13.69 sq m. Av depth 54. Av dian 65. Av 
PPF 0.88. 

This structure was initially only recognized as a two-post structure 
(phs 9857 and 3661) because the other post-holes were not perceived as 
contesiporary. Because of the complications of the strat igraphy 
(discussed under the stratiqraphic sequence) the relationships of the 
southern post-holes to the stratiqraphy are not clear cut. It is 
probable the southern post-holes cut the lower silt (layer 551) and 
were sealed by the upper part of it (renumbered layer 547a). Because 
the gilts were removed together , this means the upper parts of some of 
the post-boles may have been removed: 
conpared to the others. 

pb 3689 is particularly shallow 

Ph 9992 was not recognised on site at all, but was subsequently 
recognfred in the section of Pl137 where it had been drawn without 
being recognised as a post-hole: it is probably not a half section 
but a segment across the southern edge of the post-hole. 

The sttuature is basically a seven-post structure, possibly of two 
phases, as the southern row of post-holes appears to be recut and also 
ph 3661 on the north side. 

Balfway along the eastern side and apparently contemporary is a 
smaller ph 3655/3677. Zt stems unlikely to be part of the main 
timber fraaerrork, but may have had some other structural function such 
as forming a part ition, or supporting wattlework. 

Tbt contemporary ground rurface is layer 54gp which is lsrgely 
confintd to the northern half of the structure’s intcrtor and is 
continuous with layer 1613 outside to the north. The surfaeinqs of. 
E;; 6 (layers 552 and 508) form one continuous resurfacing with layer 

. This massive expanse of chalk roughly 6 x 6 m appears to be the 
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area faced onto by the structure and may have formed an area for 
unloading grain from carts and subsequent threshing. The lower part 
of the structure was probably opera or partly so and the hearth F57 
appears to be contemporary even though it is so close to one of the 
posts. 
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1986 

ps380 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 9090936 

!W, 77x85 78 0.96 40 

9090 66x73 70 1.0 
9893 85~1.05~1 103 1.08 35 Packing below layer . 

1635; void cuts it 
9900 l.Oxl.2m 77 0.7 45 Below layers 1629 and 

1634 
9892 53x60 64 1.12 - 

:; PPP 0.97. 
site 3.5 x 3.5 m. Area 12.25 sq III. Av depth 78. Av diam 82, 

The two northern corner posts were destroyed by P2561 and P2562. 

This is clearly a five-post structure , similar to PS335 and PS374. 
Only in this case there are two subsidiary post-holes along the north 
and south sides. In this respect it could be regarded as more like 
PSl, but that was clearly a six-post structure with an additional 
central post-hole of slightly different characteristics. In this 
structure the central post-hole is very similar to the corner 
post-holes, whilst the intermediate lateral post-holes are smaller. 

The structure was cut from the level of the chalk natural in the base 
of quarry hollow P211, and either immediately after its construction, 
or during the use of the building a chalk spread (1635) was laid over 
the area and sealed the packing of the post-holes. It is assigned 
to phase G/E. 

This structure is contemporary with the early phases of PS381, but the 
two are completely separate apparently facing in opposite directions 
(see PS381 discussion), with their associated working areas to the 
north for PS381 and to-the south for PS380. 
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1986-87 

PS381 Ph Ma Diam Depth PPP Void R105011 

Phase A - Late 

9876 80 72 
Es 

~52 1 Packing inteqral part 
9827 92 87 554 ) of layer 1619/1637. 

1 Below layer 1631 
9879 74 70 0.95 - Cuts layer 1632; below ? 
9882b - f501 - - Post-hole destroyed by 
(ph destroyed) P2549 
9874 94 36 0.81 - Cuts ph 9885 and layer 

1632 
9886 .88 54[60] 0.61 - Cut by P2553. Rels to 

strat lost 

B. Size 3.8 x 3.6 m. Area 13.68 sq m. Av depth 68. Av diarn 86. Av 
PPF 0.84. 

Depth of ph 9886 is from natural chalk surface, not from top of 
contemporary layers: may therefore be shallower than expected. 

Phase B - Middle 

9913 
e6f ;e9 A:;75 ;8 

Cuts layer 1665 
9903 Cut by ph 9827; cuts ph 

9881 
9895 80 44 0.55 - Cut by ph 9879. ?Below 

layer 1632 
9882a 80 55 0.69 - Cuts layer 1620; cut by 

~2538 $75 30 0.4 - 
P2549 - 
Below layer 1550: cut by 
P2536, cuts ph 9885 

9884 E75 38 0.5 - Below‘ layer i 568; cuts 
layer 1620. Cut by 
P25533 cuts,ph 9871 

B. Size 3.6 x 3.6 m. Area 12.96 sq m. AV depth 54. Av diam 76. Av 
PPF 0.72. 

Southern end narrows to 3 m. 

Phase C- 7 Early 

9901 65 100 1.54 present 
9881 66 106 1.6 
9885 70 106 1.5 Lresent 

9871 69 78 1.3 - 
*9894 50 .40 0.8 - 

*9877 30 23 0.77 

Gut by ph 9876 
Cut by phs 9903 and 9827 
Cut by P2536 and ph 
9874. Rel to layers 
Aest royed 
Cut by ph 9884 
Below layer 1620: cuts 
layer 1632 
Cuts 1 ayer 1632; below 
layer 1623 
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ii. Sire 3.4 x 3.2 m. Area 10.88 sq m. Av depth 98. Av diam 65, Av PPF 1.485 (f not included). 

Ph 9871 - depth from surface of natural, not layers. 

* These post-holes , within the structure, are contemporary with this 
phase, but presumably not structural. 

The plan of layer 1632 is clearly incomplete as the long section 
clearly shows it continuing to east and west. 

PS381 has three phases, which can be distinguished by the numbers of 
recut post-holes, and can in some cases be firmly related to the 
strat igraphy. This is clearest with the northern groups of 
post-holes which were more carefully excavated and not disturbed by 
other features. The post-holes on the south-east had been partially 
destroyed by P2549 and P2553 and no real attempt was made to relate 
them to any associated stratigraphy. The post-holes on the south-west 
were better preserved but confused by P2536 and the remnants of P2538, 
which eventually turned out to be part of PS381B. 

The earliest phase (C) is clearly a large four-post structure with 
deep post-holes; all are very similar in shape, size and profile, 
Their relationships to the stratigraphy has been destroyed by later 
post-holes, so it is not clear whether they were cut directly into the 
floor of the quarry hollow or after the accumulation of layer 1633. 
Either is possible, but it is also likely that chalk spread (1632) is 
contemporary with this phase and the other features cutting it, Ph 
9891, which occurs halfway along the north side of PS381C* may be a 
structural feature (door/steps to, upper storey) and ph 9877 within the 
structure cutting layer 1632 is quite small and presumably represents 
some internal feature. The fact that the chalk spread (1632) extends 
inside and outside the structure suggests the lower part of the 
building was open, but utUized in some way from the post-hole. The 
massive post-holes indicate a .larqe structure and presumably there was 
an’upper storey in the form of an enclosed building, probably some 
sort of store building. 

Pollowing this phase the structure changes distinctly in plan in that 
it becomes a six-post structure and slightly larger in area. This 
could indicate a complete rebuild, but it is possible the building was 
just jacked up and the old (totting) posts replaced with new and the 
building lowered again. 
chalk spread, 

This second phase (8) is tintemporary with a 
layers 1665-1653, etc. This layer was examined in most 

detail on the north side where there were hollows worn into and 
through the chalk spread. This could indicate the entrance was on the 
north side, 

S-e of these contemporar) chalk spreads extend to north and south on 
the west side and thie’seems’to indicate the earliest surfacirig along 
Road 6. 



__ .-. _ .- 

The final phase of the structure (A) is clearly contemporary with the 
chalk spread, layers 1619-1637. This layer was largely to the north 
of the structure, extending inside for a short distance. It consisted 
of large coarse chalk rubble close to the building, grading into the 
finer chalk of layer 1637 further away to the north-west. This again 
suggests the northern area was subjected to most wear - possibly this 
was the store building associated with activities in work area CS58: 
perhaps a granary for grain storage at top, lower area for storing 
equipment or preparation under cover (3grinding grain) with adjacent 
area with ovens and hearths for cooking, baking, etc. 

It is contemporary at least in its early phases with PS380 to the 
south, which presumably faced onto the activity area to its south. 
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1986 

PS382 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void R106076 

9766 38x48 50 1.16 - Cuts layer 1516 
9788 34x44 58 1.49 - Rel to ph 9768 

uncertain. Cuts layer 
1516 

L(F). Size 1.0 x - m. Area -. Aw depth 54. Av diam 41. Av PPF 
1.325. 

These two post-holes are fairly similar, and suggest the presence of a 
two-post structure. No post voids were visible, though the post-holes 
are quite large and deep for such a short structure. 

It is assigned to stratigraphic phase Dl contemporary with CS54 to the 
south. 
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1986 

PS383 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void If084082 

9849 60 63 1.05 40 Cut by F238; Ocuts layer 
1602 

9908 55 47 0.85 - Cuts ph 9910; below 
layer 1645 

9910 59 40 0.68 - Cut by ph 9908: below 
layers 1637 and 1641 

9923 40 50 1.25 30 Below layer 1640 
9935 48 48 1.0 - Below layer 1640 

H. Size 2.5 x 2.8 m. Area 7.0 sq m. Av depth 50. Av diam 52. Av 
PPF 0.966. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2586, although one may 
have expected part of it to survive in the edge of the pit. The 
sect ion of ph 9849 does not tally with the plan and it seems 1 ikely 
the packing of the post-hole was removed in the backhalf and never 
seen by the supervisor, hence no record. The relationship of ph 9849 
to layer 1602 is very tenuous, but if it does cut layer 1602 then 
PS383 is later than PS394 which it overlaps in plan: otherwise it is 
not possible to define the relationship. 

Stratigraphic phase Dg-i . However only cp dates for post-holes are cp 
l-3, though the structure clearly post-dates rampart 3, and must be 
eauivalent to cp 6-7. 

1987 

PS394 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void R100083 

9939 55 63 1.15 -25 Below layer 1602: cut by 
P2564 

9936 52 60 1.15 - Cut by P2586 
9940 70 56 0.8 ’ - Below layer 1640; cut by 

P2567 
9864 66x55 70 1.15 30 Below layer 1601; cuts 

P2563 

H. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sea m, Av depth 62. Av diam 59.5. 
Av PPF 1.06. 

These.post-holes are all very similar, except that pb 9940 is 
distinctly wider than the rest. The chalk fill in the section of ph 
9940 may be paeking only as it is just a chord across the edge of the 
post-hole* 

This structure overlaps in plan with PS383, but the relationship is 
unclear; it 118 .possibTe, that” 38383 is the latgr of the two. , 

St rat igraphic phase Dg-i. 

.Pottery frqa one post=-hole indicates cp 6(7. 
’ 
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1986 

PS384 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void RI12073 

9863 32x37 20 0.58 310 Below layer 1601; cuts 
layer 1602 

9866 24x32 37 1.32 15 Below layer 1601; cuts 
layer 1602. Void cuts 
layer 1626 

L(E). Size 1.4 x - m. Area -. Av depth 29. Av diam 28x34. Av PPF 
0.63. 

This small structure has distinctive rectangular post-holes: al though 
these have the appearance of voids, this was not the case as ph 9866 
had packing sealed by daub eouivalent to layer 1626. This daub 
infilled a shallow circular depression encircling the post-hole 54 cm 
in diameter. The void was triangular, 15 cm long apparently being the 
wedge of a tree trunk. 

This structure is within CS58, an open work area, and contemporary 
with it. It is assigned to stratigraphic phase Djl. 
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1978 

PS385 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 0087741 

P1036 103x126 421481 0.42 - Cuts layer 503; below 

P1118/ lOOxt40 
layer 462 

42)=c65- 0.58 - 
3754 50) 70 

Cuts layer 503; below 

3396 76x90 
layer 462 

36 0.43 - Cuts 503: layer below 

P1037 
layer 462 

128 I801 0.63 - Cuts P1038; below 

3192 74x102 77 
layer 462 

0.88 40 Below layer 393: cuts 
natural 

R. Size 3.4 x 3.5 m. Area 11.9 so m. Av depth 61. Av diam 104. 
Av PPF 0.59. 

P1036 and Plll8 were probably never fully excavated and so their 
complete depth and profile is not known. Rowever directly below the 
east side of P1118 cutting the edge of the quarry hollow F60 was the 
base of a post-hole 3754, which is assumed to be the base of Plll8. 
The two combined suggest a similar profile to ph 3192, The 
combination of the two suggests a total depth of c 65-70 cm. As P1036 
was cut entirely in stratigraphy, no further e*rid<nce was obtained. 
It also is possible that ph 3396 was not fully excavated, though the 
central post-holes in type R structures are sometimes smaller or 
shallower. Therefore only the depths of the two southern post-holes 
can be regarded as correct. 

The section of P1037 only just cuts across an edge and the full 
profile is not represented. 
been caught in section, 

Only a small amount of the upper fill has 
but this suggests the post-hole cut the pit. 

Although the structure overlaps in area with PS466 and -392, the 
relationships cannot be determined as no post-holes intercut. It 
seems likely that PS385 is the later struct’ure, as some of the 
post-holes of PS466 appear to have bmn Obscured, perttam as a result 
of later occupation in the area (see PS466 for fuller discussion). 
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1987 

PS386 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id R098187 

9924 - 
9970 47 86 

Unex 
1.7 - Cuts layers 1913, 1694 

and ?ph 9971 
9971 42 90 2.14 - Cuts layers 1913, 1694; 

Pcut by ph 9970 
9976 60 80 1.33 - Below layer 1913 and 

therefore ?cut by phs 
9970 and 9971 

9972a 47 97 2.06 - ) a cuts b. Below layer 
9972b 49 85 1.73 ) 1919; cuts layers 1913, 

) 1915 
9973 55 80 1.45 - Partly sealed by ) 

layers 1913/1914?) Inter- 
9977 54 73 1.35 - Partly sealed by ) rels 

layers 1913/1914?) not 
9980 44 75 1.7 - Partly sealed by ) visible 

layers 1913/1914?) 
,997s 60 53 0.88 - Below layers 1913/l 914 

R. Size 2.5 x 2.7 m. Area 6.75 sq m. Av depth 80. Av dfam 51. Av 
PPF 1.6. 

This is a five-post structure with a smaller central post-hole, not 
replaced like the others, which from the north-east and south-west 
complexes indicate three phases. Relationships between post-holes not 
visible - fills all very similar. However ph 9976 appears earliest in 
its group, a$ sealed by one of th.e earlier layers. Post-holes are 
all very distinctively deep and narrow with phs 9971, 9972a and 9980 
forming a group in one phase and possibly phs 9976, 9972b and 9973 in 
another. Ph 9975 possibly went out of use in the final phase, as it 
appears to be covered by one of the later layers. 

During most of its use a series of chalk spreads accumulated to the 
south t?main access route) and at a late stage PS388 and 0321 and 323 
possibly formed an enclosure round it. 2160 contemporary at one stage 
was hearth F345, 0322, a couple of small past-holes and a possible 
two-post structure, PS387. 

Contemporary with the later phases of the structure was an occupation 
deposit, layer 1913 - silt containing much charcoal, baked clay and 
other occupation debris. This had accumulated in and around the 
building, and there is some indication that it sealed the central 
post-hole. So this may heave been removed in the later phases. 

Bowever it is possible this occupation and silt was reworked and 
redistributed over the area after the building had gone out of use. 
It seem to be quite common for the .central post-hole not to be 
replaced during thr rife of a ~trtwtufC, pTCa@m~ly bccausc it 
suffered Icss weathering compared to the outside posts and it may have 
been of less structural significance, as the central post-hole was 
often smaller than the others. 
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The presence of the hearth and occupation debris associated with this 
structure suggests it was, at least partly , used for some domestic 
activity. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phases Dq-i. 

1987 

PS387 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void It0971 49 

9919 39x44 24 0.59 - 
9969 40x42 15 

Cuts layer 1684/1915 
0.37 - Cuts layer 191 S/1684 

L(E). Size 2.2 x - m. Area -, Av depth 19.5. Av diam 41. Av PPP 
0.48. 

These two post-holes cut the same layer and are contemporarv with 
PS386, during one of its later phases. From their position, they may 
have been gateposts at an entrance to an enclosure round PS386. G323 
could be contemporary, 
uncertain. 

though its position in the stratigraphy is 
They do not however particularly look like gateposts in 

the same way that PS388 does, though immediately north of PS388. 
Their function must be regarded as uncertain. 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Dh-i. 
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1987 

PS388 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void It098040 

9916 54 0.83 - Post-holes were all 
9917 58 

4455 
0.78 - 

: 
probably cut from level 

9918 68x76 45 0.625 25 of layer 1692 or 1675 
9921 58 41 0.71 - 

; 
and subsequent spreads 

9920 47 45 0.96 - ) UB to layer 1669/l 917 
9867 60 62 1.03 * ) accumulated around the 

posts. Sealed by layer 
1664=1666=1667 

L(H) l Size 2.2 m, 2.0 m. Area -. Av depth 47. Av diam 58. Av PPF 
0.82. 

* Void probably existed, but not observed. 

Post-holes for gate to enclosure. 

This grouping of post-holes is very similar to some of those 
associated with gully complexes in DA85/DA84, which were interpreted 
as gateways into enclosures. It is possible these are contemporary 
with a whole series of chalk spreads and intervening silt layers and 
possibly contemporary with PS386 within the enclosure. It is likely 
that G321 running from the eastern group north-eastwards is 
contemporary, though the precise relationshiup of gully to 
strat igraphy was hard to define. 

It is not clear whether all post-holes were in use simultaneously as 
all were visible in the stratigraphy at the same time, but in section 
the northern pair of posts cut the southern post-hole(s). 

The structure is assigned to stratigraphic phase Dh-i. 

PS389 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void K143189 

Ef2 32x40 50[631 1.4[1.75] 18 ?Cut by Qri (F272) 
32+42 351533 0.9Sll.41 (20) Cuuoby G321: below layer 

L/F. ‘Size 1.6 x (1.6) m. Area (2.56 sq m). Av depth [SSJ. Av diam 
39. Av PPF 1.575. 

These two post-holes occur at the edge of quarry hollow F272 and 
apparently pre-date it (phase E). They could form just a two-post 
structure, but equally it is possible these are the remaining eastern 
post-holes of a type F four-post structure, the two westerly ones 
being destroyed by the quarry hollow P272. 

. 
Ph 9988 has a funnel-shaped top sa the diameter is much qreater dt the. . 
top. 

It’has been assigned to stratigraphic phase De, thouqh,it could belong = 
to one of the preceding pharesd 

.~ 
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1986 

PS390 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void K151179 

9862 
i: 

I55150 1.511.63 - Below layer 1 S29 
9883 163155 1.711.971 - Below layer 1529; cut by 

P2547 

F or L(F). Sire 1.8 RI. Area 33.24 su m. Av depth 1591 or 52.5. Av 
diam 33. Av PPF 1.6 (1.791. 

These two post-holes could either be a two-post structure of type L(F) 
or it is possible they formed half of a type F four-post structure of 
which the other two lie to the east below the unexcavated rampart 
layers. 

Most of the fill of ph 9883 was loose soil disturbed by animal 
burrows t but there were the remnants of densely packed puddled chalk 
and small fragments around the sides as packing. 

Both post-holes have probably both been slightly truncated by the 
quarry hollow. They have been assigned to stratigraphic phase De, 
though they could belong to one of the preceding phases. 

1987 

PS391 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void It172186 

9959 48 58 Below layer 1757 or 1751 
-9960 48 581621 ::2” f2 Below layer 1757 or 1751 

L(B). Size 1.4 x -. Area -. Av diam 48. Av PPF 1.2. 

The two post-holes are apparently contemporary, sealed by layer 1751 
and cutting layers 1757, 1758. It seems likely that they form some 
sort of a pairing, but there is no evidence to suggest they were part 
of a large structure (sufficient chalk was exposed on either side to 
show up any other contemporary features, though P2578 could have 
removed some).. Relationships in the site notebook state that.the. 
features were below layer 1757 - however this is unlikely. 

It has been assigned to stratigraphic phase De. 

The section drawing of ph 9959 sbows the void only; it was surrounded 
by packing of large chalk blocks and flint nodules up to 0.25 m .in a 
matrix of puddled chalk. . 



1978 

PS392 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void QlOO741 

3392 64x80 62 0.86 - Cuts layer SO3 and ph 
3394. Below layer 462 

3193 72x82 66 0.86 350 Cuts layer 503; below 
layer 393 

L(H) 0 Size 2.5 x ob Area -- Av depth 64. Av diam 75. Av PPP 0.86. 

This two-post structure cuts the layer of chalk, 503, though ph 3193 
was visible at the level of CS7/8, as it is largely cut into natural. 

The base of ph 3392 was not absolutely clear (possibly because it was 
cut through into the underlying ocupation, layer 511). 

Both post-holes are similar in size and fill and there are clearly no 
other post-holes with which they could form a four-post structure. 

It post-dates PS466, but its relationship to ~385 cannot be 
determined. 
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1987 

PS393 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void R094115 

9915 68 
9911) 53 

356 0.53 Cuts layer 1669 
0.66 5 

9931) 
Cuts layer 1669 

L(G). Size 2.8 x - m. Area -. Av diam 60. Av PPF 0.595. 

These two post-holes both cut layer 1669 and were roughly on a level 
at the upper edge of the layer and partly cut into natural. 
similar in shape, but ph 9911 is slightly smaller in area. 

They are 
However 

the post-holes are isolated from any other features and may form a 
two-post structure. 6323 may be contemporary though not necessarily 
directly related to the structure. 



1982 

PS395 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id n750677 

8419 zo” 53 0.96 22 ?Below layer 745 
8511 55 0.92 31x28 Cuts layer 805. Below 

layer 771 

ti. Size 3.0 x 33.0 m. Area 19.0 m. Av depth 54. Av diam 58. Av 
PPP 0.94. 

Two presumed eastern post-holes under baulk. 

Large four-post structure enclosed by G320 (GCll). The two post-holes 
exposed within the excavation are probably half of a four-post 
structure. However there are five other post-holes at the same 
stratigraphic level , which could be contemporary or form part of 
another structure within the enclosure gully. G230 is at the same 
stratigraphic level and is almost certainly a penannular gully 
enclosing the structure with an entrance most likely on the 
north-east. 

Stratigraphic phase Gd. 
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1982 

PS396 Ph No Diam Dep*h PPF Void G685609 

8017 45 15 0.33 - Abuts 8018 ph - no 7993 .38 rel 2 0.34 - 
Isolated 

7989 50 0.66 - Cut by ph 7990 

E. Size 2.2 x 2.4 m. Area 5.28. m. Av 20, Av diam 
PPP 0.44. 

SCJ depth 44. Av 

The fourth post-hale was destroyed by P2004. 

This structure pre-dates PS397, and probably PS398 though this 
relationship cannot be determined. 
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1982 

PS398 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6707603 

8020 66x78 17 0.24 - Isolated 
8434 100 24 0.24 - Isolated 
8435 100 25 0.25 - Isolated 
7991 78 12 0.15 46 Isolated 

G. Size 3.9 x 3.5 m. Area 12.25 sq m. Av depth 20. Av diam 88. Av 
PPF 0.22. 

All the post-holes are similar in size and shape, and except for ph 
7991 all have a very similar fill of chalk rubble and puddled chalk 
packed in to deliberately infill the holes. 

The relationship to PS396 and PS397 cannot be determined, but this 
structure is likely to be the latest. 

1982 

PS397 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id (2692607 

8019 80 35 0.44 35 Isolated 
8427 80 23 0.29 (+3(J) Cut by P2016 
7994 15 0.21 30 Isolated 
7990 ;: 21 0.3 s30 Cuts ph 7989 

G. Sixe 3.2 x 3.3 ID, Area 10.56 sq D. Av depth 24. Av di 
PPF 0.31. 

All post-holes are very similar in size, profile and fill, with all 
having distinctive flint packing. , 

This structure post-dates PS396, but its relationship to P398 cannot’ 
be determined, but the general impression is of the structures 
gradually getting bigger and sidling eastwards, in this group. 
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1982 

PS399 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 6640560 

7977 0.48 22(29) Abuts P1990: no rel 
7985 2 225 0.675 - 
7984 43 

?Cut by P1994 
'18 0.42 15(22) Tsola ted 

7978 32x37 21 0.61 17(23) Isolated 

E. Size 2.2 x 2.3 m. Area 5.06 sq m. AV depth 22. Av diam 39. Av 
PPF 0.55. 

This small structure is probably early and is on roughly the same 
alignment as PS396 to the north and PS401 to the east. The post-holes 
are all very similar and voids are preserved in three of them. There 
is a discrepancy between void sizes as recorded in the notebook and 
as appearing in the section drawing. 

PS 399 
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1982 

PSlOO Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G667538 

7988 62 0.39 
7996 64 %4 0.45 

~27 Cuts ph 7986 
-(36) Abuts P1999 - no rel 

7983 60 26 0.43 - Cut by P1993 
8000 66 25 0.38 ~35&40) Cuts ph 7999 

G. Size 3.2 x 3.2 m. Area 10.24 sq m. Au depth 26, Av diam 63. Av 
PPF 0.41. 

This large four-post structure appears to be aligned on the main road, 
Road 1, to the west entrance. It post-dates PS403. 

The void of ph 7996 is not clear in the section drawing, though the 
supervisor recorded one in the notebook. 

PZOOO is entirely within the area of the structure and could be 
contemporary. 
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1982 

PS401 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G703544 

7995 
33: 

13 0.37 - Rel to P2002 obscure 
7997 11 0.31 - Isolated 
8008 33 19 0.58 - Rel to G221 not visible 
8012 38 21 0.55 - Cut by 6221 

kF Size 0.45. 2.2 x 2.2 m. Area 4.84 sq m. Av depth 16. Av diam 36. Av 

This structure pre-dates GC19, but its relationship to PS402 cannot 
determined. Both are of an ‘early’ type. It is aligned on Road 1, 
though set back about 4.5 m from it. 
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1982 

PS402 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6711519 

8002 33: 91151 0,3ro.51 - Isolated 
8004 17 0.47 26 Is01 ated 
8009 40 is 0.375 32 1281 Isolated 
(8003) 36x28 0.19 - Isolated 

E. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sq m. Av depth 16. Av diam 35, Av 
PPF 0.38. 

Relationships to GC19 and PS401 cannot be determined. It is aligned 
along the edge of Road 1. 

The fourth post-hole lies outside the excavated area. 

Ph 8003 could be an intermediate post-hole on the west side, though it 
is distinctly shallower than the corner post-holes. Ph 8002 is 
recorded on plan as having a depth of 15 cm which is quite a lot more 
than is shown in section. It is possible the post-hole was not fully 
excavated when the section was drawn. 

The packing on the west of ph 8009 was not excavated when ihe section 
was drawn and its approximate extent is shown by the dotted line. 

PS403 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6660510 

7998 44 22: 0.45 - Cut by P2005 
7999 48 0.42 - Cut by ph 8000 
8043 36x50 17 0.39 - Isol ated 
8140 35x44 19 0.48 23 Isolated 

El. Size 2.2 x 2.2 m, Area 4.84 sq m. Av depth 19. Av diam 43. Av 
PPF 0.44. 

This structure overlaps the edge of the main road through the fort, 
though it is aligned on the road. ft predates PSIOO. 

It is slightly trapezoidal in plan. 
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1982 

PSI04 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void 6628438 

8049 52 38 0.73 340 Isolated 
8050 58 32 0.55 30 Cuts ph 8051: 

P2024 
cut by 

8056 58x48 38 0.72 35 Isolated 
8052 :i 401451 0.77[0.86] - 
8432 41 

?Cut by P2024 
0.79 - Rel uncertain, possibly 

cut by P2021 

R. Site 3.0 x 3.1 m. Area 9.3 sq m. Av depth 38. Av diam 53. AV 
PPF 0.71. 

This structure is a five-post structure with a central post-hole. 
This type is most commonly found in the north-east area of the 
fort, but is unusual on the west side. The central post-hole is 
similar in all its characteristics to the corner post-holes and is 
clearly a part of the structure. 

It is aligned on the south side of the main road through the fort. It 
post-dates PS406. 
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1982 

PS405 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6659429 

8037 30 ft 0.93 16 Isolated 
8027 40 0.85 20 Isolated 
8046 40 30 0.75 19 Is01 ated 

F. Size 2.1 x 2.2 m. Area 4.62 sq m. Av depth 31. Av diam 37. Av 
PPF 0.84. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2021 (which is dated to cp 
3). 

The section drawings of ph 8046 and ph 8027 have clearly both had 
packing left in and the edge has been dotted in. It would appear from 
the plan of ph 8027 that it was never fully excavated. 

The relationship to PS406 cannot be determined, nor to PS404, though 
PS404 and PS406 are very likely to be the later structures. 

It is roughly aligned on the main road, 

1982 

PS406 Ph NO Diam Depth PPF Void 6643447 

8044 50 45 0.9 ~20-25 Isolated 
8045 53 0.72 23 1291 Isolated 
8051 50 

;t 
0.76 - Cut by P2024 and ph 8050 

8. Size 3.3 x 3.3 m. Area 10.89 sq mr AT? depth 40. Av diam 51. Av 
PPF 0.79. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2022 (dated to cp 3), 
though one might have expected part of the post-hole to be visible; 
however, if only chalk packing survived this may have been missed. 

The structure is aligned on the main road. It is earlier than PS404, 
but probably post-dates PS405, though the interrelationship cannot be 
proved. 

(P2024 which cuts ph 8051 is of cp 4 date.) 
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1982 

PS407 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void G695427 

8022 35 29 0.83 181241 Isolated 
(8023) 34 24 0.71 20 Isolated 
8024 39 25 0.64 18(23) Abuts ph 8025 - no rel 
8035 32 :: 0.59 20 9 5 Isolated 
8040 37 0.65 241251 Isolated 

E. Size 2.2 x 2.2 m. Area 4.84 sq m. Av depth 24. Av diam 35. Av 
PPF 0.68. 

Ph 8023 may be an intermediate post-hole along the east side of this 
structure: it is similar in size and fill and its odd triangular plan 
may be due to overcutt ing. 

Ph 8035 is a very unusual shape - apparently reproducing the pointed 
base of the post. 

In spite of these oddities it remains a convincing structure. 

It is aligned along the south edge of the main road. P2019 is almost 
entirely within the structure and could be contemporary. 
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1982 

PS408 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id G710490 

8489 40 25 0.625 - Probably cut by P2102 
8473 37 19 0.51 sl5 Rel to G222 uncertain 

L/E. Size 2.4. Area (5.76 sq m). Av depth 22. Av diam 38.5. Av 
PPF 0.57. 

This could be a two-post structure, or half of a four-post structure, 
with the eastern post-holes outside the excavation. A four-post 
structure is more likely. 

1982 

PS409 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G651351 

E* 
PPF 

8075 42 22 0.52 (37) Isolated 
8091 36 23 0.64 - Cuts ph 8389 
8089 34 26 0.76 20 Isolated 

Size 2.2 x 2.2 m, Area 4.84 sq m. Av depth 24. Av diam 37. Av 
0.64. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2038. 

The south-west edge of pb 8075 was overcut during excavation, so only 
the approximate true edge is shown on plan. 

This structure is roughly aligned on Road 2. 
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1982 

PS410 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6623368 

(8078) 80 22 0.275 Cut by ph 8079 
8079 33 0.42 Cuts ph 8078 
8585 

i"3 

223 
0.37 Rel to P2030 not known 

8428 80 0.36 Isolated 

G. Size 3.1 x 3.2 m. Area 9.92 sq m. Av depth 28. Av diam 74. Av 
PPF 0.38. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2038/P2035. 

Ph 8078 could have been a part of this structure, but this would be 
the only post in the structure that was apparently replaced, though a 
second one on the north-west corner could have been destroyed by 
P2030. 

1982 

PS411,, Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G690294 

8120A+B 50:58 53:47 1.06;0.81 - 
(8123 

A probably cuts B 
50 60 1.2 Ph 8122 probably cut by 

18122 ph 8123 50 60 1.2 
[@I 

(8126 63 0.98 - Cut by ph 8127 
(8127 :: 54 0.84 1~331 Cuts phs 8126 and 8423 

(8259 42 53 1.26 18 Rel to ph 8594 unclear 
(8594 52 40 0.77 Cuts ph 8258 

(8390 44 40 
(8409 58 45 

8% ?~30 Cuts ph 8409 
. Cut by ph 8390 

. 8104 70x62 '~60 0.91 rc30f Isolated 

B. Size 3.3 x 3.4 m. Area 11.22 m. sq Av depth 52. Av diarn 54. Av 
PPF 0.97. 

This six-post structure has two phases , as it is clear that the 
post-holes have been recut. In most of these, recuttina has been 
so substantial or the same materials have been reused that it has been 
difficult to separate post-hole fills. However all had a distinctive 
fill of packing of large flint nodules and some chalk blocks (probably 
used in both nhases of post-hole). Another feature was 
charcoal/accupat ion lens occurring in the fill of several of the 
post-holes. It is possible the structure was dismantled and the 
removal of posts caused disturbance of the packing and the burnt lens 
resulted from debris from the house burnt on the’ site of the 
demolished building. 

This structure dppedrs to be aligned along the northern edge of Road 
2. I 

. 
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1982 

PS412 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void G719292 

8255 4”: 44: 0.92 - Cuts ph 8256 
8256 1.05 - Cot by ph 8255 
8125 h 52 42 0.81 - ) Cuts ph 8248 probably 
(recut) S 50 42 0.84 - 1 
8413 55 ii 0.75 - Cut by ph 8243 
8243 50 0.78 - Cuts ph 8413 
8558 _c50 37 0.74 - Cut by P2160: rel 

unclear to phs 8253 and 
8557 

H. Size 2.7 x 2.9 m, Area 7.83 SQ m. Av depth 42. Av diam 50. Av 
PPF 0.84. 

This structure is of two phases, as the post-holes are clearly recut, 
though ph 8125 was only assigned one number. At the east corner ph 
8558 intercuts with post-holes of PS413. Many of the relationships 
could not be observed in this mass of intercutting post-holes, so the 
relationship of the two structures is not known: nor could the 
relationship to PS411 be obtained. 

The structure is aligned on road 2. 

1982 

PS413 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6732248 

8253~ 46 63 1.37 - 

82530 42 52 1.24 - i 
8557 40 39 0.975 - 

38554 38 1.05 - 
8241 53 do2 I.17 - 
8240 50 47 0.94 - 
8242 44 55 1.25 - 

Cuts phs 8557, 8558 and 
8555 

Cut by ph 8253; other 
rels unclear 
cuts P2100 
?Cut by ph 8242 
?Cut by ph 8242 
Probably cuts phs 8240 
and 8241 

B/H. Size 3.2 x (33.4 ) m. Area (310.88 sq m). Av depth 51. Av 
diam 45. Av PPF 1.14. 

The two groups of post-holes have the look of being one end of a 
larger structure, and especially have the feel of a six-post 
structure, rather than a four-poster. Moreover it would be on exactly 
the same alignment as PS411, 2 m to the north-west. 

. 

The post-hole fills were dominated by remnants of flint packing, 
another factor similar to PS411, which may suggest these two 

. structures were contemporary. . . , . .” 

It would be aligned along Road 2. 
*= . 
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1982 

PS414 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void C602338 

M 8402 40 Rel lost to ph 8130 
E 8130 66 

23: X9 
- 

L 8131 
Cut by ph 8131 

E 8246 tf 
1:os 

780 0.43 
- Cuts ph 8130 
- Cut by ph 8245 

M 8245 40 22 0.55 - Cuts ph 8246 
L 8244 52 50 0.96 - Rel to ph 8245 uncertain 

% ilam: Size L 49; 2 5 M x 40, ? m i 54. Area Av 36.25 PPP: sq L m. Av 
1.025, 

El depth: L E 50, 0.41. M 27, E 22. 
0.675, 

Ph 8244 and ph 8131 form one pair (A); and probably ph 8245 pairs with 
ph 8402 (B); and ph 8246 with ph 8130 (C). It appears that A is the 
latest group, B the middle, and C the earliest, and the structure 
changes from a type E to a type F. 

This is assumed to be part of a four-post structure, the southern half 
lying beyond the excavation. If so, it would appear to lie across the 
line of Road 2, in which case it should pre-date the road. 

PS414 -F-J f \ pmx / PS416&417 
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1982 

PS415 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G656252 

38 8117 40 35 0.875 - Cuts ph 8601 
?C 8601 40 30 0.75 - Cut by phs 8117 and 8118 

A 8118 38 56 1.47 - Cuts ph 8601 
?B 85 0 40 r331 0.825 - ) 
?C 8574 745 1321 0.71 - ) Rels unclear 
A 8569 48 r451 0.94 - ) 

F. Size 2.2 x ? m. Area (4.84 so m?). Av depth 39. Av diam 42. Av 
PPF 0.93. 

The section drawing of ph 8118 is incomplete; the profile shows its 
full depth. Depths for ph 8569, ph 8570 and ph 8574 are taken from 
the plan as it is clear they were incompletely excavated, when the 
sections were drawn (section of ph 8574 is worthless and not 
illustrated), and no profiles were subsequently drawn. Ph 8118 and ph 
8569 clearly form one pair, the other groupings are less certain, in 
view of the poor quality site record. 

These post-holes are presumed to be half of a four-post structure, of 
which the southern post-holes lie beyond the excavation. 

It is aligned on Road 2. 

1982 

PS416 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6626256 

Early 8113 46 22 0.55 - Cut by ,ph 8397 
Late 8391 c20 Cuts ph 8113 
Early 8392 ii; if E2 Cut by ph 8116 
Late 8116 30 14 0.47 ;20 Cuts ph 8392 

E. Size 2.1 x 3 in. Area (4.41 sq m?). Av depth : B 20, L 15. Av 
diam: E 35, L 31. Av PPF: E 0.585, L 0.485, 

These post-holes are presumed to form the northern half of a four-post 
structure, of which the southern half lies beyond the excavation.- It 
appears to be at a slight angle to Road 2 and may pre-date it or be 
aligned on an earlier path of the road. 

Though parts of the voids.of the earlier post-holes are present, it is 
not possib’le to give.exact measurements, though ph 8113 can be roughly 

‘estimated at being ,c 18-20 cm. 

. 
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1982 

PS417 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 66072 60 

?A 8596 62 44 0.71 - Rels not known 
?B 8112 _c44 35 0.8 - Cut by P2048; rel to ph 

8596 not known 
A 8114 50x56 45 0.85 27 1301 Probably cuts ph 8393 
B 8393 50 40 0.8 - Probably cut by ph 8114 

A. Size 2.5 x ? 
PPF 0.8. 

This is presumed 
southern half is 

It appears to be 

1982 

m. Area (6.25 sq m?). Av depth 41. Av diam 52. Av 

to be half of a four-post structure of which the 
beyond the excavation. 

aligned along the southern side of Road 2, 

PS418 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id G637294 

8474 35x48 32 0.77 316 Cuts P2033 
8097 42 33 0.79 18 Isolated 
8540 35 32 0.91 - Rel to P2052 lost 

E. Size 2.4 x 2.6 RI. Area 6.24 sq IL Av depth 32. Av diam 40. Av 
PPF 0.82. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2048. It is likely P2052 
cut ph 8540, though the relationship was lost. It is possible that 
just the base of the void is visible in the section of ph 8474, sealed 
by collapsed packing. 

PS 418 
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1982 

PS419 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 4578286 

8198 54 43 0.8 - Rel unclear to ph 8?99; 
cuts ph 8197 

8203 50x56 52 0.98 - Isolated 
38180 50 48 0.96 - ?Cuts ph 8181 
38184 56 31 0.55 - Rel to ph 8185 lost; 

Ocut by G226 

L/F. Size 1.9 x 2.3 m, Area 4.37 sq m. Av depth 44, Av diam 53. 
Av PPF 0.82. 

At first regarded as a two-post structure, but because of similarity 
of ph 8180, it was thought it may be part of a four-post structure 
with ph 8184, though this post-hole is distinctly shallower than the 
others. 

The post-holes actually form a slightly trapezoidal structure. 

1982 

PS420 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void (3584301 

8181 62 30 0.48 - Cut by P2056 
8201 60x67 32 0.5 c30 Abuts ph 8200 
8067 0.82 27 Abuts ph 8071 56 
8133 55 

i: 
0.51 - Rel to P2056 not clear 

6. Size 2.4 x 2.6 m. Area 6.24 sg m. Av depth 34. Av diam 59. Av 
PPF 0.58. 

The relationship to P2056 is unclear: though ph 8181 was recorded as 
cut by the. pit, the section is not absolutely clear as insufficient of 
the pit fill was exposed. Similarly ph 8133 could be interpreted as 
cutting P2056. 

The structure is aligned on the south side,of Road 2. 
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PSI2 1 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6589306 

8194 70 0.43 - ?Cuts ph 8193 
8111 58 3so 0.41 - No rels recorded 
8065 50x46 42 0.875 - Rel to P2032 lost 

G. Size 2.2 x 2.3 m. Area 5.06 sq m. Av depth 32. Av diam 59. Av 
PPF 0.57. 

Ph 8194 and ph 8111 are very similar, but ph 8065 is deeper and 
narrower. The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2056. 

Ph 8194 and ph 8111 could alternatively form a two-post structure. 

PS422&423 



1982 

PS422 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6530322 

8161 40 30 0.75 - Rels to ph 8160 and 
P2070 unclear 

8398 42 38 0.9 - Rel to ph 8157 unclear. 
Cut by F106 

8148 48 27 0.56 - Isolated 
8538 40 32 0.8 - Rel to P2065 uncertain; 

probably cut by pit 

E. Size 2.2 x 2.4 m. Area 5.28 sq m, Av depth 32. Av diam 42.5. 
Av PPF 0.75. 

The relationship to PS423 cacnot be ascertained. Both are probably 
early structures. 

1982 

PS423 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Vo id 0510326 

8154 48 1.12 20 Isolated (cut by F106) 
8157 ii: 42 0.78 26 Rel to ph 8398 unclear 

F/L. Size 1.8 x - m. Area (3.24 sq m). Av depth 45. Av diam 48.5. 
Au PPF 0.95. 

The third and fourth post-holes could have been destroyed by P2067 and 
P2068. 

This could be either a two- or four-post structure. Its relationship 
to PS422 cannot be ascertained. 



1982 

PS424 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0550402 

8238 38 34 0.89 22 Isolated 
8228 32 23 0.72 17 Isolated 

L(E). Size 2.0. Av depth 28.5. Av diam 35. Av PPF 0.8. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2090. 

Ph 8235 occurs on the wall line of PS425 and it is very similar to ph 
8237 of PS425 and it may in fact belong to PS425. This would leave 
PS424 as a type L(E) two-post structure. 

Ph 8235 is considerably deeper than the other two and this makes it 
less likely to be a part of PS424. 

1982 

PS425 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6532430 

8567 
Zf 

47 1.38 - 
8237 

Cut by P2095 

Sf 
1.56 s20 Isolated 

8222 36 
8235 36 49 

::306 Cut by P2091 
20 Isolated 

F/C, Size 2.0 x 2.2 m. Area 4.4 sq m. Av depth 46. Av diam 35. Av 
PPF 1.32. 

The fourth corner post-hole has been destroyed by P2168/or below tree 
stump. 

Ph 8235 was originally regarded as a corner post of PS424, but this 
was clearly so similar to ph 8237, that it seems more likely a part of 
PS425 possibly forminq a small type C six-post structure. Rowever 
because of the presence of a tree stump it is not known whether a 
sixth post-hole occurred on the west side, -_ 
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1982 

PS462 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 656@418 

8231 58 0.78 - Rel to ph 8232 unclear 
8220 70 0.64 - Cut by ph 8014 

L(H)* Size 3.2 x - m. Area -. Av depth 45. Av diam 64. Av PPF 
0.71. 

This is a large two-post structure with substantial post-holes. Ph 
8220 has apparently a much larger diameter, but this is probably an 
overestimate as ph 8014 has cut away much of the original walls of ph 
8220. Probably 2 62 cm is a closer estimate. 
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1981 

PS426 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void Ii7261 31 

7959 52 38 0.73 - Cut hy ph 7812 
7805 48 25 0.52 - Isolated 

L(G). Size 1.9 x - m. Area -. Av depth 31.5. Av diam SO. Av PPF 
0.63. 

This two-post structure pre-dates PS431. 

It is possible that ph 7805 was a central post-hole of PS431, but it 
is much smaller than the corner posts of PS431, so appears to pair 
better with ph 7959. This arranqement is very similar to PS427, and 
it is possible the two-poster and four-poster form some sort of 
integral arranqement. 

PS431 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void H733 134 

7794 72 47 0.65 ?27(base) 
7795 82x87 

Cut by P1930 
52 0.62 - Isolated 

7802 
7812 ;i 

48 0.59 - Probably cuts ph 7801 
35 0.44 40 Cuts ph 7959 

8. Size 3.0 x 3.0 m. Area 9.0 sq m. Av depth 46. Av diam 80. Av 
PPF 0.575. 

This is basically a large four-post structure with massive post-holes 
and large posts. It is aligned on Road 1. 

It is possible that ph 7805, though much smaller, formed a central 
post-hole {type K), but this is uncertain as it is of such different 
dimensions and could form an earlier two-post structure with ph 7959, 
which has been designated PS426. 

The arrangement is similar to that of PS427 and may indicate 
comparable activities or construction associated with the structures. 

PS431&426 
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1982 

PS427 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G574467 

(8205 60 
3784 

1.23 - Ph 7975 cuts wh 8205 
(7975 60 0.63 - 

8204 64x70 56 0.84 - Isolated 
7987 80x84 56 0.68 - Isolated 
8212 54x64 531591 0.9 - Isolated 

H/K. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sq m. Av depth 55. Av diam 67. 
Av PPF 0.86. 

The fourth corner post is presumed missed in a patch of clay. 

Of the two post-holes at the north-west corner ph 7975 fits better 
with the others even thoucrh it is distinctly shallower: its overall 
proportions and profile are more similar, as is the fill with a lot of 
flint packing. 

Ph 8212 is sliahtly smaller than the others and slightly off-centre, 
but could have formed a central post-hole (or perhaps may have formed 
a two-post structure with ph 8205 indicated as PS427b on plan). This 
is a similar arrangement to PS43l and may imply a similar sequence of 
activities or constructions associated with the structures. 



1982 

PS428 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G464477 

8525 SO 96 1.52 - Cut by P2163: interrel 
8566 45 93 2.09 22 of post-holes lost. cut 

layer 998: rels to later 
strat igraphy lost 

8510 35 87 2.49 25 ) Cuts P2162; interrel of 
8519 38 113 2.97 - ) post-holes lost 

8919 40x54 80 1.7 225 Cuts layer 1094 

F. Size 2.8 x 3.1 m. Area 8.68 sq m. Av diam 42. Av PPF 2.09. 

The fourth post-hole is presumably obscured in the partially excavated 
area below layer 781. 

The post-holes are very deep and narrow, 
0.25 m, 

having post voids of about 
All are very similar and the southern post-holes have clearly 

been recut and represent two phases. 

The post-holes could have been deeper than indicated here as P2162 
clearly cut through stratigraphy and i t is not clear just how much of 
the upper parts of the post-holes have been lost. 

The deep and 
to PS197. 

substantial character of the post-holes is very similar 
pS428 
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1982 

PS429 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G462412 

8599 54 95 1.39 30 Isolated; puts layer 998 
8296A 60 73 1.22 - ) Cuts layer 798 and ph 
8296B 66 

468’[59] 
0.94 - ) 8573 

8069 58 0.83 - Cut by ph 8073 
Il.021 

?8284 58x68 35 0.55 - Rels obscure 

R. Size 3.4 x 3.4 m. Area 11.56 SQ m. Av depth 67. Av diam 60. Au 
PPF 1.14. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed tq P2116, 

There is no indication whether ph 8579 and ph 8296 were sealed by any 
strat iqraphy, 

Ph 8069 appears a lot shallower than the other two post-holes, but the 
depth on plan indicates it may have been deeper than shown on section 
and this would fit better with the others. 

Ph 8284 is in the centre of the structure and could form a type K 
five-post structure. However it is very dissimilar to the corner 
POStSI and its relationship to the structure must remain uncertain. 

Strat iqraphic phase Fd-k. 



1981 

PS432 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void H486419 

9410 30 
3”; 

1.4 Is01 ated 
9413 38 1.0 25 Isolated 
9419 46 23 1331 10.92]0.5 - Cut by P1715 

F. Size 2.3 x 2.6 m. Area 5.98 sq m. Av depth 38. Av diam 38. 
Av PPF 1.04. 

The fourth post-hole was destroyed by P1712. 

Ph 9413 was originally unrelated to P1714: only after excavation did 
part of the pit wall collapse giving the appearance in plan of a 
relationship. The depth of ph 7419 is sufficiently different in 
sect ion and plan to suggest it was not fully excavated when the 
section was drawn. 

1981 

PS434 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void ii3601 55 

7654 62 26 0.42 c25 Isolated 
7650 50 0.54 22 Isolated 
7655 46 

3247 
0.74 - Isolated 

E. Size 2.2 x 2.3 m. Area 5.06 sa m. Av depth 29. Av diam 53. Av 
PPF 0.59. 

The fourth post-hole has presumably been destroyed by F99. There are 
slight variations in the size of post-holes but nothing too diverse. 
The sect ion drawing of ph 7654 appears to have had some packing 
unexcavated when compared to the plan: the approximate extent of the 
profile, based on the plan, is shown by the dashed line. 
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1981 

PS435 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void H369106 

9699 32x29 25 0.82 - Isolated 
7921 30 11 0.39 - Isolated 
7885 30 23 0.79 - Cut by ph 7704, probablv 
7917 30 20 0.69 - ‘, Interrel not observed 
(9910) 30 18 0.6 - 

E. Size 2.4 x 2.4 m. Area 5.76 sq m. Av depth 23. Av diam 30. Av 
PPF 0.65. 

This small four-post structure has very uniform post-holes. It is not 
clear whether ph 7910 is a recut of ph 7917, as both were sealed by a 
dump of flints and chalk blocks. They are both very similar and it is 
possible the post-hole was not correctly positioned at first and so 
was extended to give this linear double post-hole. 

The structure is aligned along the south side of Road 1. 
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1981 

PS436 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void H342138 

7830 
7678 
7853 
7648 
7832 

7649 
7659 

7660 
7837 

50 18 0.36 - 
60 20 0.33 - 
58 r201 0.34 - 

50 25 50 30[401 ::ifO.S] - 

56x70 25 0.4 - 
78x86 23 0.28 - 

4525 
26 0.5 - 
12 0.27 - 

Cut by ph 7678 
Cuts ph 7830 
Rels obscure 
Cut by ph 7632 
Cuts ph 7648: rel to ph 
7649 unclear 
Rel to ph 7832 unclear 
Cut by F99: rel. to ph 
7658 unclear 
Cut by ph 7837 and F99 
Cuts ph 7660 

G. Size 3.4 x 4.0 m. Area 13.6 sq m. Av depth 23. Av diam 57. Av 
PPF 0.4. 

This structure is by no means the best example of its kind. The 
fourth post-hole complex has been destroyed by P1900. Its distinctly 
rectangular shape would be more acceptable if it were a six-post 
structure but there is no evidence for this on its north side. It is 
possible ph 7659 does not belong to this structure, but the original 
post-hole has been destroyed by F99. (This would result in the 
structure beinq closer to a square.) 

It is aligned on the south side of Road 1. 



1981 

PS437 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void H402114 

7673 70 0.63 - 
7913 c50 &36] “o.;f - 
7909 30 47 25 
7880 56 40 0:71 - 
7689 45 20 0.44 - 
7690 84 24 0.29 - 
7702 75 25 0.33 - 

7701 75 41 0.55 - 
7697 50 35 0.7 - 
7855 74 50 0.68 _c50 

7881 60 20 0.33 - 
7882 42 25 0.6 - 

G. Size 3.6 x 3.7 m. Area 13.32 sq m. 
PPF 0.54. 

Rels not observed 
Rels not observed 
Probably cut by F102 
Probably cut by F96 
PCut by ph 7880 
Cut by F95 
Xuts ph 7701; rel to 
P1954 unclear 
?Cut by ph 7702 
Cut by P1908 
Rel to ph 7881 not 
visible 

1 Rels not observed 
1 

Av depth 34. Av diam 62. Av 

It is not absolutely clear just which post-holes belonq to this 
structure, but the majority of those thought likely to belong are 
illustrated. It is proably of two, three or more phases but no 
attempt has been made to separate these due to lack of observable 
relationships. The whole plan is somewhat confused by the density of 
features in the area. 



1981 

PS438 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void H711360 

7960A 25x16 28 1.4 - ) Cut by P346 
79608 25x20 34 1.5 - 1 

7569 18x19 25 1.35 - 1 Isolated: i nterrel not 
7590 22x20 26 1.24 - 1 visible 

L(F). Size 1.1 x - m. Area -- Av depth 28. Au diam 20. Av PPF 
1.37. 

This small two-post structure appears to have double post-holes in 
plan, though evidence of recutting does not show in section. ft is 
possible that each post-hole held two posts contemporaneously, rather 
than indicating two phases of use. The small size suasests it ‘may 
have been the base of a loom or similar structure. 

It is very similar to PS173, which lies about 5 m to the east. 
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1979 

PS439 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void ‘N688249 

4275 34 16 0.47 - Cut by ph 4239 and D1212 
4278 40 10 0.25 - fsolated 
4177 32x40 12 0.33. - Isolated 
4188 36x43 23 0.58 - fsolated 

E. Size 2.7 x 2.7 m. Area 7.29 sa m. Av depth 15. Av diam 37. FY~ 
PPF 0.41. 

This structure pre-dates PS223, and almost certainly PS215, which 
overlaps it in area, but whose post-holes do not intercut. PS439 is 
aligned at angle to Road 3 and overlies the line of it slightly. ft 
is probably early pre-dating the road. 

PS440 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N662345 

3937 46 
3931 42 :90 

0.65 - cuts P1173 
0.45 - Isolated 

3942 48 12 6.25 - Isolated 
3954 48 22 0.46 20 Isolated 

Size 2.7 x 2.8 m. 
k 0.45. 

Area 7.56 sq m. Av depth 21. Av diam 46. Fv 

This structure appears to be aligned on the road system, but ‘lies 
about 8 m north of Road 3. However it possibly is aligned on a law 
behind Road 3. Althouqh it is catesorized as type E it could be an 
intermediate form between types E and G. 
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4.2.3 Post structures (cant) 

Descript ions of post structures 

22:A3-D8 

22:A3-D8 
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1979 

PS44l Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N627233 

4252 36 16 0.53 - Isolated 
4251 30x40 15 0.43 - Tsolated 
4260 38 17 0.45 25 Tsol ated 

E. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sa m. Av depth 16. Av diam 35.5. 
Av PPF 0.47. 

The fourth post-hole is presumed to be destroyed/unobserved in area of 
root disturbance. 

This structure 1 ies across Road 3 and presumably pre-dates it. 

PS442 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5741078 

9591 
44: 

25 0.54 23 Tsolated 
9579 38 0.83 22 Isolated 
9586 46 41 0.89 322 Cut by P2492 

H. Size 2.8 x 3.0 m. Area 8.4 sa m. Av depth 35. Av diam 46. Av 
PPF 0.75. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2494. 

The section of ph 9591 must be of the void only, as the whole 
post-hole from the plan is considerably larqer. The probable complete 
profile is indicated roughly by the dashed line. 
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1586 

PS443 Ph No Diam Dept t: PPF Void J767059 

9588 
sso 

20 0.4 Tsolat<-d 
9575 27 0.6 4O Isolated 
9583 40x50 20 0.44 - Tsol ated 

%F Size 0.48. 2.5 x 2.6 m. Area 6.5 sq m. Av depth 22. Av diam 47. Av 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2492. 

PS444 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 3804036 

9657 80x85 34 0.41 45 L'uts P2509 
9652 ~84 39 0.46 - 

c70 
Cut by P2510 and P2511 

9824 0.57 - Cuts P2499 and P2500 
9655 75 c.4 - Cuts P2509 and P2498 

K. Size 3.0 x 3.2 m. Area 9.6 so ~8. Av depth 36. Av diam 79. Av 
PPF 0.46. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2497. 

Ph 9824 was confused with P2499 orioinally, but this was auite 
separate. However in section it is not completely clear whether some 
of the lower chalk fill included in the post-hole section is in fact 
part of the post-hole or the pit. Tt is possible the post-hole has 
been recut at some stage. 

Ph 9655 has similar characteristics to the corner posts and is almost 
certainly a central post-hale belonging to this structure. 

PS445 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5845038 .- 

?M 9738 58 30 0.52 - Cut by ph 9644 
L 9644 70 0.43 - Cuts phs 9643 and 9738 

?E 9643 56x75 :i 0.54 - Cut by ph 9644 
3M 9634 60 15 0.25 - Cuts ph 9631: rel unclear 

to ph 9635 
?L 9635 64x78 31 0.44 - Cuts ph 9631; rel unclear 

to ph 9634 
E 9631 68x84 35 0.46 32 Cut by ph 9635 and 

probably ph 9634 

L(G) l Size: E 2.6 m, fl 2.3 m, L 2.2 m. Av depth: E 35, M 23, L 31‘ 
>Av diamt % 71, M 59, L 71. Av PPFt E Q.5,. By 0.39, L Q.4#. 

This two-post struct&e is of three phases. Although it is not 
possible to obtain all the relationships, it is possible to group them 
in pairs on general, chatqcteristics and position for the most likely 
pairs. 
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1986 

PS446 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 58920 18 

9629 36 29 0.81 22 Isolated 
9639 40 26 0.65 - Rel to ph 9632 unclear 
3378 36 22 0.61 19 Isolated 
9739 42 32 0.76 20 Isolated 

E. Size 1.9 x 2.0 m. Area 3.8 SQ m, Av depth 27. Av diam 38.5. Av 
PPF 0.71~. 

This small four-post structure is probably early. 

PS447 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 3956006 

9741 46x54 23 0.46 c20 
9742 46x50 26 0.54 30 
3367 48x56 32 0.62 - 
3547 ?60 39 0.65 - 

E/L. Size 1.6 x 2.1 m. Area 3.36 sq m. Av 
Av PPF 0.57. 

Cuts ph 9868 
Isolated 
Isolated 
?Cuts PI033 

depth 30. Av diam 53. 

This is not very convincing as a four-post structure,’ as it is 
slightly trapezoidal in shape, and ph 3547 does not fit with the other 
three post-holes. It is perhaps more likely that two of these form a 
two-post structure, possibly ph 9742 and ph 3367. 
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7986 

PS448 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5120135 

9787) 60 38 0.63 136x301 fsolated 
9624 ) 

9854) 70 
9614) 

42 0.6 C32x401 Isolated 

L/G. Size 2.2 x (2.2) m. Area 34.84 sq m. Av depth 40. Av diam 
65. Av PPF 0.62. 

This could either be a two- or four-post structure. However in area 
it is uuite small for the size of post-holes, which makes it somewhat 
intermediate in form. 

Ph 9854 and oh 9614 were regarded as two separate post-holes, thouah T 
was never convinced that ph.9854 was anything more than the void. It 
could be interpreted either way, however. In view of the shape of 
this post&hole it is possible this pair were in fact the doorposts of 
a circular structure and are the right distance apart. 
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1986 

PS449 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5138151 

9620 60 0.63 - PCuts ph 9617 
9617 69 3”: 0.55 - PCut by ph 9620 
9609 83 18 0.23 - Cuts ph 9610 
9610 78 20 0.26 - Cut by ph 9609 and P2505 

A. Size 3.6 x ?3.4 IL. Area ?12.24 SQ m. Av depth 29. Av diam 72. 
Av PPF 0.42. 

These two pairs of post-holes are probably the southern corner posts 
of a six-post structure, The middle post-holes on the south have 
presumably beer. destroyed by P2505 and the northern posts would lie 
outside the excavation. 

On the available evidence it is just as likely to be a four-post 
structure, but the general characteristics of post-hole and structure 
size are more in line with six-posters. 

1986 

PS450 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5760,-l 5 1 

( 9607 30 18 0.6 26 1 fnterrel unclear: ph 9853 

L( 0.83 be void ( 9853 18 25 0.38 - ; m”Y 

L 9786 36 38 1.06 22 Tnterrel unclear 
E 9603 32 14, * 0.44 -. 

; 

E 9702 32 15 0.47 - Probably cut by ph 9607 

E: L/E. L: L/F. Size 2.1 x - m. Area (4.41 scf ml. Av depth: E 
14.5, L 31.5. Av diam: E 32# L 33. Av PPF: E 0.45, L 0.95. 

This structure is either a two-, or four-post structure, with the 
northern posts beyond the excavation. 

Al t bough relat ionships were not &corded, the fact that voids were 
visible in plan for ph 9607 and ph 9786 suggest these were the later 
post-holes. It is possible that ph 9852 is the base of the void of ph 
9607 with chalk packing not fully removed: therefore diameter of ph 
9607 is taken with depth of ph 9853 for ma-imum dimensions of 
post-hole, . 

This is similar to PS189, which is clearly a two-post structure. 



1986 -. 

PS451 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5796148 

9601 
6”9 

30 0.5 - Isolated 
9693 43 0.67 25 Abuts ph 9692 

L(G). Size 2.3 x - m. Area (5.29 so m). Av depth 37. Av diam 62. 
Av PPF 0.59. 

These two post-holes could be a two- or four-post structure with 
northern post-holes beyond the area excavated. However for the size 
of structure the post-holes are very larqe (phs type G/H, whilst 
structure size is El. This combination is more comparable with some 
of the two-post structures associated with oul!y complexes (e.q. 
PS348, PS370). It is perhaps more likelv, therefore, to be a two-post 
structure. 

PS452 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5854080 

9662 52 23 0.44 - Rel to ph 9663 unclear 
9666 55 32 0.58 (28) Probably cut by ph 9667 
9668 50x60 33 0.6 20 Isolated 

E/G. Size 1.5 x 1.6 m. Area 2.4 sa m. Av depth 29. Av Aiam 54, Av 
PPF 0.54. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2514. 

This structure is very small in area - ont of the smal lost four-post 
structures from Danebury. By contrast the post-holes are quite large, 
closer to those encountered in large type G or H structures. 
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1986 

PS453 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5961146 

9830 77 15 0.19 - Isolated 
9711 78 30 0.38 - Isolated 

G/L. Size 2.7 x - m. Area (7.29 sq m). Av depth 23. Av diam 78. 
Av PPF 0.29. 

This is probably a type G four-post structure with the two northern 
posts beyond the excavated area. Althouqh it could be a two-post 
structure its seneral dimensions suqqest it is more likely to be a 
large four-post structure. 
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1986 

PS454 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5978141 

9708 60 35148) 0.5810.81 20 Cuts ph 9709 
9703 68 48 0.7 Isolated 

L(H). Size 2.2 x - m. Area (?5.28 so m). Aw depth 48. Av diam 64. 
Av PPF 0.75. 

This is probably a two-post structure. Althouah there is a third 
post-hole, ph 9951, at right anqles (a fourth would be outside the 
excavated area) it is so dissimilar in character, that it is unlikely 
to form part of a structure with phs 9708 and 9703. These two are 
very similar in size and shape with a distinctive funnel shape around 
the top. The section drawinq of ph 9708 seems to be shallower than 
indicated on plan. 

? 986 

PS45S Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5970 122 

9710 52x66 31 0.53 Isolated 
9733 58 28 0.48 33$ Isolated 

L(G). Size 2.4 x - m. Area -. Av depth 29.5. Av diam 59. Av PPF 
0.51. 

There is RO possibility that this is part of a larqer structure. 

1982 

PS456 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G446406 

E 8286 58 62 1.07 20 Cut by ph 8403 
E 8587 58x70 62 0.97 20 PCut by ph 8588 
L 8588 60 31 0.52 - ?Cuts ph 8587 
L 8403 50 40 0.8 - Cuts ph 8286 and possibly 

ph 8404 

F/L. Size 1.9 x (1.9) in, Area 3.61 so m, Av depth: L 35.5, E 62. 
Av diam: L f5, E 61. Av PPF L 0.66, E 1.02. 

If t-his were half of a four-post structure the third and fdurth 
post-holes woald have been destroyed by P2116 and P2118. 

These two pairs of post-holes are vety similar in size and profile: 
both have a.conical top with sides sloping in. The deeper post-holes 
as they appear in section probably represent the voids, with packinq 
still unexcavated, as the plans indicate wider bases, The two 
shallower post-holes appear to cut the deeper .ones and both have a 
sjmilat fill with flints, possibly disturbed packinq, scattered 
t hroushout . ,- 
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1982 -- 

PS457 Ph No Diam Depth P3F Void (3494416 

8298 40 44 1.1 3: Isolated 
8280 53 43 0.81 Abuts ph 8094 

( 8491 52 51 0.98 - ) Below layer 755; ph 8424 
( 8424 58 45 0.83 20 ) probably cuts ph 8491 

F/H. Size 2.6 x 2.6 m. Area 6.76 sa m, Av depth 44. Av diam 48. 
Av PPF 0.91. 

The fourth post-hole has been destroyed by P2097. 

Ph 8424 probably forms the corner post on the south-east, rather than 
ph 8491, the f i 11 of which has probably larqely been removed by ph 
8424. 

The post-hole sizes are borderline between type F and H, but the 
overall structure size is more commonly type F. 
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1982 

PS458 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G474333 

8430 
io’ 

38[441 1.09[1.26] - Isolated 
8236 30[453 1.011.51 - Cut by P2158 
8426 30 191381 0.63f1.271 - Cut by P2158 

F. Size 1.2 x 1.3 m. Area 1.56 ea m* Av depth 40. Av diam 32. Av 
PPF [1.34]. 

The fourth post-nole is presumed to be obscured by unexcavated rabbit 
burrows. 

The discrepancy in denth between post-hole profiles and on plan may be 
a combination of some fill beinq left in situ when profiled and in the 
case of the two northern post-holes the tops are truncated by P2158. 

PS459 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 6414331 

8406 48 [52,701 f?.08,1.461 - Cut by P2159: below 
layer 738 

8407 ES0 73 1.46 Cut by f2? 59; below 
layer 738 

H/L. Size 2.5 x (2.5) m. Area 6.25 so m. Av depth 65. Av diam 49. 
Av PPF 1.33. 

This is most likely to be half of a four-post structure, the other 
half of which could lie either to north or south. However if to the 
north one would expect part of one of the northern post-boles 1-o be 
visible beyond the unexcavated stratiqraphy, so the other post-holes 
are perhaps more likely to lie beyond the southern baulk. 

Pb 8406 has a deeper rectanaular cut 24 cm lonq in the base, which 
could represent the void or a second post-hole - this has a total 
depth of 70 cm. Unfortunately no section or nrofile was made .of this 
post-hole. 

Strat iqraphic phase Fe-d. 
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1982 

PS460 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G516382 

8410 56 53 0.95 - Cut ph 8411 
8171 50 56 1.12 - Probably cut by P2072 

L(H 1. Size 2.0 x - m. Area -. Av depth 55. Av diam 53. Av PPF 
1.04. 

This is a possible two-post structure. The post-hole sizes are fairly 
similar, thouqh ph 8171 becomes much narrower towards the base than ph 
8410. 

1982 

PS461 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void G534361 

8165 56x60 34 0.58 c25 Isolated 
8166 56x60 40 0.69 26 Isolated 

L(H). Size 1.2 x - m. Area -. Av depth 37. Av diam 58. Av PPF 
0.64. 

This two-post structure is very short, but the post-holes are very 
similar, except for a slight variation in depth. They are likely 
to form a pair, as there are no other similar sized post-holes in the 
vicinity, to form a larger structure. 
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1984 

PS463 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 5857782 

8985 65 58 0.89 ) Interrel not visible. 
8984 67 59 0.88 ) Cut by ph 8957 and G267 
9172 70 :4 0.37 - Rels obscure 
9173 68 0.4 - Rels obscure 

(43) 

L(H). Size 2.4 x - m. Area -. AV depth 43. Av diam 68. Av PPF 
0.64. 

This is probably a two-post structure of two phases. The post-holes 
are similar, except that the eastern group are much shallower - 
possibly the slope of the chalk has affected their depths. 

They pre-date CS39. 

St rat igraphic phase Ff. 
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1978 

PS464 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void QO9083’. 

3662/ 80 60 0.75 30128x381 Ph 3657 cut layer 551. 
3657 Ph 3662 below layer 551, 

and cut by ph 3683 
3648 62 $80 1.29 25146x301 Cuts layer 564; below 

layer 534 
3727 58 36 0.62 28C25x321 Below layers 3490, 573 

and 564 
3668 58 46 0.79 32 Below layer 551 
3740 60 23 0.38 124 0 Below layer 573 

(*G53) (0.88) 
3729 56 121301 [0.541 _c35 Below layer 534 

(+G56) (1.0) 
G115 width 30 - - Cuts layer 564; below 

55 layer 478 

B. Size 3.6 x 3.7 JP. Area 13.32 sa m. Av depth 55. Av diam 62. 
Av PPF 0.89. 

This six-post structure is of one phase and is aliqned on Road 6. 
This structure is assigned to phase Aif which would apparently 
contradict the relationships as recorded on site (and noted above). 
The confusion over merqing silt layers, recoqnized in 1986 is 
discussed in the strat iqraphic seouence. 

It seems the post-holes probably cut layers 572 and 564 and the 
building was constructed at this level with layer 551 accumulatinq 
around -the post so the void of ph 3662 (ie ph 3657) was visible at the 
same level as PS379. 

The reason for the canfusio. of relationships of phs 3740 and 3729 is 
because’G115 runs across the top of them and this qullv was never 
recorded in any detail. Unfortunately only a very rough sketch plan 
was made in the notebook, but its approximate position is shown on the 
plan using the edge of layer 564, which it cut, for its east side. 
The way the edqe of layer 564 clearly skirts round the two post-holes 
suggests these in fact were cut from this level, ~3115 was probably a 
linear foundation trench in which the post-holes were cut, on the west 
side of the structure. If the depth of G?lS is added to the survivins 
depth of the post-holes, a figure more akin to the better preserved 
post-holes is gained. 

Why ph 3727 was not recognized cutting layer 566. is not clear, but it 
must have cut layer 566. 

By the time this structure was built, Plll5 had completely filled up, 
as ph 3648 clearly cuts the silts infillinq its top, 

It is possible this structure continued in use while layer 557 
accumulated and 90 could have still been standinq and in use when 
PS379 was constructed to the north. H&ever thev would have been 

. * 



ajvost touchino, so this seems unlikely, as it would have made 
construction of PS379 very difficult. 

A series of chalk layers were dumped to the south (described in the 
stratified sequence A) and it seems probable the structure was 
approached from this side. 
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1977-78 

PS465 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void QlO2705 

3399 50 45 0.9 - Below F63 
3753 52 37 0.71 ” Below F63 
3703 52 70 1.35 44 Below layer 514 

H. Size 3.4 x 3.8 m. Area 12.02 sq m. Av depth 51. Av diam 51. Av 
PPF 0.99. 

The fourth post-hole has presumably been destroyed by the quarry 
ho1 low F63. 

Ph 3703 is probably the complete oriqinal depth, whereas the two 
northern post-holes have probably been truncated by the late quarry 
hoi low, resulting in their apparently shallower .,epth. This is auite 
a larqe structure in area, which on qrounds of type would normally be 
regarded as late. It possibly does not belonq to the verv early phase 
but to the middle phase of occupation, after the early heiqhteninq of 
the rampart and small suarry hollows were cut and before the final 
quarry hollows were dua for the final rampart. It can however only he 
assigned to stratiaraphic phases Ad-e, thouclh most likely belonoinq in 
the later phases (d or e). 
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1978 

PS466 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0068730 

?E 3745 42 39 0.93 - ?Cuts ph 368t; rel to ph 
3744 lost 

?L 3744 50 35 0.7 - Rels lost 
E 3383 40 0.8 - Cut by ph 3381 
L 3381 552” 45 0.87 19 Ph 3381 cuts ph 3383 
E 3693 43 0.86 - Cut by ph 3692 
L 3632 5’; 50 0.94 * Cuts ph 3693 

?E 3394A 348 1481 1.00 ?35 1 Cuts layer SO3, other 
?L 33948 50 45 ) rcls lost: cut by ph 3392 

E 3397 46x38 27 
K4 

j46x28J ?Cut by ph 3398. cut 
layer 503 

L 3398 68 20 0.29 1251 Cuts nh 3397. Cut layer 
503 and ph 3399 

?E 3230 ES0 ?_cSO 1.0 - Below F40: other rels 
not recorded 

?L 3603 60 49 0.82 22 Rels not recorded 

B. Size 3.8 x 4.2 m. Area 15.96 sa m. Av depth: E, L 41. Fv diam: 
E 47, L 56. Av PPF: E 0.87, L 0.75. 

Phs 3744 and 3745 were recorded as being below layer 506: however ph 
3394 and phs 3397 and 3398 all clearly cut layer 503. The fact that 
phs 3744 and 3745 were not observed till layer 506 was removed must he 
due to insufficient cleaning of the surface of layer 503 since they 
are clearly the north-west corner posts of this structure (see 
alternat ive explanation below). Ph 3394A has not been recorded or 
drawn on site, so all informat ion is derived from the plan; It looks 
as though only the void was fully excavated, the packing not havina 

.been differentiated from layer 503, Ph 3230 appears to encompass 
three intercutting post-holes, anly one of which is thauoht to below 
to this structure. 

This structure is of two phases and where relationships can be 
determined, this swsests the more southerly mst-hole in each pair 
is the latest. 

The structure is aligned on Road 6. 

I? belongs to phase Ajl in the stratigraphic seauence. The strukture 
pre-dates PS392 and CS3/4, but the relationship to PS385 cannot be 
determined, though it Seems likely that P5385 is the later structure. 

Subseurlent appraisal of the stratiqraphy suqqests layers 903 and 506 
may be top and bottom of a single chalk layer. It is possible that 
some postbholes cut early in its use were either obscured by 
g;t;;quent trample or perhtps the tops deliberately repacked with 

Layer 503/506 remained in use over two or three phases and 
it is*vwy l&k+iy that 8o%e early post-+les vere obscured by 
subsequent activity. 

. 
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1977 

PS467 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void P946530 

3214 77 76 0.99 - Cuts base of F38: below 
layer 373, Pedse 
overlapped by I aver 375 

3215 58 67 1.16 - Cuts base of F38: below 
layer 420 or 422 

3216 60 63 1.0s - Cuts base of F38: below 
layer 420 or 422 

H. Size 3.2 x 3.2 m. Area 10.24 so m. Av depth 69. Av diam 65. Av 
PPF 1.07. 

The fourth post-hole must be obscured below the unexcavated silts of 
the quarry hollow, F38. 

This structure has been constructed on a shalTower shelf on the west 
side of F38, Tt could have been built soon after the quarry hollow 
was dug, but need not have been until the lowest part of the marry 
hollow had been infilled, after layers 381 and 384 accumulated. Tt 
was possibly contemporary with layer 374 and has been assigned to 
phase Ajl. The post-holes were possibly sealed by layer 395. 

y’., ‘* 
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1978 

PS468 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0069676 

F52 80x95 62 0.71 ?45 Cuts layer 520 
F53/ 92x9s 38 0.41 352 Cuts layer 520 
3712 
F58 ;;7;;0 5;s 0.84 350 Cuts layer 520 
F55 0.43 144 Cuts laver 520 
FS4 72x107 46 [S71 10.643 342 Cuts layer 520 
3609 - iI 55 Below layer 542: cuts 

layer 520 
3653 -’ 92 - 250 Cut by P1132: ‘abutted 

by layer 542’ 

Ii. Size 3.3 x 3.7 m, Area 12.21 sa m. Av depth 55. Av diam 91 (83 
x 99). Av PPF 0.61. 

It is very likely that some of these post-holes were not fully 
excavated and the depth of F58 is estimated from a combination of the 
two sect ions. The section drawing of F54 may be incomplete, as the 
plan shows it as being deeper. The similarity of profile of FS3 and 
ph 3712 (its base) suqqests the section is larqely complete. There is 
some suggestion that the central row of post-holes were all shallower 
than the corner posts. 

Tt is likely that the voids only of ph 3609 and ph 3653 were 
excavated, whilst the packing was not observed in the stratiaraphy. 
As they were cut wholly into layers there was no subseauent check of 
bases cut into natural as with F58 and F53. The evidence of the post 
voids suggests very substantial timbers were used for the structure, 
indicating possibly that a large buildinq of two storevs stood here. 

There are two small post-holes,on the north-west side, which may form 
a contemporsry two-post structure (PS470) having a similar arranqement 
to PS377 and PS378. 

. . 
The structure belongs to stratigraphic phase ki 1. 

. 

0oth structures cut layer 520, an extensive, thick chalk spread, 
apparently deposited for the construction of PS468. The chalk spread 
extended both inside and outside the building and there is no evidence 
of walls between the posts. 

No silts or occupation deposits accumulated durinq the use of the 
structure. 

It would seem the lower part of the structure was open but ut ilfzed in 
some way to prevent accumulation of silts. It is possible the larqe 
area of chalk spread around the structure was used as a threshina 
ftqx in preparation for storing qrain in a raised upper storey of the 
buildinq. 

. 
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1978 

PS469 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0094819 

3664 46 46 1.0 c27 564. Below 
-f32x23] 

Cut layer 
layer 551; cut by ph 3663 

3701 34x50 32 0.76 - Cut layer 564. Be1 ow 
layer 551; cut by ph 3662 

3550 47 39 0.83 122x261 Cut layer 564. Below 
layer 478 

3552/ 42 32 0.76 20 Cut layer 564. Below 
3728 lqer 478 

F. Size 2.3 x 2.3 m. Area 5.29 sa m. Av depth 37. Av Aiam 44. Av 

PPF 0.84. 

It is possible ph 3552/3728 had a depth of as much as 40-46 cm, but it 
is difficult to be sure just how much the two sections overlap 
vertically. 

All four post-holes cut layer 564, the rim of chalk around P1115, 
which lies directly in the centre of the structure. It appears to 
have been deliberately constructed around the pit and Dresumably 
served as a shelter over the pit, Tt could have had an upper storey, 
but there is no evidence to suggest this. There were four or five 
other post-holes nearby, that are contemporary. 

It belonqs to stratiqraphic phase Ao-h. 

rs469 
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1978 

PS470 Ph No Di am Depth PPP Void 0056696 

3604 40 12 0.3 - Cut layer 520. Relow 
layer 499. 

3607 40 31 0.78 1301 Cut layer 520. Rel ow 
layer 499. 

LIE1 l Sise 1.9 x - m. Area -. Av depth 22. Av diam 40, Av PPF 
0.54. 

These two post-holes are of similar size except that ph 3604 is verv 
shallow (possible that full extent not recoqnised cutting 
st rat igraphy) . Apart from PS468 there are no other post-holes nearby 
and it is likely they formed a two-post structure runninu parallel to 
the north-west side of PS468. The two structures may have been 
contemporary forminq an arrangement similar to PS377 and PS378. ft 
may have provided support for outside steps to an upper storey of 
M468. 

The struetslre belongs to stratigraphic phase Ail. 

1978 

PS471 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0065654 

3652 80 48 0.6 134x381 Cut layer 520. Below 
layer 499 

3715 80 35 0.44 - Rels lost 

;gLi Size 3.3 x 13.3) Al. Area (9.9 sa m). Av depth 41.5. Av didm 
. Au PPF 0.52. 

Ph 3715 UPS not recognised until all layers were excavated, and as a 
result it appeared to be truncated bv the auarrv hollow. flowever it 
is more likely to have been cut from the level of layer 520 and there 
is the slightest hint of its presence on the layer plan of 520 from an 
absence of chalk over its pbsftidn. The two post-hales are of simflar 
si 2e: ph 3315 may have been at least 10 c;m deener if the absence of 
stratigraphy is taken into account in its profile: and probably the 
lower part of the packing of ph 3652 was never excavated. 

ft seems possible that these two post-holes could form the northern 
half of a large four-post structure. Of the southern post-holes one 
would lie in the unexcavated baulk, and the other would have been 
destroyed by P1070. 

The structure be&anqs to shrat iqraphic phgsc Ajl . 
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1978 

PS472 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void QO94864 

3758 32x38 1443 1.26 - Cut layer 564. Below 
layer 551 

3669 40 24 1461 1.15 - Cut layer 564. Below 
layer 551 

3672= 38 40 1.05 - Cut layer 564. Be1 ow 
3730 layer 551 

F. Size 1.8 x 1.9 m. Area 3.42 SQ m. Av depth 43. Av diam 38. Av 
PPF 1.15. 

Fourth post-hole missed in strat igraphy? 

These post-holes have the appearance of forming a small four-post 
structure. Unfortunately there appears to be no good reason for 
missing the fourth post-hole other than inefficiency of supervisor. 
In view of the fact that many of the post-holes in this area were not 
recognised at the level from which they were cut, the possibility that 
the fourth post-hole was not observed should be regarded as likely. 

Unfortunately ph 3758 was not sectioned as it was mistaken for one of 
the post-holes cut higher in the stratiqraphy. The section of ph 
3669 would appear to be incomplete from the dCpth indicated on the 
plan, and it is unclear just how much of ph 3672-3730 was removed 
between the two sections, 

If this is not accepted as a four-pDst structure it is possible that 
ph 3669 could pair with either of the others to form a two-post 
structure. 

The structure is aligned on Road 6. Tt overlaps in area with 
PS136, but their relationship cannot be determined, thauah it seems 
most likely that PS472 is the earlier, being contemporary with PS469 a 
short distanee to the south. 

It belongs to stratiaraphic nhase W-t. 
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1978 

PS473 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void 0094864 

P1143 60x86 27 0.37 - 1 
3743 64 33 0.52 - ) Rels uncertain 

P1147 88 26 3670 80 28 8::s 140x441) Cut layer 534. Pel ow 
layer 551 

K. Size 2.6 x 3.2 m. Area 8.32 SCI m. Av depth 28.5. Av diam 76. 
Av PPF 0.39. 

Ph 3664 has already been allocated to PS469, which I prefer it to 
belong to. It may have cut/obscured the fifth post-hole for this 
structure as a result. The shape and profile are clearly entirely 
different to the other post-holes of this structure and I am 
therefore assuming this later post-hole obscured sufficiently the 
post-hole of PS473 not to be observed. Similarly the majority of ph 
3670 was not recognized, as the packing merged into chalk spread: 
except that part of it cut natural, its full size would not otherwise 
have been recogn i zed . The section drawing does not show the full 
extent of the packing, but the profile shown by a dashed line is based 
on the plan. 

The relationship of the structure is not entirely clear. It has been 
placed in phase Ag in the matrix for Sequence A at the same level as 
1 ayer 564~. But I think it is more likely that the structure pre- 
dates layer 564b. Some of the post-holes (P1147 and Pll43 and void of 
ph 3670) showed at this level, thoush the pits not very clearly and 
the post-hole actually cut an earlier layer 534. However ph 3743 was 
not visible until layer 564b was removed. Even if it did cut layer 
564b it is likely to be the earliest structure in the area, the 
post-holes having been obscured by the later use of the area. Ph 3710 
of PS136 clearly cuts this structure, and so does PS469 presumably (on 
basis that ph 3664 belongs to the latter). ft overlaps in area with 
PS472, but no post-holes intercut, and similarly with PS464, both of 
which are presumed to be later. 
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1988 

PS474 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N263217 

10164 48 51 1.06 c25 
10165 46 

:: 
1.15 c20 

Below layer 2042 
Below layer 2042 

10141 50 K211.941 526 
= 

Cut by P2596 
10183 31 381601 Cut by F370 

F. Size 2.0 x 2.0 m. Area 4.0 so m. Av depth 49 ISS]. Av diam 44. 
Av PPF 1.13. 

Ph 10183 has been partly truncated and cut away by F370 and P2595: 
this may account for its apparently smaller size, thouqh its base is 
clearly smaller than the other post-holes. 

This small structure was sealed by the turf which was sealed by the 
primary rampart, so ml&t ore-date the fortification of the hilltop. 

Stratigraphic phase Ho. 
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1988 

PS475 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N285237 

10140 31x40 62 1.75 23 Below layer 2043; cuts 
[25x28) layer 2070 

10113 40 70 1.75 20 Below layers 2003 and 
128x20) 2043 

10032 48x42 68 1.5 - Below I avers 1996 and 
?1997 

10015 38x34 68 1.89 14(20) Below layers 1996 and 
1997 

F, Size 2.6 x 2.6 m. Area 6.76 sa m. Av depth 67. Av diam 39. Av 
PPF 1.72. 

The void of ph 10113 was D-shaped, presumably a ha1 f tree trunk. The 
section drawing of ph 10015 appears to be incompatible with the plan, 
suggesting a13 the packing was not fully excavated at the time of 
drawing. Similarly the section of ph 10140 appears to be of the void 
only. 

This small structure is early and could either pre-date the 
fortification or belong to the earliest occupation within the 
hillfort. 

Strat iqraphic phase Ho-d. 
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1988 

PS476 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N271251 

10020 46 60 1.3 - Relow layer 1996; cut by 
ph 10024 

10024 50 65 1.3 ?30 Below layer 1996; cuts ph 
10020 

10067 46x62 50 0.93 - Below layer 1996: ?cut 
layer 1997 

10013 40 38 0.95 - Below layer 1996; cut by 
ph 10014 

10014 48 47 0.98 ~23 Below layer 1996: cuts ph 
too13 

10011 50x58 50 0.93 35 Below layer 1996 
10052 68x57 255 0.87 - Below layer 1996: cuts 

layer 1997 

K. Size 2.9 x 3.1 m. Area 9.0 sq m. Av depth 52. Av diam 50. Av 
PPF 1.04. 

This five-post structure was possibly of two phases as the northern 
post-holes both appear to be recut and the oval shape of the southern 
post-holes suggest it also. There is no evidence of a recut of the 
central post-hole , which presumably was less subject to weathering and 
if only the post in the ground was being replaced, not the whole 
building, it worlld have been less accessible. 

The southern post-holes clearly cut layer 1997: ph 10052 was observed 
cutting it, but was not sectioned until part of layer 1997 had been 
removed, hence its depth is an estimate. The post-holes were all 
sealed by layer 1996. 

pS476 
Strat iqraphic phase Hl. 



1988 

PS477 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N243349 

10005 62 0.63 0.23 Isol ated 
10007 55 369 0.65 - Cuts phs 9997, 9999 and 

10001 

L(H). Size 1.8 x - m. Area -. Av depth 37.5. Av diam 58.5. Av 
PPF 0.64. 

Associated with GC44. 

From the section drawing ph 10007 appears to be cut by ph 10001, not 
v ice versa, as notebook suqqests: the relationship must be reaarded 
as uncertain as section and notebook are contradictory. 

This two-post structure appears to define an entrance/qate in GC44 
between G330 to the south and to the north ph 5092, which appears to 
be a remnant of gully. 

Stratigraphic phase Hd. 
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1988 

PS478 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N216292 

10102 48 76 1.58 - 

10172 58 83 1.43 - 

10184 50x56 50 0.94 

P2613 55 1751 1.36 - 

10068 48 60 1.25 25 

F/K. Size 2.9 x 3.1 m. Area 9.0 sa m. 
Av PPF 1.3. 

Below layer 2017; cut by 
ph 10101 
Below layer 2017: cut by 
phs 10074 and 10073 
Below layer 2010; cut by 
P2598 
Probably below layer 
1997/1999, but rcls not 
recorded. cut by P2590 
and probably by P26tl 
Probably below layer 2017 
(hut rels not recorded) 

AV depth 69. Av rtiam 52. 

This structure could be either a four- or five-post structure. The 
central post-hole is sliqhtly off-centre and appears somewhat smaller 
than the others. However the section drawing seems to be certainly of 
the void only. The approximate post-hole profile based on the plar is 
indicated by the dashed line. Unfortunatelv no section or profile 
was drawn of P2613, so all evidence is drawn from the plan. Ph 10184, 
which appears much shallower than the other post-holes was truncated 
by P2598 and quarry hollow F361. 

This structure pre-dates PS482 and PS490. 

Strat iqraphic phrr:;e Hb. 



1988 

PS479 Ph No Diam bpth PPP Void N326260 

10029 90 0.53 - Below laver 1996 
10045 86 :4” 0.74 ” Relow layer 2004: cuts 

layer 2043 
10061 ~70 30 0.43 - Belaw laver 1996; cut 

by ph 10036 

H/K. Size 2.8 x 32.8 m. Area 7.84 su m. Av depth 56 (47). Av diam 
88 (82). Av PPF 0.64 (0.57). IAveraffes includinq central post-hole 
in brackets. 1 

Probably enclosed by GC43 - 6329 and G335. 

These post-holes possibly represent half of a four- or five-post 
structure of which the rest is beyond the excavated area. It is not 
absolutely certain that ph 10061 is a central post-hole, as thouah it 
is centrally placed, it is distinctly smaller than the corner posts. 
However if it was not part of the timber framinq and only a support 
for the floor it may not have needed to be as large. 

It seems very likely that this structure was contemporary with GC43 
which formed an enclosure around it. It is aliqned so the north side 
of the structure faces the entrance of the oulfy complex on the north. 

St rat iqraph ic phase Rd. 
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1988 

PS480 Ph No Diam Depth PPF void N271320 

10137 49 62 1.27 - cut by PI& 
10103 47 63 1.34 (~32) Cut by ph 10095: below 

layer 587 
10106 50 64 1.28 - Cut by P2587: below 

laver 1998 
10126 48 61 1.27 35 Below layer 2012 and 

137x351 burnt chalk 

F. Size 2.5 x 2.6 m. Area 6.5 SC! 81. Av depth 62.5. Av Aiam 48.5. 
Av PPF 1.29. 

Ph 10126 was partially sealed by a patch of burnt chalk over the top 
of the post-hole, which was a continuation of the adjacent burnt 
patches of natural. ff the latter have been correctly associated with 
PS482, then that post structure post-dates PS480. 

PS480 certainly pre-dates PS481. 

Host of ph 10106 was truncated bv P2S87 - what f ill survived was a 
chalky clay silt with a few burnt flints. 

The fill of ph 70126 was a loosa yellowish brown silt in the void, 
surrounded by packing of large fl int nodules 1 S-20 em and chalk 
rubble 1-S cm. 

Stratigraphic phase Hb. 
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1988 

PS481 Ph No Diam Depth PPF void N285310 

L P138S 375 41 
E 10166 74 47 
E 10094 90 52 

L 10095 76 28 

t 10103 76 55 

E 10118 72 40 0.56 

E 10117 60 57 0.95 

L 10078 64x82 55 0.75 

L 10085 85 23 0.27 

E 10104 80 52 0.65 

L 10116 80 39 

B 10139 75 49 

0.55 
0.64 
0.58 

0.37 

0.72 

0.46 

0.6s 

Cut by P138S? 
40( 30) Below layer 1986; cut by 

ph 10095 
Below layer 387; cuts phs 
10094 and 10103 

3Sf301 Below layers 2015 and 
2038; cuts phs 10118 and 
1011s 
Below layer 2038; cuts ph 
10115; cut by P2602 and 
ph 10105 
Below layer 2038; cuts 
ph 10078 

128~~351 h3y; layer 1998; cuts ph 

Below layer 2015; cut by 
ph 10104 
Below lavers 32013 and 
1998; cuts ph 10085: cut 
by ph 10060 
Below layer 2035~ Pcuts 
ph 10139 
Below layer 2035: cut by 
P1350 

B. Size 3.1 x 3.3 m. Area 10.23 so m. Av depth: 45, L 40, F 40. AV 
diam: 70, L 98, E 75. Av PPF: 0.6, L 0.52, E 0.67. Av void: L 35, F: 
30. 

fn plan the void of ph 10105 measured 30 cm at its base but funnelled 
out to the east to be 45 cm at the tap. 

Though PI385 was regarded entirely as tree root hallew umn 
excavation, the section shows a wtential post-hole, which could he 
the l~ate phase post-hole for this structure, Ph 10166 is probably the 
base of the early phase post-hole. 

The post voids, where they sutv Wed, suqqest aui te larqe timbers 
averaqinq about 0.35 m in width. 

This structure pastedates PS482 and predates PSIRB, 

Stratigraphic phase Bb. 
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1988 

PSI82 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void N248321 

9996 56 74 1.32 - Interrel uncertain with 
ph 16182 

10161 50 82 1.64 - Cut by P1385 
10073 50 82 1.64 - Relow layer 2017. Rel to 

ph 10073 uncertain. Cut 
by ph 10074 

10115 51 63 1.24 - Cut by phs 10105 and 
10118. Below layer 2038 

H. Size 3.2 x 3.2 I. Area 10.24 sa m. Av depth 7s. Av diam 52. Av 
PPF 1.46. 

This larqe four-post structure has massive post-hales which have 
larqety been deliberately backfilled, except for ph 18161 in which 
the flint packing around the void was noted durinq excavation. 

It is possible that F371 a hearth on the natural and the surrounding 
areas of burning an the chalk may be associated with this building, as 
some of the post-holes have a lot of charcoal in their fill, which 
could have derived from hearth debris. If this connection is correct 
PS482 post-dates PS480, as well as PS478; it pre-dates PS490 and 
PS481. 

St rat igraph ic phase Hb. 
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1988 

.~. 
.*: ._ 

PS483 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N331218 

10031 58 55 0.95 - Below 1996 
10090 48x57 

layer 
SO 0.95 - Below layer 201 S 

H. Size 3.3 x 33.3 m. Arcra 310.89 sa m. Av depth 52.5. Av diam 
55. AV PPF 0.95. 

Possibly associated with GC42. 

These two post-holes are probably the western half of a farqe four- 
post structure, the other post-holes being outside the excavated area. 
Its position and alianment suqqest the structure was enclosed by G324. 
This was possibly the earliest structure in the enclosure as both 
post-holes had been deliberately refilled with chalk or flints in 
puddled chalk and rammed down hard. 
rebuilding in the form of PS484. 

This was probably done prior to 

Stratigraphic phase Pd. 
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1988 

FS484 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N338265 

10034 50 
3”: 

1.02 - ?Below laver 1996 
10036 46 0.81 - Below layer 3996: tuts 

ph 10061 
10091 44 45 1.02 30 Below laver 2015: cuts 

ph 10096 
10158 50 55 1.1 - Below layer 1998: cut by 

ph 10062 

H. Size 3.0 x ?3.8 m, Area 39.0 sq m. Av depth 47. Av diam 48. Av 
PPF 6.99. 

Possibly associated with GC42. 

These post-ho?& probably represent one half of a large four-post 
structure, the rest beinq outside the area excavated. It appears to 
be of two or even three phases and either preceded or succeeded PS483, 
Its alignment and position in relation to G324 suqqests the two were 
contemporary. 

St rat igraphic phase Hd. 

1988 

PS485 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N335277 

10030 40x55 3s 0.74 2s Below layers 1996 and 
11997 

10089 45 40 0.89 30 Below layer 2015 

size 2.4 at 32.4 m. 
:; PPP 0.82. 

Area 35.76 sq m. Av depth 37.5. Au diam 46. 

These post-holes are probably half of a small four-post structure, the 
other post-holes being outside the excavation. 

Ph 10030 appears to have been truncated by the quarry hollow F361. 
Although the interrelationship with hA83 and PS484 cannot be 
determined, it is ‘likely that this struckure precedes them and the 
associated gully Complex. 

Stratigraphic phase )Ib, 



1988 

PS486 Ph No Diam. Depth PPF Void N319281 

10063 30 34 1.13 18 Below layer 1998 
10167 28 33 1.16 - Below layer 1998. Rel‘to 

6329 lost 
10092 30 40 1.33 15 Below layer 1998 

:;F Size 1.27. 1.7 x 1.9 m. Area 3.23 sq m. Av depth 36. Av diam 29. Av 

The fourth post-hole has probably been destroyed by ph 10030. 

This is a very small structure in area and presumably the small size 
of timbers used imp1 ies an eaually small superstructure. 

This structure pre-dates PS485 and probably the other structures 
associated with GC42 and G43 too. 

Strat iqraphic phase Hb. 

PS487 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N232342 

9993 40x46 51 I.19 20 Isolated 
10001 34 54 1.59 - Rels uncertain 
10181 34 45 1.32 - Rel to ph 10099 

uncertain, but presumably 
below layer 2017 also 

10122 36 40 1.11 - Below layers 2017 and 
2033. Cut by P2609 

F. Size 2.0 x 2.0 m. Area 4.0 so m. Fv depth 47.5. Av diam 36. Av 
PPP 1.3. 

The relationshiDs of nh 10001 are uncertain and as a result there is 
no direct relationship wjth 
to be the earlier. 

Stratioraphic phase Hh-A. 
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1988 

PS488 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N272281 

10017 50x66 41 0.71 35 Below layer 1996 
10058 50x55 42 0.8 ?30 Below layer 1996 
10107 52x55 51 0.95 - Below layers 2015 and 

2038 
10060 62x68 51 0.78 132x431 Below layer 1998: cuts 

layers 2013, 2015 and ph 
10104 

H. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sq m, Av depth 46. Av diam 57. Av 
PPF 0.81. 

Ph 10107 is perhaps more likely to have been sealed by layer 1998 
Father than layer 2015; however the differentiation of the various 
silts here was difficult where they overlay each other as the 
strat igraphy was relatively thin. 

Both ph 10017 and ph 10058 appear to have been truncated by wart-y 
hollow F361a OF b. 

This structure post-dates PS481. 

Stratigraphic phase Hd-f. 
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1988 

PS489 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N210320 

L 10066 64 46 0.72 - Below layer 1997 
E 10049 62 67 1.08 30 Below layer 622. Cuts ph 

10050; cut by ph 10066 
E 10076A 62 0.87 - Below layer 2017 
L 3007613 75 

i”6 
0.61 32 B cuts A 

?L 10100 70x80 45 0.6 - Below layers 2017 and 
2034. Cuts ph 10121 

?E 10180 $50? 48 0.96 - Below layers 2034 and 
2017. Rel uncertain to 
ph 10100. 

?L 10176 60 22 0.48 - Cut by G351) Rels uncertain 
?E 10177 50 33 0.55 - ) otherwise 
?E lOlOlA 60 54 0.9 1 
?L 10lOlR 64 50 0.78 - ) Cuts ph 10102 

B. Size 2.9 x 3.0 m. Area 8.7 so m. Av depth: 47, E 52, L 42. Au 
diam: 62, E 57, L 68. Av PPF: 0.74, E 0.88, L 0.64. Av void: E 30, L 
32. 

The central post-hole on the north-east side has been destroyed by 
P2609. This six-post structure succeeded PS490, an earlier four-post 
structure in the same position. The change in the number of post- 
holes probably implies a complete rebuild, rather than iust 
replacement of timbers in the ground. 

The structure was probably of two phases from the evidence of 
recut post-hares. Ph 10101 from its shape in the plan could be 
interpreted as tW0 post-holes. 

St rat igraphic phase Hb-d. 



1988 

PS490 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N210317 

10064 70 78 1.11 - Cut by 6331, P2603, ph 
10053 and ph 10018 

10121 68 68 1.0 ?32 Below layers 2017 and 
2034. Cut by ph 10100 

10074 68x90 62 0.78 37 Eelow layer 2017. cuts 
ph 10073 

H. Size 2.5 x 2.5 m. Area 6.25 sa m. Av depth 69. Av diam 72. Av 
PPF 0.96. 

The fourth post-hole was destroyed by P2609. 

This large four-post structure, though sliahtly on the small size in 
area, possibly formed an early phase of structure precedinq PS489. 
The change from four-post structure to six-post structure suqqests a 
complete rebuild on the site rather than just a repair to timbers in 
the ground. 

The possible void of ph 10121 is taken from the post-hole hase, as it 
was possible the packing was not excavated, but this was never 
properly examined on site. In comparison with the other post-holes it 
seems likely that some packing was missed. This structure post-dates 
PS402 and PS478. 

Stratigraphic phase Hb. 
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1988 

PS491 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N270327 

10160 44 60 1.36 - Below P1385 
10124 44 70 1.59 - Cut hy ph 10125. Below 

layer 2038 

L(F). Size 1.9 x - m. Area -. Av depth 65. Av diam 44. Av PPF 
1.48. 

These post-holes are very similar in dimensions: the majority of ph 
10160 was disturbed by Pl385 (tree root hollow) and only the base 
was clearly defined. It had a fill of chalk lumps, rammed hard in 
compacted silt and puddled chalk. 

This structure pre-dates PS493. 

There is no possibility of it being half a four-post structure. 

Stratigraphic phase Hb. 

PS492 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N242350 

10006 42 52 1.24 333 Isolated 
10000 42(x62) 53 1.26(1.02) - Isolated 

L(F). Size 1.7 x - m. Area -. Av depth 52.5. Aw dim 42. Av PPF 
1.25. 

In plan ph 10000 appears to be two post-holes, but the fill is 
ident ical throughout, suggesting that it had not been placed in auite 
the right-posit ion originally and was merely elongated to correct the 
error. 

Ph 10006 wasnot fully excavated when the section was drawn. ,It is 
possible the initial excavation represented void only; the lower part 
was a chalky fill. 

Ph 10000 should have a relationship tr ph 10001, but this was not 
recorders. Therefore a stratigraphic p’ ‘~0 c*?nnot he asciund (H-1. 
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1988 

PS493 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N251319 

10077 60 60 2e Below layer 2012 
10125 60 57 is5 - Below layer 2038. cuts 

ph 10124 

L(H). Size 2.4 x - m. Area - m. Av depth 58.5. Av diam 60. Av PPF 
0.975. 

The flint packinq in puddled chalk of ph 10077 was not sectioned. 
However there appears to have been similar packing it. ph 10125, thouqh 
subsequently disturbed slightly. 

This structure is quite lonq and the r,isst-holes of similar dimensions, 
thouqh the cone around the top of ph 10125 seems wider, possibly 
accentuated by intercutting with ph 10124. 

It post-dates PS491. 

Stratigraphic phase Hb. 

PS494 Ph No Diam Depth PFF Void N218353 

10047 60x68 58 0.91 - Below layer 622 

10097 60x69 62 0.96 27 Below layer 2017 

L(H). Size 1.4 x - m. Area -. Av depth 60. Av diam 64. Av PPF 
0.93. 

This structure is very short, but the post-holes are very similar in 
size and seem likely to form a pair. 

St rat icraphic phase Hb-f. 
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1988 

Ps495 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N208338 

10050 62x70 33 0.5 - Below laver 622. Cut by 
phs 10049 and 10066 

10119 84 46 0.55 - Below layer 2034. cut by 
P2609 and phs 10028 and 
10065 

L(H). Size 1.7 x - m. Area -. Av depth 40. Av diam ‘75. Aw PPF 
0.525. 

This two-post structure is relatively short, but has Quite substantial 
post-holes. unfortunately the section drawinq of ph 10119 does not 
provide its full profile, thouqh from the plan it would appear to be 
similar to ph 10050. 

This structure pre-dates PS489. 

Stratigraphic phase Hb. 

PS496 Ph No Diam Depth PPF Void N315305 

=CSlOa 10080 36 33 0.92 - Cut by phs 10043 and 
10079 

10083 36 55 1.53 - Cut by ph 10044 

Lfh’). Size 1.8 x - m. Area -. Av depth 44. 
1.22. 

Av diam 36. Av PPF 

Appears to form two-post structure at entrance to ~45. Al thouqh 
there is no direct stratigraphic relationship, except that both have 
been cut by features of CS40, 
were contemporary. 

the spatial arrangement suggests they 

This with qully complex 45 has been desiclnated Cs40a, now. 

Strat iaraphic phase WI. 
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1988 

PS497 Ph No Dihm Depth PPF Void N190318 

4X69 10018 70 581681 0.8310.971 - 
10053 55 561631 1.02f1.151 ~30 PCuts ph lOOt8 
10025 64 461651 0.72[1.023 - Cuts ph 10054 
10054 78 62 0.79 

L(H)* Size 2.1 x - a. Area -, Av depth 55.5 fG4.53. Av diam 67. 
Av PPF 0.84 (0.981. 

Two-post structure of two phases , apparently matkinq entrance to 
CS69/F364. Runnina between the two was a shallow slot (3331, which 
made it look very much like an arrangement of doorposts and doorsill. 
However there was no evidence of a wall so this abpears to be a 
two-post structure marking the entrance to an open work area. 

Strat iqraphic phase Hi. 
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1971 

PS498 Ph No Diam Vept h PPF Void N886230 

304 
306 tt 

;:551 0.57 - ) 
1.02 = ) Rels not observed 

307 
200a so0 

fro1 
1151 :*,a w 

0:38 
i 

200 40 IlSl - Ph 200 cut by ph 200a 
Other rela with ph 201 
and 201a not clear 

201a 20 l20] 1.0 - 
201 42x54 [2S] 0.52 - 

194 c50 ii 0.6 - 194a 74 0.73 - i lnterrels not observed 
194b 60 c351 0,58 1 

A/R. Size 4.0 x 3 m. Area ?16 SQ m. Av depth 28. Av Aiam 46. Av 
PPF 0.67. 

This distinctive row of three posts, recut three times is alianed 
right along the edge of Read 3. It has all the characteristics of the 
front of a sir-post structure: what is lackinq is the back row. This 
is very similar to PSl82. 

It is possible the back row of post-holes just did not survive, or if 
there was sufficient slope, the back of the timber frame of the 
superstructure rested on the ground surface without posts. 

Ph 201a is much smaller than the other post-holes and is probably 
unrelated to the structure. 

Most of the post-holes ’ depths are taken from the plan. No sect ion 
drawings were made of any and the site notes ate scanty. Where depths 
have been recorded in the not’ebook, these are often considerably 
shallower than recorded on plan: presumably the post-holes were not 
ful ly excavated at the t fme. 
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1982 

PS499 Ph No Diam LYept h PPP Void H712874 

8366 44 0.77 ,czs Isolated 
8304 37x42 :t 0.96 - Rel to ph 8303 obscure 
8348 54 20 0.37 - Isolated 
8360 43 27 0.63 330 Isolated 

E. Size 2.9 x 3.1 1~. Area 9.0 sa m. Av depth 30. Av dfam 45. Av 
PPF 0.68. 

Ph 8348 is rather shallower than the others and was possibly truncated 
by G228. However the sully does not survive here either swaestinq a 
loss of soil or chalk,here, possibly associated with the marlina 
slots. 
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PS500 Ph No Diam Depth PPP Void G494S90 

8911 60 52 30x3s Phase N8. Void cut 
tSS-void) (68 deep) layer 1081. Cuts layer 

1083 
8931 56 39 Phase Nl . Cuts 1 ayer 

998. ?Below layer 992 
8924 48 29134) Below layer 1091 

f-1 
8926 44 38,35 L Below layer 970. 

(Staae 2 of blocked 
entrance) 

H. Size 2.5 x 2.6 m. Area 6.S so m. Av depth 41. Av dias 52. Fv 
PPP 0.79. 

This structure is adjacent to the blocked entrance and relates to the 
associated stratigraphy. Superficially their relationships would 
appear to prevent them all being a part of one structure. However 
only ph 8911 can be positively related to a layer: ic it cuts 1883 
and the post void was still visible to the level of layer 1081, Ph 
8931 cuts the primmy turf (gate phase Ml), but otherwise this and the 
other post-holes could belong between this and Nil or N13. Certainly 
the tm, southern post-holes appear to have been truncated and 
associated stratigraphy removed by wear on the road. tt is possible 
ph 8931 has suffered some damage from wear, but here the whole atea 
was very root disturbed also. It would appear that only ph 8911 is 
fully preserved indicating the original site of the post-holes and the 
elrtent layers accumulated around the post durinq the life of the 
structure. It,is therefore possible the succession of layers in phase 
N7 relates to this post structure beinq successive floor surfaces, and 
the structure was still standing in N9 when layer 1081 accumulated 
around ph 8911. This structure may account for the additional chalk 
spreads noted cn the north of-the south-west gate commared to the 
south. 

The structure is assumml to he seated by chalk spread 1080, thouoh no 
record of suck a relationshfp was not& on site by the supervisor. 
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4.2.4 The structural use of daub, clay and timber 

List of ovens 1979-1988 
Descriptions of ovens in situ 1979-1988 
Demolished ovens 
List of oven base/walls 
Oven plates and oven covers 
List of ovens 1969-1978 
Descriptions of ovens in situ 1969-1978 
Demolished ovens 
List of hearths 1979-1988 
Descriptions of hearths 1979-1988 
List of hearths 1969-1978 
Descriptions of hearths 1969-1978 

23:AJ 
23: AS-Cl 
23:C2-13 
23rDl-5 
23:D7-E9 
23:IflO 
23:$11-13 
23:Fl-2 
23:F3 
23:FI-GlO 
23:Gll 
23:612-14 



List of ovens 1979-1988 

F76 
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Descriptions of ovens in situ 1979-1988 

F76 Oven type 3 CS46 ?cp 3-5 

F76 

0 t 2 Metres 
k-w I 

This oven base was cut into natural chalk to a depth of 0.21 m 
and was oval in plan measuring 0.42 x 0.48 m, The east side has 
been cut away by P1459. Though no stratigraphy survived in this 
area it is asswaed that the oven was contemporary with the circu- 
lar structure, CS46, which enclosed it. This is most likely to 
date to the early or middle phase of occupation of the fort. 

The sides of the oven had been lined with a thin layer of daub 
(4) 0.03 m thick. An 800 gm sample of this was retained and it 
was ident if ied as fabric type E. The daub had a roughly smoothed 
surface and had clearly been baked to a reddish yellow colour. 

The natural chalk appears to have served zis the base of the oven, 
though it was noticeable that there was no actual sign of burning 
on the chalk. Over the base was a thin black layer (3) of ash 
and charmal, which clearly represents the last fire in the oven. 

Over this and infilling the majority of the oven was a mass of 
burnt clay (21, mixed with occasianal small fragments df chalk. 
This was clearly the collapsed superstructure of the oven and a 
265 qm sample was retained. This was identified as fabric E, 
baked pale reddish yellow in colour , but more friable than the in 
situ base, 
xup to 

It also had a roughly smoothed flattish surface and- 
40 mm thick. 

On the east side overlying (21 was a yellowish brown clayey layer 
(1) containing some small chalk fragments and a few.pieces of 
burnt clay. This was also collapsed oven superstructure, which 
had not been so well baked and so was reduced to a mass of clay. 

Packed act088 the top of the oven was a layer of puddled chalk to 
level the top of the disus4 oven; 



Ph 7197 Oven type 3 
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This feature is probably the base of a type 3 oven, rather than a 
Post-hole, as originally designated, It is oval in plan, 
measuring 0.46 x 0.54 m and was cut to a depth of 0.37 m into the 
natural chalk. No above ground structure survived, 

The sides and base were lined with reddish yellow daub (layer 3) 
of fabric C type (1.5 kg sample was retained), which was 20-40 mm 
thick. 

Resting on the base was a layer of charcoal, soot and ash 
containing occasional burnt flints 20-30 mm size (layer 2) with 
pieces of daub fallen into it on the NE side. 

The remainder of the feature was filled with many flints SO-100 
mm size, consisting of rounded pebbles, nodules, broken anqular 
fragments and shattered burnt flints. All were tiqhtly packed in 
a matrix of brown silt with occasional lumps of daub. 



Layer 626 Oven type ?2 PS320 Jg CP 7 

0 1 2Mems 
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The stratiqraphy within PS320 is dominated by daub layers, much 
of which probably relates to an oven base excavated as part of 
layer 626. Unfortunately this was not examined in any detail, 
but much of the daub in the surrounding layers and post-holes 
appears to be derived from the superstructure. 

The outline plan indicates an oven with an internal diameter of 
0.28 m with walls 60-80 mm thick. This would make an external 
diameter of 0.42 m. The eastern edge was not differentiated from 
the mass of fallen superstructure, which formed most of layer 
626. The oven was not sectioned, but the base was shallow and 
gently curving and made of chalk. No more than 0.1 m survived in 
height. In plan there is a gap on the south side which 
presumably formed the stoke-hole. 

This oven is quite small , most comparable to F356. Thouqh layer 
626 is relatively late in the stratiqraphic sequencer the actual 
oven was probably constructed fairly early in the use of the 
building, either on natural or on the first chalk floor (650) and 
was probably contempordry with the first hearth (647). 

It is possible the oven continued in use for much of the life of 
PS320. However nearly all the overlying layers contained 
fragments of wall daub, type 1 oven plate or other daub likely 
to derive from an oven. It is possible another oven was present 
in the unexcavated area of PS320 to the north. 

&ayer 626 must represent the.de&olition of the ovenr as it 
consists largely of amorphous pieces of oven base, mixed with 
type 1 oven plate and frsgments of wall daub, which presumably 
derives from the upper part of the oven. Much of the burnt 
debris and charcoal in 627 is typical of the remnants of cinders, 
etc in oven bases. Host of the daub relating to the oven is 
fabric C, D or E, depending on the degree to which it has been 
fired. 

The wall daub frun layer 626 is fairly typical having a smooth 
mater rurface and ir 7-23 mm thick with an inner mrfaoe covered 
in wattle irpter8ions. These measure between 4 and 20 mm in 
di&aeter bLC)ll)tly, with a few up to 36 . There are also thicker 



fragments of daub 60-80 mm thick with a rough flat surface, which 
probably derived from the base of the oven walls. 

There was also a quantity of type 1 oven plate present, which was 
fairly typical. 
10-23 mm thick. 

It has a smooth flat upper surface and was only 
The irregular undersurface was covered in straw 

impressions. The perforations through the oven plate generally 
measured 32-40 mm in diameter, though there were some as small as 
15 mm diameter. Occasionally they pierced the plate diagonally 
rather than vertically. 

Daub from the oven appears to have been incorporated in the 
post-hole fills, when <he posts of PS320 were being replaced. 
The majority of the daub in the post-holes was wall daub, with 
lesser quantities of oven plate and other oven daub. 

The wall daub is clearly associated with the oven and must have 
formed part of the upper walls of the oven, perhaps forming a 
dome over the top, 
construction. 

which necessitated a wattle support in 
The oven plate appears to have been relatively 

thin possibly reflecting the smaller siae of oven. However there 
were also a number of thicker pieces of plate, possibly 
indicating more than one plate is present and reflecting their 
portable nature or perhaps indicating another oven in the 
structure beyond the excavated area. 

A complete list of all the associated samples is summarized 
below. 

PS320 

Ph 5803 
Ph 6350 
Ph 6391 
Ph 6391 
Ph 6949 (2) 
Ph 6950 (1) 
Ph 6951 (1) 
Ph 6951 (1) 

L626 
L626 
L626 
L623 
L631 

L642 
L644 

# I i z:: . 

~4512 Fab F 
~4523 
~4508 
~4526 
s4969 
s4570 
s4550 
84571 

84590 
~4592 
~4592 
84591 
84593 

D 265 gm 
D” 655 520 gm gm 

D 
D 160 gm 
C 150 gm 
D 250 gm 

E 385 gm 
c” 2110 1300 gm 

gm 

c” 70 10 qm gm 

94594 C 130 gln 
s459s E 12s gm 

84596 c 
$4597 D 

No shape 
Wall daub 
Oven plate 1 
Wall daub 
Wall daub 
Probably oven base wall 
Wall daub 
Wall daub, very similar 

to 84569 and 94570 
Wall daub 
Oven plate type 1 
Oven base walls 
?Oven base 
Daub patch - Phearth; 

smooth surface; - ’ 
9-13 mm thick 

yHE;rfpte type 1 
- flat surface, 

35 mm thick 
Wall daub 
Wall daub . . 



PS321 

Ph 6954 (2) ~4406 
Ph 6954 (2) 84407 
Ph 6954 (2) 84421 
Ph 6954 (2) 84737 
Ph 6954 (2) 84551 

PS322 

Ph 6958 (1) 84572 
Ph 6958 (4) 84452 
Ph 6958 (1) ~4706 

Ph 6959 (1) $4553 
Ph 6959 (1) $4799 
Ph 6959 (2) s4573 
Ph 6959 (2) ~4802 

E” 
1s qm Wall daub 
20 gm 

fr 
20 m 

;g;ihase wall 

157 qnl PWeiqht 
C 100 gm ?Oven plate type 1 

C 1100 grill Wall daub 
G 270 9m ?Wall 
E 370 gm Fraqs from thin slab 

lo-25 mm thick 
D 550 gm Wall daub 

E,E 
530 gm Oven plate type 1 
1880 gm Wall daub 

D 935 gm Oven plate type 1 



FlOf Oven type 1 ?cp 7 

F107 
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The relation&lip of this feature to P2095 was not recorded, but 
from its grid reference it.must almost certainly have been 
constructed on the pit top. Althowh this pit was not dated it 
cut another of cp 7 date, thus indicating that P209S and FlO7 
must be of cp 7. 

This feature was the very base of an oven, of which the majority 
had been destroyed. It was rectangular in plan measuring 0.9 x 
0.8 m and survived to a heiqht of 0.1 m. The base was formed of 
a thin layer of crushed and puddled chalk (21, which was about 
0.06 m thick’and had clearly been burnt. Surrounding this the 
wall partially survived on three sides, mainly on the north. It 
was constructed of daub with flint nodules 0.1-0.23 m long set in . The walls were 0.18 m wide. A sample of 525 qm was retained 
:‘,a this was identified as fabric C, only lightly baked. 

Over the base of the over was thin dark grey silt (1) containing 
much ash and charcoal* which’could be the remnants of. the last 
fire in the oven. 

ft is possible there was a stoke-hole on the southern side, where 
no wall survives at all. 

. . r. 

232AlO 



Fl40 Oven type 1 CS24 cl CP 7 

F140 

0 1bWm 
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This oven was constructed on the chalk floor (915) of CS24, an 
open work area and was contemporary with an adjacent hearth F139. 

The oven was circular measuring 1.1 m in diameter (representing 
an area of 0.785 sq m). The stoke-hole occurred on the east 
side and was 0.2 HI wide. The walls were 0.18-0.2 m wide and 
survived to a height of 0.1 m. They were constructed of yellow 
chalk tempered daub (fabric C) with courses of flints 0.1-0.15 m 
long laid within it. Some of the flints were burnt and the 
inside surface of the daub baked to a yellowish red. (A small 
sample of the daub, 450 grnt was retained.) 

The base of the oecn was composed of compacted chalk lumps lo-50 
mm size in puddled chalk. It was SO-110 mm thick and the surface 
had been burnt dark grey. 

Within the oven over the base was a dark greyish brown silt with 
chalk grit dominated by burnt shattered flints lo-50 mm mixed 
with fine charcoal dust and fragments; 

A spread of daub to the south of this oven could be part of the 
demolished superstructure of the oven , thouqh it sealed F142 and 
so some of the daub could have derived from this earlier oven. 

There were also a series of dumps of oven daub in layers 900, 905 
and 919 immediately to the south of CS24 into the silting top of 
6248. These mostly look like pieces of oven wall base, but one 
particularly large fragment could be part of the stoke-hole arch. 



F142 Oven type 2 CS24 Fj 

F142 

+ + 
1 ~rdares 

This oven was contemporary with the chalk surface (956) of CS24 
and was sealed by the collapsed daub superstructure of a later 
oven Fl40, though some of the daub spread may have derived from 
Fl42 as well. 

This oven was very small and oval in plan measuring 0.42 x 0.58 
1. It was formed of a ring of daub 60-100 mm thick, surroundins 
a trampled chalk base. Patches of daub were adhering to the 
base, which suggests that originally a thin skim of daub covered 
the base. The ring of the daub walls was unbroken by a stoke- 
hole, though it possibly existed at a higher level. A 1200 gm 
sample of daub was retained and this was identified as fabric C. 

Within the base of the oven was a thin dark grey silt. 

23rAl2 



F205 Oven type 1 Cj;38 ES CP 7 

0 1 PMems 
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The #frea over and around this feature had been considerably 
distorbed by an uprooted tree. It was contemporary with CS38, 
but just which phase could not be ascertained. 

The oven appears to have been cut into the house floor to a depth 
of 0.2 m and the base lined with daub. It was oval in plan and 
measured 0.8 x 0.6 m and the walls measured 0.1-0.15 m wide. The 
south-east side was rather disturbed and it seems likely there 
was a stoke-hole in this area. 
retained from the walls: 

A sample of daub of 425 gm was 
this was fabric E, brown or reddish 

yellow in colour and baked red in places on the inner surface. 

Over the base of the oven were lenses of dark greyish brown silt 
and charcoal, mixed with a quantity of burnt shattered flint up 
to 100 mm in size. A few small fragments of daub of fabrics C 
and E occurred in this burnt and presumably derived from the 
walls of the oven. 

23rAl3 



F207 Oven type 1 CSSO/GC22 CP 7 

This oven was cut down into layers 1262 and 1336. It was 
circular measuring 1.1 HI (0.95 su m in area) and had an 
internal diameter of 0.76 m (0.45 sq ml. There was no evidence 
of walls on the east side and it is likely the stoke-hole 
occurred in this area. A patch of daub (1322) at the south end 
of the adjacent hearth (1263) may have been related to the oven 
in some way, but a later post-hole has disturbed the area between 
the features. 

The daub walls of the oven were 0.14-9.26 m wide and survived to 
a height of 0.1 m. A sample of daub weighing 3650 gm was 
retained from the walls: it was fabric C and lightly baked, 
except on the inner surface which had been baked red or reddish 
brown. On the southern side a patch of compacted puddled chalk 
had been built into the wall. It was possibly left over from the 
base, which consisted of a thin skim (0.05 m thick) of highly 
compacted puddled chalk. The daub walls slightly overlapped the 
base. 

Within the oven over the base was a thin black silt which 
contained a large amount of charcoal fragments and a moderate 
quantity of burnt flints up to 70 mm size. A few fragments of 
fabric C daub were found in this layer, presumably fallen from 
the oven walls. Infilling the remainder of the oven base was a 
greyish brown silt containing some small chalk lumps, some burnt, 
a few flecks of charcoal and some small fragments of baked 
reddish yellow fabric C daub, fallen from the oven walls. 

The oven superstructure had clearly not collapsed into the base 
and so it was probably deliberately demolished and daub dumped 
elsewhere. It is likely that the various spreads of daub within 
CSSO/GC22 are the remains of the oven walls. Layers 1266-1268 
and 1300 were all spreads of very similar amorphous fabric C 
daub. 

23rAll 



F2lt Oven typ.8 ?1 CS36 si CP 7 
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F211 
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This feature consists of a thin skim (10 mm thick) of puddled 
chalk with a few small lumps lo-40 mm in 9 greyish brown silt 
matrix, which formed the base. Surrounding this was a 
discontinuous rim of pale yellowish brown daub of which an 800 gm 
sample was retained and was identified as fabric C. This was the 
base of the oven walls and in plan was oval measuring 0.8 x 0.6 
m. 

In general character this feature clearly has the appearance of 
an oven base, most of which had been destroyed. 

23rBi ’ 



F219 Oven type 1 CSSlb Ei CP 7 
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This oven was half sectioned by the southern baulk and the 
north-east quadrant was destroyed as the director refused to 
recognixe the overlying daub was of any significance. 

The oven was cut into the chalk floor (1392) of CS5lb to a depth 
of so mm. In plan it was circular, measuring 1.2 m (1.13 sq m in 
area) e The walls were 0.15-0.24 m thick and survived to a heiqht 
of 0.1 m. They were formed of liqhtly baked yellow daub, fabric 
C, of which a sample of 1.7 kg was retained. The base of the 
oven was formed of hard compacted chalk lumps lo-20 ntm in a 
matrix of hard puddled chalk. 

Within the oven over the base was a layer of fine black charcoal 
dust and fragments, containins a few burnt flints 40-50 mm in 
size. 

The oven base was,sealed by a layer of daub (1393) similar to the 
oven walls and certainly the collapsed or demolished 
superstructure. A sample of 5.25 kq of daub was retained: this 
was identified as fabric C, pale brown and very lightly baked. 
Some fragments were over 60 mm tt-ick , but there was no shapinq 
other than a smooth surface to provide details of the 
superstructure. 

23 tat 



F284 Oven type 1 CS58 Djl 497 

This oven was contemporary with the open work area CS58 and the 
hearth F285 to the south east. 

The oven was circular measuring 1.12 m in diameter (0.98s SC? m in 
area). The walls were 0.2-0.28 m wide and survived to a heictht 
of 0.14 CA* They wtrt constructed in a horseshoe 8hapt of yellow 
chalk tempered daub. From the sample of 2.71s ks retained this 
was identified as fabric C. Courses of large flints up to 150 mm 
long had been laid in the daub as part of the walls. -There was a, 
gap in the walls on the south-east side 0.32 w wide( which formed 
the stoke-hole. It is not clear whether the stake-holes around 
this g& are contemporary features or a result of later activity. 
If they represent part of the oven structure the gap for the 
stoke-hole would bo narrowed to 0.2 m. The stake-holes were 
40-60 mm in diameter, 

Resting on the base of the oven was a black layer containing a 
high proportion of charcoal dust and fragments, with ,rart mall 

Over this was a very thin lens of dark pieces of burnt chalk. 
grey silt containing many small pieces of yellow daub and 
occasional fragments of charcoal. This must have derived from 
the destruction of the oven. 

A- nun-r of layers of daub accurrtd on tht tmthtn m Of t538, 
slopinq ovtr the lip of the marry hollow toward8 pS381. Much Of 
this could hrvt derived froth the OQtn. Tht mo8t l rttnrivt wa8 
layer 1526, which wa8 an motphou8 mast of fabric C daub. 

I I . . , , 
” , . . 

23863 ~ . 



F317 ?Associated with oven type 1 CS61 Dj2 cp7 

This feature occurred slumped into the top of P2580. It is not 
clear what form it had and it may have been associated with F324, 
rather than a feature in its own right. 

It basically consisted of a thick slab of clay measuring 0.64 x 
0.84 I# being roughly oval in plan and 0.2 m thick. The upper 
part of the clay was mixed with a lot of charcoal and ashy silt, 
but the lower part was cleaner. There were no structural 
elements. 

A large sample of the daub, weighing 7.39 kg was retained. This 
was identified a8 fabric 6, baked reddish brow1 in colourr but 
incorporating fragments of red daub and large quantities of 
chalk and flint temper. There was no shapinq eQident on the 
dach, so it may have been just a dump in the pit top. 



F324 Oven type 1 CS61 D32 CP 7 

This oven was disturbed by the south-east half of it slumping 
into P2580, where it could still be recognised as part of an 
oven. It was set into layer 1859, but was contemporary with the 
chalk floor of CS61. 

The oven measursd 0.98 m in diameter (0.75 sg m in area). The 
stoke-hole must have been on the slumped south-east side. The 
original base was constructed of pale brown daub of fabric C 
mixed with small chalk lumps up to 20 mm. The surface was smooth 
and had been best preserved around the edge of the oven, where 
baking had turned the surface pinker qr redder. The base was 
0.07 II thick and the interior diameter of the oven base measured 
0.63 1~. 

The oven walls measursd 0.18-O. 24 m wide and survived to - height 
of 0.15 ml* They were made of very pale brown, almost whi!- daub, 
with a lot of chalk temper (fabric C) . This formed the greater 
part of the walls, but mixed with this were lumps of reddish daub 
made of fabric E, some of it clearly wall daub and apparently 
reused from another source. There were alro large flints and 
chalk blocks 70-160 mm built into the walls. 

Over the base of the oven accumulated a thin layer of ash and 
charcoal. Over this there was apparently a resurfacing of the 
base where it had suffered most wear. vhe layer was composed of 
mall chalk lumps lo-30 mm in size, 9% ,sely packed and 40-50 mm 
thick. 

On top of this there was a further accumulation of charcoal, 
ash, burnt silt and fragments of clay. This was sealed by more 
burnt material consisting of burnt shattered flints 20-100 mn and 
some chalk SO-80 mm in a matrix of ash and charcoal. 



P326 Oven type 1 Wl CP 7 

This oven was set in the chalk floor (1893) of CS60 and was 
contemporary with two hearths F343 on the south, which was 
succeeded by F340 on the east. It would be possible for $343 
to be earlier, cut by the oven. 

The oven base was cut through layer 1893 and into the underlyinq 
silt to a depth of 0.33 W. It was circular in plan with an 
external diameter of 0.94 m (0.69 sq m in area). It was 
constructed with walls of light reddish brown or yellowish red 
daub of fabric C/E type with a high proportion of small chalk and 
flint up to 20 mm in site. The inner surface had been burnt to a 
yellowish red. The walls contained a high proportion of large 
broken flints 0.1-0.2 m long with occasional smaller burnt 
flints, which appear to have been laid as courses within the 
walls. The outside of the walls appears to have been roughly 
smoothed, whilst the inside surface had shallow vertical ridges 
clearly the result of smoothing the surfaces with the fingers. 
The walls measured 0.1 m wide at the base, but above ground level 
this widened to 0.2 m and walls started to curve inwards. The 
internal diameter at the base of the walls measured 0.66 x 0.55 
e# but at the surviving upper edge this had decreased to 0.54 x 
0.4 m. 

The oven floor had been formed of a thin spread (0.17 sq m in 
area) of puddled chalk only 20-30 mm thick, which had been 
covered with a thin skim of yellow daub, though much of this had 
been worn away by continual cleaning of the oven. 

The stoke-hole lay on the south-east side and was 0.25 m wide. 
The wall at its edge had been moulded and rounded and probably 
formed a curving arch over the top. The walls had been sl Lqhtly 
burnt to a height of 80 mm and also the walls had been burnt on 
the outside adjacent to the stoke-hole, but this could have 
result&d from the adjacent hearths, as much as the oven- Outside 
the stoke-hole, the surfsee took the form of a shallow hollowinq 
forminq a slight funnel down from the floor level into the base 
of the oven. Over this surface was a thin skim of yellow daub 
(fabric C) and on the south side small burnt flints projected 
through the surface, 
the edge of F343. 

These were possibly the worn remnants of 

The upper part of the oven walls had ken demolished or had 
collapsed and were left in and around the oven base. It formed 
quite an extensive spread (18601 to the east and north of the. 
oven. Samples of daub were kept from the material within the oven 
as well as 1860. All the daub was fabric C/B and was pale 
yellowish brown, reddish yellow or red in colour. Zt had a high 
proportion of chalk and flint temper up to 20 mm and was clearly 
the sue matariaf as the ,fn.st@ mlls. Qn some of the smaller 
thinner fragments there are wattle impressions, but these occur 
only rarely on the latqer pieces. I%e wattles measure between 10 
and 15 mm in ,diameter and it seems likely some sort of wattle 
ftaework supported the top during construction. 



It is also likely that daub in layer 1859 derives from P326, 
rather than 1c324 which is contemporary with the layer. A sample 
of daub weighing 1490 gm of fabric C was obtained from 1859 and 
it includsd a number of small pieces of wall daub with wattle 
impressions betwsen 6 and 14 w in dimeter. ‘Ihere was also a 
piece of type 1 oven plate and a large piece witb a moulded 
curving surface possibly from the sdge of the stoke-hole. 

In the base of the oven was a thick uniform lryer of loose fine 
dark grey ash and tiny charcoal fragments. Also in it were small 
fragments of burnt chalk and flint. Over this ~88 a thick 
unifom layer of burnt broken flints lying two stones deep, in a 
matrix of fine black char-al, ash and dark grey silt with 
occasional burnt rounded pieces of chalk up to 100 m size. 

Over the ares of ths stoke-hole was a layer of fine black 
charcoal, basicslly the same a8 on the oven floor. Beyond the 
edge of the oven and over a sari-circular area in front of the 
stoke-hole was a very ashy deposit trsmpled into the floor 
surface of the house, 

._ 



F335/F339 ?Oven type 1 CS60 Djl CP 7 

This small area of daub rests on the chalk floor 1893 of CS60 and 
vas sealed by 1869. 

Only a small remnant of this possible oven survived. The 
probable wall was 0.13 a thick and stead to a height of 0.08 RI. 
It was made of fabric C/E and had been baked and burnt 
particularly on the inside. On the inside of the wall was a flat 
smooth base* that was more a mixture of chalk and daub, 20 mm 
thick and less baked. 

This patch is 0.55 XI long 
about 0.8 m. 

, but the total diameter is estimated at 
It is likely that if this feature is a remnant of 

oven, it was partly destroyed by the construction of F326. ff 
F326 also cut through the edge of the hearth F343, then F343 and 
F335/339 could form a contemyrary pair. 

A small saaple of fabric B CL.& was retained front this feature, 
but it exhibited no distinctive characteristics. 



F353 Oven type 12 Bk CP 7 

+ + 

This oven was cmstructsd on a silt layer (1974) and was maled 
by an occupation layer (1935). 
general work area 

It appears to have been part of a 
, including a Clay mixing pit (F349), 

The base of this oven was constructed of a layer of mall rounded 
chalk lumps lo-30 mm in size very closely packed and having a 
well smoothed flat surface. Surrounding this area was a circular 
line of ro*ugh uneven chalk, delineating the position of the 
demolished oven walls. On the east the scarrp of the oven base in 
the chalk spread was mote apparent and part of the daub of walls 
survived alongside. The area of o m thus delineated amounted to 
0.38 sq II and was roughly oval in & rn measuring 0.64 x 0.75 x~. 
The remnants of wall measured 0.08 m wide and .only stood 30-80 
sm high. 
retained. 

me daub fabric of the walls was C/B, but no sample was 

Within the remnssta af tbs wall resting on the oven &me was a 
fine lens of black charcoal 20 mm thick. &hove this was a semi- 
circular patch of reddish yellow chalk tcxpered daub, Made up of 
individual fragments tightly packed‘together with a little silt 
fit teted between. 
sm thick. 

‘lbfs daub measured 0.7 rn wide and was about SO 

A ample of 3025 grr was tctained, including material fram a 
flotat fen rainplc. This daub could be clearly subdivided into two 

^ typest typs 1 oven plate and wall -daub, The oven plate had an 
t%ttcsely smetb flat surface, a rough underside with rare straw 
isprassions and was 30-10 m thick. A total of 18 perforations 
psrtly survived oartically piercing the plate. Their diameters 
oartied ft# 24-60 am* though the najority vere 29-36 MI. A few 
cam stam bpressims occurred OR ths underside of tba oven 
plate. 

tkmver the najority of wattle irpremiona occurred’on the wall 
daub. Thir hsd l raughrt mrface and wa8 20-40 mm thick. There 
~88 a total of 78 wrttlr impassions, ubich varied Ln dimter 
fwm 3 te Pf mm* tbwqh ever half mrs chartered betmen 9 and 
sm. m&8 is typical wall daub, bit its clew l mociatian:in an 
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oven base and with type 1 oven plate indicates it must be from 
the upper part of the oven walls, rather than from a building. 
The upper part of the oven must have been built over a wattle 
f ramevork. 

The overlying layer 1935 contained a quantity (410 cm) of similar 
wall daub. This was made in fabric C, was fired and had 20 
wattle impressions. These ranged in site between 10 and 18 nm. 
The outside surface was smooth and flat and the daub was up to 
45 mm thick. 

The wall daub and wen plate in the base of this feature must 
have been derived fram the upper part of the oven. However in 
terms of quantity there clearly is not enough to account for the 
whole oven, the majority of which !nu8t have been dwoli8hed and 
dumped elsewhere. An obvious answer is that the dump of what was 
clearly oven daub in the top of F349 was from F353. Hovever a 
closer examination of the daub suggests it was all from an oven 
base and no other varieties of oven daub were present. In view 
of the association of wall and oven plate daub with the base of 
F353, one would expect some evidence of these forms to be present 
with the demolished oven walls. It is most likely that the 
material in P349 is the remains of another oven that may have 
existed nearby, but possibly beyond the edge of the excavation. 



F355 Oven type 3 Xb CP 3 

Thirr oven wao apparently unarjsociated with any structure and was 
sealed by layer 1993. 

pf60rn base had been cut into the natural chalk to a depth of 
The sides were undercut slightly so at the bottom it 

u~asu&d 0.31 x 0.37 m and at the lsurface of the chalk 0.29 x 0.4 
m. Tha natural chalk had’clearly been burnt grey around the base 
and sides. To the north there was a trench with rounded base 
slea8uring 0.4 m long and 0.23 in wide, which sloped down to the 
oven base and apparently formed the stoke-hole, It i8 al80 

possfble that the wOrn hollow (ph 10087) in front of thi8 was 
alara associated; it wa8 roughly circular wteasuring 0.76 x 0.86 m. 

Around the edge of the oven on the surface of the chalk was part 
of a circular rim of daub, mainly surviving on the south side. 
This wa8 0.15 m wide, but only SO m high: homer it pmbably 
represents the base of the men walls , which would have formed 
the superstructure above ground level. a sample of 280 qaa was 
retained, which was fabric, C, baked to a light brom or reddish 
ye1 low colour. m the sauth,of this was a further aed-circular 
spread of the 8ame LIort af daub (IO-30 mm thick) which was 
probably part of the fallen oven wall trampled into the ground. 

On the bum of the oven was a thin black layer (2) of flecks and 
fragment8 of charcoal in fine silt. This.was floated and 
produced a few mall fragments of daub, probably derived from the 
oven wall8. Over thi8 was a thick grey arhy layer (11, which 
contained many burnt flint fragment&, flack8 of chatcoalr very 
little chalk, but a high quantity of pottory. There uere 
alro eeRe 4rrtrb *ark tmq a Rmple *f a15 4wnr zhe 
pieeea were rixti in c8alactsr2 &u&a fairly hard and fired, 
whil8t other8 were more lightlybaked, @oft and powdery: They 
mrcl all n&d* at fabric C. The liqhtly baked pieces may have 
eem frcrrn the oven wall& but no ahap, uuwived. The fired 
frrgmntr bed a moothi flat 8urface and though no perforation8 
mrr parent, they Iaokud rimilar to fraqmntr of oven plate. 

P$Ylii 
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F356 Rf CP 4 

0 1 2 Mms 3 F356 
0 1 Metre 1 

This oven was ccqstructed on layer 1999 and waf sealed by layer 
1993. 

This oven was very well preserved and initially in excavation it 
appeared a8 a subrectangular ma88 of daub, 1.0 x 0.8 m. It 
appear8 that the oven either just collapsed or wa8 demolished, 
but not removed and dumped elsewhere. Careful removal of the 
fallen fragment8 revealed the well preserved base in 8itu (Fig 
4.93 and Plate8 47 and 48). 

The oven measured 0.5 m in diameter (0,4 m internally), the basic 
structure being circular (0.2 8q m in area) in plan. and was 
constructed of thin daub walls, only 30-40 mm thick standing to a 
maximum height of 0,lJ m. They wereaadtof reddish brown daub 
of fabric type E, with chalk and flint temper and burnt black on 
some of the inner 8urface. The inner surface was well smoothed 
atid even@ though somewhat variable, but havinq the most reqular 
surfaces around the stoke-hole. The outer edqe was rather rouqh 
with no proper finish and the lower part had been set into a 
hollow in the underlying silt with a line of chalk and flint 
blocks 80-120 mm in siae packed around the edqe# apparently s8 an 
outer support for the walls. The walls and base were 
continuously curved to form a rounded bowl shape, 

A sample of daub of 12.6 kg was retained from the oven walls, 
8tOke-hole8 and ba8e. It was basically al 1 the same daub fabric 
6, pink or light brown to dark reddish brown in colour with chalk 
and flint teaper. kimever it wss moticesble that over the bs8e 
of the oven, it was much coarser with more inclusions than in the 
wall, which had finer and fewer inclu8ion8, 

Cirfug had been 8tost intense on the ba8e and sides in the srea 
close8t to the stoke-hole, whilst the oven walls towards the back _ 
and sides did not appear to have been baksd to the ssme decree. 



The base of the stoke-hole was well preserved on the east side 
and was 0.12 m wide. On either side was the base of a rounded 
arch, the foot of which extended out in front of the oven to 
form a point, 0.25 R long on the north side and 0.1 m long on the 
south. Large vertical holes inside the stoke-hole wall were at 
first thought to be a means of controlling air flow, but when the 
oven was taken apart it became clear that these were the voids 
left from a wattle framework , as the charcoal of the carbonixed 
ends survived at the base. 

There appears to have been a second stoke-hole, also 0.12 m wide 
adjacent to the south, but not so well preserved. Considerable 
wear, which had removed much of the daub surface, suggests 
cinders and ashes were raked out through this stoke-hole. On its 
south side close to the top was a flat daub surface, on the 
outside of the wall. This may have been on a level with an upper 
surface inside the oven, such as an oven plate. 

In front of the oven on the east was a hollowed area 0.7 m long 
and 0.9 m wide, which had been lined on the surface, at least 
near the oven, with the same type of daub. 

The oven appears to have been constructed around a wattle frame 
and was fired sufficiently to corbonixe the wattles enclosed 
within the daub. Either side of the stoke-hole were particularly 
large holes, which measured 50 x 30 mm, 40 mm and 20 mm. In the 
base of these were the ends of the carbonized wattles, which 
apparently formed a support for the arch and walls around the 
stoke-hole. There was one other large wattle 25 mm in 
diameter, but the remainder in the walls measured between 7 and 
17 mm, with the majority clustering between 10 and 14 mm, The 
wattles appear to criss-cross to some extent though there was no 
obvious interweaving of the wattles on the daub from the oven 
base. One piece had about six wattles running parallel to each 
other and the impression qained is that most of the wattles were 
set vertically in the base walls. 

Over the whole of the oven base both within and to a lesser 
extent over the stoke-hole area to the east was a mass of broken 
daub from the collapsed superstructure of the oven. A sample of 
this weighing 7480 gm was retained, but many fragments with no 
shape surviving were discarded. In the base of the owen were 
fragments of daub mixed in with ashy grey silt containing a 
little chalk and occasional flints 50-70 mm and much charcoal, 
soot and ash (3). The fill of the stoke-hole area (2) consisted 
of fine black soot and charcoal, virtually chalk free. Infflling - 
the upper part of the oven was a greyish brown ashy silt (1) with 
pieces of charcoal, burnt chalk and grit up to 30 mm and 
occasional angular burnt f 1 ints , which formed the matrix around 
the large quantity of daub fragments. 

Ths da& from these three layers is basically the same and though 
excavatlea as separate layers , the daub is described here, as a. 
wt.ole to avoid repetition. In all the daub samples the fabric 
w?s Lhe same, type E, with chalk and flint temper, though that 
fr em J;~cund thaw stoke-hole area had a proportion of burnt chalk 
ad flint, which presumably resulted. ftum the greater heat 
generate! in this area* It was clear that all the daub collapsed 
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around the stoke-hole was better fired than the rest. The daub 
divided into qroupst that which is clearly part of a type 1 oven 
plate and that with wattle impressions or wall daub. 

The oven plate has surfaces varyinq from well smoothed to gently 
undulating or slightly ridged from f inqer wiping. The thicknecs 
of the plate varies from 30-58 mm. A total of 22 perforations 
was observed varying in diameter from 15 mm to 60 mm, with a 
couple that were about 80 mm, at least at the top, since one was 
clearly conical, thinning to 60 mm at the base. Another conical 
perforation measured 60 mm at the top thinninq to 30 mm at the 
base. One of the pieces curved up, as though to join the oven 
walls and it had wattle impressions close to this edge on the 
underside. Generally the surface underneath is rouqh and 
irregular with a mass of coarse straw impressions with stems up 
to 5 mm wide covering it. 

The wall daub with wattle impressions is generally thinner than 
the oven plate, lo-45 mm thick, though mostly less than 30 mm. 
The outer surface is basically flat and rouqhly smoothed and on 
the inside are the wattle impressions , some clearly interwoven. 
The wattles range in size from 6 mm to 27 mm, the rods measuring 
between 5 and 20 mm, and the sails between 15 and 27 mm. 

There is no reason to assume that the daub with wattle 
impressions was derived from anything other than the oven walls. 
Most of the daub was within the oven base or immediately in front 
of the stoke-holes mixed with the oven plate fragments. This 
type of wall daub was previously thouqht to derive from the 
buildings, possibly the post structures, but it is clear that in 
this example it was part of the oven walls, probably from the 
upper walls and possibly domed top. 

Among the’other daub from the stoke-hole area, was a 
subrectangular block of daub, also fabric E, weighing 745 gm. It 
was slightly damaged, but measured 105 x 115 mm, by 58 mm thick. 
The surfaces were roughly flat and the sides convex with rounded 
corners. On one surface was an irregular depression and groove. 
It is well fired and burnt and presumably had s6me use associated 
with the oven, though what this was is not clear. A very similar 
object occurred in P6S7 associated with oven daub. 

Unfortunately none of ine upper part of the stoke-hole was 
recognized, but it is possible this broke up into small fraqments 
not recognizable as stoke-hole arch. There is no evidence among 
the daub for an own cover or flue, .so it is most likely. that the 
upper part of the 3ven was shaped like a simple dome over the 
oven plate with an opening above the stoke-hole to provide access 
to the upper part of the oven. The oven plate was possibly 
placed at the same level as the flat platform immediately on the 
south side of the stoke-holes. 
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F366a Oven type 1 Iib CP 3 

+ + 

F366 

0 1 2kves 

This oven was constructed on layer 2080 and was sealed by layer 
2076. 

This oven base took the form of a penannular ring of daub over a 
puddled chalk base. It measured 0.7 m in diameter (0.42 m 
internally) , and the walls were 0.15-0.18 m wide. 

The floor of the oven was formed of an irregular spread of 
puddlti chalk (3) containing many small chalk fragments 10 mm and 
less in siad. It is possible part of this chalk spread to the 
north of the oven served as a hearth (see F366b). 

On this base was a ring of yellowish brown daub, burnt to a 
pinkish colour on the inside. A sample of 520 gm of this was 
retained : il was fabric G with chalk temper, and very soft and 
powdery0 As a result of these characteristics the surfaces are 
very worn* but some wattle impressions survive. Mixed with this 
was some much harder, better fired daub, made in fabric C. The 
surface was very irregular covered with large finger tip 
depressions. The pieces were 15-20 mm thick with wattle 
impressions on the inside. There was a total of nine wattle 
impressions measuring between 12 and 17 nun, 

Within the daub walls resting on the chalk floor was a thin layer 
of black charcoal-rich silt. This is typical of the lowest fill 
of an oven. 

What remained of this oven was worn and trampled. It appears 
that the majority had been demolished and dumped elsewhere, but 
fragments of the upper walls had got mixed and trampled with 
remnants of the base. There were two gaps in the walls on the 
north and south sides of 80 and 50 mm, but neither looked like 
the remains,of a deliberately constructed stoke-hole. 

It could passibiy be type 2 with walls trampled to be wider than 
original and so much destroyed stoke-hole not showinq at this 
level. 
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Demo1 ished ovens 

Demolished oven from P2032 CP 7 

There was a large amount of daub disposed of in this pit, mostly 
from layers 4, 5 and 6. In total almost 108 kg of daub was 
retained. Layer 3 also appears to have been associated with the 
oven in that it consisted of a lot of charcoal and burnt 
material, that is typical of the fill on an oven floor. There 
were four categories of daub , which are separately described. 
This is followed by a general discussion and interpretation of 
the material. 
. 1. Oven base/walls 

layer 6: 10.575 kg: fabric C 

A group of fragments apparently came from the oven base/wall. 
There are several pieces shaped into a curving rounded edge with 
impressions of flat tabular fifnts on the inside at right angles. 
These pieces probably formed part of the edge of a stoke-hole. 
Another thinner curving piece possibly comes from the top edge of 
the stoke-hole. On the back c\Z this were a lot of wattle 
impressions suggesting it did come from the upper part of the 
oven walls. The rounded edge was curving in two pl anes 
apparently following the curve of the oven walls as well as the 
top of the stoke-hole arch. The outer surface is deeply 
undulating with a thickened ridge around the edge and a second 
running parallel behind it (Fig 4.96). 

A number of the fragments had wattle impressions, totalling 40 
rods measuring between 6 and 20 mm and in addit ion four sails 
measuring between 17 and 31 mm. They clearly curved to follow 
the shape of the oven and vith,some there were cleat impressions 
of leaves attached. Which species is represented is uncertain, 
but the leaves were of a broad-leaved variety similar to hazel. 

ii. Wall daub 

layers 4 and 6; 7.44 kg; fabric C 

,The outer surface is.basically flat, but rough and irregular, 
with polygonal cracks (possibly the effect of quick drying or 
excessive heating of the daub). The fragments vary in thickness 
from 10-50 mm. One fragment had an area of smoothed inner 
surface@ but generally the inside was covered with interwoven 
wattle impressions. There were 326 rods measuring between 5 and 
24 mm, of which 838 were clustered between 9 and I7 mm. There 

‘were 31 satls, measuring ,between’l!S and 31 mm, which included 
three pairs of double sails. 
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iii. Oven plate - type 1 

layers 4 and 6; 36.775 kg; fabric C 

This daub cases from a massive type 1 oven plate, which must have 
been much more substantial than those represented by sost other 
samples. The upper surface is flat and smaoth, though a number 
of irregularities and depressions occur caused by a variety of 
objscts including straw, fingers and stones. The surface is also 
covered by polygonal cracks , similar to that on the surface of 
the wall daub. 

There were about ten particularly massive pieces 120-160 1111 
thick, but most of the pieces were about 70 mm thick. Two pieces 
appear to come from the edqe, where the undersurface slopes up 
to form an acute angle with the upper surface. 

The underside was covered by a mass of wattle and leaf 
impressions. A few of the very small stems could be either twigs 
or straw, but the latter is less likely in this case. The 
impressions measured between 6 and 45 mm and totalled 103 of 
which 57% measured 3-7 a@n diameter. However some of the larger 
stems appear to have been obscured by the mass of leaf 
impressions attached to the twigs and stems. Many of the leaf 
impressions could be clearly seen joining onto the stems. Though 
the leaf impressions were profuse , large and some of the best 
preserved occurring on daub, the species could not be positively 
identified, except to say it was a broad-leaved species similar 
to hate1 (the most likely candidate). 

The plate was pierced vertically by a total of 95 perforations. 
They were fairly closely spaced 50-100 mm apart; arranged 
apparently in a randem psttetn. ‘fhe perforrticms were ciroular 
or oval and generally cylindrical in profile, though sometimes 
flaring out around the top. This was more pronounced in a few 
?os$ to form a funnel shaped profile. Heasursments were as . 

: 
. 

top/-* 

3omm* 1 60 mm - 13 unmeasured - 19 40 mm-15 mm - 1 
35mm- 2 65mm- 3 8s mm-40 nun - 2 
40 mm - 13 7omm- 7 80 mm-15 mm - 1 
45mm- 4 tsmm- 2 
50 mm - 22 8Omin- 1 
55 -. 4 

Thirty-six fragments of this oven plate had sufficient upper 
surface surviving , that measurements could be made along two axes 
to obtain an approximate indication of the area of the plate. 
This sraounted to 3.865 sg m, which represents an area 1.97 x 1.97 
m if square or 2.22 m in diameter if circular. I. . 
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iv. Oven cover 

layers 4, 5 and 6; 9.11 kq, 6.3 kq and 37.47 kg; fabric A/R 

This material came from three layers , the majority being in the 
lowest, layer 6. Though recovered and recorded as three separate 
samples, they are basically the same material providinq the same 
information. 

The daub forms a piano-convex plate, generally SO-55 m thick, 
occasionally up to 60 mm and thinner towards the e&e, where it 
was 40-45 mm. 

The overall shape appears to have been square or rectangular, as 
a small proportion of pieces had stxaiqht edges and three 
appeared to come from squared corners. The edqe of the plate 
varied from a vertical flat side to one acutely anqled 
undercutting the top: this sometimes had a bevelled edge. 

There were a few pieces with evidence of a curved edqeI;fh;dltrqe 
circular flue, which laeasured s. 120 m in diameter. 
gently curving lip joining a vertical edqe. In addition a few 
fraqments provide evidence of additional smaller perforations. 
There were at least four present, which measured 32 mmr E. 40 
mm and 30 x 40 mm in diameter. Their relationship to the central 
flue is not known, but it is possible they encircled it as in 
type 2 oven plates. 

The upper surface was very smooth and covered in innumerable 
rounded concave depressions. These measured between IO-15 mm x 
10 nm, mostly oval rather than circular. The depth varied from 
S-13 mm. ft is clear that these were made by pressing a finaer 
tip into the clay as in many the impression of the finqer nail is 
visible. Where the finger had been held vertically this resulted 
in a deeper asymmetric profile, whereas if the ffnqer was held 
more horizontally the profile was shallower (2-6 mm) and nmre 
symmetrical and the finger nail impression if any close to the 
top edge. This was clearly deliberate decoratian, but it forms 
no particular pattern, being rsthet ranrlomly arrancred and of 
variable density. 

The lower surface of the oven cover is shallowly ridged, clearly 
covered by parallel concave striations lo-15 mm wide formed by 
fingers smoothing or atouldinq the clay. These were qenerslly at 
right angles to the outer edqe, when present. On many of the 
fragments the lower surface’ had been burnt black. 

In general the daub is fired throughout, though some pieces 
clearly varied from fired to baked to raw daub. 

The daub from layeto 4 and 6 (S was forootten) was mealuted where 
the decorated surface survived to provide a rough crtimate of the 
mfnimue~overall site of this oven cover, This awuntecl to t.OSt 
so m and 4.422 sq m - a total of 5.479 so mb These two values 
had a very similar ratio to the ueiqht of each sample and on thi8 
barir the quantity in layer S was e8tfmated at O,?Pt au I* This 
provider a grand total of 6.216 au me which if souare rtpresents 
an atee of 2.49 x 2.49 ik 
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Tbe daub in thi8 pit clearly must have derived from a rinqle 
source, aa it was all part of the same deliberate dump, thouqh 
subdivided into mveral layer8. The oven cover wa8 clearly a 
prefabricated movable(?) object tbat had been taken and thrown 
into the pit face downward8 a8 one or perhaps a couple of pieces, 
wbicb bad 8battered and spread over the pit in the process. 

Tbe association of ~811 daub, oven base/wall and type 1 oven 
plate 8uggertr that basically a caplete oven was demolished and 
disposed of in the pit. The remains sf the wall daub and oven 
base however give no real clue to the overall site of the 
structure as the quantity of daub recovered - a mere 18 kq 
(compared to the incolnplete retrieval fros F326 and ?356 of 38.85 
kg and 20.3 kg respectively) suqqests much of the oven walls and 
base was disposed of elsewhere or left in situ somewhere in the 
nearby unexcavated areaa It is very U- the daub was 
brought any great distance to be dumped, but there is no obvious 
feature in the excavated area which could have been its base. 

The estimates for the surface area of bath the oven plate and 
oven cover provide mime indication of the overall size of the 
Wructure, The Oven plate est imatcd at 3.865 so m is al ightly 
ssaller than the oven cover, which may have been as rnucb as 6.216 
sq I. If the oven is assumed to be square the oven cover 
indicates an area of 2.49 x 2.49 ga rend the oven plate an area 
1.97 x 1.97 II. This 8uperficially looks very different, but if 
the oven plate was placed within the oven walls and the oven 
cwer was resting over the top of the walls, the difference in 
area is accounted for by oven walls with a width of about 0.2 ma 
It is po88ible the lower walls and base were thicker than this so 
there wa8 a le8qe on wbiob the oven=plrte could be teated. rt is 
porribla the walls above the oven plate w@re constructed on a 
wattle framework which produced the wall daub. 

It is difficult to be certain about the overall fors of the oven’ 
reprewnted here, but the evidence suggests that it was generally 
much larger than the bases that have been preserved in situ, me 
largest of these (P219) has an area of only 1.13 II! by cOBlparison. 

Apart from a mall fraoment of alao from layer SV there appears 
to bave been no industrial material associated with this daub. 
tt fir more likely that the oven bud 8ome domatic use* A certain 
8muunt of carbonbed orain wa8 n5ted in encavation and a, sample 
warn taken. It is possible a larqe oven such aa this was used for 
drying grain, but further work needs to be done to exsminc such a 
porstbility. 
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Demlished oven from P2110 CP 7 

The main sanplaa of daub cage from the lowest layer (5) a 
deliberate tip on the bare of the pit. From the upper layers 
were a few mall acarplca of fabric I( as well as a larger OM in 
(S), some of which had area8 of flat surface. 

The three varieties of daub from layer 5 are each described 
aeparatcly below , follow&l by a yancral discussion. 

. 1. Oven base/wall 

2.57 kg (+ 3.835 kg which could belong to this or the other 
two categories); fabric C 

So&e of the pieces have a gently emvex surface and there were 
8-e that appeared to have been packed against flint, including 
one wedge-shaped pi ccc. Two pieces uith a rounded convex surface 
paraibly came from the edge of a stoke-hole. There were a few 
wattle impression8 on we fragaenta, including one with a leaf 
impression attached. 

ii. Wall daub 

17.145 kg: fabric C 

The exterior surface of the wall daub was variable wf?h flat, 
smooth surfaces, shallow ridsinq from finger wipino and much 
rougher surfaces with many irregularities. The averaqe thickness 
is 29-G 1~~ but it varies from S-60 mm. 

The inside was covered by numerous wattle impressions, totallinq 
355 rods and 96 Bails. This included 11 double aaila and a fev 
apl it wattles. The rods measured 1-20 am in diameter, with the 
meant median and mode of the curve all at about 15-16 mm* The 
sails neasured between 16 am and SO am in diaaetcr rith nearly 
70% between 16 am and 2S *mm, The inner surface of the daub was 
often roughly smoothed betueen wattles. 

iii. Oven.blata tm 1 

11.485 kgt fabric C 

There were about 25 pieces, which clearly belonoed to the oven 
plate, though 11-e of the pieces with only a surface surviving 
could be from this rather than the oven wails. 

%Q upper 8urtm~ ir will asmeW and flat, thocah ttnrlalstinq 
alightly l d aomatima with l frw alight irnsulatitierr The 
uhdwrurface W&I rruch=roughar aad more Itregulrt, ~~(rted in 
dense 8trau inpre8aiona and occarionrl w&ttlca. The thickn?aB 
vatiad frm &out: 30 lm to & r~xiruln of 90 am. 

A’ total of $0 perfomti6na. wholly or pirtly. l wvived smeeally 
piercing. the plate uarticatly, but I few had .be~n made 
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diagonally. ‘Ftre perforations vere gcncrally circular or oval and 
a high proportion vere conical or funnel-shaped. Thcrc was one 
rubrectangular , at 1QaSt 40 11111 VidQ and thare was one inCOImplQt@ 
example made from the base to a depth of 10 am am! wcaaurinq 27 
Iii in dimetat. 

The sires of the perforations are as follower 

24 lam - 1 3fmlR-1 
27nn-1 36-02 
28m- 1 1Om-6 
29 111-l 46 mm - 1 
3om-3 somm-3 
32-01 6Oam-3 
33-91 7Onr-2 
34 am - 1 80 mm - 7 

top/base 
IS ian- am - 1 
c so mm-35 Sal - 1 

Ji z-20 zi 
55 ?A0 mrl 

- - 1 1 
- 1 (square base) 

60 mm-40 VI - 1 
60 x SO ins-36 x 30 mm - 1 
60 mm-31 am - 1 
65 x SO r-36 x 32 am - 1 

A rough +atinatc of the area of oven plate present was made and 
this indicated it ccaa at least I.565 aq m. If circular it trauld 
hava been at lcaat 1.41 x~ in diameter or 1.25 x 1.25 m if aauarer 
Hovevcr no evidence of the edge aurvivcd, which may indicate the 
;itpuraa built into the oven wall , rather than beincr a eovablc 

. 

Diacuuafon 

Thi8 group was clearly dominated by wall daub, which probably 
reprcacntcd the upper part of the oven walls. Some fragments of 
the lower oven walls/base verc prcaent, but clearly only@’ anal1 
preportiwb of the wbolc btnn baas fros the quantity. 
Qatinattd sire of the oven plate indicates that this oven was 
larger than those fauna in tit& ciovevc~ on the aa8umption that 
meat of t&&e @late w&a dm PlllO, it is clearly considerably 
mailer than that in P2032. howcvcr the oven plate is more 
raaaivQ in characttr than generally Qnoountercd, ao the oven may 
have been more akin to that in P2032, than thmke found in situ. 
Since thcac two pita arc not far apart, it was oonaidcr~her 
both groups of daub might derive from the same oven. Rovcvcr the 
fabrics and sites at+ sufficiently different in detail to show 
thir ir very unlikely. 

Auociatcd.with this drub lying,on the bare of P2110 was a largf 
quaritity of carbonixed timber alow with a lot of iron objceta. 
The+c de not appear to he a part of the oven and the timber was 
probably toe large to by fuel far it. Moreover burnt debris on 
the ovQn floor would probably have been dwpCa on tap of the daub 
or at lcaat riwed with it. 

It ir likely the daub c&n@ franr rQ~ativQly ClC38C by to be dumped, 
but thcrc ii no evidence within the ccxcrttrrtcd area of a fcaturQ 
likely to for@ an even base. IBVQVQ~~ this pit was rchtiVQ!ty 
cloak to the -Q of the l %trttatcrb area ati thQ own may have 
bQQn beyond .thir. 

lfrf? . 
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Demolished oven from P2346 Bl cp 7/e 

The daub from this pit occurred mainly in the lover layers 7, 8 
and 9, and it could be divided into four groups each described 
separately below. 

i. Wall daub 

layers 4, 7 and 8; 2695 qmy fabric C 

The surface was flat and rouqhly finished, varying from very 
smooth to undulatinq vi th finger ridsea. Occasionally the inner 
surface protruded bctvccn the vattlca and hcd been anmothed off. 
The thickness varied from 15-M am. 

Coverinq the inner surface was a total of 101 rod iepreaaiona and 
nine irprcaaiona of sails. The rods maaurcd from 6-22 am in 
diaaeter with auantitica aprcad fairly evenly from 8-18 mm, 
except for a aliqht peak at 15-17 mm. The sails mcaaurccl lb-25 
mm in diQf@QtQt. 

The daub fabric appears to bc caacntially the same as the oven 
plate froa4 this pit. 

ii. %Jpe 1 oven plate 

layers 7, 8 and 9; 8365 qm; fabric C 

These fragments clearly came from a substantial oven plate. The 
upper autface was very smooth and flat, but the underaidc was 
irrcqular with straw and wattle impressions. The straw stem 
inprcaaion8 were 2-C am wide and the vattle impression8 measured 
9-4s tll in diameter. *he vattlca tended to occur on better baked 
fraqnnta, arranqed in a grid pattern. Sme af the wattles had 
1-a l ttachcb, from am unidentitifcd apedas, but apparently 1 
deciduous broad-fcaved variety; haaQf beinct the most likely 
candidate. Where the straw atcaa occurred, they covered the 
surfaces densely lyinq parallel and mostly 100-120 ma lanu. A 
aiPaturQ of straw and vattlea occurred on’ some frkumcnta 
indicating only one plate is replccaented. 

Piercing the plate vertically vcre at least 16 perforationa, 
vhich atearuted in dia@etcr 30 mm (21, 33 mm (I;), 10 mm {SI, 45 mm 
(11, 50 am (11 and 60 ma4 (1). !Phe plate thickens around the base 
of the perforations, me of vhfch mre aliqhtly funnel-shaped 
and occaaiona~~y at ‘an anqlc rather than vertically. 

MQ thickness of the plata varied fran IS am to 120 am. The 
ruiaun thicknear occurted mow& the perforations usually and 

_ .-away frm this It. ,avtragd 70-80 am _ 

‘PhcrQ were howcvcr a few piecer vhich vcre much thinner 3040 mn 
thick, two of vhich had a very smooth underride. ‘hro framenta 
ala5 8ppeaq to tom? frauI .thc Q&e of I pfrtrt cm OnQ tha 
undersurface cuxvca up to join 6 circular edu~ and 083 the other 
ma B flat berbiIrd e&e* apparently l tratabt., :L is poaaiblc 

2tre8 
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these fragrant6 cme from a different oven pl,ate, but it would 
also be posrriblc thst the same oven plate got thinner towards the 
edges. 

iii. ?Dampet plate 

25 gn; fabric K, fired 

There were three fragment6 joinin to form a flat plate 10 sm 
thick and mersuring 65 m wide and over 80 m long. One surface 
was flat and ssmoth, whilst the other was basically flat, but 
slightly convex and curving up at the edge. This was 
irregular, but the overall shape appears to have bscn 
rectangular, The clay was well fired and it 8~~66 likely that 
this object wau associated with the oven in s-8 way. It 
possibly foraed a daaper to control the draught through a 
stoke-hole or flue. 

iv. ?Oven cover 

layers 7 and 8t 990 gmt fabric L 

This material forms a flat slab 50-70 ma thick. One side is 
flat, but the other is more irregular with sose impressions and 
ridges from fingers roulding the clay. Though there are no 
distinctively ehaped or decorated fragments, this material was 
very possibly part of an oven cover. 

Discussion 

This material was all dumped as part of the deliberate fill of a 
late pit in the stratigraphy of ssquencc i3. The daub has the 
rppsarance of deriving from a demolished even, which is 
only partly represented by this dump. Though there is nothing to 
itiicata overall sire, the thickness of the men plate suggests 
it was a fairly substantial structure. The possibility of an 
associated oven cover uould also indicate that it had more in 
cumm with material from P2032 than any af the in ai& oven 
bases. Xt has therefore been regarded as type 4, 

.Considering the relationship of the pit to a stratified sequence, 
on+ right have expected to find some evidence of an Oven base 
fron which the material dcriwed, There is no daub typical of an 
oven base in the pit, so it nay have been left in 8itu, in which 
case it should have bsen fairly otwiaurr or dum&5?inother pit, 
but none in the area has produced another rubstsntial mnple. 
There is in fact nothing in the excavated area roughly 
cofmmporary, that ~opld psas for an oven bare or 8ite of an 

. Oven. ,. . . . ,. _ . 



Nkmolirhed oven frm P349 Rk cp7 

This was a conic&l Cl&y nixing pit with the oriairlal sandy Clay 
lining the Side6 and infilling the base. Rowever the remainder 
of the pit was filtcd with yellow daub and burnt debris. 

A nass of yellowish brown or reddish yellow daub had been dmnped 
into the partly emptied pit. The lowcat layer (2) was almost 
solid daub and a 6axplc of 9895 qlr was taken. Rowever af tcr 
exaaination only 3695 QRI was retained. This was fabric C, 
lightly bakad and burnt red in places and in the najority of 
pieces little or no shape 6urvived. One piece had a piano-convex 
surface po66ibly from the edge of a stoke-hole, 

Above this mass of coxpressed clay was a mixture of clayey soil 
with a lot of large angular flints lo-15 cxtI numerous small 
Shattered burnt flint6 40-80 amr much charcoal and a number of 
fragments of burnt and baked red and yellow daub. A sumplc of 
the daub of 5.4 kq was taken 
was retained. 

, but after examination only Id00 em 
This was similar to the material from layer 21 

it wss fabric C, a few pieces havine a rouqhly smoothed flat 
surface. 

The general evidence of these tw6 layers sugqest all the material 
derived from a type 1 oven. The daub is typical of the lower 
walls and base of this oven type and the Presence of large flint 
nodules 6ugge6t6 there was flint coursine within the Walls as is 
usual l T)ie burnt flints and charcoal are typical of the debris 
occurring right in the base of this oven typa. Nor was there any 
oven plate or wall daub airted up with it and these daub forms are 
not USUally USSoCiUted with type 1 oven bases, ft was at first 
thouqht this debris derived frtnn P353, but closer exainatinn of 
the material soggast6 they were incompatible and that daub frim 
F349 represents another dcrroltshcd oven somewhere in the area. 

03tClU - ’ 



Oven material frm P13SO cp 7, sp I3i; CS4Ob 

This Pit uPPears to have a rePre6entative fragment of every part 
of an- oven- ihroughout 

1) Fabric C 30 96 

3) Fabric A 81 gm 

5) Fabric E 15 gm 

S) Fabric C 2400 gm 

8) Fabric C 203 gw 

10) Fabric E 224 gm 

10) Fabric C 124 gm 

II) Pabric C $9 gm 

it8 fill. 
Wall daub with wattle impression6 11 mm 
and 12 1p1 dianeter 

Oven cover: 50 661 thick; smooth flat 
surface with half of oval or circular 
depression of fiftg@rtip decoration (Cf 
P2032) 

Wall daub, 20 8113 thick, with smooth flat 
undulating surface and two wattle 
impressions 16 and 30 mm diameter 

Oven base: one larqe piece has a very 
smooth, flat surface one side and a sore 
undulating concave one on the other. The 
inner surface was baked and reddened to a 
depth of 30 mm. %tal thickness 130 6m. 
Smaller fragments are basically similar. 

Wall daub, 50 mm thick, with rough 
sanoothed flat outer surface. Seven wattle 
impressions: rods - 11, 12, 15, 18, 22 mm; 
sails - 20, 26 mm diameter 

Rough flat surface over 53 am thick ??6ven 
wall base) 

Type 1 oven plate: smooth flat. upper 
surface, pierced by part of a circular 
perforation 35 mm diameter. The lower 
surface is unusually even and fiat and is 
covered in a mass of ocgetation 
impressions which look like fern or 
bracken fronds. Thickness 30-40 mm 

frregular-shap6d lump, roughly elliptical, 
with numerous straw impre66ion6 Of Stem8 
2-4 mm wide and up to 35 mm long 
incorporated in the daub and eoverincr the 
surface. 

i OW31 . . 



Owen material from P2534 

Fragments of daub throughout pit, most probably from Owen wall 
base; lesser quantities of clay might have derived from oven 
cover. cp 7. 

1) Fabric E 

2) Fabric C 

3) Fabric E 

4) Fabric B 

Fabric C 

5) Fabric B 

6) Fabric S/C 

7) Fabric C/E 

8) Fabric C/E 

9) Fabric C/B 

10) Fabric B 

12) Fabric B 

13) Fabric C 
Fabric E 

1) Fabric A 

5) Fabric L 

6) Fabric L 

7) Fabric B/L . -. 

12) Fabric L 

70 gm 

16 gm 

4 gm 

10 gm 

68 gm 

190 qm 

1173 grill 

763 gm 

1610 gm 

1650 gm 

139 grill 

5s gm 

9gRI 
20 gm 

1s gm 

9s gm 

t90 gm 

io gm 

10 gm 

Two wattle impressions 14 and 17 mm 

Possible fragment of oven structure 

Possible fragment of oven structure 

Flat smooth surface slightXy burnt and 
blackened; one wattle impression 
Rough flat surface 

Smooth, slightly curved or convex 
surface with a few fine straw 
impressions and three wattle impressions 
17 mm, 21 mm and 35 mm diameter 

A few flattish surfaces: one rounded 
concave surface from edge of Pstoke- 
hole; fairly thick 

No shape survives, but up to 80 mm thick 

Fragmentary areas of shaped surface, 
some convex 

Smooth flat surfaces some burnt black: 
one wattle impression 15 mm diameter: 
thickness +30 mm 

Remnant of surfaces survive: three 
wattle impressions: rods - 10 and 13 mm, 
sail - 19 sfiruneter 

Smooth flat surface +25 mm thick: two 
wattle impressions 

One wattle impression 9 mm diameter 
No shape 

Flat surface 

No shape 

No shape 

Smooth flat surface with moulded edge to 
reugher sueface 8t right angles 

No shape 

23tCl2 = .; . 
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5) Fabric C/B 90 gm No surface, but some straw impressions 
and one wattle 11 mm diameter could 
suggest oven plate 1 

8) Fabric F 27 gm Irregular shape with a lot of fine straw 
stem impressions. 

” 

,23ui!l3 . _ 
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List of oven base/walls 

P1161(2,8) CP 7 

P1388( 1) CP 4 

Ph 3940(l) - 

Ph 3959(l) ?cp 6/7 

Ph 4173(l) ?cp 4-6 

Pb 4352(l) 

Ph 4570(l) 

Ph 4649(3) 

?cp 7 

Ph 5269(2) 

Pl411(6) 

cp 7; If 

?cp 8: Ia 

CP 3 P1535(1) 

P1’545(6) 

PlS69(1) 

P1571(1) 

CP 3 

CP 3 

CP 5 

P1576(3,4,7) cp 5 

ql612( 1) CP 4 

Pl687(8) CP 8 

Fab C 

F 

C 

E 

E 

c 

E 

E 

B 

B 

G 

F 

G 

E 

E 

B 

C 

23101 

294 gm 

Flat smooth surface, frags of 
fabric C adhering: 12-17 mm 
thick; 80 ga 

Impressions of straw and two 
wattles: 13, 15 mm; 45 sm 

Two wattle impressions: 11, 
20 mm; 70 am 

!Fwo wattles: 10, 23 mm: rare 
straw impressions; 10 qm 

Wattle impression 10 mm: rough 
outer surface: 35 mm thick; 
2ogm 

Wattle impression 10 mm; 25 gm 

Seed chaff impressions: 
wattles 9, 11, 12 mm; also 
wedge-shaped frag lo-45 mm 
thick: 40 gm 

wattle impression 10 mm; 5 gm 

Some flat surfaces: 2235 qm 

TW wattle impressions: 7, 
17 mm; 50 gm 

Some straw impressions and 
four wattles: 14, 15 mm; 
275 q!n 

One wattle impression: 14 mm: 
5qm 

Two wattle impressions: 10, 
17 nun: 30 yin 

Six wattle impressions: 8, 10, 
11, 2 x 12 mm; 40 gm 

One wattle impression: 16 mm: 
15 qa 

Convex angled outer surface; 
50 mm thick; three wattlest 
1 l,, 12, IS mm; baked through- 
out; 270 gm 

. 
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P1698( 5) CP 8 

P1710(2) 

P1900 (7) 

P1930(2) 

F89(5) 

P1992(8) 

P2066(3) 

P2233( 1) 

P2115(2-5) 

” P2234(3,4) 

P2259(4) CP 45 

P2273 (2) CP 7 

L900 cp 5: Fk=cp7 

t905 

CP 6 

CP 8 

CP 3 

CP 5 

CP 7 

CP 7 

CP 7 

CP 7 

CP 7 

cp 7: Fk 

Fab B(K) 

B 

E 

G 

E 

C 

K 

C 

C.E 

C 

c 

E 

C 

B 

23tD2. 

Wedge-shaped with curved edge; 
one side smooth and flat, 
other slightly convex and 
appears to have been pressed 
against plank. Max thickness 
16 mm; 15 gm 

Rough and unshaped: some flint 
impressions; type A frags 
incorporated, possibly where 
oven plate built into oven 
walls; 3650 gm 

Smooth, slightly convex 
surface, well baked/fired; a 
few straw impressions and one 
wattle 12 mm; 30 gm 

A few straw impressions: 15 gm 

Flattish surface: over 50 mm 
thick; 1920 gm 

Flat or slightly curved 
surface: 380 gm 

Rough irregular surface dented 
by finger tips; fired; 20 qm 

Smooth undulating surface: two 
wattle impressions 16, 20 mm; 
200 gm 

A few occasional wattle 
impressions: 1030 gm 

Smooth f lat/pl ano-convex 
surfaces: one wattle 
impression 9 mm; 295 gm 

Some rough flat surfaces: 
650 gm 

Irregular flattish surfaces; 
+72 mm thick; 625 gm 

No clear shape, but has a few 
rough flat surfaces, some 
burnt black or reddened 
slightly; 4825 gm 

Some rough surfaces burnt 
black or red; 70-80 mm thick; 
a few pieces have small straw 
stem impress ions and three 
wattles: 12 and 13 mm; 
13,325 gm 



L919 

L125S 

L1266 

CP 7; Fj Fab I3 

cp 7; l3.J 

CP 7; Rj 

L1267 cp 7; Ej 

P2318(2) CP 6; Bf 

P2320(2=9j‘ cp 7: Ei-j 

P2377 cp 7; Ei 

L1345 cp 7: Ei 

E 

C.DtE 

C,E 

c 

23rD3 
. . . - . 

Several massive pieces 120-l 40 
nva thick; the largest has 
curving surface possibly edge 
of stoke-hole and on the 
opposite side a flat surface 
burnt black and daub reddened 
to 10 mm depth; another piece 
has flattish burnt surface and 
wattle impression inside 23 
mm; 18,225 gm 

Roughly smoothed flattfsh 
surface on some pieces; up to 
40 mm thick; a few small 
pieces have very well smoothed 
surface: three wattle 
impressions: 13, 1 S mint 
2150 gm 

Patch of yellow daub 0.56 x 
0.26 m; 30-40 1111 thick: smooth 
flat surface, underside rough 
and irregular; 680 gm 

Surfaces result of trampling 
of layer of daub: probably 
collapsed debris of oven F207; 
2670 gm 

Rough surface and large chalk 
lump embedded in one frag 
suggest oven walls samples of 
fab J and L in (2) and (4) may 
be associated with oven daub, 
but no shape; 1205 gm 

A lot of fragments occasionA 
ally with rough surface, 
baked1 some possible plank 
@zessionst also fab L 
associated and A/J adhering 
to one piece; 930 gm 

Pieces of daub occur through- 
out pit fill, plus rarer frags 
of fab R and L, Some siaugh 
surfaces; over SO mm thick3 
probably frags of oven base; 
1520 gm from (71, 265 om fraat 
rest of pit 

One piece with flat blackened 
surface, baked piAktsb brown 
on one side; another with gaad 
flat wnooth rurface 40 lull 
thick; 525 gra 

. . . _ _ 



L1393 CP 6; Ei-cp 7 lab C 

Ph 9363 cp 6/7: Ej 

P2547( 5) cp 7; 01 

L1542 

L1575 

cp 7: Dk 

E 

c 

C 

Cp 3; Dj2=cp 7 C 

L1583 

P2566(2) 

(3) 

cp 7: Djl C 

CP 6t Djl=cp 7 E 

E 

(4) E Roucth flat surfacet 900 qm 

. .23Gi4 

Surface probably results from 
trampling as layer; 60 mm 
thick; lightly baked; probably 
collapsed debris of F219: 
5250 cm 

A few flat rouqh surfaces, 
possibly disturbed remnants of 
(13931, where ph cuts layer: 
2075 qm 

Flat surfaces varying from 
quite smooth to rouqh: 
consists of two lots of daub - 
dark brown with smooth surface 
plastered over by paler daub; 
+55 m thick; three wattle 
impressions: 5, 16, 18 am; 
2720 qm 

The daub was 60 mm thick with 
rouqh surfaces either side; 
within the daub were two 
wattle impressions criss-- 
crossing with leaf and twiq 
(9 mm) attached to one: 14 mm 
and 17-21 mm in diameter: 
545 gin 

Rouqhly smoothed surfaCes, 60 
mm+ thick: some curving pieces 
and auite smooth surface: 
y;ibI$e perforation g 40 mm; 

Some rouqh flat surfacest 
3895 urn 

No shapes one wattle 
impress ion : 13 mm; 915 qm 

Large thick fraqs with two 
surfaces 60 mm thick; other 
pieces +70 mm and +90 mm 
thick: surfaces well smoothed, 
possibly curved; some frags 
have celar imprints of large 
flints - coursing in oven 
walls; a number of pieces with 
wattle impressions, total 46 
ranqing 4-40 mm diameter, most 
between 10 and 19 mm; one’ 
large leaf impression2 
49,645 qm 

i 



P2576(3) 

(4) 

P2579(4) 

P2580(2) CP 7s D 

cp 7; Mr-1 Fab L Flat smooth surfaces; +SO mm 
thick; four wattle 
irpressionet 14, 19, 21, 
27 mm; 3850 qm 

CP 7; D 

L Sstcmth flat surface; +50 mm 
thick; includes wedqe-shaped 
fragment; 2400 qm 

A Part of oven; edge of plate? 
11s Q;r 

E Smooth flat surfaceu, 8os1c 
burnt; straw/chaff 
irpressims; 200 gm 

(3) C Smoo~‘; uurfacest s-e slightly 
convex; 120 qm 

Daub from P2580 probably fraqs of oven F324, slumped into pit 

L837 

Ll941 

cp 7; Fl-cp 8 

cp 7, sp - Hl 

E Smooth flat surface with 
straight edqe, joininq plafiO- 
convex side; 60 IWI thick; 
possibly edge of stoke-hole in 
oven wall; 265 cm 

E E&moth concave surface; 
thickness 100 mm or more; 
550 gm , 

c Flat surface; 117 gm Ll969 

L198S 

cp 7 sp - Ek 

cp 7 sp - fik E Z&moth sl iqhtly undulating 
flat surface; 90 mm thfckt 
440 qm. 

-. 33rQ3 * 
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Ooen Platea TYRQ I 

Ph 6829 (11 ?abric C 4.07 kq 38332 (?cp 3) 

The oven plate ha8 a very smooth flat 8urfece, but gently 
undulat fng. -811 fregmntr of 8traw heve left impreaeianrr on 
the 8Utf8CQr pm8uably contrination fra the ba8e, where the 
irrQgUl8r 8Utfam u&8 COVQr()cI with dQn8Qly packed 8tr8U 
impreaeiona germrally running parallel to each other and 
mearurinq 2-S m in width. 

The pl8tQ ir pierced by circular hole8 of which 17 survive. 
Thea* perforationr tend to be funnel-ahaped, wider at the top* 
where they are often coal narrowing to the baae. Six QxQQplQ8 
aurvioed 8ufficicntly to bQ mQQ8urQdt 

:?x 6S am 
bQ8Q 
40 sun 

44 x c ss RR 
ss a?Ri Id mm 
JO m 35 I 
50 mm 
40 mm 

They are randanly spaced between 25 and 90 mm apart. 

The daub plate ia 33-70 aa thick and the plate generally appear8 
to have thickened around the base of each perforation. 

Hired with thi8 ovti plate uaa a quantity of ua11 daub of 
identical fabric and presumably derived frm the 8-e oven 
It?SlCtUZ’Q. 

P2233 (11, (21, (31 Fabric C 340 qmr 1630 gmr 5520 $w CP 7 

The plate ha8 a anooth flat or gently undulating 8urfac4, burnt 
black, pierced by nueerou8 perforations, the top8 of which are 
burnt and occasionally the bases, The overall thickness i8 60-72 
an ad remain8 fairly constant , being rrlightly more ~108Q to the 
edge, but there i8 no incrtast around the perforations. 

Part of the edqt ia rep~eatnted and thi8 ir clearly circular 
wl tn the diamtter eatimrted at f 0.6 m. fie profile at tht 
edge i8 8teeply rlopfnq undercutting tht upper edge rlightly. 
One fragntnt fran tht edge ha8 tht upper rurface curving up 
8tQQply t0 the edge. 

The lower rurface ir even md flat, oh9 smooth in place8 with 
toll@ fine 8trlW imprerrion8 and a few wettle8 3, 16, 21 and 25 #Hi 
in dimetar. There were remain8 of ten perforation8 on the 

_ = = 
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fragmmtr fram (1) and (2) of which aeven had the following 
ma8urQmQnt8: 23 m, 32 111, 3S II, 40 a~, SO m x 2, 60 nm. 

The perforation8 pitrcing the fragments fraa layer 3 were clorely 
8p~c~d 20-50 m apart and wet8 often funnel- or hour-g1888 
l haped . There waa a total of 16, which neaaurcd 25 mm, 28 111, 30 
m x 2, 32 mm, 3S m x 2, 33 mm, 40 m, SO m x 2, 60 mar 20 II, 
40-30 1110 

P2259 (2), (4k Fabric B 237; gm, 6075 g!a cp 3, 8p - ?k = cp 7 

The piecee of oven plate had a mth flat upper 8urface and it 
measured bttveen 55 a and 60 mm thick. There Yert remain8 of 
;~;l~efOtatiOn8 piercing the surfact , of which eight ana8urcd a8 

: 40 m x 2, 50 mm x 2, 60 twm x 2, 70 mm, 35 mu. 

A nun&r of pieces of the plate bad wattle impressions on the 
bast suggcrrting a supporting wattle framework. ThtrQ wtre quite 
e lot of fregments not positively identified a8 oven plate with 
WQttlQ ilrprt88iOn8, 80 it i8 likely that there i8 a mixture Of 
wall daub in the aaaple along with 8otBt pO88ible fragment8 of 
oven bQ8Q. Tht numbers and diINQn8iOn8 of the wattle8 are fully 
ii8ttd in the table8 Of Wattlt sites. 

/ 1 
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Oven Plate Type 1 - Summary 

Context Sglple cp 81) Fab Ptrf8: no, diain Burt ilBprt88iOn8 Th icknQ88 

PI161 (6) 3245 

O*P1291(1) 4367 

Ph 3840(l) 4386 

Ph 5208(l) 4419 

O*P1452(7) 4439 

*P1456(2) 4450 

*P1456(3) 4451 

+Pls30(7) 3741 

+*~1562(3) 4479 

*Ph 6391(l) 4508 

l Ph 6629(l) 4542 

*Ph 692911) 4SIS 

Ph 693711) 4546 

l Ph 6950( 1) 4570 

*Ph 6954(2) 4467 

* (2, 4451 

“Ph 69S9( 1) 4799 

*Ph 6959(2) 4802 

l Ph 7249(l) 4561 

O*L626 

a642 

0+*P1667(3) 

Pl660(1) 

?89(S) 

4592 

4494 

5168 

4627 

4646 

. I _ _ . :. . _ 

i . 
. 

.-. ._ 

7 

3 

e 

8 

7 

7 

33 

5 

7 

7 

7 

8 

6-V 

S 

a 

Jq 

c 

L 

J9 

Jf 

Jf 

bib 

Jb 

Jf4 

39 

w 

. 
_ _ I . . 

c 

E 

C 

c 

C 

D 

C 

C 

C 

D 

c 

E 

I3 

D 

E 

c 

D 

D 

E 

c 

c 

c 

8 

2; 3s mm 

1; 40 IIA 

1; 3slm 

3; 40 m x 3 

2; 3s mm x 2 

1; 40 nun 

5; 50, 55, 65 mm 
dTky8eround perfs top 

4; 20, 40, 45 mm x 2 

1: 4smm 

2: 30 111111 x 2 

17; 35-65 mm 

28 s 3s mm 

e 

- 

3; 30, 4s. 5s m 

3; 30, 3s ma 

33 40 sun x 2 
burnt upper 8udace 

7; g 15, 35-40 ma 

3~ 32 mm 

5; 47 $ 37 m, so + 4s mm 

6; 40-45 m 

8t 30, 3Sr so ml 

23r*to . 

. 

s?raw 

straw 

straw 

straw; 1 wattle 

8t raw 

straw: 3 wattles 

straw 

straw 

Straw 

straw, leave8 

straw 

straw 

8traw, wattle 

straw, leaf 

straw 

straw 

straw 

atraw 

8triw 

ttraw, 6 Wattle8 

8ttaw 

. ._. 

20-50 mm 

100 mm max 

c 40 lllm 

25-35 mm 

33-70 mm 

SO-65+ mm 

20-35 mm 

36 mm 

45 mm 

25-60 mm 

110 mll 

10-20, 60-70 uua 

m 

4s-970 Inin 

40-90 mm 

2s mm 



Context Sample cp sP Fab Perfs: no, diam Qase impressions Thickness 

+*P2032 (4 ) 6440 7 

+*P2032(6) 6619 7 

+P2110(5) 7189 7-8 

Ph 8326(l) 47S2 

G230( 1) 4755 

*P2182(2) 5476 

6 

7 

+*P2184(4) 5611 6 

O*P2233 ( 1) 5552 7 

O*P2233(2) 5502 7 

O*P2233(3) 5503 7 

OP2259(2) 5614 (617 

032259(4) 552s (617 

*P2300( 3) 5948 (4)6 

L938 5S69 7 

*L939 5595 7 

*P2346(7) 6213 8 

*P2346( 8) 6219 8 

*P2346( 9) 6102 8 

P2346(+) 6103 8 

P2350( 3) 6109 7 

*Ph 9013(l) 6211 -6 

0*82320(2) 6330 7 

t1488 64f2 3,-B/7 

” . . 
‘.’ : -’ .” . I . . ’ . . _ 

Gd 

Fk 

Fk 

Ff 

Fk 

FS 

El 

61 

81 

El 

Ef 

C 

C 

c 

c 

E 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

E 

E 

E 

E 

C 

C 

c 

C 

c 

D 

C 

Ei-j C 2; 60 mn 

Eh c it 30, 4s mm straw 38 mm 

23rbl l-12 

3; 35-50 mm straw, leaves, 
wattles 

50-80 mm 

95: 30-80 mm straw, leaves, 
area: 3.865 SQ m wattles 

60; 25-80 mm 
area: 1,565 sq m 

3: 35, 36, 37 mm 

1; - 

6; 40, 45, 35, 50 x 2, 
65 $ 45 mm 

straw, wattles 

straw 

straw, wattle 

leaves, small stems 
and sauared timber 

11 - 
fras of plate edge 

98 25-60 ima 
frag of plate edge 

7; 28-40 mm 

2: SO, 60 mm 

8; 35-70 mm 

23 25, 30 mm 

l;?Oma . 

2; 33, 34 nun 

9; 28-60 mm 

122 30-60 mm 

1; 35ma 

1: E 30 lnm 

- possible edge of plate 

- 

wattles, straw 20-60 mm 

small stems, 
wattles 

60 mm 

straw, wattle 60-72 IMII 

stems 

wat ties 

wattles 

straw 

flet 

straw 

straw, leaf, wattle 

straw, leaf, wattle 

straw 

wattle 

straw 22-30 mm 

flat ,with finger 
tip depre8siOn8 

70, 120-160 mm 

so-95 nun 

30-50 mm 

25 mm 

70-100 mm 

60-70 mm 

60 mm* 

55 mm 

25 mm 

30 mm 

45, 80 mm+ 

70-120 mm 

40-50 mm 

- 

65 mm 

20-25, 47 mm 



Context Sample cp sP Fab Perfs: no, diam Base irapress ions Thickness 

P2531(3) 6881 

P2535 (3 ) 

P2545(5) 

OP2547(2) 

I(3) 

P2565(2) 

o+p2579 ( 1) 

O*P2580(1) 

0++P1350(10) 

l P2589 (4 ) 

6896 7 

7328 7 

7331 7 

7332 7 

6914 3,=6 

7417 7 

9424 7 

7558 7 

7563 6,=7 

*P2593 (2063) 

*P2596(4) 

F35311) 

*F356( 1) 

(21 
. 

(3) 

L1943 

7579 7 

7569 7 

7549 6,=7 

7551 4 

7552 4 

7553 4 . 

7606 6,=7 

6 

Dl 

Dl 

Dl 

Da 

Dj2 

Djl 

Hi 

81 

Rk 

Hf 

Ek 

Ef 

Af 

Hf 

El 

C 

It 

6 

c 

c 

I3 

6 

6 

C 

C 

E 

8 

C 

8 

B 

WE 

C 

* wall daub present in same context/feature 
+ oven cover present in same context/feature 
0 oven base present in Same context/feature 

1; 45mm wattles 80-90 mm 
frag of plate edge 

1; 33 mm +33 mm 

2; 35, 36 mm 30 mm 

1; 341mn 1 wattle +33 mm 

No distinctive features, but very similar to daub from layer 2 

1; 35inm straw 45 mm 

1; 25 mm 

1; 28 mm 

1; 3s mm fern/bracken 30-40 mm 

18; 28-55 mm straw, wattle 23-65 mm 
frag of curved edse of 
plate 

1: 30 mm 

1; - wattle 40 mm 

13; 24-60 mm stems 30-40 mm 

12; 15-60 mm straw 30-40 mm. 

5; 40-80 mm straw, wattles 40-5s mm 

6; 27-80 mm straw, wattles 45-58 mm 

1; 32 mm s 40 mm 

23:013-14 . 
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Fabric A 
i%?#te type 2 

2640 gm cp 4 (but pit unexcav rted) 

These pieces formed a circular plate 2540 IWD thick in the centre 
of which was a large circular hole 155 mm in diameter, which 
probably formed the flue. Surrounding this survived remains of 
six 8mall perforation8 (probsbly a total of 12 originally). 
These were oval or circular and measured 20-35 mm in diameter. 
They were placed 20-25 mm from the flue edge and 35-70 mm from 
each other. Outside this ring of perforations the daub slopes 
away sharply on the top surface. Beyond this the daub is not 
preserved so what form the outer edge took is not known. 

Several much thinner fragments lo-13 mm thick do not appear to be 
part of the oven plate, but possibly formed a separate flat slab, 
which may have been used as a damper over the flue or some 
similar function. 

P1530 (l)-(6) Fabric K 2310 ga CP 8 Square oven cover 

Also ‘associated with this material was a substdntial amount of 
oven wall, type 1 oven plate and a clay weight. 

The main fragments of the oven cover occurred in layers 1 and 5 
of the pit with smaller quantities from the other layers. 

There were four large fragaents reconstructed to form an almost 
complete round flue rcasuring 100 x 87 ltl. It ap@ears to have 
formed an individual piece as the concave underside is not a 
broken surface, that would have joined onto a larger slab of 
daub, but it has 8 roughly mulded surface cover8d with finger 
prints. The upper. side is smooth and flat, but also has a 
number of fingertip depressions. It looks like a prefabricated 
detaehable flue, formed like a separate collar. It may have been 
made to fit over an old damaged flue or possibly it vas necessary 
to make one smaller. 

In addition to .the flue, there are some fragments from flat 
slabs, measuring 50-60-70 mm thick. The surfaces are very 
variable frcan smooth and flat to irregular and bumpy. &ne 
surface (3the upper) has a better finish, whilst the other has a 
lot of fingertip depressions (but not in the form of decoration 
as in P2032, but resulting from moulding the clay). Several 
fragments have a straight edge, which is slightly angled to form 
a bevelled edge. Often the side edge and rough (?under) surface . 
has been burnt black. This is most likely to be the outer edge 

‘df the oven cover8 possibly front the area over the stoke-hole, as 
it rJould be more likely to be burnt in such a position. 

___ II*liF.r-r.lf-: .: “,. ‘_. “.‘.‘. : :’ 1’ 1 : “ -..:“:I. . ‘:.:‘,- . . . ..r.. .;. “.‘.‘.L:. i. _.‘.e :..: . . “‘...Ti.. .I ,. ,. . ..‘..,...:..;,‘*~.L1 



Pl710 (2) Fabric A-R 20.5 kg cp 6 Square oven cover or ?OP 2 

This daub formed a square or rectanqular slab 40 mm thick. The 
surfaces top and bottom are flat and smooth, sometime8 with 
finger striations. Firing is variable: some fraqments have been 
fired throughoat and blackened on both sides, includinq one of 
the squared corners, whilst other fragments have been only 
partially fired or baked on one side , or only burnt black on the 
surface. 

Mcst of the pieces have only the flat surfaces preserved, but 
there is one clearly from the sguare corner and two others with 
a curved edge, which appear to form the edge of a circular flue 
c 150 mm in diameter. Another fragment appears to have a 
-wrforation 2 40 mm in diameter throuqh the slab. 

From the few pieces with diagnostic shaping, this does not appear 
to be a typical type 2 oven plate, in spite of the daub fabric, 
It is possibly more like the oven covers found in P1285 and 
P2032, or a combination of the two types. 

Some fragments of this type A-E daub were incorporated in what 
appears to be fragments of oven wall base. As the oven cover 
itself appears to have been a prefabricated portable entity, not 
built into the oven walls, it is likely bits of left over daub 
from the cover got incorporated into the walls, suqgestinq they 
were made close to each other, 

Pl285 .(a)-(8) Fabric F 48.37 kq CP 7 Square oven cover 

The majority of this oven cover occurred in layers 7 (13,725 sm) 
and 8 (32,345 gm) restinq on the base of the pit, with smaller 
quantities occurring in layers 2 (5 qm), 3 (140 qm), 4 (290 qm), 
5 (340 qm) and 6 (1525 gm). The daub fabric P was a medium- 
coarse sandy clay, probably utilizing type L clay: mixed with it 
were rare small pieces of chalk and’flint and a lot of fine chaff 
or straw. 

This daub apparently takes the form of a square or rectangular 
flat or slightly convex slab with a ?central circular flue. The 
slab varies in thickness from SO-60 mm and both surfaces are very 
flat and smooth. The upper/outer surface is covered by oval or 
circular hemispherical depressions. They are generally 10-l 5 mm 
wide and between 5 and 10 mm deep and were probably formed by 
pressing the fingertip into the clay. They appear to be randomly 
arranged and no pattern could be discerned. 

Many of the fragments with this pattern are baked and reddened 
throughout their thickness, some having the underside blackened 
and burnt. Others are only baked through with no burninq, 
varying through various degree8 of.. baking to totally, unbaked. 
The majority of the sample is only partly baked and apart from 
the area near the flue most of the decorated Surface is unbaked. 

_ 23‘rBP 
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One large fragment had a curved rounded surface forming a 
circular hole measuring 120-130 mm in dismeter, which presumably 
formed a flue in the slab. However it is impossible to know 
whether it was placed centrally or not. 

Bvidence of the outer edge of the cover is provided by a few 
pieces with a straight bevelled edqe, which slopes under at an 
acute angle. 

A rough estimate of the area of this oven cover was obtained by 
taking measurements alonq two axes of all decorated surfaces. 
This clearly would not take into account any undecorated areas 
and in this sample there is some suqgestion that decoration was 
concentrated round the flue. The method is clearly not very 
accurate but it helps provide some indication of overall size. 
The estimates for layers 7 and 8 are 0.817 su m and 1.463 sq m 
respectively. This would cover an area of about 1.5 x 1.5 m. 

A number of pieces had charcoal associated, but there is no 
evidence of a wattle framework or any form of support, so it is 
more likely that the charcoal derives from debris associated with 
the firing of the oven. 

The straight edges sugqest the oven cover was made as a single 
piece, that was laid on top of the oven walls and not built into 
the oven structure. However no oven bases of the size and shape 
indicated by the cover bave been found in situ, though the 
evidence of other deposits suggests sucm must have existed 
(see type 4 ovens). 

The total quantity of daub of this oven cover is relatively close 
to the other major sample of this type from P2032, suqgestinq 
their overall sise was not dissimilar. 

Ll997 Fabric F/K 153 !w CP 4 sp Ed 

This plate has a smooth upper surface with slight fingertip 
depressions and ridging, The underside is more concave with 
pronounced ridqes around the base of the perforations. The 
curved edge of the flue is not very pronounced and could have a 
diameter of 200-250 mm. There are remains of two perforations 25 
mm from the flue edge. These are hour-glass shaped measurinq 24 
am (top) - 18-19 mm and 26 mm (top) - 18-3 mm. The plate is 20 
mm thick at the flue edge increasinq to 37 mm near the 
perforations. 

,33ta3 
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Oven Plates Type 2 - Summary 
Plate 

Content Sample cp sp Fab Weiaht Flue Perforations shape Thickness 

P1393(2) 

+*P1452( 10) 

++P1562(1) 

OP1710(2) 

0’P1900(2 1 

+*P2184(7) 

P2238(5) 

P2240( 1) 

P2256(13) 

(14) 

P2261(3), 

G286( 1) 

P250213) 

l P2550(6) 671% 

f _ O+*P1687(4) 4602A 

4 

7 

7 

4608 6 

5633 8 

5483 6 

5506 

5507 

5519 

5516 

5528 

6411 

6864 

l/3 

3 

7 

6 

7 

3 

7 

8 

:;;I . .._ a.:.i::r: “.:.:..: ““” ‘.‘. :: .I - ,:,,. :‘“.,I. .: _. ._.. : 1 - - . 
__.m_,.:__ : . . ,‘* . I  :  .-: 

Fk 

EYi 

Dk 

., 

A 

A/J 

A 

Ah 

A 

A 

A 

A 

A 

!t 

A 

A 

A 

‘A/i 

2640 qm 155 mm 

1080 9111 w 

15 qln 

20.3 ka 

90 qm 

70 Qb 

m 

150 Run 

130 mm 

10 qm + 

20 urn 

560 9m 

15 am 

5 am-’ 

615 am 

55 on 

5 9m 

200 urn 

mm-M . : 

6: 20-35 nun circular 25-40 mm 

one piece with smooth surface 

part of smooth surface 

1; 4omJn square 40 imn 

30 mm 

20 mm 
flat smooth upper and lower 
surfaces 

* 
smooth, flat surfaces 

18 mm 

16 mm 
smooth, flat surfaces top 
and base 

?square 46 mm 

flat/sliqhtly convex: smooth 
surface, some finqer tiBqfna: 
hevell ed edqe 

1:2sm 

&at surface with parallel 
linear striations, burnt in 
places: other surface smooth 

46 mm 

smooth conveac surface with 
curvina edqe 

3 
curved smooth surface with 
possible perforst ion 

Pcircular 

blat ‘smooth surface; short 
fine straw impressions on 
lower surface 

15-20 mm 



Context 
Plate 

Semple cp sp Fab Weisbt Fl ue Perfora' 9 shape Thickness 
.- 

(5) 3967F 8 - 

(6) 4603 8 - 

(71 3969F 8 - 

(8) 4604 8 - 

L2080 763 1 4 Rb 

Ll997 7620 4 Hd 

A 135 urn 

J 325 qm 

J 50 am 

J 425 cvm 

A 20 am 

F/R 153 am 

* wail daub present in same context/feature 
+ type 1 O.P. present in same context/feature 
0 oven base present in same context/feature 

3 

200-250 mm 2; 24 mm, 26 mm 20-37 mm 

flat smooth -face 

flat/sliqhtly convex slab, 
both surfaces smooth 

18-25 mm 

rouqhly smoothed surface 
20-25 mm 

E 70 mm 

smooth flat surface curving 
to form rounded edge, 
possibly flue 

. . ,- 
: 
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Oven covers - summary 

P1285(2)-(7) cp 7 

P1526(1) CP 4 

PlS30(1)-(6) cp 8 Pab t 

P166912) CP 8 Fab K 

P1793(6) CP 7 

P1993(6) CP 7 

P2032(3)-(6) cp 7 

P2041(7) CP V7 

Cab F 

?ab K 

Fab A 

Fab J/A 

Pab 3 

Fab A/R 

Fab A 

P2115(S) CP 9 Fab K 

P1992(4) CP 7 

$1’ 
(8) . . 

Fab K 

48.27 kg 

70 gr 

2310 ~11 

85 SIR 

340 gin 

110 gm 

310 gm 

52.88 kg 

265 gm 

700 gin 

6.57 kg 

Area 2.28 8q n. Muarc 
oven Cover with fingertip 
dimple decorat ion 

Remnants of circular flue 
with indcntat ions f rum 
fingertiprr; flat very 
even surface; edge 
angled; thickness +40 mm 

Square oven covert flue 
100x87 mm; thickness 129 
50 r and 60-70 HI 

Rough upper surface with 
remnants of rectangular 
impressions , similar to 
P761 but not as Care- 
fully made; at right 
angles is a straight 
smooth flat edge 

Possible curved edge of 
OP2 or oven cover 
Flat surfacet 25 mm thick 

Smooth flat surface 

Square oven cover with a 
fingertip decorat ion. 
Area 6.216 sq m 

Part of circular flue 
130-l 40 mm; thickness 45 
mm; smooth flat upper 
mrface, faint parallel 
striations from finger 
amoothirtg: little under- 
surface - &ore irregular 
and undulating 

Well smoothed flat 
surface, possible finger- 
tip dimple decorat ion; 
lower half baked brown; 
thickness 55 mm 

An oven cover SO-60 nun 
thick with evidence of a 
circular flue 120 mn in 
diameter; on the lower 
side the daub thickens” 
around the flue to form a 
elight ridge and the 
undermrfrce is very 
rinooth amI flat and buirnt 
black; the upper side is 
@lightly more uudulatihg 
wtth finq*r rtdpirrp 

P)ml l__, .: ,-~ ..- ., ;... . ,:. 
_&.. ,I 
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P2224(1)(2) cp 7 Fab K 

Fl44(2) 

PZlSl(+) 

P1990(3) 

cp7 

CP 3 

CP 7 

P13SOf3) CP 7 

Ph 10011(l) CP 7 

Fj Fab K 

Fab K 

Fab F 

flf Fab K 

Hh Pab R 

410 gm 

110 gm 

330 gm 

10 gm 

81 gm 

806 gal 

The wen cover ia 55 m 
thick with a smooth flat 
surface; part of the 
circular flue survives, 
too fragmentary to be 
measuredt one aide joins 
the flue at a sharp 
angle7 the other. side 
curves gradually to the 
flue edge; on the latter 
aide is part of a plano- 
convex depression and on 
other fragments are two 
circular dimples 11-13 mm 
long x 4-6 mm deep; 
typical of the decorated 
oven covers 

The surface is smooth 
with 2 dimple decorations 
13 mm wide and 3 and 5 mm 
deep; thickness +30 mm 

The surface is smooth 
with slight finger stria- 
tions coming up the edge 
of a circular flue c 150 
mm diameter; thick&s 
+35 mm 

This forms a flat slab 
with one surface flat and 
the other concave, 
irregular’ and burnt 
black. It has straight 
bwelled edge at a steep 
angle. It is baked 
throughout; 20 mm thick; 
probably edge of oven 
cover 

This has a smooth flat 
surface with part of a 
dimple decoration, from 
fingertip depression; 
thickness 50 mm 

Curving convex surfaces 
at an angle to each 
other, possibly from 
close t0 edge Of flC?i 
possib$e di.mple 
decorat ion - fingertip 
depression in one place; 
some straw impressions 
on surface. 

. . : 



List of ovens 1969-1978 

DA72 8’24 Type 2 oven 

DA74 F27 Type 3 oven 

DA75 - Type 1 double oven within CS14 

DA77 F44 Type 1 oven within cs7/8 

P45 Type ? oven within CS7/8 

DA78 F65 Type 3 oven 

mrnr 
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Descriptions of ovens in situ 1969-1978 

F24 Oven type 2 cp 3+ Vol 1, fiche 3:E8 and 3:ClO 

Diameter 0.6 m 
Depth 0.17 m 
Thickness of walls 0.09-O. 15 m 

Flint foundation sealed by daub, which continues up at sides to 
form walls. Base cut down into fill of P270; nothing survives 
above surface of chalk. No ‘evidence for posit ion of stoke-hole. 
Typical basal fill of burnt flints, charcoal and ash. 

F27 Oven type 3 cp - Vol 1, fiche 3:E12 and 3:GlO 

Diameter 0.55 mm 
Depth 0.3 m 
Thickness of walls 0.02-0.16 m 

Base cut down into natural chalk: lined with daub of fabric C. 
Typical basal fill of burnt flints and charcoal. Part of 
superstructure collapsed in including fragments of stoke-hole. 
Cut by P682 (cp 7). 

Double oven in CS14 Oven types 1 and 32 
p. 72; twhe’3:Elg and 3:GlO 

Wol 1, fig 4.20, 

North oven: diameter 0.86 m 
Type 1 thickness of walls 0.2 m 

stoke-hole on E 0.4-0.45 m wide 

South oven: diameter 0.66 m 
=YF@2 thickness of walls 0.12 III 

stoke-hole on B 0.45 m wide 

Daub layer 215 is almost certainly debris from one of these ovens 
rather than wall daub dumped to form a hearth. The lack of any 
detailed record other than the plan makes interpretation 
difficult, but the notebook description indicates L21S overlay 
occupation on the house floor and it does state that it was 
originally directly associated with the ovens. It appears only 
daub with wattle impressions was retained so giving a false 
impression of the variety of daub present. See the note on L215 
hearth. 

F44 Oven 1 r67; fiche type 3zE12 and CP 7 3rG% - Al CS7/8 Yol 1, fig 4.15,. 

Diameter 1.1 m 
Max height of walls surviving 0.15 m 

2JtEl2 
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Thickness of walls 0.?8-0.2 m 
Stoke-hole on W 0.4 m wide 

Daub walls; chalk base. 

F45 Oven type 2 CP 7 
fiche 3rE12 and 3:G% 

- Al CS7/8 Vol 1, fig 4.15, 
p.67; 

Diameter 1.25 m 
Max height of walls surviving 0.2 m 
Thickness of walls 0.18-0.28 m 
Stoke-hole on W 0.24 m wide 

Daub walls: base Punderlying layer. 

P65 Oven type 33 cp 7 sp - Ai 

Diameter c 0.75 x 1.0 m 
Depth 0.23 m 

This feature was terraced into the top of P1123 and partly 
into the adjacent chalk where an arc 0.3 m wide had been burnt 
9-y. There was a lot of burnt flints, charcoal and daub in the 
area of P1123 and Ph 3513 and the associated layers, which were 
probably part of the feature. Xt had been partly destroyed by Ph 
3513 (CSl 1. 

b6f cp7 Ai 

This feature was disturbed and partly destroyed by the later 
post-holes of CSl and considerable tree-root activity in the 
area. It was only after the excavation of P1123 that F65 was 
recognixed as a feature in its own right, though considerable 
quant it fes of flints, daub and charcoal had been noted in the 
area and associated layers. Where the oven base has been scarped 
into the natural chalk at the edge of P1123, it provided an 
indication of its overall size and the presence of burning in 
situ on the chalk supports the interpretation of oven base.- 

In general plan it appears to have been circular or oval, 
measuring 0.75 x 1.0 m possibly and had been cut into the chalk 
to a depth of 0.23 m. It largely occupies the same area as the 
top of PI123 and it is possible all the upper layers (l-7) relate 
to the oven structure, rather than being pit fill. It would be 
easy to write the layers off as deliberate dumps of chalk and 
occupation in the pit top, however it is possible to regard them 
as successive oven floors. 

.It is possible the original oven floor utilized the top of layer 
8, a thick dump of puddled chalk within the pit on which rested a 
thin dark brown silt with daub and charcoal (7). Over this was a 
thin compacted layer of small chalk lumps (6 on which was 

astns-. .’ 
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another thin layer of black charcoally soil with lenses of yellow 
daub (5). Over this had been packed another thick hard layer of 
puddled chalk (4) and resting on it was a very thin band of black 
charcoally silt, below large numbers of flints c 120 mm in size 
and on top of these a thick layer of red clay (3). Overlying 
this was another layer of compacted puddled chalk and rounded ’ 
chalk lumps (2) over which was a further charcoal-rich silt 
containing patches of red and yellow daub (1). It is possible 
all these layers represent successive oven floors on which were 
the remnants of fires and to some extent part of the daub 
superstructure of the oven. It is likely that floor layers 6 and 
4 relate to the terracinq of the natural, with reflooring 
necessary after subsidence of the pit fill. Following on the 
second reflooring, there appears to have been a major collapse of 
the oven superstructure (3) resulting in a complete 
reconstruction of the oven (2) with more burnt debris (1) 
accumulating on it. The concentrations of flint nodules and daub 
in this area was presumably debris from the daub walls with flint 
coursing. Unfortunately no daub samples were retained from these 
contexts, so there is no corroborative evidence from this. It is 
unusual to find an oven being refurbished or rebuilt. It is 
probably the base of a type 1 oven 
area preceding CSl. 

, possibly within an open work 
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Demo1 ished Ovens 

Suggested 
oven type Number Diameter Area 

Type 1 
Base and stoke-hole walls Oven cover oven plate 

4 P2032 
(sauare) 

4 P2110 

P2346 

F349 

P1285 
(square) 

P23 cp 7 

P55 cp 4 (4-S) 

P166 cp 7 

P612 7 cp 

P657 6 cp 

P684 cp 7 

P761 cp 8 
(square) 

P878 cp’ 7. 

P947 cp 3 (3-S) 

P978 ep 7 
(circular) 

L395 7 cp 

L475 cp 7 

oc- 2.49 x 2.49 m 
OP - l-l.97 x 1.97 m 

OP - 1: 1.4 m 
(diameter) 
or 1.25 x 1.25 m 
(sauare) 

1.5 x 1.5 m 

6,216 sq m + + + 
3.865 sq m 

+ + 

1.565 sq m + + + t 

+ 

2.280 sam - 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

+ 

+ 

+ + 

?+ t 

3+ + 

+ 

3+ 

+ 

+ OP 2t1 

+ 

t 

t 

t 

t 

- OP 2t 

+ 

t 

t 

t 
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List of Eearths 1979-l 988 

Lb45 
Lb47 
F94 
Fll5 
Fll6 
F134 
F137 
Fl30 
F139a 
F139b 
Fl63 
F202 
Ll249 
F208 
F210 
F212 
P217 
F218 
F220 
F221 
F222 
Ll260 
L1263 
L1264 
F246 
F249 
F252 
F255 
~256 
F257 
P2549(6) 
F277 
p279 
F28S 
P365 
F323 
F340 
F343 
P34S 
F352 
F363 
F366b 
F371 

Type f ana 3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 

P3 
1 

?l 
2 

: 
2 
2 
2 

: 
2 

32 
31 
33 
l/3 

2 
22 

2 
2 

: 
2 

: 
213 

2 
2 

32 
3 

PS320 
pS320 

CS63 
CS63 
cs34 
CS3lb 
CS3 la 
CS24 
CS24 
CS28 
CS36 
CS36 

cs39 
CS38 
CS5lb 

CSSla 
PS377 
PS377 
cs50 
cs50 
csso 
GC28 
CS52 
CS38a 

* 

GC26 
OCSSI 

CS57 
CS56. 
CS58 

CSLI 
CS60 
CS60 

?PS386 
CS68 
CS69 

. . 

Gf 
Gf 
Ff-k 
Fk 
Fk . 

ii; 
Pi 
Ei 
Ei 
Bf-9 

iif 
Si 
Ef-cl 
Bh 
Bg 

E”; 
a 
Bj 
Ej 
Bk 
‘a 

x:-r; 
Ei- 
Dl 
Dj2 
Dj2 
Djl 
err 
Dj2 
Ja’ 
D31 
Dil 
Ek 
Eli. 
Hb 
Hb 

cp7 
CP 7 
CP - 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp7 
-7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp7 
ce 6 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp6 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
=P 7 
cp 3-5 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
4~6 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 3 
cp 1-3 

- . . . 
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Layer 645 Hearth type 2 and 3 pS320 CP 7 

This layer appears to form two hearths. Firstly a circular patch 
of burnt natural measures 0.4 m in diameter (type 31. 

Adjacent to this there appears to have been a hearth of more 
typical construction. Flints, 8-120 mm, some burnt, were very 
tightly packed in a layer of compacted chalk and over this was a 
surface formed of rammed chalk, puddled and with flecks of 
charcoal and daub trampled into the surface. It had been burnt 
grey to a depth of 20 mm from the surface. In area this second 
hearth (type 2) was roughly subrectangular and measured 0.78 x 
0.56 m. 

Layer 647 Eearth type 3 PS320 CP 7 
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This layer appears to have been largely the top of natural, burnt 
in situ to a depth of ,20-30 mm. The surface was smooth with 
grey silt, flecks of charcoal and patches of daub trampled into 
it. In plan the area is roughly subrectangular 0.42 x 0.45 m. 

Hearth type 3 CP - 

This feature .takes the.form of.a small hollow 0.14 m deep and 0.6 
m in dialnewt. It occurrea in the top of P1992 against its edge, 
where the chalk natural had been burnt qrey. This was basically 
a negative feature in the base of which was a layer of black 
burnt ashy material and charcoel flecks (21, which was sealed by 
a chalky grey silt (1). 



Fl14 Hearth type 2 CS63 cp7 Gf 

This circular hearth was 0.76 m in diameter and had a maximum 
thickness of 0.1 m. The base was formed of flint nodules 80-l SO 
mm in sixe, which had suffered most burning close to the top. 
Around and over thclr had been packed rounded chalk lumps up to 60 
mm size tightly packed in hard rammed puddled chalk. The surface 
was smooth and the central area (0.55 x 0.65 a) had been burnt 
grey or pinkish brown. It had suffered considerable wear as the 
surface had partly disappeared allowing the flints to show 
through. 

It was contemporary with Flld, immediately adjacent to it. Both 
these hearths appear to have been constructed in one with the 
floor of CS63 layer 750/754. 

Fll6 Hearth type 2 CS63 cp7 Gf 

This circular hearth measured 0.6 x 0.7 m and 0.08 a thick. The 
foundation was constructed of flint nodules 100-156 nm in length, 
which had small chalk lumps lo-20 mm size and a little brown silt 
packed around tham. Over the top small chalk lumps and puddled 
chalk had been spread to form a smooth surface. The central area 
had been burnt qrey or pinkish grey. All the flints had been 
burnt and cracked, though the upper ones more so. 

It was conteqmrarcy with F115 itiiately adjacent. . 

. 
. . . . . .,. ._ I . 
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F134 Bearth type 1 cs33 Ff-k CP 7 

Cl34 

0 1 Metre 
--- 1 

This small oval hearth measured 0.45 x 0.54 m and was 0.09 m 
thick. It was cut into layer 876 on the floor of CS33. It had a 
typical construction of a foundation of burnt flints up to 70 mm 
long, over which had been placed a reddish brown daub (probably 
fabric E, but no sample was retained). Burning of the adjacent 
layer around the south-west edge and a spread of burnt debris 
certainly resulted from the use of the hearth. 

F137 Eearth type 1 CS3lb 

< < .5;. $<.‘S$ m:.... . . . ‘.*;:.::y:: 
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Fl37 
0 1 Metre 
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This hearth was cut into the chalk floor (839) of CS3lb to a 
depth of lo-12 mm and the hollow had a diameter of 0.68 m. 

It had a foundation of angular broken flints SO-100 mm and some 
rounded pebbles SO-60 mm with some small chalk lumps 30-70 mm: 
some of the stones were partly burnt. Around this foundation was 
a matrix of qreyish brown silt, 50 mm thick. 

Over the flints had been packed a layer of pale brown daub, burnt 
pinkish brown at the surface (fabric E, but none retained). It 
was 30-40 mm thick. 

Resting on this was a thin lens of black ash and fine charcoal, 
’ over whidh h&d been spread a ttiin skim “(10 mm thick) of yellowish 

red baked sandy clay (fabric 0). This resurfacinq of the hearth 
overlaps the original edge and its diameter is estimated at 0.8 
a* ., 
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F138 Hearth type 1 CS3ta Fk CP 7 

F138 

0 1MelW . 
r- - - I 

This hearth was made integrally with the chalk floor (955) of 
CS3la. It was subrectangular in plan measuring 0.77 x 0.79 m. 
It was never excavated so the foundation was not exposed, but was 
almost certainly composed of flints. The upper part was composed 
of a spread of yellow daub with chalk temper (fabric C), which 
was reddened and blackened from burning in ,the middle. The 
feature was unique for Danebury in that decoration on the surface 
partially survived. It took the form of overlapping impressed 
circles 100 mm in diameter. Wear on the surface had partly 
erased the complete pattern. 

Comparable decoration occurs at Meare lake village (Bulleid and 
Gray 1948). 

Fl39S hearth type 1 CS24 Fj CP 7 

F139 

0 luelre 
I 

This was constructed on the chalk floor (915) of the open work 
area CS24. It was rather disturbed and worn, but the impression 
is that it was cut into the floor level. It was oval in plan 
0.96 x 0.72 m and about 0.1 fi thick. 

There was a thin skim of daub on the bate below the foundation of 
angular flints 80-120 mm, partly, burnt. . Around these were 
remnants of pale yellowish brcoun daub, which had presumably 
formed the overlying surface. 

23t?7 



F139b Rearth type 2 cs24 F j CP 7 

Immediately south-west of F139a was a roughly oval area* which 
could possibly be a separate hearth. It was not recorded 
separately on site, but the plan shows an area of burnt puddled 
chalk 0.8 x 0.4 m with angular burnt flints (60-140 mm) 
protruding through. It may just be a patch of burning associated 
with F139a and the oven F140, but the presence of the flints 
suggest it was originally constructed as a hearth. 

F163 Eearth type 2 CS28 Fi CP 7 
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F163 

0 1 Metre 
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This was constructed in a slight hollow in the lower chalk floor 
(950) of CS28. The hollow is not a proper cut* but may have 
formed by the spot being used as a type 3 hearth, before the 
construction of F163. 

In plan it is roughly oval 0.5 x 0.58 m and had a maximum 
thickness of 0.15 m. It was constructed with a foundation of 
large flint nodules 70-120 mm long, loosely packed with a few 
smaller ch&lk lumps between, but no matrix. 

Ooer the top had been laid a spread of small rounded chalk lumps 
to-20 BRR packed in puddled chalk* 30-70. thick. The surface 
was smooth and flat and the whole area had been burnt, 
discoloured grey in the middle to a depth of 5 mm and pinkish 
brown below this and around the edges to a depth of 30 mm. 

23tF8 



F202 Hearth type 2 CS36 si CP 7 

This hearth had suffered some damage to its surface and edge. It 
was constructed as one with the chalk floor (1184/1381) of CS36. 

In plan it was irregularly oval measuring 0.8 x 0.6 m and 0.07 m 
thick. It had a typical foundation of broken flint nodules 
60-120 mm tightly packed in a brown chalky silt matrix. Packed 
over the top of this was puddled chalk well compacted with a few 
small rounded chalk lumps. It had a smooth flat surface and had 
been burnt grey. 

In section immediately below this, there was an earlier layer of 
flint nodules with remnants of a puddled chalk/daub surface over 
the top. This preceding hearth was separated from the later by a 
layer of silty occupation debris (1380). 

Layer 1249 Eearth type 1 CS36 Ei cp 3 

This layer was very disturbed possibly partly slumping into 
underlying features and partly very worn and damaged. 

In plan it was probably roughly oval or circular, c 1.0 x 1.3 m. 
It formed a diffuse spread. of broken flint nodules-SO-150 mm long 
with a few patches of orange brown daub around them. The rest of 
the matrix is recorded as being a brownish grey silt with chalk 
fragments, though in plan this shows largely as puddled chalk. 
It is possible the puddled chalk is part of resurfacing of the 
floor (the upper part of 1184) whilst the daub patches represent 
the original surface of the hearth. 
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F208 PHearth type 3 Bf-g CP 6 

This feature is a burnt patch on the surface of the natural 
chalk. It is irregular in plan measuring 0.3 x 0.15 m. It had 
presumably served as a hearth for a sufficient period of time for 
the chalk to be discoloured and blackened. It possibly 
represents only the base of a type 3 hearth partly burnt down 
through overlying soil layers and this patch is where it burnt 
into the natural chalk. 

It could in fact belong to any of the earlier phases preceding 
Ef-g . 

F210 Elearth type 1 cs39 Ek CP 7 

2 Metres 
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0 : Mare 1 
This hearth was probably associated with CS39, but as layers in 
P2352 i?OmpaCtQd, the hearth slumped down within the pit; 

It was constructed on a base of compacted chalk, which was 
probably remnants of the floor of the house (1288). Over this 
were patches of daub and clay. The structure appears to have 
been disturbed to some extent by the slumping and also it was not 
immediately recognized in excavation, so some daub was removed 
before planning. The daub and associated chalk spread had been 
burnt on the surface. 
including charcoal, 

It WJBS overlain by soate occupation debris 
burnt chalk and fragments of clay. 

The hearth was oval measuring 0.8 x 0.6 m and was no more than 
0.08 m thick. It is unusual In that it apparently did not have a 
fl int foundat ion. 

F212 3Rearth type 1 CS38 W CP 7 

This small irregular patch of daub measured 0.3 x 0.26 m in area 
and was no more than a few cm thick. It rested on layer 1340 and 
appeared to be contemporary with CS38. A sample of daub of t8S 
gm was retained8 this was made in fabric C and formed a flat 
slab with a smooth surface. However there was no evidence of 
intense burning, so it may never have been used as a hearth, or 

‘not for very long. .” 

There were other patches of daub and burnt material in the same 
area. so it is possible a hearth or oven was present somewhere in 
the area@ but little remained and wai largely disturbed. 

‘.’ . -. . - . ,_.. . . ,. ._ . . - 
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F217 Hearth type 2 CSSlb Bi cp 7 

0 1 Mem --- 1 

0 1 2Melles 

This hearth was constructed on the chalk floor (1392) of CSSla, 
but it was probably originally built with or in the later chalk 
floor (1391) of CS51 ti which had largely worn away in the centre 
of the house. 

In plan it was effectively square with rounded corners measuring 
0.98 m square* and had a maximum thickness of 0.12 m. It was 
constructed with a foundation of large angular flints 100-150 mm 
long closely packed with smaller flints and chalk lumps between. 
Some were burnt and set in a matrix of fine black charcoally 
silt. Over the flints a layer of compacted puddled chalk with 
small rounded chalk lumps up to 20 mm size had been spread. The 
surface was smooth and completely burnt, grey or pinkish grey in 
colour. 

Around the south-west edge there was a line of daub, possibly 
derived from the adjacent oven F219, which was contemporary. 
An additional patch of burnt chalk to the south forming a strip 
0.7-0.15 m wide along with the burnt debris around the flints may 
indicate F213 was a rebuild of an earlier very worn hearth. 

23tFll 
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P218 Rearth type 1 

F218 

0 1 2Metres 
--- 2 

This hearth was &carped into the chalk natural to a depth of 30 
lI!Sl. It had the appearance of being set in the chalk surface 
(1386), but for other stratigraphical reasons this layer is 
likely to be later , butting up to the edge of the hearth. It 
was probably contemporary with PS373, which lay just to the 
south-east. It had been half removed by Ph 9191 of PS3SO. 

The hearth was circular measuring 0.56 m in diameter and 0.1 m 
thick. It was constructed with a foundat ion of broken angular 
flints SO-100 mm long in a matrix of greyish brown silty soil, 
In general the flints appeared unburnt, but a couple of small 
burnt shattered flints were also present. Over the top had been 
packed brown daub of fabric type B. It was 50 mm thick and had a 
very smooth flat surface , which had been burnt black and reddish 
brown immediately below. 

F220 Hearth type 2 CSSla Eh CP 7 

This hearth was constructed on chalk spread (14021, but had 
probably been set in the chalk floor (1392) of CSSla, which had 
been worn away in this area. F217 appears to have partly cut 
away its southern edge. 

In plan the hearth was subrectangular measuring 0.8 x 0.85 in and 
what survived was SO-100 mm thick. The base was formed of a 
foundation of burnt chalk and flints 40-80 mm in size set in a 
matrix of dark grey ashy silt. Over this had been packed a thin 
layer of small chalk fragments in puddled chalk. The surface had 
been burnt to a light grey colour and was ouite worn. 

F221 Hearth type 2 PS377 E9 

This hearth was cut into the chalk spread (14021, contemporary 
with PS377, to a depth of 80 mm. The circular hearth measured 
0.62 m in diameter and what survived of the structure was SO mm 
thick. 

It was COnStrUCtQd with a foundation of burnt broken fl ints 
40-120 mm in size, placed in the hollow cut in layer 1402. Over 
thQSQ had been spread a layer of compacted puddled chalk, 
containing a few small PiQCQS 1eSS than 30 mm Sir@; The chalk 
had been- burnt-, but much .of, the upper surface had been worn away. 

23:F12 
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F222 Hearth type 2 PS377 Es =P 6 
This hearth was constructed on the chalk spread (1402) 
contemporary with PS377. Much of the upper part had been 
truncated by 6271. The hearth was circular measuring 0.54 m in 
diameter and 0.1 m in thickness. 

It was constructed in a hollow in the chalk floor with a 
foundation of large mostly broken flint nodules 80-120 mm long. 
Surviving around these were remnants of puddled chalk, which had 
presumably originally formed the overlying surface. The written 
notes record there was no evidence of burning; however the 
section and plan clearly record the flints and some of the chalk 
as being burnt. 

F246 Hearth type 2 GC28 G CP 7 
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z;:; he;;th was cut into the chalk spread (14871, contemporary 
It was roughly .circular measuring 0.6 x 0.62 m and 

was 80 mm.thick. 

It was constructed with a foundation of flint nodules 40-100 nun 
in size with slight signs of burning. Over these had been spread 
compacted chalk, burnt pink on its surface. 
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P249 Hearth type cs52 Ek CP f 

F249 
0 1 Mere 

This hearth was constructed in a hollow in the chalk floor (1458) 
of cs52. It was squarish in plan measuring 0.5 x 0.54 m and 0.1 
III thick. There was a foundation of broken burnt flints 40-100 mm 
in size, but the overlying surface is uncertain as no written 
record was made and the section only indicates silt. There was 
possibly a silt matrix around the flints, over which puddled 
chalk had been spread and burnt , which had then been largely worn 
away. There was also a patch of burning on the chalk floor 
south-west of the hearth. 

L1260 Hearth type 2 CSSO/GC22 Ej CP 7 

This feature was constructed on the silt layer (1262) underlying 
CSSO, with which it was contemporary, In plan it was roughly 
sub-circular measuring 0.S x 0.52 m and was 0.1 m thick. 

It was formed of c fol;%dat ion of large flint nodules SO-180 mm 
long, some burnt and some c-halk pieces up to 80 mm. Over and 
around these’ had been packed small rounded ‘chalk lumps in puddled 
chalk, which haLP been burnt grey in the middle. 

23zF14 



L1263 Hearth type 2 CSSO/GC22 Ej CP 7 

This feature was constructed on the riilt layer (12621, which 
preceded CSSO. The whole layer, which is of hearth construction 
was subrectangular in plan and measured 1.45 x 1.1 m, though 
apparently only a small area slightly off-centre was actually 
used as a hearth. This area was oval measuring 0.52 x 0.64 II. 
The whole layer had a very even thickness of 70 mm. 

The foundat ion was formed of flint nodules SO-150 x&n long and 
chalk blocks 60-100 lda~ in size, some of which were burnt. Over 
and around these had been packed puddled chalk containing small 
rounded chalk lumps 15-20 mm in site. The only area, where the 
surface had been burnt grey, was that oval area mentioned above 
and it appears the fire was permanently situated on the same 
spot, even though the rest of the layer was of the same 
construct ion. The extension of the layer around the hearth may 
have been deliberate as it is clear in other structures that this 
was the area of most wear on the floor. It may have been decided 
to extend the layer to alleviate wear, especially between the 
hearth and.the oven F207, as there was no large-scale chalk floor 
within CSSO. 

L1264 Hearth type 1 Ej - cp 7 CSSO/GC22 

This layer was situated immediately to the south-east of the oven 
F207. In plan it was sub-oval , D-shaped measuring 0.44 x 0.36 m, 
but with a ring of burnt soil up to 0.1 at wide around the curving 
edge on N, E and S, which increases the burnt area to 0.6 x 0.42 
~1~ It had a smooth very slightly convex surface and had a 
thickness of 55-60 lmn. It was made of brown, chalk+empered daub 
of fabric type E, which had been baked throughout and reddened 
slightly on the surface. A sample of 3.54 kg of daub was 
retained. 

The hearth had clearly been subjected to intense heat as the soil 
(1321) immediately below had been burnt to a depth of 0.11 m into 
the underlying chalk layer, It took the form of a dark brown 
mottled silt containing a few small pieces of burnt chalk and 
burnt flint 10-30 sift. This is the only example of hearth or 
ovtn, in which such intense firing had been observed to such a 
depth (a to:al of 0.17 m from the surface of the hearth) u>d 
within a very confined area. 



F252 ORearth type 1 CS38a W CP 7 
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This possible hearth formed a remnant within layer 1340, where it 
had slumped into P2377. It was somewhat disturbed and its 
interpretation as a hearth is only tentative. 

It was oval in plan measuring 0.82 x 0.64 m. It was formed of a 
base of dark reddish yellow baked clay with chalk grit, sparse 
burnt flints and quite a high soil content. The clay was not 
very sol id nor compacted. Over this was a layer of burnt 
material : a mixture of charcoal flecks, ash and clayey silt with 
a little chalk grit, a few burnt flints and a great deal of 
pottery. 

This is clearly not a typical hearth structure and it is possible 
that it is the base of an oven. 

P255 ?Iiearth type 3 Ei-k CP 7 
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had suffered a lot of damage from modern tree roots 
north-west half survived. As a result it has been 
interpret its exact function; It could possibly be 

a type 3 hearth or possibly an oven base. 

It was roughly circular in plsn weasurinq 0.84 m in diameter and 
up to 0.32 m in depth. It had a fill of dark brown Gilt 
contlrining I trig@ -t&m of burnt. flint 50-156 mn lung, 
charoorl rnd fragments of daub, There were a few pieces afxhalk 
1 O-60 Y long, 8-c bwnt and flwkrr of burnt clay. There was a 
ma88 of charcoal and burnt clay across the surface. A smplc of 
daub of 185 gm was rctainedt it was fabric 6, broun and baked, 
but with no dirtinctirc shaping. - 



F256 Hearth type l/3 Ea-d cp 3-5 
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This feature was sealed by layer 1433 and so was possibly 
contemporary with CS53. It measured 0.34 x +0.3 m and was 
probably oval in plan. It was never properly investigated during 
excavation and was solely recorded in plan as a patch of burnt 
clay. The western half was not observed in the 1985 area. 

F257 Hearth type 2 GC26 Bi CP 7 
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This hearth was laid in the chalk spread (14891, contemporary 
with PS347 and GC26. It had been partly cut away by P2448 and Ph 
3314. 

It was sub-oval in plan measuring 1 .S x +l. 2 m. The upper part 
appsars to hawe been destroyed, at esscntlally only the 
foundation survives. What remained was 0.1 m thick. 

Pn the base of the hollow was a very clean brown silt with very 
little chalk grit, into which had been rammed the angular broken 
flints of the foundation. These were 80-150 mm in size, tightly 
packed with smaller pieces of chalk and flint fitted between. 
Some of the flints were burnt, fn between the top of the flints 
were the remnants of silty puddled chalk, partly burnt pink or 
grey in placus* This was presmably all that remained of an. 
upper surface of puddled chalk. The general appearance was that 
this puddled chalk had been deliberately removed, rather than 
worn away, but it is not clear why this would have been done. 

1 
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P2549(6) PBeatth type 2 3cs54 Dl cp7 

This layer was recognixed in the back half of P2549 and was 
regarded as part of the chalk floor (1505) slumped into the pit. 
Rowever as it appeared to form an isolated patch, it was possibly 
a hearth constructed over the pit fill. It measured 0.58 m wide 
and in excess of 0.88 m in length, being roughly rectangular in 
plan. It was 120 mm thick. The layer consisted of compacted 
puddled chalk with a few fragments of daub and charcoal. It was 
yellowish in colour, but there was no evidence of burning of the 
chalk. Incorporated in the chalk were a number of chalk and 
flint blocks 80-160 mm long, some of which were burnt. Tts 
interpretation as a hearth is by no means certain. 

F277 Dearth type 2 cs57 KP CP 7 

F277 

+ 0 1 Metre 
‘ . 

0 1 2vears 

This hearth was set in the chalk floor (1580) of CS53. It was 
circular in plan measurinq 0.7 m in diameter and was 0.14 m 
thick. 

From the sect ion drawing it appears the oriq inal hearth was 
constructed integrally with the chalk floor within which was 
placed a foundation of burnt flint nodules SO-120 mm long, over 
which had been packed puddled chalk. This was worn to a hollow, 
which was later filled with small anqular flints;some burnt, 
30-60 mm in size, in a silt matrix. Over this had been packed a 
layer of small rounded chalk lumps c 10 mm in puddled chalk. It 
had a flat smooth surface burnt grey in the oentral asea, leaving 
an unburnt rins 0.1 I wide around the edge. X layer of charcoal 
and ash butted up to tbe edge of the hearth and most of this was 

. probably debr!s,from the hearth, 1 . . 



F279 Bearth type 2 CSS6 D32 
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This hearth was constructed in a hollow cutting through the chalk 
floor (1610) of CS56. The hearth was circular measuring 0.9 m in 
diameter and was 190 mm thick. 

In the base of the hollow was a thin skim of fine black charcoal 
and silt about 10 mm thick. It is peculiar to find such a layer 
below a hearth, but it may indicate the spot was used as a type 3 
tiearth wearing the hollow into the floor, in which the type 2 
hearth was subsequently constructed. Possibly charcoal and burnt 
flints were debris from an oven reused as the hearth foundation. 

This hearth was constructed on a foundation of small burnt flints 
30-60 ~QI in size, over around which had been packed puddled 
chalk. This had been burnt grey except for a ring of chalk about 
100 mm wide around the edge. 

F285 fiearth type I CS58 Wl cp7 

c&nwthOwnF784 Oe- _ + O~Shleue 

The hearth was constructed in a slight hollow Q.l 18 deep in the 
undetiying silt (1640) and was contemporary with CSSB, an open 
work area. The oven F284 immediately to the NW was also 
contemporary. The hearth was oval in plan, measuring 0.88 x 0.68 
111. 

The foundation was made of burnt flints and burnt quern fragments 
30-120 am in site in a matrix of puddled chalk. Over the top had 
been packed a layer of daub with a smooth burnt surface. A 425 
gm sluaplt of this was rttainedt it was fabric E and had been 
baked reddish yellow to a depth of 1S sm and brown below this. 

A patch of daub slumped into the top of P2365 on the north-east 
l idt of the hearth wau probably just raattrial left ovtr from the 
mnstruction of tbt htuth 01~ ovtn. 



F305 Eearth type 3 
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This small hearth just took the form of a patch of burning on the 
surface of the natural chalk. The burnt patch was circular 0.46 
m in diameter and was grey in colour. The surface was flat, but 
it appears to have been in a slight hollow 0.96 m wide at the 
edge of the quarry hollow. This does not appear to have been 
deliberately cut, but had perhaps been worn into the surface of 
the natural by the use of the hearth. There was a dense 
concentration of ash and charcoal over the area of hearth, which 
was sealed by layer 1656. 

F323 Rearth type 2 cs61 oj2 CP 7 

This hearth was constructed in a hollow in the chalk floor (1868) 
of CS61, cutting into the edge of layer 1860. The hearth was 
circular measuring 0.82 m in diameter and 0.12 m thick. 

It was constructed with a foundation of small flint nodules and 
fragments 40-?OO mm size. OPer this had been laid compacted 
puddled chalk, 20-80 mm thick, with occasional discrete chalk 
lumps up to 60 mm long. The surface was flat and worn and had 
been burnt grey to a depth of 40 ntra. 



F340 Rearth type l es60 Djl cp 7 

This hearth was built up against the edge of the oven F326, 
overlying a thin black charcoal lens on the yellow daub surface 
surrounding the oven and continuous with the daub surface of the 
stoke-hole. This hearth probably replaced P343 during the use of 
CS60 and the daus of the hearth was fully integrated with that of 
the oven walls, though the oven must already have been in use, 
when the hearth was constructed. In plan it was circular 
measuring 0.64 m in diameter and 0.05 m thick. 

It was constructed on a base of small shattered angular flints 
20-60 mm sixe (no doubt raked directly out of the oven base), 
over which had been packed chalk-tempered yellow daub. A sample 
of 470 gm was retained and was identified as fabric E. It had a 
flat surface, which was quite worn and had been burnt black with 
the top 20 mm below this baked red. Some of the flints projected 
through the daub surface indicating some wear had occurred. Over 
the surface of the hearth was a thin layer of black charcoal and 
occupation equivalent to layer 1869, the occupation on the house 
floor and to P326(4). 

P343 Hearth type 2 CS60 Djl CP 7 

This hearth was constructed intesrally with the chalk floor 
(1893) of CS60 and was sealed by the occupation (1869) on the 
floor. It was the original hearth in CS60 and was replaced by 
F340. 

It was constructed adjacent to the south side of the oven F326 
and was contemporary with the early use of the oven. The heart& 
was roughly oval measuring 0.9 x 0.7 m. Burnt flints in the area 
of the stoke-hole to the east suggest it may have been wider -s 
1.0 m, the eastern edge of the hearth having been worn away by 
the use of the oven. The surviving thickness was 0.12 m. 

What survived was mainly the foundation. This consisted of large 
angular broken flint nodules 40-120 mar lafd at the same time as 
the surrounding chalk floor. The lower flints were entirely 
unburnt, but some of the upper ones were, presumably a result of 
the use of the hearth. Around the flints had been packed fine 
silty puddled chalk and around the top were remains of burnt 
puddled chalk and ashy residue. This indicated the original 
surface was puddled chalk, which had gradually worn away with 
use. 

23aBP 



P345 Hearth type 2/3 Dil CP 7 
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This small hearth was scarped into layer s 1915/1684 on its south 
edge, resting on the natural chalk. It was contemporary with one 
of the later phases of PS386. 

It measured 0.54 m in diameter, being slightly sub-circular in 
plan and 50 mm thick. It was unusual in that it had no 
foundation, but consisted solely of a layer of puddled chalk, 
which had been burnt to a mottled greyish brown. 

F352 Hearth type 2 CS68 Hk 

O 1 2 Melres 
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F357 

This hearth was constructed integrally with a patch of chalk 
floor (20091 of CS68. It was oval in plan measuring 0.82 x 0.66 
m and 0.12 m in thickness, The base appears to have been laid in 
a slight hollow scarped into the underlying silt. 

The foundat ion consisted of large angular flints SO-120 mm packed 
around with puddled chalk. 0ver the top was hard packed puddled 
chalk up to 50 mm thick. The surface was very smo+h .and” wrnr 
slightly hollowed from use and burnt grey, 

23tBB 



F3S3 Hearth type 2 
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This hearth was part of CS69, lying slightly off-centre towards 
PS497, the possible entrance to the structure or open work area. 

The hearth was rectangular measuring 1.0 x 0.88 m and 0.13 m 
thick. It had a foundation of broken flint nodules, some of 
which were burnt, ranging in size from SO-200 mm. The matrix was 
formed partly by the underlying brown silt (2022) into which the 
flints had been packed and partly by puddled chalk. The upper 
part of the hearth was formed of a layer of puddled chalk mixed 
with small rounded chalk pieces less than 20 mm in size. This 
had been packed around and over the flints and the surface was 
smooth and worn and burnt grey in the middle, with a rim of 
unburnt chalk 40-80 nua wide round the edge. 

F366b PBearth type 2 lib cp3 

To the north of the oven base F366a was a roughly circular patch 
of burnt chalk. This was a part of the puddled chalk base of the 
oven? apparently constructed all in one with it. The area of 
burning measured 0.5 m in diameter. Unfortunately none of F366 
was sectioned?, though it was mentioned in the written description 
that there HP have been a ba8e of large flint nodules. This 
supports the suggestion that the burnt chalk was a hearth, as 
flint foundations do not normally occur with ovens. (See frame 
23:Cl for illustration.) 



F371 Hearth type 3 Hb cp l-3 

F371 
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This hearth took the form of a circular patch of burnt natural 
measuring 0.56 x 0.6 m. There was a distinct area of chalk burnt 
grey, looking very like a type 2 hearth t except that there was no 
actual structure to it. Other areas to the south formed similar 
patches of burnt natural but also a patch of chalk packed over 
the top of ph 10126 had been burnt. These other patches were not 
so dist inetive, perhaps because they had been used for a shorter 
time. One was circular measuring 0.54 m wide and the other was 
moz;uvvlt but had been partly cut away on two sides by later 

. It measured 0.78 x +l.O m. 

. . 
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List of hearths 1969-1978 

DA69 layer 14 * hearth * possibly on1 y dump of wall 
daub and type 1 oven plate 

DA75 in CS13 Type 2 
L215 
L219 

?Type 1 and debris from adjacent oven CSl4 
Type 1 three hearths CSlS 
Type 2 hearth CS16 

DA77 L380 Type 2 hearth 
L382 & L383 Type 2 hearth 

in OR P38 
in OH F38 

DA78 L468 Type 2 hearth 
L469 Type 2 hearth 
L471 Type 2 hearth 
Lsrr/Ls4s Type l/2 hearth 
L5SO Type 2 hearth 
t,562 Type 1 hearth 
P48 Type l/2 hearth 

CS66 
CS66 
CS66 
cs3/4 
cs2 
PS379 
CS64 
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Descriptions of hearths 1969-1978 

Hearth in CS13 Type 2 sp-Bj = cp 7 Vol lt fig 4.1gt p 71 

Diameter: 0.56 m 
Thickness: 0.08 m 

The record for this hearth is scanty. From the section drawing 
there appears to be a foundation of flint nodules in a soily 
matrix. Over this is a thin layer of burnt material (3charcoal) 
and above this burnt puddled chalk(?) 

an; fiche 3:B8 and ;g;-j = CP 7 ~15 Vol It fig 4.21, P 73 La er 219 Type 1 

Diameters: (i) 1.0 m (ii) 0.76 m (iii) 0.74 m 
Thickness: (i) - m (ii) - m (iii) - m (not recorded) 

The presence of flints protruding through the daub suqgests a 
typical flint foundation overlain by a spread of daub in all 
three cases. 

Hearth in CS16 Type 2 sp-Bi-j = cp 7 Vol 1 t fig 4.22, p 74 

Diameter: 0.44 m 
Thickness: - 

Small area of burnt chalk hearth, probably partly destroyed from 
its size. 

Layer 380 Type 2 sp A? = cp 73 F38 

This feature took the form of a small patch of chalk lumps 20-30 
mia in size mixed in compacted puddled chalk, burnt grey. It was 
!?ard packed and burnt throughout. The thickness varied from a 
maximum of.100 mm in the middle to 20 mm at the edge. 

The diameter was not recorded and no plan or section drawing was 
made. There is no record of the existence of a flint foundation. 

Layers 382 and 383 Type 2 sp A = cp 7 

This hearth is formed of d patch of chalk blocks 100-150 mm Ionq 
packed tightly together with some burning on the surface. 
Resting on this were burnt debris, ash and charcoal. abo’ut 30 mm 
thick. 

DimeR8iOns of hearth not recorded. No plan or section. 

&et 46t Types 2 sp Al - cp 7 cs66 

This hearth wa& made of caanpacted puddled chalk, heavily burnt 
with a dmed wrface. 
flintr, though. thid was 

There wa8 probably a basal feundat ion aL 
not recorded and no rcctian was drawn. 

233612 



It was recorded as being 0.2 m thick, but this is probably an 
overestimate and would more likely have been e 0.12 m. 

It measured 0.65 m in diameter. 

It appears to have suffered little wear and probably replaced 
L469. 

Layer 469 Type 2 sp Al - cp 7 CS66 

This hearth consists of a foundation of flint nodules partly 
exposed in plan , which had been covered with a surface of 
compacted puddled chalk. It had been heavily burnt and had 
suffered some wear. The thickness was recorded as 0.22 m8 but 
this is also likely to be an overestimate as with L468. 

It was roughly circular in plan and measured 0.85 m in diameter. 

Layer 471 Type 2 sp Al - cp 7 CS66 

This hearth was very worn consisting largely of the foundation of 
large flint nodules, around which were remnants of a compacted 
puddled chalk surface. The surface was very worn and had been 
burnt in the centre. The thickness was not recorded. It was 
roughly circular in plan and measured 1.25 m in diameter. 

Layer 544 and 545 Type 1 and 2 sp Aj - cp 7 CS3/4 Vol 1, 
fig 4.% P 64 

There was possibly a hearth in this position for some time, being 
resurfaced on one or two occasions. Burning below the 
constructed hearth on the surface of L520 (a chalk spread) may 
indicate that originally a simple type 3 hearth occurred here, 
which was subseguently covered by the constructed hearth. 

Initially a base of flint nodules up to 100 mm size were laid to 
form a foundation a& these #re y?groeatly surfaced with burnt 
clay or daub (L545) to form a type 1 hearth. Subsequently this 
appears to have been resurfaced with a spread of chalk (5441, 
which was 80 mm thick to form a type 2 hearth, 

The diameter was probably 2 1.0 m. Superficially it appears to 
be cut by F55, but it is most likely that the hearth had partly 
slumped into the fill, but was not recognimd by the ertcavator. 

L550 Typ; 2 spAj-‘ep7 
333% 

CS2 Vol 1, tig 4.11, p 63 a&l fiche 

This was roughly aval in plan trteasuring 0.8 x 0.9 Al and had a 
maximum thickness of 0.14 I. St was formed at a foundat ion of 
large flint nodules 1(10-130 8am long plus eccrsianat quwn in a 
niatrin of fine chalk luapa. Over thlr had baen laid a hard .. 
Mapacted rptead of mall taunded chalk lumps s 10 am in a 
matrix of puddled chalk. It rested flat on the underlying layer 
and the top WI daaed, 
roll around the edge. I 

It hrd Wn burnt grey rloq with. &a@@ 
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TA%3 3:GlO 
F57 562 Type 1 Ai = cp 7 PS379 Vol 4, fig 4.83 and fiche 

This was constructed in a distinct hollow in the underlying silt 
0.15 m deep , in the base of which had been placed a foundat ion of 
large flints and chalk blocks up to 0.14 m long. Over this had 
been spread a layer of yellowish red daub tfab B) reddened near 
the top and burnt black on the surface. It was sligh+ly oval in 
plan measuring 0.74 x 0.8 m and had a maximum thickness of 0.12 
m. 

Layer 215 sp Bj - cp 7 
3tE6 and -3:GlO 

CSl4 Vol 1, fig 4.20 p 72 and fiche 

It seems that this layer number was used for two distinct groups 
of daub: the fallen wall daub from the adjacent ovens and a 
separate hearth near the ovens, Basically only the wall daub 
with wattle impressions was retained as a sample, thus giving the 
false impression that the planned hearth was a dump of wall daub. 
The notebook description stipulates that the daub was collapsed 
from the two ovens and that a thin black charcoal lens separated 
the daub from the floor: and that it was taken up without 
detailed planning. 

So it seems likely that the patch of daub that has been planned 
as L215 is in fact a separate heatth, for which no other record 
exists. It is rather an irregular shape in plan, more 
trapezoidal than anything else measuring 1.06 x 1.0 m, Some 
flints around the north edge may hint at a flint foundatian. 

P48 Type 1 and 2 AC = cp 3 CS64 Vol 1, fig 4.100 p 148 

This hearth was constrticted in a hollow in the underlying ‘soil 
(538) on the base of which had been placed burnt flints and chalk 
blocks 100-150 mm to form a foundation 60-120 mm thick (583). 
Packed around the foundations and over the top was a matrir of 
puddled chalk, formLng a smooth upper surface. This appears ta 
have been resurfaced, when a thin skin of reddish brown daub, 15 
mm thick was laid over the top. Vo the noreth of the hearth was a 
thin black charcoally soil {SSZ). On its upper surface was a 
thinlens of burnt red daub 15 mm thick, which may relate to the 
resurfacing of the hearth. The burnt material could have been 
raked off the hearth. There was a further lens of black silty 
soil (540) south of the hearth, 40 mm thick with fine charcoal, 
flecks of chalk, daub, and small flakes of flint. The .hearth has 
an estimated diameter of c 0.7-1.0 m (the surviving length in 
section being 0.5 a). It-had a total thlckncss of 13s mm. 
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Clay mixing pits 

A total of seven clay mixing pits have been excavated at 
Danebury. Five were reported in Volume 2, p 244, where they were 
discussed in relation to pottery production. Two more have since 
been excavated, PI892 in the 1981 area and F349 in the 1988 
stratified sequence. 

Of those previously reported, two contained clay of type R 
(Reading beds) and three of type L (?London clay), both of which 
have been commonly found with the daub. Type R was generally 
used for oven covers and triangular weights without any further 
tempering material. Probably both L and R were used, possibly 
mixed, for much of the other oven daub, especially fabrics C, D 
and E. 

. 
Pl892 was excavated and recorded in detail, being examined in 
plan as well as section (Pl 49). The fill was dominated by 
orange brown clay (fabric L) (21, but within this were streaks of 
red and grey from the addition of Reading Beds (type R). 
Examination in plan clearly showed the circulqr patterning 
resulting from mixing the two clays round in the pit. In 
addit ion to the clay was a thin lens of light grey chalky silt 
containing small chalk lumps less than 10 mm in size (3). Though 
this could have accumulated by natural silting when the pit had 
been part i al ly empt ied, it is more likely to be a deliberate 
addition as tiny remnants of similar lenses were noted in the 
fill and they consistently occur in all the clay mixing pits. 
The most likely explanation’is that this material was added as 
tempering. In this pit in addition to the lens of silt, there 
was another more substantial addition of fine greyish yellow sand 
(41, which must have been intended as tempering to produce a 
sandy fabric. ft would appear that no attempt had been made to 
mix the clay after the addition of the tempering material. 

In the case of F349 this is the only example in~which the 
majority of clay fill had been dug out for use, leaving a lining 
40-100 mm thick over the sides and 0.23 m thick over the flint in 
the base. The clay was greenish yellow, containincl fine-medium 
sand {mainly quartz and shell) with occasional pebbles and 
gravel. Xt also contained odd pockets of silty soil and rare 
small chalk pieces up to 20 nun size. This sandy clay appears to 
be the same as fabric R found in the daub samples. The hollow 
resulting from removal of the clay had been filled with the 
demolished raains of an ovda in the lower part and the original 
intention may have been to remix and reuse’the daub, thouqh the 
dumping of all the burnt debris and flints may have then made 
this undesirable. However this is one of the latest features in 
the stratified seauence and it may merely have been abandoned 
along with the fort. 

The geireral evidcnee from these pit& show the cl&~ fabrics are 
compatible with those used for daub and if the additions within 
the clay layers ate accept& 4s temperinq material, these too are 



more compatible with daub production than pottery, especially the 
addition of chalky soil. 

The problem of dating these pits has been discussed in Vc‘.ume 2, 
p 244, and the same difficulties apply to PlS92, which contained 
cp 3 pottery in the soily fill at the top. The only pit that can 
be firmly dated is F349, which was dug through the layers in 
sequence H and assigned to phases Ak-1, which is late in cp 7, 
though the pottery within it Indicates a date of cp 6. The 
stratigraphic evidence suqqests F349 was in use for a lonq period 
of time and in view of the sparse numbers of this pit type it is 
likely the others were also used over a long period. 

Spatially most of these pits are in the central area of the fort, 
apparently as far away as possible from most of the o;*ens on the 
periphery of the fort. However from the distributio:a of oven 
daub dumped in pits, there clearly must have been ovens 
elsewhere. Moreover the evidence that some oven covers and oven 
plates were movable items may suqqest there were certain areas 
for producing them, subsequently beinc transported to the place 
of use. 

. I~ .- 
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Wattle measurements on daub 

The histograms show the quantities of wattle diameter 
measurements as a percentage. 

On (1) the horizontal wattles (rods) on ‘wall’ daub have been 
divided up by phase. The largest samples, cp 7 and cp 3, produce 
a normal curve, whilst the smaller sample size produces a more 
uneven curve. In general there is little variation, thouah there 
is a hint that wattle sizes on averaqe increased throuqh time, 
possibly indicating a longer coppice cycle or a more rapid srowth 
rate in the later phases. 

On (2) the vertical wattles (sails) and horizontal wattles (rods) 
on ‘wall* daub for all phases are separately illustrated. The 
proportion of wall daub found in association with other oven daub 
is shaded. Below wattle sizes on type 1 oven plates are 
illustrated and can be easily compare? with the wall daub. The 
wattles on oven plates are clearly in a separate size ranue to 
those on the ‘wall’ daub, 

On (3) the top histogram shows wattle measurements on wall daub 
and oven base daub from known ovens, whilst the lower one shows 
wattle sizes from daub thouqht to be lower oven wall or base (of 
all phases). Comparison with the histograms for ‘wall’ daub 
wattles indicates a similar pattern for both, with the ‘tails’ of 
hiqher values representinq the sails, 

Clearly wall daub and oven daub cannot be distinauished on the 
basis of wattle size, except for the type 1 oven plates, but 
because of the overlap in sixes, other characteristics are more 
important in identifying function thoucrh a consideration of 
wattle sizes and their arranqement mav help where distinctive 
features are lacking. 

. 
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4.2.5 Gully complexes 

Introduct ion 

The excavations of 1969-88 have exposed 45 gully complexes: of 
these GC?-6 were described in Volume 1 (pp 123-7). Those 
discovered during the excavations of 1979-88 have been considered 
in general in the main text (Volume 4, 151). The gully complexes 
associated with circular buildings (eg GC9 (CS48), GC22 (CSSO), 
GC29 (CS41,, GC32 (CSCO), GC34 (CS61), GC36 (CS33), GC37 (CSZS), 
GC38 (CSS?) and GC45 (CS40)) have been illustrated and discussed 
in the main text with the circular builciinqs which they surround. 
The remainder are illustrated and described below. 

Gul ly complex Frame 

i 
9 (see CSSS) 

10 
11 and PS395 

E 

:“5 
16 

ii 

:o’ 
21 
22 (see CSSO) 
23 
24 and PS376 
25 and PS349, PS350 and PS370 
26 and PS347 
27 and PS348 

.28 
29 (see CS41) 
30 
31 
32 (see CS6l) 
33 and PS388 
34 (see CS60) 

3”65 (see CS33) 
37 (see CS28) 

2 tsee cs51) 
40 
41 
42 and PS483, PS484- 
43 and PS479 . 44 and PS477 ’ . 

45 (see CSQOA) 
46-50 

24:B2 
24:B3-4 

24:85-6 
24:B7 
24:88 
24:B9 
24:ElO 
24:Bll 
24:812 
24:813 
24:Bl4 
24:Cl 
24:C2-3 
24:C4 

24: CS-6 
24:C7-8 
24:C9-10 
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Descriptions of the individual complexes 

Gully Complex 7: 1980 

Two lengths of curved gully (6179 and G190) occur close together 
but are not necessarily contemporary. 6179 was 40-100 mm deep 
and 280-400 mm wide and was filled with a natural brown silty 
soil containing some lumps of chalk and flints. It appeared to 
run roughly concentrically with a scarp in the natural chalk to 
the west which could be part of an otherwise undefined circular 
structure. Alternatively it may have related to PS304. G179 
cuts ph 7209 and 7022/7148 but the other relationships were 
unclear. 

G190 had a U-shaped profile and measured 90 mm wide by 100 mm 
deep : it had been filled with a light brown chalky silt. The 
form of the slot suggests that it could have been the only 
surviving wall slot of a circular structure of which nothing more 
survives unless ph 7226 represents a doorpost. 
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Gully Complex 8: 1980 

A single large gully (G176) of horseshoe shape defining an area 
9.5 m across. The entrance probably lay at the south-east side 
where a number of large pits have destroyed most of the detail. 
It is possible that the terminals of the gully had been inturned 
with the feature numbered as ph 7168 being the only one aurvivins 
the other having been destroyed by P1579. 

The gully measures between 0.45 and 0.8 m wide and between 0.18 
and 0.46 m deep: in profile it was flat bottomed. On the west 
side (between sections J and It) there appeared to be a void for 
timbers (originally called 6168) which was 0.22-0.28 a wide and 
0.3 m deep. The filling here was of dark brown soil, and along 
the west edge were a number of large flint nodules embedded in 
hard packed chalk rubble giving the appearance of packing 
alongside a row of timber uprights. Elsewhere on the west side 
the gully was filled with dark brown chalky silt with chalk 
rubble packed across the top. Around the south and east sides 
the fill was a compact brown silt. Between sections E and F some 
of the flint cobbling of road 2 sealed the gully fill. 

The gully cut post-holes 7071, 7155, 7056, 6765, tlS2, 7281 
(PS330) and 6781. It was cut by post-holes 6745, 6752 (PS327)* 
7086 and 6787. The relationship to Pl611, 6181, ph 6797, ph 6790 
(PS328) and ph 7156 (PS302) ir unclear. However PS302 can be 
shown to post-date the gully and PS328 is likely to be contemp- 
orary with PS327 which is later than the gully. PS330 pre-dates 
the gully. 

The evidence suggests that the gully may have held timbers and 
ph 7168 may have forked part of a gate structure at the entrance. 
This would indicate some kind of palisaded enclosure though for 
what function must remain unknown. 
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Gully Complex 10: 1980, 1982 

This single gully complex was formed 02 three (possibly four) 
gullies together producing an enclosure of maximum diameter 13.3 
m east-west. 

G228, which formed the western side, was the most substantial 
measuring 0.6 w wide and 0.3 m deep. In profile the base was 
flat and the sides steeply angled. The fill was consistently i, 
brown silt with small angular chalk lumps and occasional broken 
flints. The eastern edge of the enclosure was defined by two 
short lengths of slighter gully (6185 and G186) which measured 
0.25 m wide and 0.12 R deep. The fill of both was similar 
consisting of a light brown chalky silt. 

A number of post-holes existed on the approximate alignment of 
the gullies (ph 8306, 8348, 6604, 8372, 7081 and 6331) but this 
need be no more than coincidence and no rc’.. ionship ban be 
demnstrated between posts and gully. 

G228 at its southern end appears to cut into the fill of the 
quarry hollow (Ft19) and was sealed by layer 928. It was also 
cut by the post-holes of PS198. 

The position of the entrance to the enclosure was unclear and 
could have lain in a number of positions. If, however, the 
entrance were on the south side it is possible that 6236 (FllO) 
may have been the outward turned end of 0228: the crucial 
junction was obscured by a large tree root. 

The function of the gully is uncertain. It is possible that 
it surrounded a house the structural details of which have been 
destroyed by later activity: the question must remain open. 
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Gully Complex 11 and PS395: 1982 

The gully complex is represented by an arc of a circular gully 
(6230) with an estimated diruaeter of 9 A: much of the gully and 
the area which it enclosed lay outside the excavated area. 

The gully varied in width from 0.4 to 1.0 II and in depth from 
0.2-0.4 m and had steeply sloping sides and a flat base. The 
fill was of light brown chalky silt with rather more angular 
chalk at the base. The entrance probably lay on the north-east 
side since, had the gully continued here the edge would have been 
visible in the excavation of 1980. 

The gully encloses PS395, a large four-post structure some 3 m 
square of which only two post-holes lay within the excavated area 
(ph 8419 and 8511). Five other post-holes belong to the same 
stratigraphic level but their structural relationship to the post 
structure, if anyI is unclesr. 
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Gully Complex 12: 1980 

Short length of gully (G159) fornina the arc of a circle. It is 
irregular in shape measuring 0.4 m wide and 0.11 m deep shallow- 
ing at either end , with a flat bottom throughout. The filling 
was a dark brown chalky silt. It was cut by ph 5805, 5568 
(PS32S) and 5569. 

The function is unclear but 35 .was most probably dug for 
drainage. 
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Gully Complex 13: 1980 

6169 runs E-U, curving to form the arc of a circle. It measured 
between 0.23 and 0.4 m in width and 0.09 to 0.12 m in depth, with 
a flat base and sloping sides. The filling is a natural chalky 
brown silt. 

It was cut by ph 5993 and 6004. Ph 6664 was cut by the gully. 

Its function is unclear but the anticipated diameter, if project- 
ed, would have been about 7 m which is similar to that of the 
house structures in the vicinity but no doorposts suggest 
themselves. 
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Gully Complex 14: 1980 

Two lengths of gully Gl83 and Cl88 are considered together here 
but there is no evidence that they are contemporary. 

6183 formed an arc of about 7 m diameter. It measured 0.23-o. 35 
m wide and 0.12 m deep shallowing at the ends. The fill was of 
dark brown chalky silt. The relationships are unclear except for 
ph 7166 and 7173 which are cut by the gully. 

6188 measured 0.3 to 0.7 m wide and 0.25-O. 35 m deep. Its fill 
was of a yellowish-brown chalky silt with occasional flints. It 
cut ph 7250 (PS334) and was cut by ph 7249: the other relation- 
ships were obscure. 

G188 has the proportions of a drainage gully but C.183 by virtue 
of its profile and diameter could have been part of a circular 
structure. 
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Gully Complex 15: 1981 

This complex was composed of two lengths of curved gullies G194 
and G195, which appear to have formed part of a penannular 
enclosure of which only the northern sector survived where it was 
scarped into the natural chalk. The overall diameter is 
estimated at at least 9.5 m. The entrance appears to have been 
on the north-west side. G194 terminated in a post-hole (ph 7395) 
which may have been a contemporary feature. At the end of G195 
an additional length of gully formed a short antenna. 

Gl94 survived for a length of 7 m and measured 0.22-O. 38 m in 
width and 0.05-O. 16 m in depth. It cut P1702. The gully tended 
to have an aspnetr ical V-shaped profile. It was filled with 
greyish-brown silt with a moderate amount of small subangular 
chalk. 

6195 survived for a length of 2.4 m and measured 0.28-0.4 m in 
width and 0.08-0.1 m in depth. In profile it had a flat base and 
sloping sides. It was filled with greyish-brown clayey silt with 
a moderate amount of chalk grit and small chalk lumps. 

There is no evidence of a contemporary post sattina sugqestinq a 
major structure within the enclosed area but several two-post 
structures occur which could be contemporary. 
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Gully Complex 16: 1981 

This complex was composed of several lengths of curved gullies 
which were presumably the remnants of a circular enclosure of 
which this northern part was scarped into the natural chalk. 

6200 was the latest and most substantial of the group. It 
survived for a length of 9 m and measured 0.34-0.6 m wide and 
0.19-0.25 m deep. It was cut by P1785. The profile was somewhat 
variable but generally had a flattish base with sloping sides. 
The fill was a greyish-brown clayey silt with a moderate quantity 
of small subangular chalk and occasional flints. 

G198 and 6201 were both cut by 6200 and are probably part of the 
same gully. G198 survived for 4 m and measured 0.1-0.2 m wide 
and 0.04-O. 17 m deep. 6201 was 1.5 m long and measured 0.2 m 
wide and 0.1 m deep. The filling of both was similar, consistinq 
of a greyish-brown silt with a moderate quantity of small 
subanqular chalk. 

A further short lenqth of gully, G197, lay to the east of the 
complex : its relationship to the others could not be defined. 
It measured 3 m long, 0.24-0.4 m wide and 0.1 m deep. The 
relationship with ph 7519 was unclear. In profile it had a flat 
base with sloping sides. The filling consisted of a light brown 
silt with chalk grit and a few small chalk lumps. 
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Gul ly Complex 17: 1981 

This complex was represented by a sinqle length of curved gully 
(G209) only the northern part of which lay within the excavated 
area. The western end petered out just within the excavation but 
the eastern end continued though it widened in a way sugqestive 
of a terminal. The diameter of the enclosure would have been in 
excess of 8 m. 

The gully was interrupted by an area of tree root disturbance 
which removed all evidence of its relationship to P1957 and its 
relationships to ph 7742 and 7945 were unclear. In profile the 
gully had a flat base and sloping sides and measured 0.3-0.6 m 
wide and 0.07-O. 15 m deep. The fill was of light brown silt 
containing a little chalk grit and small rounded chalk lumps. 
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Gully Complex 18: 1981 

This complex is represented by a 3 m length of curved gully, 
6205, which probably formed part of a penannular enclosure most 
of which lay outside the excavated area. The gully ended at the 
south in three post-holes (phs 7830, 7853 and 7678) all or none 
of which may be associated: the relationships could not be 
determined. Two post-holes against the baulk (phs 7915 and 7916 1 
could have been associated with the other terminal. 

In profile the gully had steeply sloping sides and a flat or 
rounded base. It measured 0.2-O. 35 m wide and 0.06-O. 16 m deep. 
The fill consisted of greyish-brown silt with a moderate density 
of chalk and rare charcoal f leeks. In one section (D) there 
appears to have been a ‘void’ 120 mm wide with chalk ,and flint 
packing on the south while in section A a concentration of chalk 
was seen towards the sides which could have been the remnants of 
packing . This suggests that the gully is likely to have 
supported a timber structure which would arque that the posts at 
the terminals are probably contemporary. 
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Gully Complex 19: 1982 

This complex was composed of two qullies 0221 and 6222 which 
appear to be continuous with each other formins an oval enclosure 
12 m or more wide. No terminals occurred within the excavated 
area. 

6221 measured 0.18-0.26 m wide and 30-100 mm deep: 6.5 m of its 
length was exposed. Its profile was U-shaped. 6222 was larqer, 
measuring 0.42-0.8 m wide (but narrowinq to 0.2 m where it joins 
6221) and 0.13-o. 2 m deep. The profile generally had a rounded 
base and slopiny sides. A lenq th of 6 m was exposed. 6221 was 
filled with yellowish-brown silt containing some chalk grit and 
small lumps of chalk while G222 had a fill of subangular chalk 
blocks up to 100 mm in size set in a compacted brown silt. 
One section sugqested that 6222 cut G221. 
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Gully Complex 20: 1982 

This gully complex consists of a semi-circular gully G220 
forming an enclosure 8.5 m wide. Along its northern edge on the 
inside is a further gully 6243, which runs parallel for a short 
distance and may be remnants of a recut. 

G220 cut the silts in the top of the quarry hollow F135, and also 
P1987, possibly P2257, ph 8788, ph 8813, ph 8815 and G252. The 
relationships could not be determined to P2294, P2275, P2261 and 
ph 8740. 

The width of the gully was fairly consistent throughout its 
length at 0.54 m except to the west where it widened to 0.8 m to 
narrow to 0.4 m at the terminal. The depth varied in general 
between 0.2 and 0.35 m. It had a profile of sloping sides and 
flattish base and two rounded terminals on the south and south- 
west. Where the gully cut throuqh quarry or pits, the sides 
appear to flare out to greater width of 0.75-1.0 m. 

The gully had a fill of yellowish brown clayey silt, containinq a 
moderate quantity of chalk qrit and subrounded lumps up to 50 mm 
with rare larger pieces. There were occasional flints up to 170 
mm scattered through the fill. There is some indication of the 
fill becoming chalkier towards the base, presumably a result of 
erosion of the gully sides. Some of the section drawinqs also 
indicate chalk rubble had been dumped in the top of the qully in 
pl aces. 

Only a short length of 6243 survives , measuring about 2.5 m from 
P2275 and cutting across the top of P2294. It also cut ph 8855, 
but its relationship to 6220 could not be determined. The width 
varies from 0.3-0.5 m and it had a maximum depth of 0.12 m. Xn 
profile it had a flat rough base and sloping sides. 

Its fill consisted of dark greyish brown crumbly silt, containing 
subrounded chalk up to 40 mm in size and a high proportion of 
occupation debris especially charcoal and burnt chalk. This 
suggests it was perhaps associated with a structure and is 
probably unrelated to the gully complex, unless the gully complex 
enclosed the structure. 

6220 appears to have had a largely natural fill by contrast and 
was probably drainage gully rather than structural. Within it 
there is no obvious feature enclosed by it, such as a post 
structure. Most of the area enclosed by the gully is taken up by 
pits several of which date from cp 7 and could be contemporary 
with the gully complex, which must also be late from its 
relationship to the quarry hollow. 
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Gully Complex 21: 1982 

An arc of a’penannular gully (6226) was exposed for a length of 
c.4.5 m but most of it lies outside the excavated area. The 
&era11 diameter of the enclosed area was approximately 7 mr 

The gully varied in width from 0.24-0.52 a and in depth from 
0.11-0.26 me Its profile was uniform with d rounded base and 
steep sides. The fill consisteu of a layer of small rounded 
chalk lumps in a matrix of powdery chalk presumably eroded from 
the sides. Above this the gully was filled with brown silt with 
some small chalk. 

The relationships of the post-holes impinqinq on the qully line 
and the gully itself were unclear. 
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Gully Cosmlex 23: 1984-S 

The earl icst of a succession of four gully complexas occupyinq 
the s8me location, the others beinq GC24, GC25 and GC28. 

This complex was represented by two qulfies (6268 and G294) which 
defined a toughly oval enclosure measurinq 15 JII B30 and 9.5 I 

d”:;. 
G294 measured between 0.35 and 0.7 I wide and 0.2 to 0.4 m 

6268 was 0.3 to 0.7 m wide and 0.05-O. 25 m deep. The fill 
of 0294 consisted largely of natural silts interleaved with bands 
of eroded chalk. At the 8outh end (first erroneously numbered 
G296) there was a deliberate tip of occupation debris similar to 
that which overlay the area. The fill of G268 was a natural, 
brown, clayey silt containing a little chalk and occasional 
flecks of charcoal and burnt flint and chalk. 

G294 could not be related to any contemporary features or 
stratigraphy but 6268 was probably contemporary with limited 
spread8 of puddled chalk (1379 and 1186) and a tip of chalky clay 
(1187). . 

The gullies seem to have served a8 drainage gullies but there is 
no evidence for the function of the enclosure. No associated 
structures have been identified. 
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Gully Complex 24 and PS376z 1984-5 

This compl ex , on the same site as GC23, GC25 and GC28, was made 
up of two lengths of gully (G288 and G289) which together form 
part of the wastern side of an enclosure. No evidence of the 
eastern edge exists (though it is possible that CS36 delineated 
its extent on this side). The enclosure measured 15 IB N-S. 

The gullies were somewhat insubstantial except at the south- 
western terminal where 6288 measured 0.2 m deep and 0.36 m wide. 
It becartre shallower northwards to an average of 0.1 m. 

The layers most likely to be contearporary were ‘a compacted chalk 
Spread (1434) and a deposit of red clay containing chalk 1mp8 
and charcoal (1431) which overlapped it *Jt une paint. Three 
post-holes Cut 1431 of which ph 9396 and 9415 seemed to form a 
pair with ph 9t44 and 9145. This grouping was g fven the number 
PS376. Tire structure was either of two phase8 or else all four 
post8 were contemporary. It was similar to the door arrangements 
of the circular structures but no trace of a wall or contemporary 
floor could be seen and it is perhaps simplest to assume it to be 
some form of gateway to the enclosure. The only possible 
contemporary features within were a group of five pits alonq the 
we8tern side of the enclosure. 
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Gully &IQPiQX 25 and P8349, PS3SO and PS370: 1984-5 

The gully conplw, on the same site a8 GC23, oC24 and GC28, 
comprised two separately n\nbered lengths of gully (6287 and 
G291) defining tha west side of a circular enclosure about 11 m 
in diarcter. Of the east side only a short length of gully 
(6270) rurvives running from the entrance of the enclosure to the 
wa?l of CS36 with which it is probably contemporary. 

6270 was 0.4 m wide and 0.11 m deep and cut a chalk spread (1348 
equivalent to 1432). G287 rearurcd bet-en 0.4 and 0.5s m wide 
and 0.2-0.24 a deep. Oh the north side 0291 was between 0.5 and 
0.8 in wide with a maximum depth of 0.55 I* The fills were 
largely natural accumulations of silty soil thowh 0287 contained 
a greater quantity of occupation debris while the fill of G291 
included flint and chalk eroded from the rampart. 

The layer most likely to be contemporary with these gullies was 
1432# a brown clayey silt containing a moderate quantity of small 
worn chalk lumps. It was 0.1s m thick and was probably 
equivalent to 1348. 

These layers were cut by a number of post-hO].QS, stake-holes and 
a pit. Of the posts some could be related together, on the basis 
of site and spacing, to form post structures but in view of the 
density of features it seems likely that laany of the unphased 
poet-holes to the west ahd aorth, within the gully complex also 
belong to this phase. Three structures can be clearly defined. 
~Z~~rliost,is probably pS370, a two-post structure of two 

It has large post-boles and is set back about 1 m from 
the enkrance gully. A 1 fkely interpretation is that these 
represent a gate structure similar to that of Gully Complex 24. 

This was succeeded by a massive four-post structure, PS349, 
measuring.3.2 m square the existence of which indicates a major 
cw&#e of f~tlaa. Am&her two-post structure, PS3S0, has also 
been identified but its position in the sequence could sot be 
ascertained except to say that it could not have been in use with 
either of the other: two structures. Some of the uuphased 
post-holes that could belong to this peri& may also represent 
two-post structure8 but no other four-post structure8 could be 
identified. 
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Gully Complex 26 and PS347: 1984-S 

This complex consists of a penannular gully (6307/302/295) 
enclosing an area of diameter 8 m within which was a four-post 
structure, P347. 

The gully was most substantial on the east side (6295/307) where 
it was 0.8 to 1.0 m wide and s.0. S m deep but it decreased in 
siee on the north side to 0.5-0.6 n wide and 0.4 m deep. The 
south-west end (6302) was 0.5 m wide and 0.2 I deep. It was 
generally V-shaped in prof f le. The fill consisted mainly of 
naturally accumulated silt and eroded chalk though on the east 
side the top level was sealed by dumped chalk rubble. 

Within the enclosure was a large four-post structure of type H. 
It measured 3.5 m square and had massive post-holes between 0.7 
and 0.85 m deep and 0.7 to 0.8 m wide. Three of the posts were 
deliberately backfilled after the timbers had been removed tiicugh 
there was some evidence of the original post position in ph 9467. 
Some indication of the post sizes may be given by the base 
diameters of the holes which were all c.O.45 m. This suggests a 
substantial structure of more than one-storey. 

Around the outside of the structure on the north and east was a 
contemporary chalk spread (1489) composed of rounded lumps of 
chalk rubble (30-100 mm in size) with occasional angular flints, 
dispersed in a light brown clayey silt. The chalk was denser to 
the south and more puddled. The wear was qreatest around the 
hearth (F2S7). The hearth was roushly circular 1.2 m in diameter 
and was composed of broken angular flints tightly packed in a 
matrix of puddled chalk. On analogy with other hearths at 
Danebury it is probable that a surface of puddled chalk had been 
laid over the flint base. The chalk between the flints was burnt 
grey and pink. The proximity of the hearth to the post structure 
has interesting implications for the function of this buildina. 
The issues are discussed in detail bslow/above (p, 383). 

Close to the terminal of 6307 was an isolated patch of flat flint 
slabs laid in a matrix of puddled chalk (1483). This was 
probably a remnaht of a more extensive area of paving the rest of 
which had been removed by the hollow way leading to the door of 
css2. 
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Gully Complex 27 and PS348: 1984-5 

This complex comprises two lenqths of linear gully (6303 and 
6306) with an entrance gap 2.2 m wide between their terminals. 
They ran roughly parallel to the rampart forming a rectangular 
enclosure 9 m wide by Over 14 I long. The western limit was not 
exposed but the eastern end appears to have been defined by GC28. 

G303 was 7 m long, between 0.4 and 1.0 m wide and up to 3.5 m 
deep. It had a rounded terminal at its west end while its east 
end abutted G286. G306 was exposed for 4.5 m of its length and 
measured 0.4-O-55 m wide and up to 0.35 m deep. Both gullies had 
flat bases. 

Just inside the entrance was a complex two-post structure (P348) 
consisting of two pairs of conjoined posts which may or may not 
have been in contemporary use. The post-holes are large and 
their posit ion, set back about 1 m behind the gully line suggests 
that they may have served as an entrance feature. There is no 
evidence of an associated fence line. 

The contemporary ground surface was a chalk spread (1477/1464) 
which had been laid in the preceding phase and was cut by the 
gullies and holes for PS348. The other features inside could 
belong to phases )I, F or G (see pp. 390-2). The five small 
post-holes immediately south of the entrance are all similar in 
size and fill but form no coherent structure. 
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Gully Complex 28: 1984-S 

This complex occupied the same site as GC23, GC24 and GC25. 
It was represented by a continuous gully (G286/297) defininq the 
west side of an enclosure and a short length of another qully 
(6308) to the east of an entrance gap. 

6297 was c.O.5 m wide on the north side of the enclosure 
increasin< to 1.0 m on the west. It averaged between 0.2 and 0.4 
m deep and the filling was largely of silt with some chalk and 
flint eroded from the rampart. Its southern continuation 
(numbered separately as 6286) was 0.3-0.4 m wide and 0.15-0.28 m 
deep. The filling was of naturally accumulated silt with some 
chalk rubble in the base. Only at the incurving terminal was 
there any variation where there was a dump of burnt occupation 
material consisting of charcoal, burnt flint and daub. The same 
fill was recorded in the terminal on the ear c side of the 
entrance (G308) where the shallow gully measured only 50-100 mm 
in depth. 

Contemporary with the complex was a layer of greyish-brown chalky 
silt (1493) overlain by a thin spread of worn chalk (1487). 
Cutting this layer were five post-holes having no recoqnizable 
pattern. A hearth (F246) had been built on layer 1493. It was 
roughly oval, measuring 0.58 by 0.45 m and was constructed of a 
base of flints covered by a surface of compacted chalk which had 
been burnt to a pink colour. The existence of the hearth 
suggests that the enclosure was, at this time, used as an open 
working area. 
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Gully Complex 30: 1985 

This complex is represented by an arc of penannular gully, 
6300, exposed for a length of 7 m the rest being beyond the limit 
of excavation. The overall diameter of the enclosure is 
estimated at 6~~ m. 

The gully measured 0.3-0.5 m wide and 0.07-0.32 m deep. It ended 
in a rounded terminal at its southern end, The profile was 
flat-bottomed with near vertical sides. The filling was of 
greyish-brown silt with some chalk lumps. 

The relationship to Gully Complex 31 cannot be established on 
present evidence. They could be successive or contemporary. 
6300 is cut by ph 9278 and 9277: the latter may be the central 
post-hole in a five-post structure tPSl87). 
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Gully Complex 31: 1985 

This complex was formed of two lengths of curved gully: 
6312 and 6301 both of which terminate within the excavated area 
and together represent a circular enclosure contemporary with 
GC30 to the north. 

G312 extended for 0.8 m into the excavation and ended in a 
rounded terminal. It measured 0.45 m wide and 0.13 m deep and 
was filled with brown chalky silt. 6301 extended into the 
excavation for c.3 m but had been cut by P2472 and P2473 which 
destroyed its tsrminal . It measured 0.26-0.56 m wide and 
0.07-0.2 m deep and was filled with light brown chalky silt, 
rather more chalky towards the bottom. 
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Gully Cmplex 33 and PS388: 1986-7 

The gully complex was formed by a single curved gully 6321, 4.8 m 
long, 0.9 III wide and 0.55 I deep. The rounded terminal survives 
at the north end where it is partly cut into the natural chalk on 
the base of the quarry. At the south end, where it was cut 
through layers, the terminal had been destroyed by later gullies, 
6323, G316 and G315. It was filled with dark brown silty soil 
containing eroded pieces and chalk and some fl’nts. 

D&mediately to the west of the southern end was a two-post 
structure PS388. (Details of the stratigraphy are considered 
below pp X5-6.) It is not clear whether all the post-holes 
were in contemporary use or whether it was a multiphase 
structure. Nor is it clear whether there were two or three 
post-holes in each group. 

Th@ arrangement could represent a aate to the ditched enclosure 
sumoundiug the nlddle or late phase of PS386. 
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Gully Complex 35: 1983 

This complex was composed of two curved gull ies 6241 and 6242 
joining at right angles. No well-defined terminals are preserved 
but 6241 shallows to nothing. 

G241 was C. 0.6 m in length and measured 0.2-O. 4 m wide, and 
0.07-O. 15-m deep. In profile it had a flat bottom with straight 
sloping sides. It was filled with fine brown 81 ightly chalky 
silt. 6242 was exposed for c.5 m in length. It measured 
0.28-0.47 m wide and 0.12-0.21 m deep, The profile had a flat 
base and sloping sides. Its fill was similar to 6241. 

The gullies cut across the tops of three pits P2215, P2241 and 
P2244 and a post-hole ph 8693. 
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Gully Complex 39: 1979, 1980, 1988 

This gully complex consists of a long linear qully 6132/0134/6133 
which runs continuously for just over 40 A. It was orientated 
NE-SU curving slightly to form an arc. It ends on the north east 
in a ccnnplcx of features largely obscured by P1384. It appears 
to have been deliberately terainated on the muth side of road 2. 
On the south west it cuts through the latest layers of the 
stratigraphy of the 1988 area extending right up to and cuttinq 
the tail of the rampart. It was clearly a late feature and 
though not all the relationships were recoaniaed or observed, it 
probably cut aoat or all other features. The gully system 
continues to the north of road 2, where it has been designated 
Gcll. 

Generally the gully varied in width from 0.8 m to 1.2 RI and in 
depth from 0.4 m to 0.6 IO. however in places it narrowed to as 
little as 0.4-0.6 x~, but this usually occurred only in the 
shallowest areas where it was only 0.2-0.25 % deep. This 
presumably represents only the base of the qully, the upper 
levels having been cut through stratigraphy or soil subsequently 
eroded, or at its southern end it may have been slightly 
truncated in the machine clearance. 

The fill of the gully was fairly consistent throuqhout its 
length. This was entirely natutsl with chalk shatter eroded and 
weathered from the sides infill ing the base. 
interleaved with thin silt lenses. 

In places this is 
The main fill of the gully 

was a brown silt mixed with a moderate quantity of small chalk 
lumps up to 50 mm and chalk grit. Occasional fragments of flint, 
daub, pot and charcoal were incorporated, but only very sparsely. 
Where the gully cut the stratified deposits the fill was similar 
as much of it was cut through hard compacted chalk rubble 
spreads. However there was a slightly hiqher proportion of pot, 
bone, etc. eroded out of the adjacent layers. 

The profile of the gully was either V-shaped or flat bottomed 
with steeply angled sides. 

In some of the sections there is a hint of either cleaning out of 
the gully or recutting. This is most apparent in sections F, 0 
and I, where some of the early chalk and silt eroded into the 
base appears to be truncated with the upper fill beinq a chalky 
silt (rather like a ploughsoil in character). 
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Gully Complex 10: 1979 

This gully colaplex consists of a length of linear gully 6143, 
which ran for about 7.5 m. It was aligned NE-SW running parallel 
to the central part of GC39, which lies about 2.5-3.0 m to the 
east. 

On the south the gully ends in Ph 5423, which was probably cut by 
the gully (the upper fill of the post-hole section had been 
removed with the gully fill so the relationship can only be 
guessed 1. The north end disappears in F71, a large irregular 
quarry scoop: the relationship to this was not observed. 

The gully measured between 0.S m and 0.8 m in width and 0.28 m 
and 0.38 m in depth. The profile of the gully was flat-bottomed 
with straight steeply angled sides. 

The natural fill is consistent along most of its length. Over 
the base was a dark brown clayey silt containing a moderate 
quantity of chalk grit and small lumps. Over this was a thin 
layer of loose angular shattered chalk mixed with a little qrey 
silt weathered from the sides of the 9~11~. Above this the upper 
part of the gully was filled with dark brown clayey silt contain- 
ing a moderate quantity of weathered chalk lumps and grit and 
rare pieces of flint, daub, charcoal, etc. 
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Gully Complex 41 . 

This gully complex consists of intermittent lengths of gully, 
G122, Ph 439, 6123, 0120, G9, 011, runninq on an east-west 
orientation. There are two alignments lyinq parallel to each 
other and a single gully (GlO), joining at riqht angles, is 
orientated north-south. The southern alignment terminates at the 
east end in a right angled turn (G9). The western terminal does 
not survive, but the gully presumably ended at the edge of road 
2. This complex is probably the north-east continuation of GC39 
and GC40. For this reason they are presumed to be part of late 
activity in the fort. Not all relationships were observed or 
recorded, but it is likely that the gullies were generally the 
later feature. 

All the gullies were somewhat similar, being rather irregular 
with flattish bases and steeply angled sides. G120/6123 runs 
intermittently for 14 m with a gap of nearly 3 m where P1163 
interrupts it. This may be a genuine gap, as the gully running 
parallel 2.5 m to the north also appears to have a break in it at 
the same point. G12O/G123 measured 0.2-0.6 RI in width and 
between 0.1 and 0.25 m in depth. G120 had a fill of brown 
silty soil with a small amount of chalk up to 30 nun spread evenly 
throughout. 6123 had a loose greyish-brown soil with small 
angular chalk up to 30 mm size and chalk grit scattered 
throughout. 

The parallel gully to the north 6122 runs for s. 6 m and Ph 439 
may in fact be the gully picking up again on the other side of 
the gap4 However here it only ran for a short distance of 0.5 F 
between P67 and P68. 6122 measured 0.4-O. 7 m wide and about 
0.15-0.28 m deep. 

The fill of 6122 consisted of small compacted chalk mostly lo-20 
mm, occasionally up to 60 mmr with rare flints g. 40 mm in qrey 
silty soil with a slight increase in the density of soil towards 
the edges of the gully. 

About 3 m to the east is the north-south linear gully GlO. This 
was quite even and regular with a flat base and slapinq sides. 
It ran for a distance of 7 m and measured 0.2-0.65 m wide and 
0.1-O. 35 m deep. It had a fill of brown soil with chalk s. 50 mm 
size and rare flint nodules up to 0.15 m long. 

A metre to the east of its southern end was Gll at right anqles 
continuing the line of G120/G123. This ran for 4.6 m and 
measured between 0.3 m and 0.6 m in width and 0.05 m and 0.2 m in 
depth. This had a fill of brown soil with chalk grit and small 
fragments up to 50 mm size. 

There was then a further gagi of 4.5 m beyond which it picked up ~ 
again as ‘Ph 396109 to form a corner. This length was just over 4 
m long and measured 0,3-O. 8 m wide and 0.1-O. 25 m deep. It had a 
fill of loose chalk frasments 2. 50 mm in size in powdery chalk 
and brown silt, 



Apart from G122, tihich had a high density of chalk in its fill 
and had perhaps been deliberately refilled at some stage, the 
fill of all the gullies was similar: brown silty soil with a 
little small chalk pieces. There seems to have been little 
opportunity for erosion of the chalk sides of the gullies, though 
their fill appears natural. 
boundary ditches, 

If these gullies represent field 
it is possible that ploughsoil quickly eroded 

into the base of the gullies from the fields’ edges, thus not 
allowing time for the chalk to be weathered. This suggests the 
upper parts of the gullies were cut through soil, that has since 
been eroded or disturbed. 
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Gully Complex 42: 1988 

This gully complex is formed by an arc of circular or penannular 
gully, 6324. The southern extent was probably destroyed or 
truncated by the Iate phase quarry hollow, F381. An entrance gap 
is most likely to have occurred on the north or east side outside 
the excavated area. 

The gully measured 0.42 m wide and 0.27 m deep. It would have 
had an overall diameter of about 7.6 m. The profile was 
generally flat bottomed with steeply angled straight sides. 

The lower fill was fine eroded chalk grit and small lumps up to 
20 mm in a light brown silt. The chalk decreased towards the 

.top, though a few chalk grit lenses occurred. The upper part was 
filled with dark greyish-brown silt with a little small chalk and 
discoloured by smears and flecks of charcoal. 

Within the gully complex were three post structures. Of these 
PS485 is notably smaller than the others and on a different 
al ignment . It is 1 ikely to pre-date the gu1 ly complex. PS483 
and PS484 were probably contemporary with the gully complex. 
PS483 was a type H four-post structure 3.0 m square and had 
possibly been rebuilt or repaired up to three times. 
the same type , was 3.3 m square and of only one phase. 

PS484, of 

The gully probably provided drainage around the structure. 

The gully was sealed by layers 1998 and 2014 and is assigned to 
stratigraphic phase Bd, 
1996, 1998 and 2015. 

PS483 and PS484 were sealed by layers 
PS484 cut PS479 and G324 appeared to cut 

G329, so this sully complex is probably the later on this plot. 
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Gully Complex 43: 1988 

This complex consists of ‘two lengths of gully, 6329 and 6335, 
separated by a 1.40 m wide gap on the north, which formed the 
entrance. 

G335 was represented by only a short length 0.80 m lonq 
originally mistaken for two post-holes (phs 10151 and 101521, 
though subsequently it became clear that this was the rounded 
eastern terminal of the enclosure qully. It measured 0.48 m wide 
and 0.15 m deep. The fill was a light brown silt with a moderate 
quantity of small chalk up to 30 mm size. 

The western side was formed by G329, which survived for a 
distance of about 5.2 m. The terminal appeared to be rounded, 
but had been disturbed by animal burrows. It measured 0.72 m 
wide, but thinned to the south, where it had the appearance of 
being truncated, and at its southernmost destroyed, by the later 
quarry hollow, F381. It measured 0.39 m deep, shallowing 
southwards. It had a fill of light brown crumbly silt containing 
a little chalk grit and small rounded lumps and flints up to 40 
mm. 

This gully complex probably surrounded RS479, a type K structure 
2.8 m square. The structure is aligned so the north side faces 
the entrance gap in the gully complex. 

The gully was sealed by layers 1998 and 2015 and PS479 was below 
layers 1996 and 2004 and cut 2043. This sully complex appears to 
have preceded GC42, as 6324 appeared to cut G329 and a post-hole 
of PS479 was cut by one of PS484. 
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Gully Complex 44: 1988 

Two sections of linear gully associated with a two-post setting 
(PS477) which appears to represent a gate. 

G330 was 3.8 w long and 0.4-O. 56 m wide with a depth of 0.1-O. 22 
%t. In profile it was flat bottomed with sharply sloping sides. 
In plan the gully was very sliahtly curved with a simple rounded 
terminal on the south just short of quarry hollow F361a. It was 
filled with dark greyish-brown silt with a moderate quantity of 
small chalk and a few flint nodules up to 100 mm and many flecks 
of charcoal. 

The northern extent of the gully (called Ph 5092 in 1979) was 
only 0.7 m lonq, 0.3 m wide and 0.18 m deep. Its precise 
relationship to Ph 10005 could not be determined due to tree root 
disturbance. 

GULL)’ COMPLEX 44 & Ps477 

:, 
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GC46050 (1973-75) 

GC46: G53, 656 

GC47: G54bv 661 

GC48: G55 

GC49: G39/37 

GCSO: 634 
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Gully Complex 51: 1981 

This complex consisted of two lengths of gully: 6202 and G211. 
Neither contained any pottery so no ceramic phase is available. 
iiowever G202 cut Pl811 of cp 3; G211 may have been cut by pits 
1822 and 1823 (cp 5 and cp 6 respectively). 

6202 is sharply curving and at its northernmost end was very 
nartou( only 0.1 m wide and V-shaped in profile, but it gradually 
widened southward to 0.7 A\. The depth varied from 0.07 to 0.16 
me At the southern end it was 0.39 m wide and had become flat 
bottomed with sloping sides. The fill was a greyish brown silt 
containing much chalk grit and lumps up to 70 mm8 occasionally 
burnt with flecks of yellow clay. 

6211 was 0.6 m wide and 0.17 m deep. It had a fill of pale brown 
silt with frequent chalk lumps up to 30 mm in size. 
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Gully Complex 52: 1983 

This consists of gully 256, which was cut by G248 and was sealed 
by layer 1009; its relationship to P2305 is lost. It possibly 
bears some relationship to the entrance of CS27. Both belong to 
phase Ph (cp 6). 

This curving gully had a flat base and sloping sides, endins in a 
rounded terminal 0.3 m from the western doorpost of CS27. It was 
0.28 m wide and 0.09 m deep. The fill was a light brown silt 
with chalk flecks and a lot of subanqular chalk lumps 10-70 mm in 
size. 
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Gully Complex 53: 1983 

This gully complex is formed by G253. This sully was below layer 
1009 and cut by the quarry hollow F135. It is therefore an early 
feature belonging to phase Pc-d (cp 3). 

It was exposed for a length of 2.5 m and was clearly curving 
slightly. It measured 0.5 m wide and 0.28 m deep. It had a 
V-shaped profile at the west end , but eastwards it became flat 
bottomed with straight steeply sloping sides. 

On the south side the fill was a dark brown silt with a lot of 
subangular chalk up to 30 mm and occasional angular flints SO-60 
mm. On the north side the fill was dominated by dark brown silt 
with a little chalk grit and flecks of charcoal and burnt clay. 
It is possible these two layers represent void and packing, if 
the 9011~ were structural. 
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Gully Complexes: dating evidence 

% 
no of total 
sherds sherds 

sttat 
phase 

GC7 (1980) G179 
6186 
et90 

GC8 (1980) G176 
G168 

GC9 (1980) Gt71 
G161 
6172 

GC10 (1980/2) G228 
CP 3 

GC11 (1982) 
CP 3/4 

6185 
6186 
G236 (possible entrance) 

G230 

GC12 (1980) 
No date 

GlS7 

GC13 (1980) 
No date 

G167 

GC14 (1980) G183 
cp 1-3 G188 

GC15 (1981) 
No date 

G194 
Gl95 
Ph 7395 

GC16 (1981) 
CP 6 

GC17 (1981) 
CP 3 

GC18 (1981) 
=P 6 

G197 
6198 
G200 
G201 
Pl785 (cuts G200) 

6209 

6205 

ta 
6 

94 

: 

9 

1 
1 

29 
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14% 
33% 

5% 
100% 
50% 

100% 

100% 
100% 

7% 

100% 
100% 

SO% 

100% 

100% 

50% 

CP 7 
CP 4 

CP 7 
cp l-3 
CP 7 

cp l-3 

cp 1-3 
CP 3 

CP 6 GA-cp 3/4 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 

CP 6 

cp-6 
CP 617 

ep l-3 

CP 6 

Ia 

Jd 

Gd=cp 3 

‘ 
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._ 
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% 
no of total 
sherds sherds 

strat 
phase 

GC19 (1982) 
CP 6 

GC20 (1983) 
CP 7 

GC21 (1982) 
No date 

6226 

GC22 (1984/SI 
cp7 

6275 Ej-cp 7 

GC23 (1984/S) G268 24 4% CP 4 
CP 7 6294 63 5% CP 7 

GC24 (1984/S) 
CP 6/7 

G288 
6289 

GC25 (1984/S) 
CP 7 

6270 52 
G287 63 
0291 16 

2": 
38% 

CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 

GC26 (1984/SI 
cp W7 

GC27 (1984/S) 
CP 7 

GC28 (1984/S, 
CP 7 

GC29 (1979) 0129 
CP7 6131 

GC30 (1985') 
CP 3 

6300 

6221 
G222 
P2001 
P2007 
P2017 

6220 
6243 
P1987) 
P2257; cut by GC20 
P2294) 

G295 
6302 
6307 

G303 
6306 
L1464 
L1477 

6286 
G297 
G308 
Lt487 
Ll493 

4 

i 
5 

282 
12 

:1" 

570 

64 
4 

-8 

13 
17 

3 

17 
3 

1 

100% 
100% 

17% 
20% 

100% 

2 
100% 
100% 

100% 
4% 

3% 
1 QO% 

100% 

-8s 
6% 

67% 

6% 
10.0% 

100% 

CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 6 
cp4 

cp l-3 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

CP 3 
CP 6 

CP 5 
CP 3 

CP 3 

CP 7 
cp7 

cp3 

CP 7 
CP 3 

CP 3 

Fj-1 

Ek-cp 7 

Eh=cp 6/7 

Ei=cp 6/7 

Ei=cP 6/7 

Ej-cp 7 

Ej=cp 7 

. . j .24rBP . 
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3 
no of total strat 
sherds sherds phase 

GC31 (1985) 6301 
No date G312 

GC32 (1986/7) G315 
CP 6/7 6316 

GC33 ( 1986/7) 
CP 7 

G321 

;;3;,;1986/7 1 

GC35 ( 1986/7) 
CP 3 

GC36 (1982-a) 
CP 7 

GC37 (1982-4 ) 
CP 7 

GC38 (1985) 6304 
CP 7 G304 

GC39 (1988) 
CP 8 

6132 
6133 
G134 

GC40 (1979) 
CP 8 

GC41 (1979) 
cp 81 
(Part of GC39 
and GC401 

GC42 (1988) 
CP S 

G323 

G241 
G242 
P221 S (cut by GC35) 
P2241 (cut by GC3S) 
P2244 (cut by GC3S) 
Ph 8693 (cut by GC35) 

6237 

6248 46 20% 

6143 

G9 
GlO 
Ott 
6120 
G122 
G123 
Ph 596 

G324 
Ph 10031 
Ph 10034 
Ph 10090 
Ph 10091 

4 50% CP 6/7 
179 27% CP 7 

4 100% CP 7 

?OO% CP 3 
18% CP 3 

100% CP 3 
20% CP 3 

ii: 

29 

30 

36 

S% 
3% 

3% 

3% 

8% 

CP 7 

CP 7 
CP 7 

CP 5 

CP 7 

CP 8 

100% 
11% 
10% 

11% 
100% 
50% 

100% 
50% 

CP 3 
CP 5 
CP f 

CP 5 
cp 1-3 
CP 3 He-d=cp3-5 
CP 3 
CP 3 

Dj 1 =cp 6/7 

Dh-i-cp 7 

Dj2=cp 6/7 

Fhi=cp 7 

Fi=cp 7 

Ehi=cp 7 

k=cp 8 

24:ElO 
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% 
no of total st rat 
shetds sherds phase 

GC43 (1988) 
cp 4-5 

GC44 (1988) 6330 
CP 6 Ph 5092 

GC45 (1988) 
=P 6 

G130 
Ph 10080 

GC46-GC50 
(1969-1978) 
Vol 1 

GC51 ( 1982-4) 
cp 3-5 

GC52 ( 1982-4) 
CP 6 

GCS3 (1982-4) 
CP 3 

G324 
G329 
G335 

Hd*cp 4-5 

23 4% CP 6 Hf*cp 6 

8 25% CP 6 Rhwp 6 
1 100% cp l-3 

G202 
6211 
P1811 (cut by G202) 
P1822) cuts G211 
P1823) 

6256 
6248 (cuts 6256) 
L1009 (seals 6256) 

6253 
F135 (cuts 6253) 
LlO09 (seals G253) 

8 55% 
27 15% 

2 SO% 

46 20% 
97 2% 

2 

97 . 

SO% 

2% 

cp-3 
CP 6 
CP 5 

CP 7 
CP 6 

Fh=cp 6 

CP 3 

CP 6 
Fc-d=cp 3 
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4.2.7 Introduction 

In the following section we offer a range of additional data 
concerning the pits. 

- Basic statistics 
Base diameters 
Netrical data by phase 
Pit volumes by pit type and ceramic phase 
Quantification by type and phase 
Characteristics of beehive pits 
Relationship of top and base diameters to depths of 
beehive pits. 

- Illustrations 
We include a selection of pit sections to illustrate 
the variety in forms and fills. 

.  
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Base diameters in metres; mean in brackets 

Al 1 pits and phases 

BB 

CYL 

SR 

CON 6.0 
6.1 

UNCL 

cp 

BB 

CYL 

SR 

CON 6.0 
6.1 

UNCL 

cp 

BR 

CYL 

UNCL 

0.25-3.8 (1.854) 

0.54-2.13 (1.162) 

0.33-2.64 (1.28) short axis 
0.9-3.28 (1.99) long axis 

top 1.45-1.9s (1.7) base 0.2-0.25 (0.225) 
top O-88-2.36 (1.334) base 0.32-1.4 (0.68) 

0.4-1.56 (0.974) 

0.25-2.64 (1.756) 

0.7-2.13 (1.178) 

0.33-2.64 (1.28) short, 0.9-3.08 (1.99) lonq 

top 1.95 base 0.25 
top 0.88-1.4 (1.14) base 0.42-0.7 (0.615) 

0.76-1.25 (1.1) 

0.96-2.63 (1.76) 

2.08 

0.8-1.18 (0.99) 

cp 

BH 1.3-2.66 (1.945) 

CYL 0.54-1.9 (1.345) 

SR 1.78 x 2.12 
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cp 

BH 
CYL 

SR 

CON 6.0 

UNCL 

cp 

BE 

CYL 

SR 

CON 6.1 

imCL 

ep 

BH 

SR 
UNCL 

1.15-3.4 (1.893) 

0.93-1.5s (1.259) 

0.58-1.7 (1.16) short, 1.02-2.66 (2.09) long 

base 0.2 top 1.45 

0.4-1.1 (0.888) 

0.9-3.8 (1.986) 

0.82-1.84 (1.212) 

2.54 x 3.28 

0.32-1.4 (0.86) 

1.24-1.4 (1.32) 

1.56-3.8 (2.264) 

0.92 x 1.15 

0.75-1.5 (1.223). 
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Pit volumes by p&t type and ceramic phase 

No of pits Av vol Ranqe of vols 
cp l-3 excavated Total vol (mean) Median min-mar 

BH 178 569.73 3.201 2.7 0.13-12.2 
CYL 41 33.14 0.808 0.47 0.07-4.4s 
SR 27 66.74 2.472 1.81 0.2-8.08 

cp 

BH 
CYL 
SR 

cp 

BR 
CYL 
SR 

BR 69 299.42 4.339 3.3 0.48-24.7 
CYL 7 6.75 0.964 0.58 0.07-3.4s 
SR 2 9.26 4.63 4.63 O-53-8.73 

cp 

BR 106 495.24 4.672 3.86 
CYL 9 10.09 l.'l-21' 0.92 
SR 1 14.6 14.6 

26 83.67 3.218 
1 2.48 2.48 

39 177.87 4.561 
6 8.71 1.452 
1 3.77 3.77 

20 141.65 7.082 5.77 
1 0.68 0.68 

2.635 0.51-7.13 

4.04 0.88-11.81 
1.135 O-75-2.52 

O-77-27.7 
0. -3-8 

1.83-33.8 
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IYetrical data, fill, etc. of pits by phase 

CP l/3 Total (365) 
TOOl- Depth Volume Fill 

% Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B C 

ZHYL 195 53.4% 11.5% 15 35 96 0.3-2.6 0.1-1.4 (1.303) (0.556) 0.07-4.45 0.13-12.2 (3.2) (0.802) 41 31 108 13 
SR i: 9.3% : 0.3-1.5 (0.789) 0.2-8.08 (2.472) ! 2; 5 
CON 6.0 

: 
0.27% - 

: 
1.35 1.55 

TRCON6.1 0.53% - 0.56-1.05 (0.805) 0.26-0.95 (0.605) - 2 ! 
UNCL 91 25.0% 86 0.3-0.5 0.31-1.18 (0.72) - 2 2 

CP 4 Total (46) 
Tool- Depth Volume Fill 

% Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A 0 C 

BH 27 58.7% 1 5 16 0.6-2.1 (1.358) 0.51-7.13 (3.218) 4 5 17 
CYL 1 2.2% 1 0.7 2.48 1 - 
SR 4.3% 
UNCL 1: 34.8% 1: 1 0.5-1.4 (0.95) 1.6-2.01 (1.00s) - 1 1 

Total (63) 
Tool- Depth Vo 1 ume Fill 

% Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B C 

BH 41 65.1% 2 4 23 0.7-2.9 (1.654) O-88-11.81 (4.561) 8 6 24 
CYL 

f 
9.5% - 4 O-4-1.2 (0.783) 0.75-2.52 (1.452) - 4 2 

SR 3.2% 1: 1 1 1.0 3.77 1 - 
UNCL 14 22.2% 

CP 6 Total (126) 
Tool- Depth Vol ume Fill 

% Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B C 

EL 77 7 61.0% 5.6% - 7 21 4 41 1 0.4-2.7 0.1-1.6 (1.509) (4.339) (0.557) 0.48-24.7 0.07-3.45 (0.964) 6 2 15 2 49 3 
SR 3 2.4% 

1 1 
0.7-1.9 (1.3) 0.53-8.73 (4.63) - 1 1 

CON 6.0 3: 0.8% ::;-I.4 0.45 1 - 
UNCL 30.2% 35 (0.8) 0.03-1.37 (0.7) 2 1 - 

CP 7 Total (139) 
Tool- Depth Volume Fill 

% Unex Une roded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B c 

BH 111 79.9% 5 39 51 0.6-3.2 (1.469) 0.77-27.7 (4.672) 6 38 62 
CYL 10 7.2% 1 7 0.2-1.6 (0.7) 0.25-3.8 (1.21) - 5 3 
SR 

2" 
1.4% 1 

.TR CON 6.,1 l&4% - E-l.0 (019) 
14.6 1 

' 0.31-2.92 (1.615) - 2 - 
UNCL 14 10.1% 12 2' 0.9-1.5 (1.2) 5.86-2.98 (1.92) - 1 1 

. 
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CP 8 Total (33) 
TOOl- Depth Vo 1 ume Fill 

% Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B C 

BH 20 60.6% - 5 9 0.8-2.9 (1.835) 1.83-33.8 (7.082) 1 5 14 
SE? 1 3.0% - 1 0.68 1 - 
UNCL 12 36.4% 9 

z-1.1 
(0.7) 0.7-1.98 (1.17) 1 1 1 

Tool- Depth Volume Fill 
All pits Total (1282) % Unex Uneroded marks (mean value) (mean value) A B C 

BH 545 42.5% 57 121 257 0.2-3.2 (1.438) 0.13-33.8 (3.945) 74 110 297 
CYL 7976 7.5% 322 74 10 0, l-l .6 (0.565) 0.07-4.45 (0.85) 8 49 32 
SR 6.0% 39 9 0.2-2.6 (0.864) 0.17-2.92 (0.957) - 5 
CON 6.0 2 0.14% - 2 0.7-1.35 (1.025) 0.45-1.55 (1.0) - - "2 

TR CON 6.1 555 0.36% - 5 0.55-1.05 (0.796) 0.26-2.92 (0.942) - UNCL 43.4% 517 3 0.1-1.6 (0.557) 0.03-2.98 (0.724) 10 1: 6 

KEY: 

Unex = unexcavated 
A= natural, B = artificial, C = combination 
BB = beeh ive 
CYL = cyl indrical 

%N 6.0 
= subrect angular 

= conical (clay mixinq pits) 
TR CON 6.1 = truncated conical 
UNCL = unclassified 
Depth and volume - mean values in brackets 
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Breakdown of pits by type and phase 

Numbers and types of phaseable pits (cps not corrected by sp) 

BH CYL SR CON UNCL UNEX TOTAL 
% of phased % of all 

pits pits 

cp 1-3 195 42 34 3 3 88 365 47% 28.5% 

CP 4 27 1 2 - 1 15 46 6% 3.6% 

CP 5 41 6 2 - 14 63 8% 5.0% 

CP 6 77 7 3 1 2 36 126 16.3% 9.8% 

CP 7 ill 10 2 2 14 139 18% 10.8% 

CP 8 20 - 2 - 12 33 4.3% 2.6% 

TOTAL 471 66 45 6 6 179 (14%) 773 

TOTAL FOR ALL PITS 545 96 77 7 20 537 (42%) 1282 

24: F9-10 
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Characteristics of beehive pits (usinq cps uncorrected) 

CP 1/3 Total 195 TM Depth (mean) Volume (mean) Base (mean) Top (mean) 

Uneroded 35 0.5-1.8 (1.03) 0.17-4.8 (1.662) 0.25-2.46 (1.446) 0.12-1.8 (1.021) Eroded 144 0.4-2.6 (1.373) 0.45-12.2 (3.575) 1.0-2.64 (1.834) 0.6-2.3 (1.443) 
Damaged/uncer ta i n 1: 0.3 0.13 0.75 Unexcavated 0.6-3.6 (1.653) 

cP 4 

Uneroded 
Eroded 
Unexcavated 

Total 27 TN Depth (mean) Volume (mean) Base (mean) Top (mean) 

2: 0.6-2.1 (1.16) 0.78-4.82 (2.004) 1.15-2.0 (1.556) 0.7-1.4 (1.06) 
0.7-2.0 (1.405) 0.51-7.13 (3.507) 0.96-2.63 (1.808) 0.8-1.9 (1.486) 

1 1.6 

cP 5 Total 41 TM Depth (mean) Volume (mean) Base (mean) Top (mean) 

Uneroded 4 1.4-2.5 (2.125) 1.84-7.09 (3.643) 1.45-2.5 (1.835) 0.7-2.2 (1.15) Eroded 34 0.7-2.9 (0.612) 0.88-11.81 '4.75) 1.3-2.66 (1.9761 0.9-2.8 (1.56) 
Unfinished 1 I.2 1.8 1.35 Unexcavated 2 1.1-2.4 

=P 4 Total 77 TM Depth (mean) Vol ume (mean ) Base (mean) Top (mean) 

Uaeroded 
Eroded 
Unexcavated 

CP 7 

si 
7 

0.4-2.4 (1.36) 0.48-6.75 (2.662) 1.15-2.38 (1.739) 0.8-1.6 (1.48) 
0.5-2.7 (1.569) 0.98-24.7 (5.024) 1.18-3.4 (1.936) 1.1-2.6 (1,535) 

1.2-4.0 (2.071) 

Total 111 TN Depth (mean) Volume (mean) Base (mean)’ Top (mean) 

Uneroded 0.6-2.6 (1.454) 0.77-8.56 (3.296) 0.9-2.75 (1.817) O-6-2.3 (1.344) Eroded 0.6-3.2 (1.638) 0.98-27.7 (5.535) 0.9-3.8 (2.09) 0.9-2.8 (1.649) 
Unfinished 1 2.1 4.75 2.25 1.8 Uncertain 1.0 2.16 1.53 1.6 Unexcavated 

: 
0.8-3.1 (1.96) 

CP 8 Total 20 TM Depth (mean) Volume (mean) Base (mean) Top (mean) 

Uneroded S 1.4-2.8 (1.9) 1.83-8.95 (4.676) 1.7-2.54 (2.124) 0.8-2.6 (1.24) .Eroded 15 0,,8.-2.9 (!.f313) 1.9-33.8 (7.885) 1.56-3.8 (2.311) 1.G3.0 12.06) . , 
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All phases Total 545 TM Depth (mean) Vol me (mean 1 Base (mean) Top (mean) 

Uneroded 
Eroded 
Unfinished 
Uncertain 
Unexcavated 

114 0.2-2.8 (1.3) 0,17-8.95 (2.588) 0.25-2.75 (1.659) 0.12-2.6 (1.163) 
358 0.4-3.2 (1.488) 0.48-33.8 (4.412) 0.9-3.8 (1.925) 0.6-3.0 (1.547) 

3 0.8-2.1 (1.367) 1.21-4.75 (2.587) l-35-2.25 (1.657) 1.8 
63 0.3-1.2 (0.833) 0.13-2.16 0.75-1.53 

;I%-4.0 (1.556) 
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PzoaO 
G580513 

Pi?181 
G 759713 

I’ 718; 

G n8757 

P 2192 
G 771797 

P2213 
G893710 

P-231-l 
GAXi33 



P 2261 
G 527654 

N- 

P 2318 
K 074774 
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K 023754 
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SE 

P 2440 

J 612877 

NNF. 

P243e 
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S 
N 
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4.2.8 Internal auarries 

A number of discrete auarry pit s were found in the central area 
of the fort in the excavations of 1979 and 1981. These are shown 
an Fia 4.151 and are briefly discussed in Volume 4 (p 335). 

In the following section the quarries are described in detail 
toaether with illustrations of their plans and sections. 

F71: descr i pt ion and plan frame A4 

F89, F91: descriptions, plans and sections frames A5-8 

F95, F99, FlOO, F102, F103, F104: 
descr ipt ions , plans and ‘sect ions 

Ceramic dat ina evidence 

frames A9-11 

frame Al2 



Descriptions of quarries 

F71 

This irregular hollow in the 1979 area of excavation is possibly 
another small internal quarry hollow. It was rouqhly triangular 
in shape measuring 4 m N-S by 4.5 m E-W, It had a marimum depth 
of about 0.6 m, The sides appear to slope in gently to the 
rounded base in a series of scoops, givinq a scalloped effect. 
However no sections or profiles were drawn, so it is not possible 
to be precise about the depth or general characteristics of 
profile or fill. 

The hollow was cut by P14 19, f1376 and ph 4909 and it cut ph 
5026. The relationships were uncertain with Pl374, ph 5025 and 
ph 5422. The relationship to G143 was not recorded/examined. 

The fill appeats to have been natural throughout. On the base 
was a layer of brown silty soil (2) with a large quantity (c 50%) 
of angular chalk fragments up to 75 mm size. Cuer this for%inq a 
continuous accumulation was a fine dark brown soil (1) with very 
little chalk. 

1979 QUARRY HoUCnV 



F89 

This is the smaller of the two large quarries and it was roughly 
circular measuring 6.0 x 6.4 m with a depth of 0.65-l. 15 m. In 
general the sides were steeply sloping with i flat base, though 
some areas of the sides were more gentle shelving down to the 
base. The base was flat, but with some irregularities, 
especially *G217’ which appears to have been where the base was 
dug deeper than elsewhere. The quarry cut P1941, P1821, P1822 
and P1943, and was cut by P1768. Its relationship to Pl820 was 
not visible. It was excavated in quadrants and the fill remained 
fairly consistent across the whole of the quarry. 

On the base close to the northern side only was a layer of light 
brown silt (8) with a lot of chalk qrit and small rounded lumps 
30 mm and less in size. It appeared to be a natural accumulation 
washed into the edge of the quarry hollow. Over this and 
elsewhere in the quarry on the natural base and sides was a layer 
of chalk shatter (6). It consisted larqely of angular fragments 
about 50 mm in size, but with a few larger pieces in matrix of 
powdered chalk and near the sides, where the layer W&B thickest, 
were incor!mrated a few thin silt lenses. In a few places where 
the quarry had cut through earlier pits this layer was eroded pit 
fills and so usually incorporated more silt. 

trer the chalk shatter was the main fill of the quarry hollow, a 
naturally accumulated chalky silt (4) and (7). Close to the 
sides of the quarry this was a dark yellowish-brown clayey silt 
containing a very dense scatter of small sobangular chalk and 
formed alternating chalky and silty bands. It also contained 
occasional f ragwents of charcoal. Towards the centre the lay&r 
was paler in colour and silt dominated, though chalk was still 
very common. 

Over the top of this, _ mainly in the centre of the quarry was a 
layer of darker more clayey silt (S), which contained large 
quantities of charcoal, bone, pottery and uuecnstone. There was 
also an extensive dump of daub on the base 1.2 x 0.8 m in area* 
which has been analysed as coming from an oven plate and oven 
walls. This would suggest the layer was a delibera,te dump of 
occupation debris, 
situ, 

rather than an accumulation of occupation & 

Across the top of the whole uuarry hollow was a large dump of 
chalk rubble (3) consisting of angular chalk blocks up to 250 mm 
with occasional ,flint nodules of similar size. This tip was most 
substantial on the north~side of the quarry thinninq to the 
south. Over the southern part of the uuarry hollow the chalk was 
sealed by a pale brown ‘silt (2), containinq a scatter of small 
chalk and grit up to 60 mm. It formed quite a thick layer and 
was probably a deliberate tip also. Over the chalk in the 
northern area was a thin letis of dark greyish-brown silt (1) with 
a lot of chalk grit and some small frabments up to SO mm size. 



The lower half of the quarry appears to have been infilled by 
natural processes, and then the partly filled hollow was levelled 
by a series of deliberate tips. 

The stratified pottery suggests that the quarry was dug in cp 4 
and was silting up durinq cp 5. The pits cut through the silt 
produced pottery of cp 6 and 7. 

F91 

The main part of this quarry was triangular, measuring 6 m N-S 
and 7.4 m E-W with a maximum depth of 0.8 m. But to the north 
west it extended into a shallower scoop 0.1-0.35 m deep, 7 m lonq 
and nearly 3 m wide, to form a wide shelf along the west edge of 
the main part of the quarry. It had steeply sloping sides on the 
east and south, but more qently angled elsewhere shelvinq into 
the flat base. The shelf to the side was f 1 at with a steep edge. 

The quarry cut P1946, P1955, P1771 and probably P1894, It was 
cut by P1825, P1956 and probably P1947. Its relationship to 
P1826 was not determined. 

The primary fill of the quarry was a layer of chalk shatter along 
the north edge and was regarded in excavation as part of layer 6. 
This however was confined to the south and east of the quarry 
hollow and was a thick mixed layer consisting of light brown silt 
with a dense quantity of chalk up to 120 mm and occasional flint 
nodules up to 80 mm. 
eroded pit fill. 

Over P1946 much of the layer was probably 
It is possible that layer 6 was bands of eroded 

silt and chalk, though this is not indicated in the drawings or 
written description. 

StratigraphiCally equivalent to the chalk,shatter over the rest 
of the quarry hollow base was a relatively thin layer of chalk 
blocks (5) SO-120 mm in size, plus a number of flint nodules and 
some smaller chalk in a liqht areyish-brown silt. It was most 
extensive on the shelf: area on the, west. . 

Over this was a thick layer (0.2-O. 3 m) extendinq over most of 
the lower part of the auarry. It consisted of a greyish-brown 
silt (4), well compacted, with a scatter of ..xiall rounded chalk 
lumps and a moderate scatter of occupation debris including daub, 
charcoal and burnt flints. This layer appears to have been a 
deliberate tip of occupation-rich soil to infill the auarry. 

Above this was another silt layer (3) containins a moderate 
quantity of chalk up to 60 mm. The written notes mention 
alternating bands of chalk and silt, though this is not 
reproduced in the section drawing, where the layer looks very 
mined like a deliberate tip, rather than a natural accumulation, 
as 8uqgeatcd by the written desetiptian. -This layer infilled the 
top of the shelf area. 



Qver this was a thin lens of chalk (2), which was confined to the 
middle of the quarry hollow. 
to 80 mm, 

It was composed of chalk lumps up 
though the majority were less than 20 mm, closely 

packed in a matrix of lignt brown chalky silt. This appears to 
have been a deliberate spread of chalk, perhaps to consolidate 
the surface in the hollow in the top of the quarry. 

This was sealed by a dark brown clayey silt (1) containing a 
moderate scatter of chalk up to 70 mm size and quite a lot of 
flinty nodules 50-170 &mm size, with occasional burnt flints and 
flecks of charcoal. This formed a thick layer (0.25-0.4 m) 
infilling the top of the quarry and was quite mixed in character: 
it was probably a combination of natural accumulation and 
de1 iberate tips. 

Unlike F89, this quarry had less natural shatter or eroded silts 
and the majority of its fill was made tip of deliberate tips. 

The stratified pottery suggests that the quarry was dug in cp 4 
and was silting up throughout cp 5 and 6. The latest pit cut 
through the filling contains pottery of cp 6. 
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F95 

This was an irregular hollow 3 x 1.8 m with a maximum depth of 
0.45 m. Its southernmost edge was not exposed in the excavated 
area. Ph 7688 was probably a part of this feature, not a 
separate post-hole. The feature appeared to have been dug as 
several scoops, that on the south west being only 0.1 m deep. It 
had a fill of brown crumbly silt containing a moderate density of 
subangular chalk up to 70 mm size. Some of the chalk appeared to 
form bands and this was clearest across the base, where a lens of 
small chalk dominated, 

Of the eight stratified sherds the latest were of cp 6. 

F96 and F99 

Both of these features were cut by the erosion cone of P1900, 
which has destroyed their western edqes. 

F96 was the earlier and was roughly oval measuring over 2 x 1.4 m 
and nearly 0.5 m deep. Across the base was a thin layer of 
eroded chalk and above this infillinq the rest of the hollow was 
a soft brown silt containing a scatter of small subangular chalk. 

F99 was a group of rounded scoops measuring 2.7 x 1.4 m with a 
maximum depth of 0.35 m. Against the side and over the base of 
the southern scoop was a layer of densely packed subangular chalk 
(3) in a matrix of light brown silt. Over this was a thin layer 
of dark blackish-brown silt (2) containing a high density of ash 
and charcoal with virtually no chalk, Infilling the rest of the 
feature was a greyish-brown silt (1) containing a moderate 
density of chalk up to 40 mm. 

Ony four stratified sherds were recovered the latest being of cp 
4, 

F100 and F103 

This is probably a single feature, roughly oval in shape, 
measuring 2.4 x 2.0 m with a maximum depth on the north side of 
0.6 m shallowing to 0.2 xc on the south. It was probably cut by 
Pl911 and the relationship to P1913 was unclear. The feature had 
steep, near vertical sides and a flat base, but somewhat uneven. 

It had a homogeneous fill of dark bra& crumbly silt containinq a 
low density of small chalk mostly 20 IMU and less in size, but 
occasionally up to SO mm. 

Twenty-three sherds of ep l-3 were recovered. 



FlC2 

This shallow scoop measured 1.8 x +I.2 m and was 0.2 m deep. It 
had steeply sloping sides and a flat base. 
and cut ph 7675. 

It was cut by P1938 
The relationships were not determined to i,b 

7913, ph 7909 and P1953. 

It had a single fill of qreyish-brown soil containinq a moderate 
density of small chalk, mostly subangular fragments up to 20 mm# 
plus a few rare pieces up to 100 mm. 

No pottery was found. 

F104 

Only the northern part of this was exposed. 
whole series of intercutting scoops 

It had the form of a 
, giving a scalloped effect. 

ft is possible that the post-holes on the north-east side wer? 
really a part of this feature, as their fills were identical. 

It measured 2.6 m east-west, 
south. 

but only 0.8 m was exposed north- 
It had a maximum depth of 0.55 m. The i rrequl ar scoops 

were deepest in the middle, getting progressively shallower to 
the sides. The edges sloped down to the rounded bases. 

The fill in the base consisted of a layer of dark brown silt (4) 
with a moderate quantity of small angular chalk pieces. Over 
this was a layer of densely packed rubbly chalk (3) subangular up 
to 55 mm in size in a matrix of light greyish-brown silt. Over 
this filling the lower half of- the feature was a layer of compact 
greyish-brown clayey silt (2) with a moderate density of chalk up 
to 40 mm and flecks of charcoal. 
sides was a more chalky lens, 

At the top of this close to the 
apparently the result of natural 

erosion before the final deposit ion of a dark brown silt ( 1) . 
This was similar to 2 but contained less chalk and additionally 
had some flints, a few being burnt. 
have been deliberate tips: 

Most of the fill appears to 

NO pottery was found. 

3SrAlO 
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garries: summary of datinq evidence 

F89 1 3 
2 2 
3 97 
5 173 
6 36 

;: 7: 

P1941) 
P1921) pre quarry 
P1943) 

P1822) 
P1768) post quarry 
P1820) 

3 

4 

7": 
113 

100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 

2% cp 5 10% cp 4 
1% cp 5 1% cp 4 

100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 

9% cp 4 

106% cp 3 

100% cp 3 

81% cp 6 
33% cp 6 

5% cp 7 57% cp 6 

The quarry was dug in cp 4 and silted during cp 4-5. The 
earliest pits to cut through it were cp 6. 

F9l : 

3 
4 

59 13s cp 6 
12 6% cp 4 

11' 1% cp 7 
102 4% CP 6 

3 100% cp 3 
26 100% cp 3 

P1946) 
Pl955)pre quarry 
P1771) 

2 100% cp 3 
T 

45 100% cp 3 P1894j 

P1825) 
P1956) 
P1947) 

3 100% cp 3 

2490 
3%cp6- 
3% cp 5 

Allowing the one cp 7 sherd from layer 3 to be a stray the best 
fit phasing is ro assume that the uuarry was duct in cp 4/S and 
filled throughout cp 4/S-6, 

F95 (1981) 
F96 (1981) 
F99 (1981) 
F?00/103 (1981) 
F102 (1981) 
FlO4 (1981) 

8 25% cp 6 
4 25% cp 4 

23 100% cp 1-3 



4.3.2 A reconsideration of Sequence A: 1977-8 

A detailed restudy of the original record of the complex strati- 
graphy, partially examined in 1977-8, in the light of the results 
obtained in 1987-8, has led to certain modifications being made 
to the sequence proposed in Volume 1 (146-57). In the pages to 
follow details of the reassessment are given in full. 

Pre-Quarry Activity Phases A-E 

The basic sequence has been maintained as described in Vol. 1, 
but certain features and iayers have been reinterpreted and a 
number of features reassigned. 

The earliest layer is a brown loamy soil (580) which accumulated 
naturally in a f?)man-made hollow, sealing phs 3733 and 3734. 
Over this was a palaeosol (538), which extended over most of the 
area sealed by the rampart. This clearly sealed some features 
such as G109, but in general relationships of post-holes, etc. 
are uncertain, though some relationships can he established. 

Remnants of several layers overlay 538 and a number of these 
appear to be related to form a circular building CS64 described 
in detail in the main text. 

To the south of CS64 was a chalk spread (f75) sealed by occupa- 
tion debris (574), which could be contemporary with the . 
structure. 

In addition to (3864 a number of other features were sealed by 
the final rampart and amongs t these tw@ -post structures could be 
identified. PS14 is probably a type R four-post structure, 2.4 m 
long of which only two very large post-holes were exposed in the 
excavation. 

Not far to the south of this was a larg,lr type H structure, 
PS465, which measured 3.4 x 3.8 ma One of its post-holes was 
destroyed by F63 quarry hollow and two of its post-boles partly 
truncated. The undisturbed post-hole below the rampart indicated 
it to be a substantial building from the size of timber used. 

The features sealed by the rampart appear to be uniformly sealed 
by layer 514, which was previously interpreted as a soil accumu- 
lation with occupation debris (Vol. 1). If this arose in situ it 
is odd that no features cut it. in view of its continuous and 
uniform nature and clear boundary with the underlying layers, it 
would bear comparison with layer 1734, which was similar in 
character but proved to be a major part of the final rampart 
( 1986-87 cut). 

In addition to the features sealed by the rampart there were a 
small number cut by the quarries , which belong to phases a-e* . 

25:81 



As well as the early quarry F49, described in Vol. 1, it now 
seems reasonable to reinterpret F64 as an early quarry hollow, 
which has been truncated by the later quarry hollow F63. It is 
not precisely clear from the written record, which layers belong 
to F64 and which are early layers of F63 (it is possible early 
layers of F63 should be placed here). The fill of F64 vi;,s 
largely natural having a chalky silt with charcoal fraq.:znts 
(559) in the base over which was dense angular chalk shatter 
(558) i.* a fine chalk matrix. On this was a localized dump of 
occupation rubbish with burnt flints and charcoal (560). This 
was sealed by a chalky brown silt (557). 

Only the norther 1 5 m of F64 was excavated. It measured 2 m wide 
and had a maximum depth of 2.35 m (from the top of the later 
quarry hollow - only the lowest 0.85 m actually survives]. 

Stratiqraphic Sequence in F38/F39 

As a baulk bettieen 5 m and 9 m wide was left between F38 and the 
serrcs of quarry hollows to the north, the stratiqraphy of F38 
can only be correlated approximately with the rest of Area A-D. 
It is therefore dealt with as a separate entity with likely 
correlation to the phasing of Area A-D indicated. 

The quarry hollow F38 was duq somewhat deeper here than further 
north havinq a maximum depth of 2% 1 m (though F272 is almost as 
deep). It was possibly because of this greater depth that the 
quarry was not immediately. used for any structural activity. 

. 
Phase g It seems that initially there was a period of natural 
weathering. In the southern half chalk shatter (386) accumulated 
against the edge of the quarry and .in the deepest areas this was 
mixed with light grey silt (423) cantaininq a lot of small flints 
up to 40 mm size and occasional larger nodules up to 150 mm. 
This is similar to the light brown chalky silt (447) at the north 
end in F39 quarry. hollow, which contained chalk blocks up to 100 
mm and flints up to 70 nun, 

Following these natural accumulations there was a deliberate tip 
of rubbish (385) along the south-west edse of F38, This was a 
substantial dump largely consisting of a mass of burnt shattered 
flint in fine black soil with fragments of charcoal, daub and 
chalk (this is typical of material found in oven bases). 

Over this was a further natural accumulation of liqht brown 
crumbly soil’(384) with small fragments of chalk, flint and 
charcoal and occasional flint nodules C. 150 mm. This is 
equivalent to a fine greyish brown soii (422), which lay to the 
south. It contained small chalk fragments up to 30 mm and 
riumefou$ bmkcn flints, some burnt 60-100 mm. This. app+wa to 
have been a very thick layer and the upper half is probablv 
equivalent to layer 381. 



Phase h. The earliest structural activity probably took place 
at level on the surface of layers 447 and 384. It is 
possible ph 3237 and ph 3238 were cut from this level, but it is 
ii;;-:: likely that they belonged to the following phase cuttinq 

,’ t . 

The only certain evidence of some occupation activity is the 
presence of a hearth (383) constructed on the surface of layer 
384 somewhere near the north-east edge of F38. Its base (383) 
was formed of chalk blocks loo-150 mm packed tightly with some 
burning on the surface. On the hearth wa: a mixture of ash and 
charcoal in grey soil (382). 

Possibly also belonging to this phase was a very compacted chalk 
spread (407) at the southern end of F38. It consisted of chalk 
pieces 50-80 mm in a matrix of fine grey powdered chalk, with the 
surface well trampled. 

The evidence, thouqh scanty, suqqests some sort of structural 
activity and occupation took place in the quarry hollow durinq 
this phase. Though it is unlikely a circular structure was 
constructed so early in the use of the quarry hollow it is 
possible a post structure was present associated with an open 
work area. 

Phase i, Over the hearth and layer 384 accumulated a brownish- 
grey chalky silt (381) containing small chalk fragments 30-40 mm, 
occasional flints mostly small but includinq large nodules and 
some charcoal f leeks. 
upper part of layer 422 

This layer is probably equivalent to the 
in the south of F38. To the north in F39 

layer -446 was probably accumulating at the same time. This was a 
light grey silt with a moderate quantity of small chalk up to 50 
mm size, occasional burnt flints and flecks of charcoal. 

Over layer 381 also somewhere at the north end of F38 was a 
second hearth (380) which consisted of small chalk lumps 20-30 mm 
well compacted in a matrix of puddled chalk and silt varying in 
thickness from 20 mm to 10 mm. It was hard packed on the surface 
and heavily burnt throughout. 

Its use was contemporary with the accumulation of an occupation 
deposit (375), which consisted of a dark brown silt containing a 
lot of burnt material, especially burnt flint and charcoal and 
also a lot of pot. There were also flecks of daub in a 1 imited 
area. 

It is likely that layer 421 at the south-west end of F38 is 
equivalent (or continuous through the baulk) to layer 37s. It 
was a dark brown-black soil oontaininq small fraqments of burnt 
flint and some small chalk pieces. Within it was a lens of 
orange-red clay, which may.have been the remains of another 
hearth or oven, 

tn F39 the Layer af’o&pation debris (445) may have been 
equivalent to layer 375, though no record was made of.their 



relationship. 
equivalent; 

They may have been distinct layers, but roughly 
however ir’ these occupation layers were continuous 

they would have covered a very extensive area. Layer 445 was 
composed of black soil with flecks of burnt chalk, charcoal and 
burnt shattered flinta. 

we 
Following this period of occupation, a phase of 

lnactiv ty is indicated by natural accumulations in the deeper 
parts of the uuarry hollow (possibly equivalent to phase 12 
further north). In F39 layer 44s was sealed by a fine qrey silt 
(444) with small chalk fraaments, flecks of charcoal and 
occasional flints. Over this was a well co -Iacted light brown 
silt (443) with chalk up to 100 mm site and small broken flints. 
In F38 the equivalent layer is layer 374 a dark brown silt with 
small chalk pieces and lenses of chalk. 

It is possible that PS467 was constructed during this phase 
(though it could belong in the preceding one). Its post-holes 
are cut into the shallower shelf on the west side of the quarry 
hollow (one of the post-holes being obscured by the unexcavated 
baulk). One of the post-holes, appearing in the ~c.=Q section, 
cuts a layer of weathered chalk on the surface of the shelf, 
which probably formed in phase q. It seems unlikely that it was 
constructed before the deeper part of the quarry hollow had 
inf il led to some extent, as construction might otherwise have 
been a hazardous or awkward business, The earliest it is likely 
to have been built is phase i, but the section, thouqh unclear, 
hints at contemporaneity with layer 374. 

Phase 12. PS467 was sealed by layers 373 and 420. The former 
was a thick layer of fine brown loamy soil, relatively chalk-free 
with occasional flints, represen”ing a period of natural soil 
accumulation, that wssibly continued in this area into phases k 
and 1. Layer 420 over the southern part of-F38 appears to~be 
directly cauivalent and consisted of a qrey, chalk-flecked silt 
with occasional chalk lumps up to 150 mm and isolated flints 
30-100 mm size. 

Over the shelf area on the west of the quarry hollow a tip of 
occupation (395) may have been dumped at this staqe. It is best 
regarded as a separate entity relatfnq to the shelf area only. 
If the flints in the top of ph 3234 of PS467 are correctly 
interpreted as being part of layer 395, then it is likely to 
belong to phase 52. The layer consisted of light brown silty 
soil with chalk flecks and occasional flints, some burnt c. 70 mm 
in size. mwards the north near the quarry scarp it beco;es much 
darker containing many burnt flints and black sooty lenses. The 
large sample of daub fc. 11 kq) came from this part of the layer: 
it was clearly a dump zf oven and wall daub, probably rubbish 
from a demolished building. 

‘tn F39 d~ritt~~ this phase, therp is B hint of strwcwral activity 
fn the form of a lsrqc ph 3232, largely cut intp natural and 
EtI_rf:;ecutting layer 443, which provided the contemporary ground 

, The large sise of the post-hole suggests it mfqht have 



been part of a substantial structure possibly a post structure. 
The rest of the post-holes of the hypothetical structure could 
lie in the unexcavated area to the north. 

The post-hole was sealed by a very localized layer of broken 
flints 70-100 mm in a chalky brown silt (438) over which was a 
light brown silt, chalk flecked with small fraqments of flint 
(437). Both these layers appear to be deliberate tips, possibly 
a preliminary to the major levelling for the next phase of 
structural activity. 

Phase k. Following the hypothetical post structure of phase 
-there appears to have been a major change of use with the 
construction of a possible circular structure, CS65, described in 
detail in the main text. 

Phase 1. Following the occupation of CS65, there was a period of 
natural silting. Aqainst the side of the terrace a liqht brown 
silty soil (440) built up: it contained small chalk fraqments 
and occasional flints up to 200 run. This was overlapped by layer 
439, which sealed layer 441 and was composed of a compacted grey 
silt with chalk fragments up to 50 mm and pieces of charcoal. 

fn 682 some chalk shatter (434) eroded intc “be side and the rest 
of it was infilled by a light brown clayey -. ..l (378) with chalk 
lenses and fraqments of flint. This extended over part of the 
floor (435) and was partly sealed by a localized patch of qrey 
chalk silt (436). 
439 and 440. 

These appear to have been equivalent to layers 

Separatinq the lower pert of layer 339 from the upper was a thin 
discontinuous chalk spread (376). In plan this clearly respected 
ph 3231, though this relationship does not show in section, where 
it appears to cut the floor of CS65 but be unrelated to the other 
layers. This post-hole is unlikely to be a part of CS65, but 
belongs to a later structure, perhaps a post structure construct- 
ed on the terrace provided by the circular structure. 

The (?)post structure may have been constructed directly on the 
floor of CS65 and continued in use while silts accumulated around 
the posts and layer 376 is resurfacinq durinq the use of the 
building, followed by further silting (upper part of 439). (A 
very similar sequence occurs with PS335.) 

On the south-east side of ph 3231 an occupation deposit sealed 
layers 378 and 436. This occupation 1377) consisted of a chalk- 
flecked dark ,brown silty’ soil with charcoal, pottery, slinqstanes 
and large flint nodules. 

During these final phases in F39 there appears to have been 
little activity, except at the edses of the warty hollow. The 
silt hyete 373 mtd 428 pxwbatrly FQntinwed to amwmulatc duritm 
phases k and 1 in the centre of F38. Along shallower ahelf on 
the south-west side of the auarry hallow two larqe post strut- 
tures PSS9 and PS61 were built, (PS62 outside the quarry hollow 

23?#33 



forms a neat row with them along Road 6 and may have been built 
at the same time.) It is difficult ta tie them into the strati- 
graphy very precisely, but PS61 is most likely to have been 
constructed in phase k and because Gf the great similarity of the 
two structures PS59 is assumed to have been built at the same 
time. 

Probably during phase 1 a layer of chalk (394) was laid around 
the edge of F38 and one Gf the post-holes of PS61 (ph 3201) 
clearly cut it , though there is no evidence of renewal af posts. 
The notebook sketch of layer 394 shows P956 of PS59 cuttinq the 
spread, so it seems likely this continued in use too. 

The spread consisted of chalk pieces up to 100 mm in size with 
occasional flints of similar sixe in a matrix of fine qrey silt 
and was well compacted. It seems likely from the plan of layer 
394 that it was cut by P1003. 

Stratigraphy in F62, F60, F63 

Phase g 
strut&al 

Most of the quarries contain little evidence of 
activity in this phase , the earl iest deposits being 

products of weathering and natural processes. 

In F62 weathering of the quarry produced chalk shatter (573, 534) 
at either side followed by further erosion products mixed with 
silty soil washed in (572, 486, 483) to produce a fairly 
uniform chalky silt layer across the base of the quarry hollow. 
In F60 chalk shatter against the sides merged into soft chalky 
brown silt in the centre (517). 

In F63 a similar sequence shows clearly in the section. A series 
of dark silts with occupation debris (570, 571) were dumped in 
the base, over which a considerable deposit of chalk shatter 
(567) and mixed eroded chalk and silt (568, 519) accumulated. 

In P43 there was initial chalk shatter followed by a long 
accumulation of brown silt (502), possibly covering several 
phases. 

In F43, F60 and F62 after the initial silting a scatter of 
post-holes were cut , mostly small and isolated forming no 
distinct structures except possibly in F62. ffere the post-holes 
could form a five-post structure (?)PS473, but one of the corner 
pasts having been destroyed by a later structure. 

Phase h. No structural activity occurred in F63, where the 
process of chalk shatter and siltins (S46 and 561) continued into 
phase h, 

fn F61 some of the early post-holes could belong in this phase, 
but there was little other activity, until late in? phase hr when 
a thick deposit of soil and occupation debris (511) watt deposit- 
ed. Xt consisted of brown soil with a scatter of small chalk, 



burnt flints, large flint nodules, frequent CharCOal, pottery and 
bone. Scatters of occupation debris in F43 (included in 502) 
could be equivalent to layer 511. This occupation (511) was 
continuous with layer 478 the same layer in the south end of P62. 

The first major activity in F62 was the digginq of Plll5 with the 
construction of a cone of chalk around its rim (564, 565, 564a). 
(G115 as stated in Vol. 1 is not contemporary.) Cutting the top 
of this cone were several post-holes of which four form a small 
four-post structure PS469 of type F and measuring 2.3 m sq. Xts 
position with P1115 precisely in the centre of the structure 
suggests both were contemporary, with the structure providinq 
some sort of shelter over the pit. 

North of this was a scatter of post-holes, which could belong 
to either phase h or i. Some of these could form a small CO:X- 
post structure (?)PS472, but for this it is necessary to argue 
that one of the corner posts was missed during excavation. It 
would form a small structure and probably pre-dates PS136 and 
PS464, with which it overlaps spatially. 

Sealing some of the post-holes of PS469 and nearby contemporary 
post-hGleS was the occupation deposit 47S (= 511). 

Phase i. In F62 there was further structural activity. At the 
north end of F62 PS136 a small four-post structure Of type F was 
probably constructed at this time (though there is no strati- 
graphic reason why it should not be phase h if preferred). 
Nearby to the south a large six-post structure PS464 was built, 
aligned and fronting onto Road 6. This was built after P1115 had 
gone out of use as one of the post-holes cut the 9ilt in the top’ 
of the cone round the pit. It would appear that GllS was in fact 
a foundatian trench for the posts on the west side. 

To the south of PS464 a series of layers accumulated suggesting 
this was an area of activity assotiiated with the structure or, 
access to it. A chalk spread (477) consisting of chalk rubble up 
to 100 mm in a grey silt matrix sealed layer 478. It was dumped 
from the south and south-west over the sloping side of the quarry 
hollow. Plllb was cut from this level. 

Over layer 477 a dark brown silty soil with occupation debt is 
(472) accumulated. It was hard and compact and appeared to have 
resulted from mud and rubbish being trampled over the mea, In 
what was no doubt becoming a muddy hollow a further chalk spread 
(476) was laid, ft consisted of large chalk blocks c. 150 mm 
in size with occasional flints, compacted and hard isi 21 matrix of 
puddled chalky silt. A tip of larqe chalk blocks (466j close 
to the rampart side of the quarry hollow was probably part of the 
same set ivity. 

Following. this period of ocicupatian in F62 the area was sealed by 
various silts (equivalenl to 121, all representfnq the same 
process. Gver the north half of F62 there was a fairly uniform 
silt (SSl), which consisted of brown silty soil with subrounded 



chalk up to 50 mm, with occasional flints and chalk up to 100 mm. 
(On the basis of the 1986 excavation the upper part of this layer 
was seen to be a separate silt, 
phase j.) 

renumbered 547a belonging to 
The southern part of F62 was sealed by two similar 

layers (464, 465), which were brown chalky silt layers, contain- 
ing tips of occupation debris and lenses of chalk, suggesting a 
combination of natural accumulation and deliberate tips. 

In F61 a dump of angular chalk lumps E. 50 mm in size (506) and 
occasional flints was dumped over layer 511 of the precedinq 
phase. The rubble was loosely packed in a matrix of brown silt. 
It was equivalent to layer 477 in F62. A few mostly small 
post-holes cut this layer, but did not apparently form any 
structure. 

In F63 the first major activity took place in this phase with the 
dumpinq of an extensive, thick chalk spread (520), which consist- 
ed of small chalk lumps in puddled chalk. This surface was laid 
to provide a firm foundation for the construction of a large 
seven-post structure PS468. It measured 3.3 x 3.7 mV had large 
oval post-holes averaging 0.83 x 0.99 m in width and up to 0.82 
m deep. The post voids were probably c. 0.5 m. The structure 
was aligned on Road 6 and adjacent to Tt on the north-west side 
were two small post-holes, designated PS470, which could 
be contemporary. In plan this forms a similar arrangement to 
PS377 and PS378. 

Unlike F62, there was no period of siltinq at the end of this 
phase in F60 or F63. 

Phase 31. 11. F63 the chalk spread (520) continued to serve as 
the ground surface and PI132 was duq, partly destroying one of 
the post-holes of PS468. Two other post-holes, designated 

‘(?)PS471, Zaave been assigned to this phase. These tree-post-holes 
have been tentatively identified as the northern half of a large 
four-post structure , of which the south-west post-hole would be 
in the unexcavated baulk and the south-east post-hole destroyed 
by P1070. 

fn ~the adjacent quarry hollow F60 and F61 a thick chalk spread 
(503) was dumpM over the chalk (506) of the preceding phase. 
The spread consisted of angular chalk lumps 50-70 mm with a few 
flints in a brown silt matrix. 
surface was well tramplti. 

It was hard and compacted and its 

Cutting SO3 were a large number of post-holes, from which 
experience now enables us to disentangle a number of post 
structures, leaving a much smaller number of unassiqned post- 
holes which could belong in either phase jl or j2, The major 
structure of this phase is PS466, a larqe type B six-post 
attweture me48uriwq 3-8 a 4-2 mr 
aligned on Road 6. 

tt w&s of tw3 phaaen #twJ WncI 

North of this in F62 there was a qap of 10 m in which there was 
little evidence, of activity. It is posrible that some of the 



tips of occupation debris in 464 and 465 was being dumped during 
jl and was not confined to i2. It is also possible that PS464 
continued in use into phase jl, as some of its post voids did 
show cutting (551). However it would have been extremely close 
to PS379 - just enough room for someone to saueeze between, 
so long as the structures did not project beyond their foundation 
posts. 

At the north end of F62 cutting layer 551 PS379 was constructed. 
This was a large seven-post structure of two phases and though 
aligned alongside Road ,6, its frontaue was probably onto the 
large open yard with chalk surface (1613) to the north. This 
structure is associated with a hearth F57/562 close to its south 
side and it is possible some of the occupation lenses in layer 
551 resulted from the use of the structure. 

At the end of this phase PS379 was sealed by a deposit of silt 
547a (previously top of 551) and to the south over the rest of 
F62 was 463 a light brown chalky silt with occasional flints. 
There was no comparable silting in F60 or F63. 

Phase j2. In F62 there was now a complete change of use with 
the construction of CS2. 

To the south in F60 PS466 was replaced by a five-post structure 
PS385, also aligned on Road 6. This measured 3.5 m square and 
had large post-holes C. 
substantial structure: 

1.0 m in diameter, suggestinq it was a 
This went out of use before the end of 

phase j2 and was replaced by a two-post structure PS392. 

In F63 the area was given over to the construction of a circular 
building CS3/4. The basic structural elements as described in 
Vol. 1 remain the same, The floor surface in Lts first phase was 
provided by 520 and constructed on this roughly in the centre of 
the structure was a hearth with a foundation of burnt flints 
(54s) and from fragments of daub associated possibly originally 
had a daub surfacer An occupation layer (542) is closely 
associated pith this and is largely burnt debris derived from the 
hearth. The hearth appears to have been resurfaced with a 
deposit of puddled chalk (544) burnt on the surface. The latter 
is probably contemporary with the patchy resurfacing of the floor 
1541 I. There are three post-holes rnside the structure that are 
probably contemporary. 

It is possible that the occupation deposit (519), which was 
separated from a later occupation (507) by a chalky silt (518) 
was not fully defined across the house floor in excavation. A 
possible reinterpretation is that 519 accumulated in the first 
phase on 533 and was equivalent to 542 over which some silty 
material (543) (- 519) accumulated. This was followed by the 
final occupation (507) over the late floor (541). 

Zn the long section precisely outside the door of the house is a 
chalk spread, which has al 1 the apkarance of a resur f ac inq of 
the threshold outside the d-r, provtdinq access to Road 6. 



Following the disuse of structures of this phase, therr a,)pears 
to have been a period of inactivity in all the quarry hollzye. 
P63 was covered by a compact brown silt (499), chalk..er at the 
edges resultina from chalk shatter weathered from thlt quarry 
edges. 

In P60 the equivalent layer (462) was a light brown silt mixed 
with chalk lumps, occasional flints up to 100 mm, with chalkier 
lenses and patches of occupation rubbish. This was stratiqraphi- 
tally equivalent to 460 in P62, a very similar light brown silt 
with a lot of small rounded chalk lumps, occasional flints up to 
120 mm, but with a concentration of flints on the south. This 
sealed some of the layers associated with CS2, of which the rest 
was sealed by 523b. 

Phase k. Following this period of disuse there followed further 
majarnstructions. In F62 a large seven-post structure PSI was 
built on the silted terrace left by CS2 and was aligned on Road 
6. To the south over F60 and part of F62 a large circular 
structure CS7 was constructed with its door facing north towards 
PSI. 

South of this in F63 was a smaller structure CSS (as described in 
Vol. 1). 

At the end of this phase PSl was sealed by a silt 5236 and CSS by 
474, but there was nothing equivalent over CS7. 

Phase 1. CS7 was immediately replaced by = similar structure 
CS8, but this time the door was facing got. To the north there 
were no further structures, but a thin ocsspation deposit (522 - 
456) accumulated, followed by a brown silt (525, 455) at the 
base of which were spreads or dumps of chalk (526, 533). 

On the south of CS8 was another possible circul.ar structure, 
CS66, described in detail, in the main volume. 

After occupation in the quarry hollows had ended the whole area 
was sealed by a fine grey soil with small pieces of chalk and 
flints, which graded up into brown silt, layer 367. 



4.3.6 Sequence D: 1986-7. Ceramic datins evidence 

Phase A 

1757 

Phase C 

1752 4 100% cp l-3 

Phase D 

1736 
1737 
1738 
1741 
1754 
1755 
F325 

F318 
F294 

Phase E 

1748 
F325 

F318 
PS389 

1745 
1746 
1747 
1901 

512 
521 

1743 
1744 
1848 
Ph 9987 

2 

5" 

:A 

34; 

ii 
2 
1 
1 
8 

33 
66 

2" 
1 

100% cp l-3 

100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
109% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

Phase F 

No pottery 

Phase G 

F271 
: 
1 
P 

F62 

Phase- H 

1673 5. 
1675 2 
168s 2 

;29 - 
134 
i35 
1565 
i63 

‘17 
1 

if 
24 

100% cp ,l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

4% CP 6 

‘so:: 
SO% 

cp 1-3 
CP~ 
CP 9 

2StEll 



F272 

GC33 
PS383 

P286 

Phase 11 

1643 
1656 
1661 
1663 
1664 
1669 
1672 
1908 
1916 
1917 
1918 
P2561 
P2562 
P2563 
P2564 
P2563 
P2570 
P2571 
P2573 
G322 
Ph 9968 

Phase 12 

1617 
1640 
1644 
1645 
1899 

Phase Jl 

549 
1520 
1582 
1601 
1608 
1609 
1611 
1613 

_ _ _ _ _ . _ ,. . _. . _. _ 

1910 
1913 
1915 
1922 
G321 
Ph 9908 
Ph 9923 
1665 
1668 
1628 

513 
551 

10 
16 

2 
3 
3 

: 
11 

742 
16 
105 

11 
2 
1 

:"7 
9 
3 
5 

7’ 
4 

47 

9”: 
77 
14 
75 

;jo 
5 
2 

7: 

ii 
23 

286 

rzi 

lo5 

2: 

10% CP 6 
6% CP 6 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 

33% CP 4 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

50% CP 6 
7% CP 6 

100% cp l-3 
5% CP 6 

55% 
100% 
100% 

6% 
2% 

100% 
100% 
20% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

2% 
4% 
2% 

10;: 

794x 

lOa3i 
100% 

100% 
3% 
3% 

4:: 

16% cp7 
14% cp 4. 

4% w7 
12% CP 6 
60% CP 6 

‘?OO% cp l-3 
33% CP 6 

4% CP 6 

CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
c+ 6 
CP 4 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 4 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 5 
CP 5 
cp l-3 
cp6 
CP 5 
cp7 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 5 
CP 5 
CP 6 

WV2 ._ _, _ ,” _ _ ___,_ ,_ _, ._ _ 



1619 
1621 
1626 
1631 
1636 
1641 
1642 
1646 
1860 
1865 
1869 
1870 
1892 
1893 
1897 
F326 
F342 
6316 
P2580 
Ph 9857 

Phase 52 

457 
458 
459 
516 
524 
532 
547A 
554 
548 
550 
556 

1547 
1560 
1563 
1567 
1569 
1573 
1574 
1575 
1576 
1578 
1579 
1580 
1584 
1586 
1591 
1594 
159s 
1596 '. 
1598 . 
1605 
: ;ii7 
1610 
1.856 

5 
1 
1 

75 
2 

18 
8 
1 
5 
1 

104 
4 
3 

12 
10 

1 

17; 
32 

3 

20 
36 
15 

2 
6 

17 
91 

2 

: 
10 
2 
1 

1:: 
2 

175 
5 
3 

14 
3 
5 
4 
4 

9” 

8’ ._ 
= 71 

3 
10 

3 

152 

20% CP 6 
100% CP 3 
100% CP 6 

1% CP 6 
100% CP 3 

11% CP 4 
25% CP 4 

? 00% cp l-3 
20% CP 5 

100% cp l-3 
1% cp7 

25% CP 7 
33% CP 5 
25% CP 6 
10% CP 5 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
27% CP 7 

3% cp7 
33% CP 4 

5% 
13% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

5% 
4% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

10% 
50% 

100% 
4% 
4% 

50% 
7% 

100% 
100% 

7% 
33% 
20% 
50% 
50% 
75% 
22% 
43% 
63% 

7% 
’ 00% 

10% 
100% 

14% 
158, 

CP 6 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 3 
CP 7 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp.6 
cp6 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp7 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp6 
‘cp 6 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
cp7* -’ 
CP 7 

-.. __ . _ _ . . .-.. . - _ _ . . . ..25tBl3 . ~__..__ _ :. __.- _. .__,_, .__ _ _ _ __ _. _. 



Phase K 

la59 
1866 
1867 
1868 
G314 
G315 
F247 
F278 
F279 
F317 
P2553 
P2554 
P2572 
P2579 

321 
3 
4 

38 

: 

5 
2 

14 
11 

5: 
74 

31: 
100% 

7% 
lOG% 
50% 

100% 
33% 
50% 
50% 
18% 

100% 
14% 

1% 

CP 7 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 4 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 7 

Phase 52 (silts above) 

523B 49 14% CP 7 
1506 93 9% CP 7 
1540 35 3% CP 7 
1559 42 2% CP 7 
1571 102 5% cp7 
1581 5 40% CP 6 
1682 2 100% cp 1-3 
1856 152 15% CP 7 
1863 15 7% CP 7 

1522 
1524 
1525 
1529 
1531 
1534 
1535 
1536 
1537 
1538 
1539 
1545 
1546 
1548 
1555 
1557‘ 
1558 
1561 
1562 
1564 
1588 

" 1590. 
1593 
P2539 
P2549 ‘ 
P2550 

9 
23 

2 
39 
58 
22 

3: 
10 
11 
22 

2 
12 

2 
27 

6 

a 
12 

6 

:20 
9 

11% 
26% 
58% 

2% 
3% 

60% 
27% 

100% 
40% 
10% 

9% 
36% 

100% 
8% 

100% 
4% 

17% 
100% 

83% 

1;: 
8% 

13% 
11% 
12% 
6% 

cp7 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 5 
CP 6 
‘cp 7 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 6 

cp. 6 cp7 
CP 7 
CP 5 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cl? 6 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 4 
cp7 

_. _ . ._ . _. _ ,... - ., -_. -.., _ . 



Phase L 

456 
522 
525 

1505 
1507 
1511 
1512 
1515 
1516 
1517 
1521 
1530 
1533 
1541 
F267 
Pl149 
P2544 
P2545 
P2546 
P2547 
P2548 

176 
48 
37 
59 
64 

1 

7'1 
38 

3 

:; 

s” 

:; 
la 

1:: 
63 
31 

Phase M 

367 391 
1499 

3% cp7 
20% 6 

1500 2:: 
cp 

1502 
6% cp7 

162 5% 
1504 

cp 7 
12 42% 6 

1509 
cp 

12 8% cp6 

2% cp7 
2% cp 7 
2% cp7 
3% cp7 
3% cp7 

100% cp 5 
4% cp7 

14% cp 7 
8% cp7 

100% cp 6 
33% cp 7 
11% cp 5 
40% cp 7 
25% cp 7 
18% cp 7 
10% cp 5 

6% cp7 
25% cp 7 
85% cp 5 
83% CP 7 

7% cp 7 

Comment on dating 

Phases A-E which pre-date rampart period 3 contain nothing later 
than cp 3. Following the construction of the rampart phases G 
and H contain nothing later than cp 6 but from phase I onwards cp 
7 pottery is in evidence. 

25:Cl 



4.3.7 Sequence E: 1984-5. Ceraslic dat ins evidence 

Phase A-D 

NW sector G290 1 100% cp l-3 
F256 3 100% cp 1-3 

NE sector P2368 
P2393 
P242O 

E sector P2394 
P2413 
1407 

SE sector F224 

Central sector P2376 
P2388 
P2416 
P2418 
P2419 

Phase E 

No pottery 

Phase F-G 

NW sector 

E sector 

1490 
1444 
1449 
1450 
1467 
1478 
1496 
P2422 
P2423 
a2429 
P243 1 
P2437 
P24 77 
P2479 
P248 1 
P2487 
Ph 9536 
Ph 9552 

P2383 
P2384 
P2396 

“aas&?eai~~t~~i-. ssmi_ --ii --1*14 __.. -_ I=-,.- _m-dLab--il_ im--m l -A- “= 

*‘I . : 

14 
5 

:: 
18 

3 

2 
1 
2 

11 
1 

4 

486 
24 

:82 
,80 

735 
3 

: 
68 
15 

5 
t 
8 
1~ 

19 

252 

100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

100% cp l-3 
2% cps 
6%. cp 7 

100% cp 3 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

100% 
100% 

4% 
4% 

17% 
100% 

4% 
Sli$ 

100% 
67% 

1’00% 
100% 

3%” 
100% 
100% 
100% 
1008 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 4 
CP 6 
CP 5 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
cp 1-3 
cp 1-3 
cp4 
CP 5 
cp l-3 
ep l-3 
CP 6 
CP 6 

100% cp t-3 
20% CP 6 

58 CP 4 

252C2 
-mm”* -sm. irr-rt---ai..t--i----i--n-r).~r-j+r--t--~~*~=--~.--=,~~~~~~~-~~ 1 

. . .a .1. .1 



P2397 
P2404 
P2405 
P2407 

E-SE sector 1357 7 100% c!p l-3 
1362 11 100% cp 1-3 
P237a 3 100% cp l-3 

SE sector 1382 
1383 
1402 
?4OS 
es377 

PS378 

Phase H 

NW sector 1448 
1460 
1486 
1488 
P2450 
P2482 
P2484 
P2486 
6288 
6293 
PS376 
Ph 9224 

E-SE sector 1317 
P2367 
Ph 9338 

SE sector 1378 
1394 
1406 
I?2372 
6305 
Ph 9426 

Central sector 1317 2 100% 
1357 75 100% 
1362 11 100% 
1371 2 100% 

Ph 9518 
Ph 9471 
Ph 9498 
Ph 9402 
Ph 9407 
Ph 9496 
Ph 9498 
Ph 9510 

Ph 9396 

6 

:70 
8 

19 
23 

9 

: 
20 

2 
1 
2 

27 
1 

24 
6 
6 
1 

48 

283 
'6 
46 

: 
3 

2 
9 
2 

252 
6 

:; 
2 

100% cp 1-3 
6% CP 4 
5% cp4 

100% cp l-3 

5% 
4% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

79% CP 4 
50% CP 5 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 

4% CP 5 
13% CP 4 

4% CP 6 
100% cp 1-3 

2% CP 7 
100% cp l-3 

80% CP 6 
100% cp l-3 

100% 
100% 
100% 

100% 
S% 

100% 
100% 

3% 
100% 

CP 4 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp5 
CP 3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
w4 
cp l-3 

cp l-3 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp 1-3 

cp 1-3 
CP 7 
cp 1-3 
cp ,103 
CP 7 
cp 1-3 

cp l-3 L. 
cp 1-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 



Phase I 

NW sector 

N sector 

NE sector 

1477 
1481 
G287 
G291 
G302 
G307 
PS349 
PS350 
PS370 

Ph 9353 
Ph 9367 
Ph 9368 
Ph 9460 
Ph 9467 

G270 52 
P2345 258 
P2347 171 
P2348 17 
P2359 168 
P236l 35 
P2379 3 

1183 49 14% CP 6 
1184 8 10G% CP 6 
1197 2 100% CP 3 
6273 5 100% cp l-3 
G276 3 100% cp l-3 

6 sector 1262 171 2% cp6 
1349 15 100% cp l-3 

E-SE sector 1329 18 6% =P 6 
P2318 53 4% CP 6 
P2320 147 1% cp7 
P2377 63 13% CP 7 

SE sector 1211 
1212 
1275 
1326 
133s 
3339 
1364 
1367 
1385 
1393 
0304 
6311 
P2314 
P2316 

8 

653 
16 

7 
so 

Ph 9435 17 
Ph 9451 1 
Ph 9445 3 

Ph 9520 : 
19 
19 
2 
1 

8 
49 

1 
23 

1 

: 
9 

133 

20' " 
1 

2: 

100% 
60% 

3:: 
100% 

4% 
12% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

5% 
5% 

100% 
100% 

6% 
12% 

1:: 
1% 

11% 
100% 

38% 
6% 

100% 
4% 

100% 
100% 

14% 
100% 

2:: 

102 
100% 

9% 

cp l-3 
CP 4 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 3 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 4 
CP 5 
CP 3 
CP 3 

CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 7 
cp6 
CP 7 
CP S 
cp l-3 

CP 7 
cp 7 
CP 3 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
=P 7 
CP 7 
cP 3 
CP 7 
CP 5 
CP 7 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 7 



Central sector 

Phase J 

NW sector 

E sector 

1286 2 50% cp s 
P2356 54 4% cp6 

1471 
1476 
G306 
GC27 
GC28 

P2424 
P242S 
P2427 
P2446 
P2448 
P2449 
P2478 
F2SS 
Ph 9376 
Ph 9414 

1173 
1179 
121s 
1216 
1224 
1234 
1248 
1253 
1252 
12s9 
1260 
1261 
1265 
1267 
1289 
1303 
1304 
1338 
P2350 

E-SE sectoe 1200 
1214 
1244 
1278 
1306 
1308 
1314 
1315 
1325 
1330 
1332 

Ii 
4 

6303 64 
6286 104 
G297 13 

6308 :I 
14 

161 

:: 

1:: 
S 
1 
1 

i 
22 
14 
73 
26 

1 
75 

9 
25 

3 
12 

1 
12 

:79 
2t 

(2: 

7 
- .16 

19 
139 

19 
2 
6 
4 
4 

: 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

3% CP S 
2% CP 7 
8% CP 7 
6% cp7 
3% cP 7 

14% cP 7 
16% CP S 

8% CP S 
1 noI cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

6% CP S 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 6 

100% 
100% 

5% 

2 
12% 

100% 
3% 

lc)O% 
8% 

67% 

tat: 

68: 

1:: 
100% 

sa 

14% 
,lOO% 

26% 

1:: 
100% 
100% 
25% 
75% 

100% 
57% 

CP S 
cp l-3 
cP S 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp l-3 
cP 7 
cp l-3 
cps 
CP 6 
cp6 
ep l-3 
CP 7 
cp 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
cp7 

CP 7 
cp 11-3 
cp 6 
CP 7 
cp6 
CP 6 
cp 1-3 
CP 6 
CP 5 
CP 6 
cp 6 

2S:CS 



SE sector 

1340 
1343 
1344 
1356 
1376 
1389 
CS38 6269 

C279 
F205 
F252 

1316 
1328 
1363 
P2366 
PS347 Ph 9327 

Ph 9363 
Ph 9329 

Central sector 1282 
1284 
P2352 
P235S 

Phase R 

NW sector 

NE se&or 

E sector 

1452 
14S6 
1458 
1459 
1462 
1465 
1468 
1470 
147s 
GC25 

GC23 G268 

1150 
1174 
1193 
1206 
1207 
1217 
1225 
1229 
1230 
1242 
1246 
1238 
1311 
P2349 
P2351 1 

5 
12 

: 

f 
10 

2: 
12 

30 
3 

1s: 

23 
2 

280 
60 
24 

4 

167 
18 

30s 

lo' 

653' 
41 

20% cp 6 
8% cp 6 

100% cp 6 
100% cp 6 

17% cp7 
100% cp l-3 

30% cp 6 
22% cp 6 
95% cp 6 
92% cp 6 

7% cp7 
67% cp 6 

100% cp l-3 
8% cp 7 

67% cp S 
SO% cp 6 

100% cp 6 

13% cp 6 
30% cp 6 

100% cp l-3 
8% cp7 

25% CP 5 
SO% CP 6 

100% cp l-3 
22% CP 6 
60% CP 7 

3% CP S 
100% cp l-3 

10% cp S 
2% cp 7 
5% CP 7 
2% CP s 

24 4% cp4 

40 

3: 

,22 
30 

5 
42 

2 

I 

1,; 
19 

40 
100 

10 
2S 

4 

2;: 
14 

.si 

:f 
100 

10: 

% cp6 
% cp6 
a cp7 
% ep6 
% cp7 
% cpf 
1% cp7 
% cpS 
:% ep 7 
% cp6 . 
1% cp6 
% cp6 
8% cp l-3 
%.cp 7 
1% ep l-3 '. . 



E-SE sector 1202 
1209 
1218 
1.“:9 
1257 
1276 
1305 
1331 
1333 

2 
159 

?I 
97 
10 
73 

1 
23 

50% 

52 
77% 

2% 
10% 

1% 
100% 
100% 

CP 6 
cp 7 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp 3 

SE sector 1180 
1188 
1198 
1223 
1231 
1239 
1241 
1250 
12Sl 
1255 
1277 
6272 

59 
122 

1 
11 

z 

iii 
8 
6 

1: 

10% ep6 
3% CP 7 

100% CP 6 
9% CP 6 

20% CP 6 
100% cp 1-3 

20% CP 6 
10% CP 6 
63% CP 6 
17% cp7 

100% cp 1-3 
18% cp 7 

Central sector cs39 G266 
: 

100% cp 3 
6265 20% CP 7 

Phase L -- 

NW sector 1453 
1455 
1447 
6292 
P2426 
P2447 
Ph 9330 

fro 
27 

929 
234 

3 

10% 
71% 
15% 

100% 

i: 
100% 

CP 5 
cp 6 
cp7 
CP 3 
CP 6 
CP 7 
cp l-3 

N sector P2346 
G277 

46t 
S 1090: 

cp 7 
CP 3 

E sector 1153 
1172 
1176 
1177 
1178 
1185 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1194 
1195 
1196 
120s 

267 
2 

28 
1 

2: 
141 

2 

g 

83 

3% 
100% 
75% 

100% 
100% 

35% 

7:: 

10:: 

3:: 

CP 7 
ep l-3 
CP 6 
cp3 

g k3 
cp 7 
CP 6 

5’: 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 

;-l;i_L.L-_=~_~~--~.i9=;~~~~tii--ri-+-- &.a ._._ /as.s.Ai..i_ _J L” .M .-. -i -= a ._ +---+-A.*- _-m?_-m :4t&-j/ 



E-SE sector 1157 
1167 
1213 
1307 

4% ep7 
4% cp7 

36% cp 7 
2% cp7 

SE sector 1162 4 
P2410 

75% cp 6 
15 20% cp 7 

Central sector 1?81 S 40% cp 6 

Phase M 

NH sector 1451 
1469 

136 1% cp7 
8 25% cp 6 

N sector 1159 
1161 

4% cpt 
3% cp6 

NE sector 1152 

E sector 1156 SO 
1158 24 
1160 52 

8% cp7 

6% cp7 
4% cpt 
2% cp 6 

4% cp7 

3% cp7 
100% cp l-3 

4% cp6 
33% ep 6 

9% cp7 

E-SE sector 1158 24 

SE sector 1lSS 
1163 
1166 
1272 

231 

2: 
6 

Central sector 3154 82 

Comment on dating 

Phases k-D which predate rampart perid 3 produce nothins later 
than cp S with the exception of a single sherd of cp 7 from layer 
1407 which is best regarded as intrusive since there was 
considerable disturbance in the region. Fol lowi rq the 
construction of the rampart phases F and G produced nothing later 
than cp 6. From phase B onwards cp 7 became increasingly eomfnonr 



4.3.8 Sequence F: 1983. Ceramic dating evidence 

Phase A-D (pee Rampart period 3) 

FlS9 
F160 
F166 
P2257 
P2290 
6253 
Ph 8843 
Ph 8841 

Phase E (Rampart period 3) 

965 
F164 

Phase F 

989 
P2272 
P2282 
P2288 
P2292 
P2298 
P2299 
P2300 
P2302 

‘p%;:: 
PS200 

Ph 8759 
Ph 8826 

x:: :se;; 
Ph 8832 
Ph 8840 
Ph 8847 
Ph 8871 

Phase. G 

914 
972 

1009 
1024 

865 
1031 
104s 

Ph 8760 
Fh 8761 
Ph 8818 

19” 

1: 
3 
2 
S 
3 

67 

722 

:55 

2: 
16 
16 

:t 

: 
47 

2 
3 
1 
1 
5 
2 
4 
1 
1 

45 

;77 
1 

25% 
100% 

20% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

100% 
100% 

SO% CPS 
10% CP 7 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
106% cp t-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

6% cp 4. 
100% cp l-3 

8% CP 6 
lOtI% cp 1-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cpl-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% ep 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% ep l-3 
100% CP 6 
100% ep l-3 
100% 
100% 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 

100% cp l-3 

cP S 
cp l-3 
cP 5 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp 1-3 
ep l-3 
cp l-3 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 

a37 I 
cp t-3 
cP 6 
CP 7 



Phase H 

911 
924 
968 
985 

1025 
Ph 8781 
Ph 8806 
E’h 8807 
Ph 8848 

Phase I 

882 
891 
892 
910 
913 
916 
917 
918 
921 
922 
933 
944 
946 
947 
973 
983 

1007 
1012 
1026 
1027 
G247 
ix48 

Phase J 

843 
853 
888 
906 
91s 
919 
920 
925 
927 
928 
934 
939 
9S6 
961, 

2StClO 

24 
4 

63 
2 

: 
1 
1 

13 
3 

58 
8 

10 

1: 
li 
26 

1 
1 

112 

:5 
5 

2: 
11 

1: 
5 

46 

1: 
32: 6 
1: 

3 

: 
30 
13 
S 

4% cpf 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 6 
33% cp 6 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp 6 
100% cp 6 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 

23% CP 6 
100% cp l-3 

12% CP 7 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% CP 6 

7% cp6 
8% =e 5 
4% CP 5 

100% cp l-3 
100% CP 5 

2% CP 5 
7% cp5 

100% cp l-3 
40% cp l-3 
13% CP ‘t 
17% CP 7 
46% CP 6 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% CP 7 
29% CP 7 

17% 
14% 

i: 
17% 

100% 

10:: 
25% 

100% 
20% 
13% 
31% 

100% 

CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 7 
CP 7 
cp 5, 
CP 6 
CP 4 
cp 1-3 
ca 6 
CP 6 
~45 
CP 7 
CP 5 
CP 6 



Phase K 

835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
844 
846 
851 
852 
860 
861 
862 
864 
868 
869 
871 
872 
873 
874 
889 
899 
900 
904 
905 
908 
909 
912 
930 
932 
954 
955 
979 
9’1s 

962 
979 
981 
987 
988 

1000 
P2191 
P2206 
P2204 
P2224 
P2280 
P2285 
P2296 
P2297 
F139 
F140 
F144 
Ph 8762 

1 
97 
26 
11 
32 

248 
17 
28 
21 
21 
13 
12 
9 
3 

: 
1 

129 
11 

133 
193 

24 
24 

2 
?O 

144 
16 
30 
18 
10 

149 
7 

12 

3: 

:; 
2.2 

6 
11 

111 
33 

I 

:7 

:06 

265 
5 

25?Cll . . . . _-.--;-s. 

100% cp 5 
3% cp7 
8% cp? 

18% cp 7 
3% cp 6 

25% cp 6 
4% cp5 
6% cp6 

93% cp 6 
10% cp 7 
10% cp 7 
8% cp7 

100% cp 1-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 6 

14% cp7 
100% cp 4 

2% cp7 
18% cp 6 

3% cp 7 
7% cp7 

80% cp 6 
96% cp 6 

100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 

8% cp7 
31% cp 5 
30% cp 7 

6% cp7 
20% cp 7 

3% cpt 
14% cp 6 
17% cp 7 

3% cp7 
15% cp 7 
17% cp 7 

4% cp7 
S% cp7 

17% cp s 
9% cp US 
6% cp7 
3% cp7 

100% cp 3 
5% cp7 

10% cp 7 
13% cp 7 
Sb cp 7 

20% cp 7 
8% cp7 

20% cp 6 

-s._ _, i i i_, i.+._l.advaL~ .=__ f iiri.~.e-i-b.--wra- 



977 
P2260 
P226 1 
P2269 
PZ270 
P2271 
P2273 
P2275 
P2276 
F141 
Ph 8738 

1: 
109 
141 

;; 
288 

13 

: 
2 

100% CP 7 
68.8% cp 6 

0.9% cp 8 
11% CP 7 
14% CP 6 
14% CP 7 

5% CP 7 
7.7% cp 6 

100% CP 4 
100% CP 6 
100% CP 6 

Comment on dat inq 

Phases A-D which pre-date rampart 3 produce nothinq later than cp 
5. From phase 7 post-dating the rampart reconstruction cp 7 
pottery becomes increasinsly common though until phase J there is 
considerable residuality. 

2S:C? 2 



4.3.9 Sequence G: 1982. Ceramic dating evidence 

Phase 0 

732 
760 

Phase B 

731 
758 
762 
779 
780 
783 
785 
789 
790 
806 
807 
811 
812 

Ph 8357 
Ph 8387 
Ph 8445 

3" 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 3 

157 
70 
20 

7 
4 

246 
37 
16 

9 
16 
4 

15 
1 
2 
1 

100% cp l-3 
1% cp7 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 3 

Phase C 

730a 122 .I 100% cp 1-3 

Phase D 

747 
751 
773 
774 
775 

FllO 
6236 
Ph 8529 
Ph 8533 
Ph 8086 

5 
60 
52 

2 

:48 
1 
3 

10 
9 

100% cp l-? 
2% cp5 

12% cp 5 
100% cp 3 

4% cps 
36% cp 5 

100% cp l-3 
33% cp 6 

100% cp 6 
33% cp 6 

Phase E 

728 121 2% cp7 



Phase F 

749 
750 
777 

P2115 
PS196 Ph 8313 

Ph 8449 
Ph 8531 
Ph 8541 

Ph 8419 
Ph 8408 

Phase G 

743 
744 
745 

P2155 
P2139 

Phase H 

722 94 7% cp7 
726 26 8% cp 7 
739 4 25% cp 8 

6 
17 
23 

151 
5 
1 

: 
11 
3 

100% cp 3 
6% cp7 
4% cp6 
5% cp7 

20% cp 6 
100% cp 3 
100% cp 6 
66% cp 6 

1003 cp 6 
100% cp 6 

48 4% cp6 

1; 
33% cp 7 
15% 6 cp 

135 13% 7 cp 
2 lOO%cp3 

Comment on dating 

Phase B is consistently cp 3 except for one intrusive sherd in 
layer 758. By phase D however, 
rampart period 3, 

the latest occupation before 
a few cp 6 sherds have appeared. After the 

rampart 3 extension cp 7 k-ttery becomes increasingly common. A 
single sherd of cp 8 occurred in a phase H context. 



4.3.10 Sequence H: 1988. Ceramic dating evidence 

Phase 0 

2042 

Phase Al/2 

2028 
2069 
2072 
2089 
2090 
2091 
2092 

6322 

PS475 

Phase B 

2012 
2015 
2029 
2030 
2031 
2037 
2040 
2047 
2076 
2077 
2078 
2080 
2082 
2086 
2088 

P2602 

F355 
F371 

PS478 

PS48 1 

1 

34 41% CP 3 
1 100% cp l-3 

10 20% CP 3 
18 44% CP 3 
28 36% CP 3 

6 50% CP 3 
11 82% CP 3 

3 67% 

ph 10015 1 100% 
ph 10032 12 50% 
ph 1011: 1 100% 
ph 10140 15 20% 

43 
16 
75 
10 
53 

3 
8 

215 
84 
61 

1 
88 

217 
s 

32 

3 

50 

P2613 
ph 10102 

P1385 
ph 10078 

25tD1 

100% 

42% 

369: 
90% 
40% 
33% 
25% 

2% 
98% 

2% 
100% 

1% 
0.5% 

100% 
100% 

33% 

84% 

100% 
100% 

100% 
43% 

cp l-3 

CP 3 

CP 3 
CP 3 
cp 1-3 
CP 3 

CP 4 
CP 4 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 6 
cp3 
CP 4 
CP 4 
CP 4 
CP 3 
CP 4 
CP 4 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

CP 4 

CP 3 

CP 3 
cp l-3 

cp l-3 
cp- 3 

&..*i-i . ma- .._ -~_..~-_.a_ . . “_ I_.I. --- ~~ ~~- 



PS482 

PS487 

PS490 ph 10074 22 14% cp 6 

PS493 ph 10125 5 60% CP 4 

ph 9999 1 100% CP 6 
ph 10056 2 100% 
ph 10150 

cp l-3 
1 100% CP 3 

Phase C 

2050 
2068 

Phase D 

1997 
1999 
2011 
2016 
2027 
2039 
2045 
2048 
2074 

P2S87 
P2597 
P2609 
P2611 

GC42 
PS483 

PS484 

PS479 

ph 10094 
ph 10104 
ph 10105 
ph 10118 
ph 10139 

ph 9996 
ph 10073 
ph 10161 

ph 9993 1 100% cp l-3 
ph 10001 1 100% cp l-3 

23 4% 
2 SO% 
7 14% 

34 

583 
41 

:: 

208 

2’; 
41 

131 

333 
2 

6324 9 
ph 10031 
ph 10090 2’ 
ph 10034 2 
ph 10091 2 

ph 10020 2 
ph 10045 2 

25tD2 

50% 
100% 
100% 
100% 

33% 

100% 
11% 

0.2% 

1:: 
19% 

100% 
25% 

lb 
13% 
22% 

2% 
3% 

10:: 

11% 
100% 
100% 

50% 
SO% 

100% 
100% 

CP 3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
CP 3 

CP 4 
CP 4 
CP 4 

cp l-3 
CP 4 

CP 3 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 4 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
cp6 
CP 3 
CP 3 

CP 5 
CP 4 
w 5 
CP 3 

CP 5 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 

cp t-3 
cp ?-3 

t . . 



PS489 ph 10049 10 
ph 10066 5 

ph 10076 ph 10100 6' 
ph 10101 3 

PS494 ph 10097 1 

50% CP 3 
20% CP 3 
56% CP 3 
33% CP 3 
33% CP 3 

100% cp l-3 

Phase E 

2005 13 62% 
2052 1 100% 

Phase F 

1977 
1993 6603 
2017 61 
2033 7 

P1485 21 
P1625 
P2595 3: 
P2596 26 
P2598 137 
P2599 103 
e2610 33 

GC44 (3330 23 
PS477 ph 10007 47 

PS488 ph 10017 2 
ph 10060 2 

ph 10034 2 

5% CP 6 
25% CP 3 

2% CP 6 
43% CP 5 

10% CP 5 
50% CP 7 

3% CP 7 
4% CP 7 
1% CP 6 
2% CP 6 
3% CP 6 

4% 
2% 

50% 
SO% 

SO% 

Phase G 

1951 
1952 
1975 
1992 
1995 

2018 2051 

P.1349 
P2587 
P2592 

25: 
23 
3s 

3 

9: 

163 

4:: 
17% 
6% 

67% 
75% 

1% 

F84 10 

25:D3 

33% 
2% 

30% 

CP 3 
cp l-3 

CP 6 
CP 7 

CP 3 
cp3 

CP 3 

CP 6 
CP 3 
CP 5 
CP 5 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 4 

CP 6 
cp5 . 

CP 3 



Phase H 

1987 12 8% CP 4 

P2589 
P259 1 
P2600 
P260 1 
P2604 
P2608 

94 

2: 

882 
5 

2% CP 6 
50% CP 3 

4% CP 7 
100% cp l-3 

1% =P 6 
100% cp l-3 

CS4Oa 

GC45 G130 
PS496 ph 10080 

PS475 ph 10015 
ph 10032 
ph 10140 

8 
1 

25% CP 6 
100% cp l-3 

100% CP 3 
50% CP 3 
20% CP 3 

1: 
1s 

Phase f 

637 10 40% CP 6 
1970 5 40% CP 6 
1989 1 100% cp l-3 
1996 154 2% CP 7 
2025 28 43% CP 3 

CSSOb/ 
F68 

1938 
1939 
1976 
1982 
1984 
P1350 

19 
7 

19 
10 

22385 

5% 
14% 

8501 
4,6% 
4% 

CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 6 
CP 3 
CP f 
cp7 

CP 6 
cp6 
cp l-3 
CP 3 

CS69/ 
F364 

2006 
2020 
2021 
2022 

71 
3 

3: 

333: 
100% 

33% 

cs70 6334 24 13% CP 4 

Phase J 

41 
25 
96 
17 
45 
28 
13 

5% 
4% 
1% 

77% 
2% _ 

-if 

22: 

CP 6 
CP 4 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cpfi 
CP 6 
CP 5 
CP 7 
CP 6 

621 
622 

1955 
1956 
1974 ” 
1983 
2000 
2002 
2061 

s9 
43 



2062 
2075 
2083 
2084 

Phase K 

666 
1932 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1972 
1985 
1990 

F349 2 100% 
F353 

cp3 
1 100% CP 6 

CS68/ 
F350 

ph 10003 2 100% cp l-3 

Phase L 

1929 
1930 
1931 
1935 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1946 
1947 
1949 
1950 
1953 
1954 

:xz 
1965 
1966 
1988 
2057 
2063 
2102 

1963 72 4% 
ph 10012 

CP 6 
1 100% CP 6 

S 

180 
2 

121 
2 
1 

11 
2 
5 

J’ 

:: 
2 

47 

22: 
18 

107 

62: 

: 
107 

2 

2: 

204 
S 

1: 
104 

l70 
1 

47 
1 

20% 
25% 

100% 
100% 

100": 
100% 

590: 
100% 

33% 
33% 

7% 
2% 

100% 
2% 

39% 
4% 

17% 
6% 
8% 

225: 
100% 

3% 
100% 

50% 

28st 
10% 
20% 
25% 
15% 

63t . 
29% 

loi: 
100% 

CP 3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

CP 5 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 6 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 6 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp l-3 
CP 5 

CP 7 
CP 7 
cps 
CP 7 
cp7 
CP 7 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp7 
cp l-3 
cp3 
CP 6 
CP 3 
CP 5 
CP 7 
CP 6 
cp 6 
CP 7 
t?p6 . 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 7 
cp3 



P2589 
P2590 
P2591 

ph 10008 

Phase M 

F348/ 
1933 
GC39 

94 

171 

. 

2% 

2% 

CP 6 
CP 7 

100% co ii 

8 38% CP 3 

G132 
G134 

3% 
3% 

CP 5 
cP 7 

Comment on dat inq 

The seauence of pottery is entirely consistent apart from five 
anomalies which will be considered below. The phasinq based on 
the latest sherds in each phase is as follows: 

L/2 
cp l-3 
CP 3 

B CP 4 
c CP 4 
D CP 5/6 
E 
F-F1 cp-6,7 

Throuahout there was a hioh percentaoe of residual nottery. Of 
the anomalies there is one sherd of cp 6 in layer 2037 assiqned 
to phase B. This is best explained as the result of a later 
intrusion not recoonized durincr excavation. Phs 9999 and 10074 
also produced cp 6 sherds - both could belona to later phases. 
In phase D there were two anomalous sherds, a cp 6 sherd from 
layer 2011 and a cp 7 shed from layer 1999. Roth layers were in 
part sealed by clearly defined chalk spreads’and could easily 
therefore have become contaminated from unidentified later 
intrusions. 

The importance of the seauence is that it allows the early arouDs 
of ceramics to be distinquished easily: phase A is solely cp 3, 
phases B and C are cp 4 and phase n is CD 5, Tn phase F 
(immediately precedinq Fampart phase 31 there is a consistent 
crroup of cp 6 pottery. Some doubt however attaches to the 
stratigraphical posit ions of pits Plti2S, P2595, P2S96 afl of 
which produce cp 7 assemhl aqes. 
could all post-date phaSQ G. 

Thouqh aseianed to phase F they 
This would make better sense of the 

sequence. From phase H onwards cp 7 pottery becomes common. 



4.3.11 Sequence I: 1979-80. Ceramic datins evidence 

Phase A 

Phase B 

Pnase C 

Phase D 

Phase E 

606 
615 

PI241 
Pllll 

Pl412 
Pl4S4 
PI592 
Gl41 
G176 
PS267 

641 4 
Ph 7182 

100% cp 1-3 
2 

Ph 7197 
50% cp 6 

19 100% cp 6 

592 
616 
658 
663 
687 

Gl40 
Ph 7185 
PS276 

656 14 
P1279 

100% cp l-3 
1 100% cp l-3 

589 
611 
654 

P1202 
PI410 
PSl68a 

1 

3: 
69 

66 
107 

1 
14 

Ph 4603 1 

30 
13 

4 
1 

10 
1 

Ph 4604 : 
Ph 4616 1 

3 

0: 

::, 
Ph 4607 2 
Ph 4635 1 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
(one 
100% 
100% 

100% 
14% 

100% 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp 1-3 
cp l-3 

stray cp 8) 
cp 1-3 
cp 1-3 

cp l-3 
CP 7 
CP 3 

3% cp6 
8% cp7 

50% cp 6 
100% cp 6 
100% cp 3 
100% cp 6 
100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 

5% cp7 
27% ‘cp 4 

3% cp6 
100% cp 6 
100% cp 3 

~~-.-~~~ __.__f_l, _= _-. * 1 __ ,_.I. -_I~ ._ t_._X~._~X_~_i__L~ ~i~~~~t*i~c-~..~il~~S?ihi;rWr.iiil~*L-~--~.~~.it-.i.-ii~.~. _.-i+i-A-.+.. .a--a-.* -**iTi. L a**-*-- 



Ph 4626 
Ph 4617 f 

100% cp 3 
100% cp 3 

Phase F 

653 11 18% cp 7 

Phase G 

649 4 25% cp 8 

Comment on dating 

The paucity of stratified pottery prevents precise dating but 
from phase A (pre-dating the metalled road; the pottery is 
overwhelmingly cp l-3 except for two later sherds both from the 
upper filling of unsealed features. From the phase contemporary 
with the first metalling (phase B) cp 6 pottery begins to appear. 
Thereafter (phases C-F) cp 7 pottery occurs in small auantity. 
In phase G a single sherd of cp 8 indicates a late dating for the 
final surfacing. 

25rD8 _--. ^ _ ._ ^ -‘_. _ .___ 



4,3.12 Sequence J: 1980. Ceramic datinq evidence 

Phase B 

G173 
PS322 

Phase C 

PS319 

Phase D 

GC9 

Ph 6959 ti 
Ph 6958 2 

Ph 6352 1 100% cp l-3 
Ph 6-56 5 100% cp l-3 

6161 1 100% cp l-3 
G17l 94 5% cp7 
6172 2 50% cp 7 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
100% cp 1-3 

Phase F 

PS321 Ph 6954 5 100% cpl-3 

Phase G 

PS320 
644 
648 
650 
Ph 6375 

Ph 6951 100% cp l-3 
l-3 100% cp 

100% cp l-3 
100% cp l-3 
= 1 bowl cp 8 

The only significant points of datinq to be derived from the 
stratified pottery is that GC9 belongs to cp 7. One post-hole 
belonqs to cp 8. 

Comment on datinq 

This complex seauence yielded comparatively little siqnificant 
pottery. Phases A-C produced only sherds of cp l-3 but hy phase 
D (GC91 cp 7 pottery was in use. A few sheds of cp 8 occurred 
in a post-hole of phase G. 



Blocked entrance: 1982-84. Rampart seauence dat inq evidence 

Phase A 
(palaeosoil) 740 

Phase A 
( Rampart 1) 821 11 100% 

800 6 100% 
807 16 100% 

Phase b 
(occupation) P2159 

6232 
PS259 
ph 8581 

Phases F-K 
756 
761 
770 
772 
776 
P2117 
P2158 
cs33 

ph 8406 

715 
716 
718 
719 
720 
724 
725 
736 
738 
P2120 
P2121 
ph 8424 

5 

124 2% 
3 100% 
9 100% 
1 100% 

20 
7 

:: 

3: 
16 

12834 
2 

i: 
29 

140 
10 
2 

18 
75 

1 

100% cp l-3 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

CP 5 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 

20% CP 5 
100% cp l-3 

9% CP 3 
23% CP 3 
25% 4~6 

5% CP 6 
13% CP 3 
13% CP 7 

2% CP 7 
100% cp l-3 

2% CP 5 
12% CP 7 

3% CP 6 
1% CP 7 

70% CP 3 
50% CP 3 
17% CP 6 
13% CP 7 

100% CP 6 



Blocked entrance: 1982-84. Blocking seauence dating evidence 

Stage 2 
(erosion and final 
use) 

Stage 3 
(blocking’ of 
enti.ance gap) 

Pre-fort palaeosoil 998 

Stage 1 787 
(multiple use of 788 
entrance) 803 

804 
992 
994 

1010 
1011 
1081 
1084 
1087 
1090A 
1099 
Road ho1 low 

901 
902 
970 
974 

1013 
1079 
1082 
1091 
1094 
P2162 
P2313 

781 
875 
877 
885 
890 
897 
933 
986 

Stage 4 P2163 
(occupation P228 1 
following blocking CS34/F133 

PS20 1 
ph 8804 

F245 

Stage 5 845 
(erosion and siltinq) 850 

25:bll = 

2 

2 
16 
2 

41 
5 

30 
1 

a7 
13 

2 
1 
1 
2 

1094 1 
1109 2 

1 
1 

17 

8' 
1 
7 
3 

2: 
2 

14 
1 
2 

28 
21 

7 

: 

63 
2 

854 
855 : 
857 70 
858 1 
859 12 
863 8 
870 109 
ph 8792 

5: 

4: 

50% 

50% 
63% 

100% 
100% 
100% 

20% 
100% 

92% 
46% 

100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
50% 

100% 
100% 
41% 
11% 
13% 

100% 
57% 

100% 
100% 

4% 
100% 

43% 
100% 
100% 

39% 
76% 
29% 

100% 
50% 

2% 
50% 

100% 
100% 

9% 
100% 

3:: 
5% 

100% 
2% 

100% 
5% 

CP 3 

CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
=P 3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 7 

cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
=P 6 
CP 3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
cp l-3 
CP 5 
cp 1-3 

CP 3 
cp 1-3 
cp l-3 
CP 3 
CP 3 
cp 3 
CP 5 
cp 3 

oP 7 
CP 4 
cp l-3 
cp l-3 
CP 7 
cp l-3 
CP 5 
CP 6 
CP 6 
cp 1-3~ 
CP 6 

CP 6 
CP 7 

____ 1 t t -) - il ..- .-w-c _~L.. * .--m..m*w- I.--__._ ._‘_s- ._._‘~=-~ *11-.___ .-- .r._ bS_/ _,.._- Lf -_ _.-_ _.-_. A_,._- &-_ ‘.._ i f__^).._iI__j_f__j.ii~_~_i____ 



Comment on dating 

The dating evidence from the rampart sequence is sparse but 
consistent. The occupation (phase D) precedinq the construction 
of Rampart 3 contains nothing later than cp 5, while the 
occupation phases (F-R) post-dating the rampart enlargement 
contain significant quantities of cp 6-7, 

Of the entrance itself Stage 1 produces pottery only of cp 1-3 
with the exception of a single shed of cp 7 from an area much 
disturbed by tree roots which is best therefore ignored. In 
Stage 2, the final use of the road, 
and 6. 

the latest pottery is of cp 5 
The pottery from the blocking is all residual with 

nothing later than cp 5. Thereafter though there is still much 
residuality pcttery of cp 6-7 consistently appears. 

. 
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